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Mt Earnslaw at the head of Lake Wakatipu, from a painting by Neil Bartlett. 

"Here about the beach I wandered, nourishing a youth sublime 
With the fairy tales of science, and the long result of Time" 

ALFRED LORD TENNYSON (Locksley Iiall, 1842). 
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ABSTRACT 

"The Glenorchy lode field, comprising scheelit,e (cawo4}-.:-bearing 

quartz lodes, is one of many gold-, tungsten-, and antimony-mineralized 

lode fields within the Haast Schist of the South Island of New Zealand. 

The lode fields in the Otago schists are more abundant and \vere more 

productive than those elsewhere in the Haast Schist. The Otago schist 

belt is composed mainly of metasediments (psammitic and pelitic schists) 

with subordinate a~ounts of metavolcanic rock and m€tachert; metamorphic 

grade ranges from pumpellyite-actinolit.::! £aries to the biotite zone of 

the greenschist facies, While amphibolite facies rock2 OCCU:::' in e1e 

Alpine schists adjacent to the Alpin~ Fault to the north·.vest. 

The origin of the epigenetic Au and W mineralization has been 

debated since the early 1900 1s when the mod~-=1 invokj'1g passagE", through 

the E~hists of metalliferous emanations from an underlying magma was in 

vogue. However, J.:he absence i.n the schists of sui table igneous :::-ocks, 

that could be intArpreted as being spatially and tem9orally associated 

with the mineralization, pro~1pted other ore genesis models. Secretion 

of the Au and W f:rom the country rocks by m"-'teoric waters ;,;as proposed, 

but sir1r:e the 1960's, ~eological opinion has favo'.lred an origin connected 

with regional metamorphism. 

~th geochemical and petrological approaches are utilized in this 

thesis in an attempt to elucidate .the controls on W :nineralization at 

Glenorchy. 

In the Glenorchy field, the lodes consist: of quartz-calcite

scheelite veins in cxushed, folded, sulpl:ide-hearing schist bounded by 

clay selvages. Scheelite is sporadicallv distributed in the quartz 

veins. Ore shoots are parallel to the dip and strike of the Glenorchy 

Lode, the most productive lode in the fit:ld. The lodes dip 15-30° NE, 
0 ·cutting the SW-dipping schistosity at an angle of 60-70 , and with the 

subsidiary lodes comprise a subhorizontal flattened network. It is 

tentatively concluded that the lodes' originated by passage of ore-forming 

fluids along pre-existing normal faults developed during the early stages 

.of uplift of the schist pile. Both syn- and post-mi.neralization deforma

tion is recognized within the lode, 

The petrography and mineralogy of the unaltered Mt Judah schists 

.are described, and this section forms the basis for later characterization 
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of the hydrothermal alteration. Psarnmitic and th.in-bedded (alternating 

pelitic-psammitic) schists are dominant on Mt Judah~ and are \'lithin 

pumpellyite-actinolite facies. East of Bonnie Jean Creek the schists 

are in greenschist facies, and the abundance of pelitic schists and 

greenschists increase.s eastwards. From the composition of paragonitic 

muscovite, and existing experimental data on the upper stability limit of 

pumpellyite, the temperature of metamorphism in the !'it Judah schists 

was about 400°C, although oxygen isotope data suggest the temperature 

could have been as high as 445°c. 

The petrography and mineralogy of the altered schists a!,"e describec, 

anC:. t.ne changes in mineral abundance and mineral composition with hydro

thennal aJ.te:tation are discussed. The mineralogical alteration zcne is 

generally 1.5-2 m wide and is characterized by alte~ation of Ca-silicates 

(amphiboles, purnpellyi te, epidote) to aggregates of c:t.lori te and ca1ci te 1 

se::r..~i tiza tio:r. of albite, and deposition of sulphides, kaolini tt:, a;id 

ca.lci te. l·1etamorphic sulphides, stilpnomelan€:, sph£me and rutile •,vere 

also altered by the hydrothermal fluids. rrhe mineral compositi.ons of 

sc~·l.ist minerals wc..::e not aff,~cted, except for chlorite which displays an 

increased composi tiona.l rang·e in the altered s,;;hisb;, with B. tendency for 

. .increased MgO and decrease!j FeO cont-:::nts. T<.vo alte.L·atio'n zones are 

recognized - a sericite-carbonate zone and a m~rginal zone. 

Major element and +;race element analyses of t.he bu.lk schists in 

four traverses perpendicular to the lode shm·? that the al ter:ed schists 

c.~~·e depleted in CaO, Fe
2
o

3
, Sio2 , Sr, and Y, and enriched in co2 , K2o, 

H
2
o, FeO, s, Rb, Cs, W, As,and Sb relative to the ·unaltered Fchists. 

Bass balance calculations suggest the Ca and Sr in the scheelite, the Fe 

in the sulphides, and half the Si in the quartz within the l..:>des 

originated from the altered schists adjacent to the lode. S, C, .'\s, w, 
Sb, Rb, Cs, and some Si were introduced to the lodes in the Mt Judah 

area by the ore-forming fluid from a source deeper in the schist pile. 

Oxygen isotope analyses of schist and lode minerals are presented. 

Adjacent to the lode there is an aureole up to 10 m wide in which the 

oo18 values of the quartz, albite, and muscovite are high relative to 

those in the unaltered schists, Oxygen isotope fro.ctionat.:ions indicate 

a tempera·ture range of 350°-280°C for :mineralizc..tion, 'l'he o18
.,.erJrichment 

aureole suggests the ore-forming fluid was previously in equilibrium 

with schis·t.:s at deeper levels in the pile at temperatures exceeding 420°C. 

The isotope composition of ·the fluid {oo18 = 8.5roa) is compatible with 
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both metamorphic and magmatic derivation. The isotope aureole and the 

decrease in oxidation state of the altered schists (indicated by increased 
2+ . 

Fe /total Fe) have resulted from interaction bebreen the schists and 

1
relatively large volumes of fluid transported up•vards in major conduits 

in the schist pile. Because of the lack of spatial relationship between 

mineralization and contemporaneous igneous activity,it is concluded that 

the mineralization was a consequence of various processes associated 

with burial metamorphism. 

The fea.<:ibili ty of such at• origin is examined. Dehydration and 

decarbonation reactions during mE:t<.u:~orphism in schists of hig·her grade 

than greenschist facies are capable of producing sufficient fluid 

consisting mainly of H2o, v1ith consider<>.ble co
2 

component. It is 

suggested that the flu:Ld was trapped in the schist pile during burial, 

and that an increase in pe:r:mea:!Jj.lity consequent upon microhydraulic 

fracturing induced by rapid uplift, allowed mig:r::.tion of the fluids to 

existing plan2s of weakness (faults) which were then opened up as main 

channelways by further hydraulic fracturing. Metal-

enriched hori:~ons as sources of Au, W, and Sb are considered not essential 

to ore genesis, as ;perv~sive leaching of the metals from all lithologies 

in the schist belt during mineral transformation reactior.s associa~ced 

with progressive metamo:t·phism is all that is required for development of 

potential ore-forming fluids. The antipathetic distrinution of Au and W 

mineralization is a co;.1sequence of depositional rather than source 

P<'<.rame·ters. Rich scheeli te depGsi ts were formed in fractures cutting 

Ca-mineral enriched rocks ~uch as psrunmitic schists of.pumpellyite

ac·tinolite to lower greenschist facie:::, as a result of reaction between 

the fluid and wall rocks. Hydrogen metasomatism associated with 

seric~tization of feldspar may hav~ resulted in gold deposition, together 

'With minor scheelite deposition,· at lower crustal levels and higher 

temperatures. Consequently, the ore-forming fluid depositing scheelite 

at higher crust.al levels ~1ould be rela·tively depleted in Au. 

The lode fields appear to be preferentially developed near hinge 
-

;zones of macroscopic nappes, but the orientation of the lode stru'ctures 

is related to the NE~sw ... directed extensional tectonic regime existing 

.after the major phases of deformation anc. metamorphism. 

The ore genesis model developed here is compared v:i th the models 

for Au and W mineralization in other metamorphic belts throughout the 

world. It is concluded that in most of the other belts, the ore-forming 
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metals and fluids originated within the metasediment-metavolcanic piles; 

but that igneous intrusion rather than regional metamorphism was the 

driving force for the mineralization process. 

The ore genesis model may be useful in a general sense in future 

mineral exploration in the Haast Schist, but the patterns of chemical 

and mineralogical variation around the lodes are probably too restricted 

to have any immediate application. 

\ 
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INTRODUCTION 1. 

AIMS 

This thesis is an investigation of the genesis of e:pigenetic gold and 

tungsten mineralization in the Haast Schist* of the South Island of Ne": 

'Zealand. 

The various models proposed for the genesis of the Au~w mineralized 

lodes in Otago and Marlborough (see Williams, 1974; see below} appear in the 

literature in a cy?lic pattern, each model reflecting the current trends in 

gec.:!..ogical opinion. Currently, the epigenetic mineralization is consj r'l.ered 

to be ~ consequence of burial metamorphism (see Mutch, 1969; Batt, 1974; 

Williams, 1974), but few data are available to support this hypothesis. 

The lack of data is due to~ 

(1) the obvious disinterest and incapability of ~ost early miners in 

observin0 and documenting evidence relevant to the o~igin of mineraliz

ation, 

(2) the scar~ity of g~ologists in Otago du~ing the periods of intensive 

mining activi~y in the 19th century, 

(3) the inaccessibility of most mine workings once production had ceas·=d, 

and 

(4) the ubiqtlitous, i~tense weathering of schist a~d lcde outcrops in 

Otago. 

Of all the lode fields in Otago, the Glenorchy field is the only one in 

which mining has continued since discovery virtually without break. A flurry 

of activity by Alex Harvey Industries in the period 1968-1973 resulted in 

extensive fresh exposure of lodes and schist in new adits and open cuts, in 

exten~ions to old adits, on pressure-washed walls 9f adits, and in drill 

cores. 

Shortly before the present study began, Mr W.D. Batt, from Auckland 

University (N.Z.), commenced an investigation of the Glenorchy mineralization 

for an M.Sc. degree. It became clear that Batt was concentrating on the 

stratigraphy, petrology, and structure of the schists in order to provide a 

basis for construction of a model of ore genesis. While some geochemical 

aspects of mineralization were treated briefly by Batt, a feature of the 

studies of mineralization in the Otago schists is the lack of a geochemical 

approach. Apart from Batt, only Finlayson (1907, 1908) and Henderson (1918) 

* "Haast Schist" is the term used for the schistose .rocks of the New 
Zealand Geosyncline, instead of the "Haast Schist Group" of Suggate 
(1961). The Haast Schist is divided in·to three parts - the Otago 
schists, the Alpine schists, and the Marlborough schists (see Fig. A.l). 
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studied the chemical effects of the hydrothermal solutions on the •,.;rall 

rocks. All three afforded little space to their geochemical investigations. 

Therefore, it was considered that a useful contribution to the knowledge and 

understanding of the origin of Au.,.W mineralization \vould be a geochemically

based study, complementing the study o:f Batt. 

Furthermore, there have been important innovations and improvements in 

the geochemical field in analytical techniques and eq~ipment with the develop

ment of technology in the 50-60 year period ~ince intensive st~aies were 

made of Otago mineralization. Electron microprobes, x.,.ray fJuores<::ence units, 

and isotope analytical equipment are now frequently used to obtain data 

necessary to solve many geological problems. Concurrent with technological 

progress, the state of geological knowledge has also evolved signJficantly, 

particularly in the last 15·~20 years: the concepts o.i: sea-floor spreading, 

continental drift and plate tectonics are the foci of most geological st~dies 

and have led to new understanding of the dynami~ processes shaping the ear~h. 

Here was an ideal oppc.rtuni ty to apply new t'.echnology and concept.s to 

th~ fresh exposure of the scheelite lodes at Glenorchy in a hitherto 

unexploited geochemical approach to the study of the genesis of Au-W 

epigenetic mineralization. 

The aim ofthis study is to elucidate the parameters effecting W 

mineralization at Glenorchy. Specifically, knowledge of the sources of W 

and the hydrothermal fluid, the physic~chemical contro.ls on ore transport. 

· a.."1d deposi·tion, and th·a nature of the driving force (igneous or metamorphic) 

for the mineralization event is required. Based on the data thus obtained 

and previously available on mine-..:alization i!'l t...>ie Glenorchy fie;ld, and from 

infonnation available on mineralization throughout Otago 3.!ld Marlhorough, 

it is intended to establish a model of epigenetic ore genesis in the schists 

of the New Zealand Geosyncline. 

GEOGRAPHY OF THE GLENORCHY AREA 

The Glenorchy scheelite field l.ies on the western flanks of the 

Richardson Mountains to the east of Glenorchy 1 a small to"m at the head of 

Lake Wakatipu (see Fig~ A~ll~ Glenorchy is 50 km from the major tourist 

centref Queenstown, the two towns being joined by a road following the north

eastern shores of Lalce Wakatipu. Prior to road completion in the early 

1960~s, lake steamers t.vere ·the only means of cormnunication. The road continues 

north of Glenorchy to Paradiset the site·of a large scheelite mine at the 
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north end of Mt Alfred, crosses the Dart River and proceeds to the Routeburn 

Valley. 

About 2 km south of Glenorchy, a roughf. gravel road leads from the 

Queenstown-Glenorchy road, up the slopes of Mt Judah, past the water-driven 

Battery (ore~processing plant)., to the Judahmines, and continues further 

east to Mt Alaska and Mt Larkins where the road J::eaches a height of more than 

5000 feet above sea level. Side roads provide access to individual mines, 

and packhorse trails lead to mines on the Mt·Mcintosh~Black Peak block. 

r.ake Wakatipu (surface 1016 feet a.s.l.) occupies a glacial valley, and 

the major inflow to the lake is in the north from the Dart River and the Rees 

River. The Richardson Mountains are bounded by Lake Wakatipu and tb;; Shotover 

Valley, reach a height of over 7000 feet, and are strongly di=sected, with 

sharp ridges, scree slopes, and steep-walled gorges being characteristic 

features. 'I'h~ western slopes of the Richardsons, paralleling the attitude of 

the dominant .fcliation L1 the schists 1 are strons;ly slumped (see Fig. A. 3) 

and show spa.:r:se outcrop.. Tussock covers most of the higher slopP..S 1 matagouri 1 

manuka, and b~acken cccupy the lower slopes and gorges especially in the 

vicinity of $ines, and beech trees grow in the stream gorges and flats. Hot, 

dry sununers, cold w:.nters, ar.d low annual ra:i:1fall are typi.cal in the !10rtJ-,ern 

Wa~atipu area. In winter, snow occasionally lies down to the elevation of 

the Judah Mine (2000'), anc curtails mining activities particularly on Mt Alaska 

and Mt Larkins. 

Because of the shallow dip of the scheelite lodes, all mines take the 

form of adits, :=md, exce:Dt where blocked by rock falls, are generally 

accessible. The ctrong foliation of the country rock encourages spalling-off 

of large sections of roof in the mines, particularly in the older levels of the 

large Judah Mine {e.g. 6 Level). However, rock falls have occurred recently 

in 9 Level, where mining was undertaken by AHI. In the Judah Mi~e, 7, 8, and 

9 Levels are open to the surface, and all levels are connected by low-dipping 

raises following the Glenorchy Lode. At present, 10 Level and the raises to 

9 Level are flooded. Continuous pumping is necessary to keep these sections 

of the mine dry. Lode and schist samples were collected from 10 Level in 

January 1973 when the purnps were operating.. The Judah Mine is well ventilated, 

and in the surr,mer months f provides respite from the heat r and .in vrinter, 

shelter from the cold.. 'l'he air temperature within the mine probably varies 

~ittle from season ·to season._ 
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Most schist and lode outcrops are weathered to a rusty-brown appearance. 

However, fresh schist essential for chemical analysis can be obtained from 

stream channels, opencast areas formed in the last lO years, mines, and drill 

cores. Schist exposed in road cuts on Mt Judah is weathered~ In 1971, fire 

destroyed most of .the cores obtained from the AHI drilling program on Mt Judah 

and Mt Mcintosh. At the beginning of 1973 1 bmtes of core from about 6 holes 

drilled on Mt Judah and at Paradise after the fire and stacked in the vicinity . 

of the AHI company houses at Glenorchy, were sampled for this study. Within 

a year, the effe~ts of weather and vandalism by tourists had reduced the stack 

of cores to a pile of rotten 1 broken :·:ood, and broken core. The neglect of 

AHI to ensure preservation of all drill core whether still in use or no 

longer required is deplored. Samples of the lodes were obtained mainly from 

7, s, 9 and 10 Levels of Judah Hine, but also from other mines and open cuts 

vn Mt :Judah, and from Paradir:;t) and Invincible (Rees Valley) mines. Schist 

sar.;,ples \'Tere collected in a traverse along the east side of the north arm of 

L::1ke Wakatipu, and from outcrops, opencasts, erill corE:.s and mines (mainly 

Judah Mine) em M'c Jud:;~.h. The schir::t samples from outcrops ;:>re usually 

slightly weathered, but fresh schist is ubiquitous in the cpencasts, drill 

cores, and mines. 

APPROACH 

The undergr01:1nd and surface geology r::m Mt Judch and at Paradise were 

briefly examined (3 weeks total) d11ring this study, but I relied mainly on 

knowledge of the ore depositG gained while ~~ployed by AHI as a geologist 

during two summer vacations (1969-70, 1970-71) c.:r1d one winter vacation (1970). 

My cuties, in as8ociatioil with W.D. Batt, and under the supervision of 

Mr D.He 2ell, then chief geol0gist, i~cluded intensive geological mapping of 

old and new underground workings, outcrop mapping of the surface geology on 

Mt Judah, reconnaissance study of the Mt.Mcintosh-Black Peak area, and 

logging of drill cores from the Judah Mine and Pinhead (Mt Mcintosh) areas. 

In this study, duplication of the comprehensive, detailed mapping of Batt 

(1974) was avoided, and the maps provided by Batt and AHI were used for 

geological reference and selection of ideal sampling locations. 

The first chapter (Chapter A), a summary of the geology of the Glenorchy 

area and the nature of the quartz~scheelite lodes and country rocks, is based 

mainly on personal observation~ However, the section on the structural 

geology of the Glenorchy area is a ~urr.mary of selected observations and inter

pretations from Batt (1974}~ 
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Schists not affected by the mineralization event (i,e~ unaltered 

schists) were petrographically examined( and the compositions of constituent 

minerals were obtained by electron microprobe analysis (procedure in 

AppendL~ B~Ol. This study {Chapter B) was used to establish a reference 

state against which could be determined the effects of hydrothermal 

alteration on the textures, mineral abundances, and mineral compositions in 

the schists, the effects being manifested in the 1'alterad schists" (Chapter 

C). The degree of alteration with distance fr~m the lodes and t~e distri

bution of alteration zones were determined in several sample trav.::r:::·es 

orienta·ted perpendicular to the lode and extending from background or un.

altered schist to the alt-ered schist adjacent to and within the lode. The 

major traverses are in the opencast section (southern end of Glenorchy Lode) , 

drillholes GDDH 26a and GDDH 27a, 9 Level {survey station, 8131), and 

9-8 Level ventilation r~ise {R91), and their locations appear in Figs A.2, 
I , 

AH,, Aj 6. 

···· Bulk-'"rock schists were chemically analysed for major and ~r3.ce elements, 

inc:!..uding W, by wet chemical and x-:r·ay fluorescence methods, and spark source 

mass spect~ometry (see Appendix D.C) in order to determine (1). the exten~ 

and sense of metasomatic changes between ·the hydrothermal fluid and the \'Tall 

rocks, and (2) ·the sources cf the lode-fo:aning elements (Chapter D). 

Oxygen isotope analysis (method in AppendLx E.3) of minerals sepaxated 

£rom the schist and lode samples allows determinaLion of {1) th~ temperatures 

of metamorphism and mineralization, (2) the source of ~he ore-for.r.,ing fl~id, 

(3) the extent of penetration of fluid and degree of exchange with the wall 

rocks, and {4) tlie amount of £luid relative t<.1 per:meat(;;d rock in the hydro-

thermal system {Chapter E) • 

Finally, data accumulated in previo\1.S . chapters and obtained from other 

investigations of mineralization at GJenorchy are co1nbined to produce a model 

:for scheeli te-ore genesis a·t Glenorchy (Chapter F) • Extrapolation of the 

u~el to explain ·the Au-W mineralization throughout the New Zealand Geosyn

cline schists is then attempted. The potential usefulness of this study to 

exploration for further Au.,.w fields in New Zealand is discussed briefly. 

HISTORY OF HINERAL EXPLORATION AND, EXPLOITATION )\T GLENORCHY --- -.. -- -
Gabriel Read, a prospect.or from Tasmania (Australia}.~ initiated the 

Otago gold rushes on 23rd May 1 1861 when he discovered payable alluvial gold 
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near Lawrence (East Otago} in a valley now called Gabriels Gully. l·1iners 

from the Victoria (Australia) and California gold fields converged on 

Otago, and dispersed west and northwest from Dunedin in search of their 

fortunes. Rich occurrences of alluvial gold in the Arrow and Shotover 

Valleys fully occupied the prospectors a:nd miners for a year, and it was 

not until the end of 1862 that diggers proceeded towards the head of Lake 

Wakatipu and found coarse gold and nuggets in the Buckler Burn (Miller, 

1966). Before long, 300 miners had settled near the mouth of the Buckler 

Burn, and many worked the alluvial gold for several years. Recovery of 

gold >:as badly affected by accumulation behind the riffles in sluice boxes 

of a heavy white mineral, termed "white Maori" by the miners, and 

identified by Skey in 1864 as scheelite (Williams, 1974). 

It •11as not until 1884 that the detrital sciteelite was traced to its 

source in the quartz lodes of Mt J~nah, and in 1888, 27 tens of scheelite 

ore fatched $/.0-29 per ·ton (Finlayson, 1908). !leca.use of lew prices and 

decrease in demand, tht= Lake Wakatipu Scheelite Company ceased mining in 

1892 (WilliC:\ll\s, 1974) 1 but i1J. 1906, the Glenorchy Syndica.V.:! resumed 

mining, and continued until 1920, by which time all the presently-known 

lodes had been discove:t:ed, ~md 950 tor.s of scheelite ore had b~en exported 

(Mutcl1, 1969). Renewed mining activity resulted ire~ the increased dema~d 

for tungsten O.uring the First World War (1914-1918) 1 the Second World v:ar 

(1939-1945), and the Korean War (1950-1952). The Net-;r Zealand Government 

pu~chased the Judah ·and Paradise mines during the Second World War in an 

att€!'.1pt to inc~rease production. Between and after the wars, the price of 

echeelite ore feJ.l, alt:hough mining continued on a small scale. After 

1965, prices rose again, peaking in 1970-71 at $7000-BOOC pe~ ton, before 

anot!l\:lr downturn in the market occurred. In 1969; Alex Harvey Inc1ustr i.es 

entered the metal mining field and carried out an exploration and develop

ment program in the Mt Judah-Mt MGintosh area, as well as in surrounding 

districts. Surface mapping, underground ma~ping of existing mines, a 

drilling program, geochemical surveys, ~~ploratory mining (extensions to 

7, 8 Levelsq opening of 9, 10 Levels, opencast pits on Ht Judah and 

~lt Mcintosh) , and assays of chip sart~.ples and bulk ore samples were included 

in the company~s program before it relinquished its mining rights in 1973, 

after the drop in scheelite prices. Small"""scale, private mining c,entinues 

in the Glenorchy area.. Although the price of scheelite :has risen again 

($13000 per tonne, Aug., 19771f inflation in :material and labour costs 

has restricted profitable mining in the Glenorchy field to the private 
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operator with small overheads. However, any discovery of a new scheelite 

lode or field could \varrant investigation by a mining company. Total 

scheelite production in the Glenorchy field is 2200 tons (Mutch, 1969) , 

more than 50% of New Zealand's total production (Williams, 1974). 

PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS' OF- MINERALIZATION IN OTAGO* 

·Most 19th century studies of mineralization in Otago concerned the 

alluvial gold deposits, and although considerable mining of lc:::1.e deposits 

was undertaken from about 1870, few papers were published on the ~enesis 

of the primary ores. The source of most of the gold in the alluvial 

deposits was attributed, incorrectly, to be in the schists, and in particu

lar, the qu.artz segregations. The quartz lodes were considered too sparse 

and the gold therein of insufficient grade to provide significant amounts 

of detrital gold (Hector, 18S5, 1870; Hutton and Ulrich, 1875; ~ickard, 

1893). Hector (1.::!70) admitted "veins of aurife::ous quartz exist, a1.d, as 

a rule, are si·tuated along lines t:hat mark the lines of uplift of the 

ranges", referring to the basin and range area of Central and East Otago. 

Hutton and Ulrich (1875) and RickQrd (1893) described, in detail, the lode 

geology in many gold fi~ldsi but it was not until 1907 that an origin for 

.the lodes was proposed. 

Finlayson (1907) exam1ned the scheelite deposits of Otago, and made 

amazing progress in understanding the ore genesis from microscopic 

examination of ore, and chemical analysis of wall rocks, concluding "the 

scheelite has been formed by metasomatic processes - namelyt by combination 

of tungstic acid with lime-bearing minerals in the adjoining rock". 

Obviously drawing on his previous experience with W miner~lization, he 

believed the W in primary Sn-W deposits associated with granites at depth 

was remobilized by solutions and rose through fissures in the schist to be 

deposited at higher levels. Finlayson (1908) reviewed the geology of the 

Otago lode-fields and suggested the lode fissures formed due to compressive 

forces associated with folding of the schists. He noted that in less 

competent rocks "the fissures are compound, ill-defined, and longer, .and 

become shear zones of some width" (e.g, Skippers, Macetownl. He also 

·classified the lodes as quartz-filled fissures (Barewood 1 BEmdigo) or re

placement veins (J.'1acraes r Skippers) r noting r however t there was a complete 

gradation between the two t)~es. Finlayson characterized the wall rock 

alteration as ser:i.citization, but somewhat contradicted himself by sta.ting 

* see Fig. F.l for distribution of lode fields in Otago 

~· 
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that alkalis were lost from the wall rock 1 together with silica, iron, 

titanium, and alkaline earths, while sulphur and co2 were added~ He was 

less specific than in 1907 concerning the lode origin - 0 vein fissures 

when formed gave access to thermal waters charged with precious metals, 

which 1.·ose from a magma beneath\'.. Finlayson also disagreed with Rickard 

(1893)f suggesting the presence of gold in the schists sens~tricto was 

not proven, and that the quartz lodes were a sufficient source of the 

alluvial gold. 

In his bulletin on the Cromwell Subdivision, Park (1908) described, 

in detail, the schists and lodes of the Bendigo and Carrick fields, and 

concun7~d with Finlayson as to the energ:z source for mineralization. 

Because igneous rocks did not outcrop, Park concluded the fissuring of 

the ,schist •.!las "caused by the intr-u.sion of ari abyssal magma tha·t cooled so 

far :i:ron1 the surface as 'still to remain ilnccvered by denudation". He cited 

the presence of scheelit.e, antimony: Rnd cinnabar {Wa4..pori) as further 

eviC!ence for the deriYation of metalliferous e."Uanatie>:ns and solutions fro:r:: 

belov7 by cracks and fissures associated with an h<t~sive m.;tgma. 

The first departure from the concept of an i·;Jneous origin for the. 

mineralization arose from studies of ·the Au-v7 mir:.eralization at Wakamarina 

V3lley in Marlborough (Henderson, 1917, 1918). He dismissed an igneous 

origin because in Otago and Marlborough there are no ex_i?osed igneous :rockz 

that could have produced the ore-forming solutions, and instead proposed a 

lateral secretion cr.igin for the Au and scheelite. Because of the parallelism 

of zones of payable ore with the ·topography, Henderson suggested the ores 

formed by concentration, by circulating meteoric •.!later, of W, Au-bearing 

·material in the country rock. The ore body was fo:t."1t1.ed by replacement of 

the crvshed rock in the fracture zone by quartz, calcite, scheeli·te1 pyrite, 

and gold derived from the schist. 

Marshall (1918) claimed chemical analyses of most "quartz lenticles" 

in the schists showed traces of gold, and because of the lack of igneous 

intrusions in the Tuapeka Subdivision., considered all gold now found in 

alluvial and lode deposits was originally dissl:" ... minated in the grey-'N'acke. 

He did not propose an e..xplanation for the accumulation of Au in veins, but 

fo~ the origin of scl1eelite veins he proposed a direct lateral secretion 

mechanism, Complete recryst.allization of the greywackes during meta.>norphism 

allowed dissolu·tion of W""'bearing granitic detritus and deposition of W in 

veins, in a manner analogous to the formation of quartz~aibite segregations 
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conformable with schistosity. However, the majority of lodes crosscut the 

schistosity, and therefore could not form in the manner proposed by 

Marshall. 

Morgan (19201,. discussing the_scheelite deposits of Glenorchy, 

believed the "lodes have formed in a sheeted zone of thrust movement, 

each lode occupying a minbr thrust plane. The zone itself j_:s no more than 

1000 feet thick". Morgan disputed Finlayson ts (1908) theory that W \V'as 

derived from a granitic magma, but agreed with Hende~son (1918) and Marshall 

(1918) that "scheelite and other lode minerals are wholly derived from 

the rocks enclosing the lodes"~ He concludes- "owing to the cond~.tions of 

heat and pressure that prevailed, tungsten minerals in the sheeted zone 

of thrust movement went. into Golution, but were precipitated with other 

lode minerals in ce:::-tain 9arts of the mov~11ent plames, where suitable 

facto,...s such as lowered pressures or the presence of precipitating agent, 

prevailed". Thus_. Mo::cgan favoured the formation of mineralized lodes by 

direct lateral secretion of o~e-forming elements from adjacent rocks. 

In his reviews of geld resources in New Zealand, Henderson (1929, 

1~30) reiterated his hypothesis that the mineralized lodes in Otago and 

Marlboro;Jgh originated by leaching of Au, W, etc, from cou.ritry rock by 

meteoric water, but admitted there was some secondary enrichment nea.c the 

surface. Four years later, Henderson (1935) concluded "that the lodes of 

Otago and Marlbo~ough were formed by the precesses of lateral secretion 

cannot be considered impossible, but the writer prefers to believe that 

the ore bodies are secondary concentrations (presumably by meteoric ~·rater -

CJP) of lean primary deposits formed by cool far-wandering ~gmatic 

solutions". Ho'I'TeVer 1 Hende:r.son was concerned at the abs::mce of any igneous 

rocks in spite of "enormous denudati-::>n and. grea·t crustal ~eformation since 

the supposed intrusion". Henderson (1937), Healy and Willett (1938), and 

Willett (1939) reported current mining progress, scheelite production 

figures, and geological observations in the mines of Mt Judah and Paradise. 

By the end of 1939, theories on the origin of Au~, W-mineralization 

in the schists of Otago and Marlborough had come a full circle. Williamson 

U939) described the geology of the Nenthorn and Macraes Flat lode fields 

in his bulletin on the Naseby Subdivision, and disputed the lateral 

secretion theory on the grounds that it had not been proved that Au and W 

were origina.l constituents of t.~e schists.. He suggested the metamorphism 

itself, and the presence of scheelite were evidence for the existence of an 
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underlying magma, and he agreed with Finlayson (1908) that the lodes had 

been formed by ••ascending magmatic solutions emanating from an underlying 

granitic magma u. 

Petrographic and petrofabric investigations of the Glenorchy lodes 

by Reed (1945) led to conclusions that (l) f ·the schist containing the lodes 

was tilted after metamorphismf presumably during formation of the Earnslaw 

Synform, and (21, dimensional orientation of grains is present in the 

quartz-feldspar veins f but is absent in the scheeli te. lodes. Like 

Williamson, Reed suggested the lack of ~roof that W was disseminated in 

the schists or metamorphic quartz veins negates the lateral sec=-e::.ion and 

secondary enrichment hypotheses. Reed invoked the presence of tourmaline 

and piemontite in the schist as evidence for granitic infl•lence during 

metamorphism, but it is now accepted that the two minerals no lcnger hold 

these connotations. He concluded the lodos formed from m~gmatic waters 

ascending from a ::.~lbjc.cent batholith. On the basis of pegmatite uikes in 

Westland, Reed (1958) suggestad granitic rocks were closely connected wit:::. 

metamorphism of the schists, and possibly may be associated with gold

scheelite minerali2ation in Otago and Marlborough. 

Williams (1965), in an excellent review of eco:=1omic mineralizat:!.on 

in New Zealand, devoted two chaptel.·s to the gold-scheelite deposits in the 

schists of the New Zealand Geosyncline. He summarized the geology, mining 

history, and ore production of all lode fields in the schists, and reviewed 

and discussed genesis of gold and scheelite in New Zealand. I:. a s•:ling 

e.:way from an igneous origin, Williams favou!.ed derivation of Au, W, Sb, 

etc .. from the schists, after the peak of metamorphism and prcbably during 

retrogressive mineral changes w!-.. ich resuH::ed in relea.se of trace metals to 

solution. However, Williams could offer no mechanisre for the mig~ation and 

concentration of the metals, nor explanation for the apparent structural 

control on lode distributions and attitudes. 

A bulletin on the scheelite resources of the Glenorchy area by Mutch 

(1969) included a reslli~e of the lode geology and evaluation of the scheelite

ore reserves. The estimation of ore reserves was based on a pseudostrati

graphic sequence of seven, subhorizontal, major lode.,.structures (cf. Morgan, 

1920) , each lode persisting throughout the mineralized area.. Lodes exposed 

in individual mines were apparently correlated with one of the major lodes, 

and any disparity in attitude or position of the individual mine relative 

to the major lode was accommodated by postulation of a fault. Faults do 
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not occur in the Glenorchy area in the density indicated on Mutch 1 s map. 

Many of the postulated faults cannot be reconciled with the surface 

geology and some faults observed in outcrop are not found on his map. 

The branching nature and extreme lateral variation in thickness, grade, 

composition, and structure of the lodes at Glenorchy suggest Mutch 1 s model 

is too simplistic (compare Williams, 1974, p.418) 1 and although the lode 

sequence model outlined may be valuable in small areasf it has undoUbtedly 

led to gross overestimation of the indicated and inferred ore-reserves. 

Hutch concluded the lodes· were metamorphic in origin, .,being };::educed by 

cavity filling of shear zones or fissurec in schist undergoing waJ:.\ing meta

morphism during the last compressive phase of the Rangit~ta Orogeny in 

early Cretaceous time"~ He fl::rther suggested the W was derive:>d from 2ohist 

at deeper levels, and ti1e variation in mineralization 'Nithin the lodes 

was a function of the "degree of reactivity of the various schist litho

logies". Ore shoots were found to be parallel to the lode-schistosity 

intersection, and the thickest., richest lodes we:r:e formed in incmnpeteni: 

pelitic schist. 

Barraclough and Reay (1970} analysed New Zealand scheelites and 

·revealefl up tc 0.92 wt% SrO may be accommodated in scheelite, and therz is 

an approximate correlation of SrO contents >·1ith metamorphic grade. of the 

enclosing schists. 

A petrological and structur.al study in the Bendigo gold-scheelite 

field (Paterson, 1971) established that the lodes si::t:ike parallel to the 

axis of a major Phase II macroscopic nappe, but are pexp@ndicul~r to the 

axial surface. Fluid inclusion thermometry in quartz from the lodes 

indicated filling temperatm:es of 230-260°C at atnospheric pressu:r:e, and 

with a pressure correction, suggest .mineralization occurred above 300°C. 

Based on the absence of igneous intrusions, the lodes were considered to be 

metamorphogenic. Other Otago University theses, which include some 

. description of the geology of lode fields will be discussed, where approp

riate, later in this study. 

Since the conunencement of this study, several accounts of scheelite 

mineralization have become available. In 1973, an unpublished N.Z. Geologi

cal Survey report by Bishop discussed possible stratigraphic and structu~al 

controls on scheelite mineralization in O:tago. Bishop concluded the W 

deposited in lode fields {e~g. Glenorchy, Macraes) was not far removed from 

its probable source in pelitic rocks, whereas W deposited in isolated lodes 
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(e.g. Bendigo, Barewood) "may have migrated considerable distances from 

their source rocksu~ 

Batt (1974) agreed with Williams t (l965l hypothesis and classified 

the Glenorchy scheelite mineralization as metarnorphogenic hydrothermal. 

Batt suggested the ore..,.forming elements were ~'derived by· redistribution of 

elements in underlying submarine volcanic faciesu (i,e •. greenschists) 

during metamorphism, He considered that if a high fluid pressure persisted 

in the schists after tl~ peak of metamorphism, a consequence of schist up

lift would be hydraulic fractu:.:-i1:g, Thus pore fluids, carrying trace 

metals, would migrate to higher strn.:::tural levels in shear zones. 

;·]illiams (1974) revised his 1965 hook "Economic Geology of New 

Zealand", and appended a review of investigations of W mineralization 

undertaken since the first edition was published, Included are data and 

conclusions from unpublishe~ 1972 reports fer Alex Harvey Industries by 

M:c W .. B. Fort· .. me and Mr W.D. Batt on the Gienorchy scht:;elite field. 

Clearly, in Otago, and throughout the world, the last 10 years have 

seen increasing acceptance of the cor.~ept of buri~l metamorphism in geo

synclinal piles leading to mineralization, either through redistribution of 

sub-ore synsedirnentary-volc~nogenic horiz0ns and concentr~tion in strati

form ore deposits, or by remobilizatior. of elements disseminated through 

the sedimentary pile into vein deposits. However, the ~rocesses of metallic 

elerr.ent mobilization, redistribution, and concentration, and controls on 

ore deposition in the vein deposits of the New Zealand Geosyncline are 

still not fully understood. 
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A. THE GLENORCHY QUARTZ-SCHEELITE LODES 

A.l INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the geology of the scheelite-bearing 

quartz lodes of the Glenorchy area, and in particular, the Mt Judah 

area. The new, clean exposures of the Glenorchy Lode in the Judah 

Mine (Nos. 9 and 10 Levels), along with the outcrop in the older parts 

of the mine (Nos. 6, 7 and 8 Levels), allow description of the lode, 

wJ •. i.ch is probably broadly representative of the lodes in the Glenorc!"ly 
' area, and, indeed, in Otago. Early descriptions of aspects of the 

lode geology (see INTRODUCTION, previous section) are provided by 

Finlayson (1907, 1908), Henderson (1937), Reed (1945), and Mutch 

(1969). Batt (1974) described, in some detail, the geology of the 

Glenorchy lodes, and Williams (1974) reviewed the gold and tungsten 

mineralization in t.he Otago schist!> and in particular the scheeli te 

~. mineralizatic4l. at Glenorchy. 

A.2 DF.:CINITION 

r, A lode is defined by Gary et al. (1972) to be "a mineral deposit 

1 

I 

l 
I' 

~1 ' 

consisting of a zcne of veins ••• in consolidated rock as opposed to 

placer-deposits". Earlier definitions. (Howell, 1962) renlistically 

li.ilit the thL::kness of a lode by suggesting the lode is tubular o= 
consists of several ·veins close enough to allow the lode to be mined 

a~ a single unit. In the.Glenorchy area, the lodes are less than 6 m 

thick and are generally composed of one or more quartz veins, often 

:i:learing pockets of scheelite, within zones of crushed and folded 

sulphide-bearing schist cutting the schistosity at high angles. The 

drag in the wall-rock schist, the contrast in the' hanging wall ancl 

footwall lithologies, and the crushed schist and quartz within the 

lode, suggest the lodes occupy stiear zones. The relative abundances 

of quartz, schi'st,and scheelite vary markedly within each lode, and 

between different lodes in the Glenorchy mineralized area. 

FIGURE A.l: 
·(facing 

page) 

Geology of the Lake Wakatipu area, Ne"\'J Zealand, and 
location of Glenorchy and Mt Judah. The first two 

. digits (31) of the OU nmnbers of samples are omitted. 
Heavy lines (solid and dashed) represent faults. 
Encircled numbers refer to faults - (1) Stone Fault, 
(2) Buckler Burn Fault, (3) Invincible Fault. 
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FIGURE A.2 (facing page): Geology of Mt Judah area, Glenorchy. This 
map \las compiled from Batt (1974) and unpublished maps of 
Alex Harvey Industries. Sample localities are denoted by 
a black dot and a 3-digit number (e.g •• 929); the first 
two digits (31) of the OU number arc omitted. The area 
within the dashed rectar.gle is shown in more detail in 
Fig. A.4. 

FIGURE A.3 (below): Oblique aerial photo of Glehorchy scheelite 
field, looking southeast to the workings on Mt Judah (J), 
Mt Alaska (A), and Mt Mcintosh (M). The Judah (State) Mine 
workings on lower right mark the position of the Glenorchy 
Lode (G) • Uphill from the Glenorchy Lode are the Kelly (K) , 
CUnningham and Bain (C) and Macalister Lodes (Ma). 
BJC == Bonnie Jean Creek, P == Pinhead opencast, L == Mt 
Larkins, S == Stone Peak, Mo == Moonlight Saddle. Beyond 
tl1e Moonlight Saddle is the catchment of the Shotover Valley .• 
The slopes on Mt Judah to the southeast of the Glenorc:ity 
Lode are characterized by large landslidt!S (Photo- Lloyd Homer) • 
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A.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE MINERALIZED LODES 

Distribution 

The distribution of the scheelite- and gold-bearing lodes in the 

Lake Wakatipu area,and the location of the 60 km
2 area of most intense 

scheelite mineralization are shown in Fig. A.l. 

Scheelite lodes are relatively rare south of Stone Fault, 

although Williams (1974) suggests the scheeli·te-bearing country extends 

southwards from 25 Mile Creek (tributary near the head of the Rees 

R:.ver}, 30 miles to Mt Crichton just east ·of Bennets Bluff (Fig. A.l). 

Isolated scheelite lodes occur northwest of the Buckler Burn Fault 

zone (Figs. A.l, A.2}, at Davidson's,Muddy Creek (north of the 
I 

Invincible Mine), Paradise, and Sylvan Lake (Fig. A.l). The Invir.cible 

Mine in the Rees Valley produced less than a half-ton of scheelite 

m1d 'i'las mined mainly for its high gold content (Ylilliams, 1974r. 

Many small mine~ occur in the Mt Judah-Black Peak-Mt Alaska area, 

but the richest scheeJ.ite-bearing lodes are located on ths western 

slopes of Mt Judah (Figs. A.2 1 A.J). The Glencrchy Lode, the site of 

the most intense sc~eelite production (> 900 tons! Mutch, 1969), was 

mined over a distance of about 1500 m (Fig. A.4). 

Batt (1974) subdivided the Mt Judah-Black Peak~Mt Alaska area 

into parallel. belts c:-. the basis of tbnnag3 of scheelite produced in 

individual mines. 1 .. belt of "high-intensity mineralization" trends 

ENE from the north .half of Judah Mine on the Glenorchy I.·ode (Fig. A. 2) , 

passing thro11gh Black Peak. A fur·ther zone of high-intensity 

mineralizati0n passinq just south of the summit of Mt Judah and nor.th 

of Mt Alaska is separated from the first belt by a zone of "low

intensity mineralizatio.n. passing through the Bonnie Jean Creek-Buckler 

Burn junction (Fig. A.2). 

FIGURE A.4 (facing page): Geology in the vicinity of the Glenorchy 
Lode and Judah {state) Mina. Location outlined on 
Fig. A.2. 

. ··~T 
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Rela.ti6nship b.e:tween Lodes p:nq Host Rocks .. 

The quar:tz-scheelite lodes on Mt Judah occur within pumpellyite

actinolite facies schists predominantly of quartzofeldspathic 

lithology, but with minor, intercalated greenschist units, up to 4 m 

thick. The quartzofeldspa·thic schist comprises dominantly "t.hin

bedded" schist units (alternating thin layers of psammi·tic and pelitic 

schists) and psammitic schist units~ . The incidence of pelitic schist 

and greenschist increases eastwards towards Black Peak, and east of 

Bonnie Jean Creek, the schists are within·the greenschist facies. 

Tne dominant foliation in the schists, the schistosity (S1), strikes 

in a north to northwesterly direction and dips sou·thwesb;rards at 

40-60° (Fig. ·A. 2) • 

The scheelite lodes in the Glenorchy field also strike north

w.,~st, but generally cut the schistosity at high angles. 'l'he Gienorchy, 

Kelly, and Macalister lodes, for e~ample, dip 15-30°NE, ~us mdking 

an a::1gla of 60-70° with the schistosity (Figs. A.2, A.Sa, c.:, also 

Fig. C.la-c). Lodes in the vicinity of Bor·.nie Jean Creek are sub

h~'rizontal, and ·t}v~ schistosity locally dips up to 70°. All main 

lodes in the Mt Jud~h area, except the Sunshin~ Lode which subparallels 

schistosity, have a high-ar.gle relat~onshi9 with schistosity, and this 

relationship is also evident at Paradise in the core of the Earnslaw 

Synform, where the schee:.ite lodes are subvertical and thP. schistosity 

is subhorizontal. 

Subsidiary lodes often containing scheeli te, :ioin. the :rr,ajor 

lodes fr~m the footwall and hanging wall at lOTJi angles (Fig. A.5c, d). 

Hhere subsidiary lodes are abundant (e.g. 10 Le:vel and Raise Rl02, 

Fig. A.6) recognition of the main lode {s difficult. At the end of 

eacl. level in Judah Mine, the lode is usually poorly defined, having 

diminished from a 1-2 m wide scheelite-bearing quartz lode to & 

relatively-narrow1 scheelite-poor.shear zone a few centimetres wide, 

and consisting of pug and crushed schist (Fig. A.5b). 

Composition of the Lodes 

The lodes generally consist of variable proportions of vein 

quartz, and crushed, folded schist, between subparalle1 1 puggy clay 

selvages up to 2 em wide. The selvages define the boundaries between 

the lode and the wall rocks {see Figs. A.S, A.7, A.9), and are usually 

better developed at the hanging wall-lode boundary.than at the footwall-

* See section B.l, Chapter B. 
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FIGURE A.S (facing page): Diffuse lodes and subsidiary lodes. 

(a) Lode (denoted. by arrows) comprising veined, fractured 
schist and lenses of quartz. Note relative attitudes 
of \'lall-rock schistosity and lode. Location - 9 Level 
(Sl31 + 25 I)*. 

AS 

(b) This narrow, horizontal shear zcne (between arrows) of 
crushed schist, pug, and miner quartz may be subsidiazy 
to the Glenorchy Lode exposed on the opposit~ side of a 
fault in 9 Level (Sl36). 

(c) Glenorc~y Lod~ (top) and subsidiary lode (lower) cor.
·taining laminated quartz and crushed schist. 
Location - 9 Level (Sl25 + 10'). 

(d) Glcnor~hy Lode (top), with subsidiary loce (arrowed) on 
the lode footwall passing just above haversack, a,G 
trending towards lo'ler left. 
Location - opencast section. 

* term in parentheses gives location; e.g. photo (a) was taken 
at a position, 25 feet past survey station Sl31 towards station 
Sl32 (see Fig. A.6). 
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lode boundary. 

The Glenorchy Lode varies in thickness from a few centimetres . 

to 2.5 m but lodes up to 6 m thick are known (e~g. Hercules Lode, 

Fig. A.2; Mutch, 1969). The lodes are usually dominated by at least 

one thick quartz vein. The greatest thickness of quartz in all lodes 

is 4.5 m (Mutch, 1969) and in the Glenorchy Lode is 2.5 m (No. 6 Sub

level, S27-28, Fig. A.6). However, ·the quartz is of·ten lensoid, and 

may be not developed locally, the lode then consisting of crushed, 

folded schist and pug (see Fig. C.lb). 

The schist within the lode is ty~ical.ly studded by euhojral 

pyrite and ar~nopyri te grains, and traversed by anastomosh:.g C:l_U::&:rtz 

and calcite veins, and less commonly by sulphide vein~ (Figs·• A.5a, c 

and A.9b). The schist:osity within the lude schist is sometimes. 

concordant with thn wal1-rock schistosity (e.g. Fig. A.5a) 1 but more 

oft~~ the schist within th~ lode is strongly defonaed into tightly

appressed folds. A foliation developed in the lode schist, parallel 

to the lode walls and immeolately adjacent to the major quartz veins, 

originated by strong shearing of the schist. 'i'he sheared schist con

sists of closely-spaced (< 1 mm apart), microscopic crush zones con

taini:r.g very fine-grained sulphides and schist fragments, in a matrix 

of recrystallized chlorite, kaolinite, sulphides, and quartz. Shear 

zones and f~ults within and Sl:!bparallel to ·the lode contain crushed, 

brecciated, p11ggy schist a:v.d minor anastomosing quartz veins. Sme.ll 

displacements are common along veins and parallel to schistosity. 

Schist between the main lode o::.nd subsidiary lodes is corumonly dis-

/ turbed and intensely veined near the lode-lode junction (Fig. A. 5c). 

ptructure of Lode Quartz Veins 

Three types of quartz were distinguisheCl..in the lodes

'massive' quartz, 'laminated' quartz, .;~.nd 'blue-grey• quartz. 

Massive quartz (Fig. A.7b, c) only rarely contains dark laminae 

or schist inclusions, and tends to occur in the centre of quartz 

veips. Batt {1974) considered the massive quartz resulted from open 

space fissure filling. Euhedral quartz crystals with pyramidal 

terminations, similar to those in the Bendigo lodes (Paterson, 1971), 

are lacking, but such crystals in the Glenorchy Lode could have been 

destroyed during post-mineralization deformation. Rare grains 

exhibiting growth lines in a partial hexagonal pattern are found in 
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FIGURE A.7 (facing page): Structure of quartz veins within the lodes. 

(a) Massive quartz in upper half of vein, passing into 
laminated quartz tm'lards the lower margins of the vei1,1, \ 
Glenorchy Lode. Location- 9 Level (8130 + 15 1

). 

(b) Massive quartz in the Paradise·Lode (Paradise). Inclusions 
of schist occur above and to the right of the hammer. 

{c) Laminated quartz (ribbon structure) in the upper half 
of the Glenorchy Lode and in the lower margins, with 
massive quartz in the centrti of the vein. 
Location - Raise R92, 12 m from 8 Lev~l. 
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FIGURE A.8 (facing page): Structure of quartz veins and distribution 
of scheelite within the lode. 

(a) Lenses and pockets of scheelite (creamy yellow) within 
laminated quartz in the Glenorchy Lode. The sulphide
mica laminae are subparallel to the wall-rock schistosity. 
~he scheelite lenses are displaced by a small fault at 
45° to the laminae. The dark schist within 1 em of the 
lowe:!! _, margin of the quartz vein is intensely 
sheared an& impregnated with sulphides. Location 
35697 *. 

9 Level, 

(b) Scheelite (ere~) concenLrated along sulphide-mica laminae 
and adjacent to schist inclusions in Glenorchy Lode. 
Location- 9 Level (Sl25 + 30'). 

(c) Gleno.rchy Lode, same location as (b). Note massive and 
laminated quartz, pale cream scheeli~e, joints at high 
angle to lode margins! and disc8rdant atcitude of hanging
wall schist. 

(d) (below) Pockets of scheelite (~reamy yellow) in the 
Glenorchy Lode. The joints in the massive quartz in the 
centre are oriented perpendi~ular tc the adj~cent sulp~ide
mica laminae. Euhedral sulphides occur within the schist 
inclusions and dark laminae. 
Location- No. 4 Exploratory Adit; 31947 • 

\ 

d 

* Five-figure numbers are the Ot ago University Geology Department 
rock cata~ogue numbers; samples (see Appendix A.l) are housed in 
the O.U. Geology Department. 
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some lodes (see Petrography of Lode Quartz Veins). The absence of 

schist inclusions and laminae suggests the 'massive quartz 1 is mOJ:e 

likely to have formed by fissure filling than by complete replacement 

of schist. A conspicuous feature of massive quartz is the subvertical 

joint set 1 orientated subperpendicular to the lode "t-7alls (Fig. A. 7b, 

A.8c). The joints (fracture cleavage of.Mutch, 1969) could have 

originated during shearing movements of the hanging wall and footwall 

parallel to the lode or by release of residual stresses (Price, 1966). 

Minor displacements occurred along some joints. The quartz in the 

vicinity of the joints is very fine-gr&ined and fractured, in contrast 

to the coarse-grained, strained, 'undulose' quartz in the ro:gicn 

between adjacent joints. 

Laminated quartz (Fig. A.7a, c) consists of layers of quaztz 

separated by dark laminae and resembles a ribbon structure (cf. 

McKi~strey and Ohle, 1949). The dark l~~inae comprise very fine~ 

grained, euhedral and subhedr~l sulphides (pyrite and arsenopyri~e) 

with minor an,l)Unts of rutile (sometimes euhedral) 1 sphene, calcite, 

carbonaceous material, micas, and sericitized remnants of schist. 

~·hese laminae, te:~.:med stylolites by Mutch (1969) and Batt (1974), 

occur i!l the outer zones of the quartz veiros (Fig. A. 7c) , and in some 

instances are subparallel to the wall-rock schistosity (Fig. A.Ba), but 

usually are parallel to the lode walls (cf. Batt, 1974). There is a 

gradation in thickness of the laminae from less than 1 mn1 to 5-10 rrun, 

the thicker laminae usually containing schist with the schistosity 

preserved discordant with the lode walls (Fig. A.Sd). Subvertical 

joints in laminated quartz are rare, but where developed, s~all dis

placements of the laminae <:lcro:::.s the joints are eviC:.ent. Very fine

grained quartz occurs v1ithin and adjacent to the dark laminae (31947, 

35681), whereas quartz between these laminae is relatively coarse

grained, and exhibits undulose extinction. The sulphide-mica laminae 

are commonly loci of shearing within the lode quartz, although some 

shear zones diverge from the laminae and cross quartz layers 

(e.g. 31947). McKinstrey and Ohle (1949) considered ribbon structures 

in quartz veins to form mainly by partial replacement of the host 

rock by hydrothermal minerals (quartz, calcite) deposited from 

solution and not by post-quartz shearing or accretion. The ribbon 

structures in the Glenorchy lodes also appear to have originated mainly 

by replacement of the host schist by quartz, but once formed, the 

I 
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sulphide-mica laminae are suitable sites for deformation within the 

lode quartz veins. The less-frequent occurrence of joints in la~inated 
f 

quartz compared with massive quartz is possibly explained by the 

release, along the sulphide-mica laminae, of stress created within the 

quartz by relative movements of the lode footwall and hanging wall. 

The dark laminae, therefore, are probably the remnants of partially 

replaced and altered schist (cf. Batt, 1974}, and the loci of some 

late-mineralization deformation within the lode. 

'Blue-grey' quartz is commonly recognized as typical auriferous 

quartz, and its colour is due to inclusions of very fine-grained 

sulphides. Blue-grey quartz is sparsely distributed within the 

Glenorchy Lode. Only minor amounts ..:>f gold have been found in the 

Glenorchy Lode, mainly in the area of No. 6 Sublevel. 

Schist Inclusions in the Lo0e Quar_~Veins 

Blocks of !st~ril"!i'cized, s·ulphide:-bearing schist and tectonic 

inclusions of schist occur within the lode quartz. Schist adjacent 

to the major hydrothermal fluid conduits, represented by the •massive 

c;uartz' veins, appears to have been invaded by the hydroth'3rmal fluid, 

which r~placed some of t.."le schist, leaving only remnants of schist 

within the hydrothermal quartz. Schist inclusions are typically 

strongly veined by q~artz (Fig. A.9b, c) and studded with coarse, 

euhedral sulphiCI.es. Most of the schist .inclusions appear to be "in 

place" relative to the wall-rock schist (e.g. Fig. A.9a! c, d), but 

some fragmented, disorientated schist inclusions have been tectonically 

included within the lode quartz during syn-mineralization shearing 

movements (Fig. A.9e). 

Petrogra~ of the Lode Quartz Veins 

Quart.oz 

The main quartz fabric is dominated by grains within the size 

range 2 nun - 6 nun (maximum 15 nun) , although fine-grained quartz 

(<. 0.2 rom) is also common and typically occurs 

(a) at the margins of large quartz grains, thus forming a mortar 

texture {e.g. 31881, 31915), 

(b) in the vicinity of sulphide-mica la~inations, and 

(c) along shear zones and joints in the massive quartz. 

----~ 

' 
! 
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FIGURE A.9: Schist inclusions in the lode quartz veins. 

(a)+ Jointed, massive quartz with inclusions of schist near 
the hanging wall. Unreplaced but altered schist, 
traversed by small veins, remains iri the lode. 
~ocation - Paradise Lode. 

(b)+ Veined schist inclusion within quartz lode (above and 
to the left of 20 cent coin). Lode-hanging wall 
boundary is at the lower end of wire; footwall boundary 
immediately belmv 20 cent coin. 
Location- Glenorchy Lode, 9 Level (Sl29 + 30'}~ 
sample 31952 collected from this inclusion~-

Schist inclusion (below co:i.n} partially replaced by 
quartz in the Glenorchy Lode. Only minor displacement 
has occurred along the shear between the inclusion' and 
>':he w~.11 rock. 
Location- 9 Level (Sl24}, sample 31953 collected from 
this incL1sion. 

(d)* Schis:-t: inclusions in the Glenorchy Lode. Quartz has 
invaded the schis'~'..: to the left and right of the hemmer 
head but has not completely isol~ted the schist inclusion 
from the wall rock. Ncte well-definec lode-hanging 
wall boundary at upper margin of qu~rtz vein, C'l.nd the 
sulphide-:nica laminae in-the quartz near t!1.e hanging wall • 
.LOcation -.9 Level (Sl25 + 30 1 }. 

(e)* Small schist inclusions within Paradise Lode in split 
drill core. The schist inclusions are studded • . .,rith su.+
p!lides •. ~ote the discordant nature of the schist-lode. 
co:-.tact at the right end of the core, and the sulphide
mica laminae near the scale bar. 
Location- Paradise, DDH 3 (275'}, 31945. 

+ facing page 
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Anhedral quartz grains predominate over euhedral grains. Sutured 

boundaries are conspicuous between large quartz grains (e.g. 35686, 

31945) and may result from grain boundary migration due to minor 

stresses (cf. Spry, 1969). The very irregular shapes of some quartz 

grains (31945) and also the sutured grain boundaries could result from 

solution/redeposition phenomena during the passage of late-stage 

hydrothermal fluids through the vein system. 

Zoning defined by lines of submicroscopic mineral inclusions, 

very fine-grained fluid inclusions and less frequently, sericite and 

fine-grain8d quartz is conspicuous within quartz in the Barren Lode 

{e.g. 31919, 35686) and the Heather Jock lode on Mt Alaska (Barraclough, 

1969). The lines of inclusions form a euhedral hexagonal pattern, 

and represent successive growth stages in the crystallization of quartz 

from solution. Partial hexagons only were observed, probably because 

adjacent quartz crystals growing in cavi-ries impinged on each ot'l:er 

{e.-g. 31919), and/or because part uf the z0ned grair: dissolved and 

was replaced by further quartz deposited from later solutions. The 

preservation of hexagonal zoning in quart.z possi '!)ly reflects the less 

intense defor1nation suffered by the Barren Lode and Heather Jock Lode 

in contrast with the intense deformation that took ~lace in the 

Glenorchy Lode and other lodes on Mt Judah. The growth zoning suggests 

the lode minerals formed by open space fissure-£illing. Later 

deformation resulted in destruction of mineral crystals and vugs, and 

fnrther crystalli;;:;ation of hydr0thennal minerals filled remaining 

cavities. Inclusions of muscovito orientated within quartz (35606) 

are remnants of a partially-replaced schist i~clusiun. 

Ubiquitous fluid inclusions give the lode quartz a turbid, 

· cloudy appearance in thin section, but the inclusions are too small 

{the large~t observed is 7 pm long, 31922, 31947) for fluid inclusion 

homog~nization experiments and determination of the temperatures of 

trapping. The small fluid inclusions in the Glenorchy lodes contrast 

with the large fluid inclusions (up to 27 pm) in the gold and 

scheelite lodes at Bendigo, Central Otago (Paterson, 1971), and 

suggest relatively slow crystallization rates of quartz from the 

hydrothermal fluid and/or destruction of nany of the primary fluid 

inclusions during deformation of the lode quartz in the Glenorchy area. 

Undulose extinction in bands orientated subparallel to the 

c-axis of the quartz is evident in most of the lode quartz grains. 
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Deformation lamellae (discontinuous) are conspicuous in the quartz 

(e.g. 31943) and are orientated approximately pe:.t'pendicular to the 

bands of undulose extinction and parallel to {0001} (cf. Spry, 1969). 

Measurement of the orientations of the c-axes of quartz in the 

Glenorchy Lode by Reed (1945) revealed no preferre.d orientation, 

indicating the lode quartz crystallized after rnetamorphic deformation 

had almost ceased. Quartz grains displaying relatively weak undulose 

extinction and lacking deformation lamellae probably crystallized 

later in the mineralization episode than the irregular-shaped, 

strongly-defo~~ed quartz grains. The existence of large quartz grains 

poikilitically enclosing small quartz grains is further evidence for 

more t:i1an one generation of quartz. 

Annealed fractures traverse several adjacent quartz grains 

.Ccf. Batt, 1974), and small shear zones in the lode quartz veins are 

characterized by very fine-grained, recr:fstalliz~d auartz' (e.g. Jl919, 

35684). 

Sulphides 

Sulphides are contained in schist inclusions and dark laminae 

in the lode quartz, in the black, sheared schisi.: ilmr.ediately adjacent 

to the lode quartz veins, within veins in the lode schist, disseminated 

through the lode schist, and in the wall reck up to 2 ~ from the lode. 

Sulphides rar3ly occur in the lode . quart~~ ,away from schist inclusions 

and dark laminae. Except in ~he dark laminae and the black, sheared 

schist, the' E~llphides are coarse-graiPed (~.::p to 3 mm) and euhedral. 

Within sulphide-mica laminae, pyrite is typically very fine

grained and fractured and forms a matrix for rare, large (3 mm), 

pyrite euhedra (e.g. 31919, 35700}, Concentric zoning of silicate 

inclusions in coarse pyrite records the growth patterns. 

Arsenopyrite is subordinate to pyrite and occurs as small, 

brecciated grains, larger euhedral grains, and inclusions within 

large, euhedral pyrite. Lode quartz from t~e Paradise lodes (35691) 

contains abundant large {3 rom) arsenopyrite euhedra in schist 

. inclusions 1 but lacks pyrite and breccia ted sulphi.c1es. Sphalerite 

occurs as inclusions in pyrite euhedra, and also as free1 rounded 

grains (35681) in lode quartz. 
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Batt (1974) described three ore mineral assemblages from the 

Glenorchy area -

{a) scheelite-pyrite-arsenopyrite-magnetite-(sphalerite) 

(b) pyrite-arsenopyrite-magnetite-(sphalerite)-(chalcopyrite)-(gold), 

(c) gold-galena-tetrahedrite-chalcopyrite. 

In the present study, examination of a limited number of polished 

sections (12) of the Glenorchy Lode revealed the pre~ence of assemblages 

(a) and {b), but without magnetite pseudomorphs of hematite wi':hin 

sulphide-mica laminae described by Batt (1974). Assemblage (c) js rare 

(Batt, 1974), having been observed only in sublevel 6A (-!udah Hine) 

between S27 and S28 (Fig. A.6), 

Scheelite 

Scheelite occurs in isolat~d patches in ·the lode c;.uartz as 

anhedral to subheO.ra.!., coarse l]rains (up to 5 rom, 31948) -v;ith a Nel).

developed (111) cleavage and U!ldulo:;e extinction. The grains are strongly 

fractured, and veined by ~~artz and calcite. Scheelite is oft~n 

localized in the sulphide-mica laminae, and is usually rounded and 

fractured, in contrast to the euhedral sulphides. In a strongly-shear~d 

lode schist (35616), narrow bands (1-2 rom wide) contain fragmentB of 

· undulose scheelite gt:ains that were defor_,ned and fractured by minor 

-shearing along ~ones within which calcite and euhedral pyrite 

crystallized. Cubes of pyrite occur rarely in the centres cf scheelite 

grains, but frequently penetrate the grain ~argins (e.g., 31948, 35616, 

35688), suggesting pyrite postdated and partially replaced the scheelite. 

Textural relationships are often amb~guous when interpreting 

the relative ages of scheelite and adjacent minerals (cf. Reed, )945). 

The interpretation depends on whether the lode minerals formed by 

replacement of schist or by void-filling. Both mech~nisms operated 

in the Glenorchy Lode. Quartz grains generally have euhedral faces 

against scheelite (cf. Reed, 1945), but this texture could have resulted 

either from crystallization of scheelite in voids between quartz 

crystals, or from replacement of scheelite by quartz, The criterion 

for age relations upon which mos·t emphasis 'is placed in this study is 

the existence of veins of late-forming minerals cutting early-formed 

minerals. 
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A typical textural relationship between scheelite and quartz is 

displayed in Fig. A.lOa, b, c. Quartz grains 'Vlithin scheelite, and the 

presence of scheelite adjacer..t to euhedral quartz, suggest,,· that if the 

minerals precipitated in voids, quartz formed early in the paragenetic 

sequence, and was followed by intergranular scheelite crystallization. 

Elsewhere in the lode quartz veins, small scheelite grains are 

poikilitically enclosed in large quartz grains (Fig. A.lOc), indicating 

further quartz may have grown after the scheelite crystallized. One 

of the quartz grains in Fig. A.lOc forms a sutured boundary with 

scheelite, anu also contains small scheelite inclusions. This texture 

may represent replacement of the ::>cneelite by quartz. The scheelite 

grains are cut by a shear zone containir-g very fine-grained quartz 

(Fig. A.lOa, b). Further deformation within the lode produced undulose 

extinction and unfilled fractures within the scheelite. From the fore

goi!'.g, it is apparent that crystallization of quartz has taken pl.ace 

over a long period, but scheelite \1ras probably deposi.ted during a 

sho:;:ter ir..terval \vi thi:n this period. 

Calcite 

Calcite grains are generally less than 5 mm in size, are sub

hedral to anhedral and often tabular, and exhibit rhombohedral cleavage 

and deformation twin lamellae. Calcite which has r~9laced schist 

inclusions in the lode contains dusty, o~aque m~~erial, giving the 

calcite a dark appearance (e.g. 31952, 35616). The opaque material 

may be graphitic, and is probably a remnant of the replaced schist. 

Calcite forms veins (up to 1 em thick) cutting other minerals in the 

J.ode quartz veins, and therefore is one of the last minerals to form 

during mineralization. Voids between quartz grains are filled by 

FIGURE A.lO (facing paqe): Textures in lode quartz. 

(a) Scheeli te (dark, high relief) cut by small shear zone in quartz. 
Plane polarized light, 35686. 

{b) As for (a), crossed polars. 

(c) Scheelite grains enclosed in quartz, PPL, 35686. 

(d) Network of calcite veins (dark) in lode quartz, PPL, 35616. 

(e) Fractured sphene grain, PPL, 31945. 

(f) Euhedral rutile in lode quartz, PPL, 35616, 
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calcite (31948), and calcite appears to have replaced quar-tz along 

grain boundaries (35684) • Some quartz grains are traversed by net

works of calcite veins (e"g. 35685, 35616, Fig. A.l0d) 1 this texture 

·representing an early stage in the replacement of quartz by calcite. 

Shear zones and late-stage fractures in the lode frequently contain 

calcite. 

Minor Minerals 

Sphene is localized in sulphide-mica laminae (31945) as euhedral 

to subhedral grains, up to 1 mrn diameter.. Fine-grained sulph~de 

euhedra abut the sphene grains and may be contemporaneous with, or 

postdate, the sphene crystallization. A shattered sphene grain, veined 

by quartz is depicted in Fig. A.lOe. Euhedral sphene and rut:t.le 

(Fig. A.lOf) often occur on the margins of schist inclusions and on the 

walls of quartz veins cutting t~e schist 1 having grcwn in ope~ space 

in tLc early stages of minej,:alization. 

~~ite occurs in m:l.nor amounts as a fine-grained matrix 

bet\·7een quartz gr:otins (31881 1 31919), and in calcite veins in the wall 

rock schist, but is more abund~nt in the wall rock immediately adjacent 

to the lode and in schist inclusions in the lode. Kaolinite is 

reported in the lode quartz veins in the Ccrrick gold field (Perriam, 

1971). 

Muscovit~ is conspicuous in altered schist inclusions in the 

lode quartz veins, and as fine-grained inclusions in hydrothermal 

quartz. 

Chlorite and albite are rarely present in the lode qt~artz veins, 

except in schist inclusion~, il! contrast to their auundance in pre-mineral

ization quartz veins. 

Minor amounts of prismatic, clinozoisitic epidote are present 

in the vicinity of the sulphide-mica laminae in laminated quartz. 

Paragenesis 

QUartz, the dominant mineral within the lodes, has undoubtedly 

crystallized throughout the period of hydrothermal mineralization. 

Pyrite probably crystallized early in the schist inclusions in the lode 

(cf. Batt, 1974), and possibly was contemporaneous with the first phase 

of quartz deposition. According to Reed (1945}, pyrite was one of the 
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last minerals to crystalli~e, but the present study suggests that 

although some pyrite crystallized after scheelite, at least some quartz, 

calcite, and kaolinite were deposited after pyrite. Inclusions of 

arsenopyrite and sphalerite in pyrite euhedra are evidence for some 

pyrite crystallization following deposition of arsenopyrite and 

sphalerite, but for roost part, arsenopy-.cite and pyrite were probably 

contemporaneous. Mutch (1969) considered gold mineralization occurred 

after scheelite mineralization~ but Batt (1974) concluded that, in 

view of the association of gold with pyrite, gold was deposited before 

sc~1eelite. This study provided no new evidence in support of either 

'.:!Oncl,'.sion. However, this study does support the conclusions of Reed 

(1945), Barraclough (1969), and Batt (1974) that scheelite and quartz 

crystallh;ed simultaneously and further quartz crystallizeO. before and 

after scheelite deposition. Barraclough (1969) G.:J.stinguished two 

generations of calcite - an early, deformed, 'granular' V3riety, and 

a later; ta;:,ular calci ~e in veins. The early ralci.te probably 

crystallized ~-n the wa~.l rocks during initial alteration, .-md in the 

lode sho~tly after first deposition of quartz, ~ut preci~itated simul

taneously with scheelite deposition. Precipitatio:.1 of calcite out

lasted deposition of quartz, sulphides, and scheelite, as veins of 

tabular calcite cut these early minerals. 

The se.-1uence of mineralization is diagrammatically rep·resented 

below 
Time increasing --+ 

Quartz 

Pyrite 

Arsenopyrite ------------ -·--

Spha.J.erite 

Scheelite· 

Calcite 

Kaolinite 

Scheelite Distribution in the Lodes 

Scheelite in the lodes is concentrated within the lode quartz, 

occurring as irregular pockets and disseminations ranging from micro

scopic in size to lenses 15 em thick (see Fig. A.B). The thick lenses 

are sparsely distribu·ted and limited in extent, the scheelite often 
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decreasing in abundance to trace amounts within a metre or two of the 

centre of the lens. Scheelite is also found in stringers and veinlets 

parallel to and between the sulphide-mica laminae in laminated quartz. 

Batt (1974) suggested the scheelite nucleated along stylolitic and 

shear structures in the lode quartz (Fig. A~Bb, d). If precipitation 

of scheelite was enhanced by alteration of schist, localization of 

scheelite along stylolites would be expected. Passage of hydrothermal 

fluid and deposition of scheelite may have occurred in vugs surrounding 

quartz crystals and within fractures in lode quartz. vfuere there is no 

quartz, minor amounts of scheelite are diss•3.\'ltinated through t:Le schist 

or localized in veinlets cutting the lode s:;hist (Batt, 1974) • Mutch 

(1969) noted the occurrence of crystalline scheelite, q~artz, and 

calcite in vugs in the lode quartz, but vugs were not observc::1 in th::.s 

study. Williams (l~74) suggested scheelite is concentrated towards the 

foot~all of quartz shoots, but no regula~ pattern of scheelite distri

bution within th~ quartz was evident in this study. 

Mutch (1969) claimed that tl•e major scheelite ore shoots coincide 

with the greatest thicknesses of lode and quartz lenses, whicl1 arc best 

developed where the lode fracture crosses incompetent pelitic schist. 

Such c0rrelation, on a localized scale, of the lode development ~vith 

the litho logy of the ,.,all rock is not valiC. because the present hanging 

walls and footwalls are transposed from the relative positions they 

occupied durin9 mineralization. Considering the lode development on a 

regional scale, Batt (1974) suggested the lode fractures are best 

developed in the competent psru1~itic schist units of Mt Judah, and the 

psammitic schists were the wall rocks most favourable for scheelite 

concentration in the lode. Ba~t further recognized rich concentrations 

of scheelite in the Glenorchy Lode about flexures in the lode s+-ructure, 

changes in the dip of the lode, and intersections of faults and sub

sidiary lodes with the main lode structure. Early-formed scheelite 

may have been remobilized and concentrated along dislocations. If the 

ore concentration was dependent on the wall-rock composition, ore 

shoots would parallel the line of intersection of the lode and 

schistosity, this line trending in a NW direction, close to the strike 

of the lode. Examination of the disposition of stapes in the Judah 

Mine (Williams, 1974, p. 417) suggested ore shoots were elongated in 

b;o direc,tions - along the strike of the lode (v·iN\'1 approx) , and dmvn 

the dip (NNE approx) ~ 
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A.4 STRUCTURAL ASPECTS OF LODE FORMATION AND DEFORMATION 

The analysis of structural relationships within the lodes, a.n.d 

be·tween the lodes and their host schists, is considered important with 

respect to determination of the cause of localization of scheelite~ and 

gold-bearing lodes in lode fields in the Otago schist. However, in 

view of the detailed structural study in the Glenorchy area by Batt. 

(1974), it was believed little further progress in deciphering the 

schist-lode structural relationship would be achieved, unless the 

examination of the structural relationship-was to be the primary aim of 

this thesis. The following discussion is based on facts and interpre

tations from Batt (1974} and on personal observations, made while 

collectint;! material for the geochemical study. 

Folds and Faults in the Upper Wakatipu Area 

The stv.1ctur-:: dominating the Upper Wakatipu area is the Earnslaw 

Synfo.rm (M'.:: Alfred Synform of Batt, 1974} whic!1 plunges gently southwa:r:-ds 

(F:i.g. A.l). I'he vertic.:al lodes at Paradise are loca.ted ir. the hinge 

zo.i.1e of the synfor •. 1, whereas the Glenorchy lode field is situated on the 

eastern limb. The sparse O.ist:>:.:ibution of folds in the Glenorchy area 

does not allmV' de::ini tion of macrosccpic isoclinal :t.appes similar to 

those found elsewhere in the Otago schist (Means; 1963, 1966; Brown, 

1963; Wood, ]963; Pat.c.cson, 1971}. Aithough Hutch (1969) inferred from 

vergence ciirectious of mesoscopic F2 folds a::.1 younging directions that 

the Mt Judah-Mt Alaska area lies on the upper limb of "an eastward

fac.i.ng macro~copic recumbent· fold", he provided no descriptitcm or docu

mentation of the structure and relevant outcrops. 

The present distribution of the lodes is controlled by major 

faults, of 'V'hich the N- to NNE-striking faults are dominant. It nay not 

be coincidental that the Glenorchy field occupies the wedge between two 

major faults - the NE-striking 1 250m ·wide, Buckler Burn Fault Zone and 

theE-striking Stone Fault (unpublished map, Alex Harvey Industries). 

Batt (1974) was not certain of the magnitude of displacement along the 

Buckler Burn Fault Zone, but recent mapping northeast of the Glenorchy 

area (unpublished map, Alex Harvey Industries) indicates greenschist 

units between Invincible Creek and the Flood Burn {tributary of the 

Shotover Ri.ver) have up to 1.5 km dextral separation across the fault. 

However, the location of the continuation of the Mt Judah lodes north

west of the Buckler Burn Fault Zone is unknown. Within the Glenorchy 
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field, at least four large NE-striking faults occur. Smithy's Fault 

(Figs. A •. 4, A.6) is exposed in 9 Level of Judah Mine, where it consists 

of at least 15 faults in a zone about 40 m wide. Batt (1974) depicts 

the sense of movement on the fault as dextral strike...-slip with the 

eastern side upthrown, but if this fault displaced the Glenorchy Lode 

and the Barren Lode with the single movement, the western side would 

have been upthrown in conjunction with dextral strike .... slip movement. 

The fault zone of the NNE-striking Bonnie Jean Fault (Fig .. A.2) contains 

cataclasite, and a dip separation of 90-120 m is based on the present 

disposition of lodes and lithological units (Batt, 1974). Further eust, 

the l.laska Fault is inferred from contrasts in schistosity attitudes, 
' and the Black·Peak Fault Zone displays a 100m downthrow on the western 

side. 

Reverse "schistosity faults"* strike N-NW, dip 50° westerly at a 

lo'tr angle with schistosity (S1), a:r-'.i are restricted to tl:a eastern 

slopes 0f M.t Judah and the Long Gully area on ::he ·NW fla:lks of 

Ht Mcintosh. 

Within the Juc~h Mine area, dislocations of the lodes are pre

dominantly nonnal faults, with preferred strike orientation of N to NE 

(Fig •. A.6}. Dispiac,~ments range from 0.2 m to 5 m and the fault zones 

consist mainly of crue~ed schist with.development of sc~e quartz veins 

and less connnonly, pockets and veins of scheeli te (Fig. A.ll} • The pre

dowinance of normal faults suggests some deformatior.. of the lodes 

o~curred under the influence of a tensional tectonic regime. The clay 

selvages and some crush zones in the lode pre-date the normal faults, 

suggesting compr•assive forces acted prior to tha existence of the 

tensional regime. A later compressional regime is indicated by shearing 

move~.ents parallel to the lode, resulting in overlapping sequence3 of 

* faults approximately parallel to schistosity 

FIGURE A.ll: Faulting of the Glenorchy Lode. 

(a) Normal fault. Shearing parallel to the lode occurred after 
faulting. Location - 9 Level (S136). 

(b) Normal fault - note planar, undisturbed schist on hanging wall 
on the downthrown side. 9 Level (Sl34 + 24'), 

(c) Small normal fault. 
parallel to the lode. 

After faulting, minor shearing occurred 
9 Level (Sl29 +51'). 

(d) Reverse fault. 9 Level (Sl25 + 30'}. 
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lode quartz (Fig. A.lla, c) and reverse faults (Fig. A.lld). Numerous 

NW-NNW faults, evident in Judah Mine {Fig. A.6) and on the surface 

{Fig. A.4), caused small displacements of the Glenorchy and Kelly Lodes. 

Deformation History of the Upper Wakatipu Area 

Batt (1974) distinguished five phases of deformation (Dl.,..D5) , 

"more or less continuous in space and time", before the late Pleistocene 

period. 

Dl - formation of schistosity (S1) by flattening; metamorphic climax. 

D2 - formation of weakly-developed crenulation cleavage {S 2) striking 

easterly and dipping southerly; s 2 cuts s1 at low angle. L2 
lineations trend SVv-WSW. 

D3 - local development of kink fclds with axes trending NW-NNW. 

Regional uplift, "waning metamorphism". Formation of scheelite 

lodes. 

D4 - faulting (strike slip?) with N-NE ot~ike. 

DS formation of Earnslaw (Mt AlfLed) Synform. and mesoscopic mono

clinal flexures trending N-NNW. Reverse "schistosity faults", 

and NW-striking normal faults active during this d~formatioD 

phase. 

Batt correlated phases Dl-D4 with the Late Jurassic-C~etaceous Rangitata 

Orogeny, and assigned an age of Eocene to Oligocene to the D5 phase. 

In the Gleno~·chy area, faul-ting with a N-NE trend may have been 

associated with the Moonlight Tectonic Zone (see Turnbull et al., 1975) 

along which major deformation occurred in pre-Oligocene times. Oligocene 

deformation was probably extensional in nature,· but major compressive 

movem~nts were features of later dGformation (Turnbull et al., 1975). · 

Nature and Origin of the Lode Structures 

There is some uncertainty concerning the origin of the lode 

structures, and whether they were tensional or compressive features. 

Did permeable structures exist in the Mt Judah schists before the ore

forming fluids passed through the schists, or did the fluids create 

their o~~ conduits by hydraulic fracturin~? The abundance and per

vasiveness of crush zones and shear zones within and bounding the lodes 

suggest compressive tectonism operated at some stage during metamorphism 

and uplift of the schist pile, b~t the timing of the shearing relative 
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to the crystallization of hydrothermal minerals is obscure. Certainly, 

there has been post-lode shearing, but what was the nature of the 

structures along which the ore-forming fluid permeated? 

The concept, proposed by Hutch (1969), of a sequence of eight, 

subhorizontal, subparallel, major lodes at different structural levels 

throughout the Mt Judah.-Black Peak area is considered oversimplified on 

a regional scale (cf. Batt, 1974; Williams, 1974), but may be locally 

tenable, especially on the western flanks of Ht Judru1 and on the summit 

ridge of Ht Mcintosh. Correlation of lode outcrops over distances 

greater than 1 km is considert:d nighly tenuous, for even where exposure 

is good, as on the Glenorchy L::>de 1 it is not certain that the lode 

structure at the southern limit of outcrop is the same structure as 

that containing tpe lode at 9 LE:iTel, towards the northern end. Sub

sidiary lodes are abundant in 9 and 10 Levels, and cross sections 

con::::tructed f:i:.·om drill-cor'a logs {unpublished data, Alex Harvey 

Industries) depict minor lode strucbtres 1 some containing scheelite and 

sulphides, between the Kelly and Glenorchy ~odes. I~ is possible that 

the four major mineralized horizons on the western slopes of Ht Judah 

are connected by subsidiary lodes, in the form of a "flattencd".network 

of lodes (cf. Batt, 1974). West of the surface trace of the Glenorchy 

Lode, several exposures of the steeply-dipping "Barren Lode" are found 

(Fig. A.4). The "Barren Lode" is notable for the absence of intense, 

inte.::nal shearing and the presence of unrlisturbeJ. \vall-rock schist, 

possibly indicating this lode formed after some deformation had 

occurred along the major mineralized lodes. Abundant euhed.cal grmv-th 

lines in quartz grains in the "Barren Lode" suggest the lode formed 

ry open-spa-::e fissure-filling. There has beell no study of the tL"ning 

relationships between the roajor lode structures and th~ subsidiary 

lodes. The major lodes are more regular in attitude and persistent in 

occurrence, and although these facts suggest the major lodes post-dated 

the subsidiary lodes, simultaneous development of major and subsidiary 

lode structures followed by shearing parallel to the major lodes cannot 

be discounted. 

Because the angular discordance bet'i'men the major lodes and the 

schistosity is consistent irrespective of ·the position on the Earnslaw 

Synform (Fig. A.l2), the lode structures undoubtedly formed before the 

folding episode commenced. · The schistosity was probably subhorizontal 

at the time of mineralization, similar to the present attitude of the 
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schist at Paradise in the core of the synform. During mineralization, 

the lode structures dipped at 60-70°E, ·and en this premise, Batt (1974) 

suggested they ori9ina.ted as a system of norm;;>l faults, and not as a 

sheeted zone of thrust movement as proposed by Morgan {1920) • The 

no.rm-::tl-faul t model is supported by ·the pattern in the Glenorchy field 

of closely~spaced subparallel dislocations typical of areas of normal 

faulting and the existence of rare quartz euhedra suggesting ~pen-·space. 

fissure-filling under a t.:msional tectonic regime. Intense shearing 

within the lodes at Glenorchy destroyed most of the crystals and vugs, 

whereas these features-are preserved in other lode fields (e.g. Bendigo, 

Paterson, 1971) where deformation after lode formation was only slight. 

Some of the later shearing within the lodes probably was associated 

with folding of the schists into the Earnslaw Synform, the lode structures 

being.planar discontinuities at which deformation was concentrated. 

Contrasts between the lithologies of the hanging wall and the footwall 

at certain localities in the Judah Mine, and the drag in the \vall-rock 

schistosity suggest considerable displacement occurred along the lode 

structures, but because the major lithological units are not displaced 
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on a regional scalef Batt Q-974) concluded "the maximum separation 

measured normal to the strike of the schists is probably in the order 

of only a few hundred rnetresu. Data indicating direction of displace

ment are conflicting. The formation by hydraulic fracturing of a hydro

thermal conduit, not related to existing faults, would not necessarily 

involve displacement of hanging wall and footwall, but later shearing 

could account for the displacements observed. 

Conclusive evidence defining the origin of the lode structures is 

difficult to find. It is relevant to consider these structures in 

re~ation to the whole of the Haast Schist, which formed in the subduction 

zone r;f a Permian-Jurassic island arc (Coombs et al., 1976a). Compressive 

tectonic structures such as nappes and thrusts .-rould .be developed in the 

scl1ist pile during sedimentation and burial. The uplift of the schist 

belt was probably a consequence of the halt in sea-floor s.!)read.i,ng in 

the late Jura3sic. An extensional tectonic regime .-:auld have 0.9erated 

durir.'J uplift, making 11ormal faulting a common structural fe-ature of the 

schist pile, Therefor~, there is a strong possibility that these 

existing normal fanl t;s were the structures through which the ore-forming 

fluids permeated. High flt:id-pressures and consequent hydraulic 

fracturing could have "reopened" the faults, a~d allowed open-space 

fissure-filling by hydrothermal minerals. Later compressive stresses 

caused shearing and recrys·tallization within the lodes. This model of 

lode structure dev::lopment is similar to that proposed by Batt (1974), 

who suggested relaxation of tectonic stresses during the defor1aational 

phase characterized by uplift (D3) led to normal faulting and development 

of suitable s::.ructur(=s for permeation by hydrothermal fluids. 

A. 5 SUMMARY -"-
Quartz-scheelite lodes, which contain minor sulphides and trace 

amounts of gold, occur within a 60 km2 area east of Glenorchy at the head 

of Lake Wakatipu. The host schist in the Mt Judah area is very fine

grained (average grain size less than 60 l-!m) and predominantly quartzo

feldspathic with intercalated greenschist units that increase in abundance 

eastwards. The quartzofeldspathic schist comprises dominantly thin

bedded schist units (alternating layers of psammitic and pelitic schists), 

and psaminitic schist units in the Mt Judah area, with the incidence of 

pelitic units increasing eastwards. The boundary between the pumpellyite

actinolite facies on the \vest and . the greenschist facies on the east is 
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in the vicinity of Bonnie Jean Creek. 

The Glenorchy Lode dips 15--30° NE and makes an angle of 60-70° 

with the schistosity, "rhich is generally planar in the mineralized area. 

This angular relationship between major lodes and schistosity is con

sistent in the Glenorchy area although subsidiary lodes join major-lode 

footwalls and hanging wall.s at low angles, forming a large "flattened" 

network of lodes. The quartz-scheelite lodes consist of variable 

proportions of laminated and/or massive quartz, crus~ed and folded schist 

traversed by quartz veins;. and clay selvages at the boundaries between 

the lode andplanar, slightly-disturbed ~:;;chist. The thickness of the 

lodes varies from a few centimetres to more than 6 m, ann the quartz 

veins within the lodes attaiu maxim~ thicknesses of 4.5 m, L~t are 

sometimes locally not developeu. Lode veins are dominated by quax-tz, 

with minor but ubiquitous calcite, sulphides (pyrite, arsenopyrite an& 

sphal~rite), rutile, sphene and kaolinite. Scheelite occurs as veins 

and lenses in the quartz in an apparently unpredictable manner. Blockc 

of schist, stt:dded with euhedral sulphides, are ofte~ included in the 

quartz veins •. 

Textural relationships in the lode quartz veins sug·gest quartz 

and sulphides were the first minerals deposited from the ore-forming 

solutions. Calcite crystallized early in the wall rocks, and scheelite, 

calcite, quartz, and Slllphides crystallized simultaneously in the lode 

conduits. Deposition of quartz, sulphides, and calcite outl~sted 

scheelite precipitation. Calcite forms veins cutting all other minerals 

and crystallized late in the mineralization episode. Kaolinite occuLring 

in calcite veins and tt.e wall-rock schist, is one of the last minerals 

deposited during mineralization. 

On the eastern limb of ·the Earnslaw Synform, NNE-striking faults 

are dominant, bounding the mineralized area on the w~st and often 

significantly disrupting the lodes, whereas }f&-striking faults and shear 

zones at low angles to the lodes cause only minor displacements of the 

lodes in the Mt Judah area. Transposition of the hanging walls and foot

walls of the lodes may have occurred before mineralization. It is 

tentatively concluded that the lode structures originated as normal 

faults early during the uplift of the schist pile, under the influence 

of an extensional tectonic regime arising as a consequence of the Late 

Jurassic halt in sea-floor spreading. Ore-forming fluids rising through 

the crust under pressure could have "reopened" the faults and allowed 
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open-space fissure-filling by hydrothermal minerals. During and after 

quartz-scheelite deposition( shearing in the plane of the lode caused 

further transposition and warping of the wall rocks, and crushing of 

the lode material, Most evidence of open-space fissure..,.filling has 

thus been obliterated. 

\ 
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B. PETROGRAPHY AND MINERALOGYOF UNALTERED SCHISTS 

B.l INTRODUCTION 

In this study, unaltered schists are defined as those which were 

not permeated by the hydrothermal fluids associated with scheelite 

mineralization. Schists derived from sediments of non-volcanogenic, 

detrital origin,and in which quartz and feldspar are dominant,are 

here termed quartzofelf!spathic, after Hutton (1940), and are subdivided 

into two LypeP 1 pelitic and psammitic, the former being derived from 

siltstone or n1udstone, and the latt~r from sandstone. Relict clasts 

are ra,...er in the pelitic :::chists which <'l.lso tend to contain more mica 

and finer grained reconstituted quartz and albite than the psammitic 

schists. In the field,the distinction between the pelitic and 

psa.'7.mitic schists is most ·.s>asily made on th".l basis of colour, the 

psammitic schists being light greenish-grey to light grey, and the 

pelitic schists medium grey to d~rk grey. 7here is n complete 

gradation between the two. Peli·tic schists in wLich mica i.s the most 

ab~~dant mineral are termed mica schists. 

For the purpose of e•Jaluating the influen'::e or lit!10logy on '.::he 

rnineralogical and bulk rock chemical d~ta discussed in this and 

following chapters, the content of each quar.tzofeldspati:lic schist 

sample is expx·essed in terms of the propvrtions of pelitic and psammitic 

components. The five c;roups are defined below. 

psa : psammitic schist,s~nple comprises more than 95% 

d.psa 

psa/pel 

d.pel 

pel 

psammitic component; the r.:m~ainder is pelitic. 

th~n-bedded schist, sample is dominantly psammitic; 

i.e. it comprist~s 60- 95% psammitic component, 

remainder pelitic. 

thin-bedded schist, sample with 40- 60% psammitic 

component, remainder pelitic. 

thin-bedded schist, sample is dominantly pelitic, 

containing 60 - 95% pelitic component, remainder · 

psammitic. 

pelitic schist, sample comprises more than 95% 

pelitic component. 
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B. 2 LITHOLOGIES 

Quartzofeldspathic schist as defined above is the dominant 

lithology in the Haast Schist in general, and the Ht Judah area in 

particular. Batt {1974) subdivided the schists in the area from 

Glenorchy to Monument Saddle, on the divide between the Wakatipu and 

Shotover valleys, into three groups. His "Western 

Quartzofeldspathic Facies" occupies the Mt Judaharea and consists of 

up to 2500 m of psammitic and of 'thin-bedded' schist, the latter 

being corr,pose"l. of alternating 1 thin layers on the mm to em scale of 

psammitic and pelitic schist. E~st of Bonnie Jean Creek {Fig. A.2) 

is the "Middle Transitional Facies" consisting of 1500 m of pelitic, 

psammicic, and thin-bedded schist, and minor greenschist, and further 

to the east is the "Eastern Greenschist Facies" comprising quartz-mica 

schist, greenschist and qua~tz-hematite schist. 

The present study is confined to t.he schists of the "Western 

Quartzofeldspathic Facies" in which belts cf thin-bedded schist are 

volu.rnetrically dominant, occurri!1g as units up t.:> 80 m thick, 

Psammi tic uni t.s, up to 15 or rarely 100 m thick, are more ab•mdant than 

the sparse pelitic units which have maxi..':lum thicknesses of 5 m. 

Greenschist units are rare on Ht Judah although several up to 4 m thick 

wore observed in drill cores {unpublished o~ta, Alex H~rvey Industries). 

A garnet- and hematite-bearing metachert crops out near a •schistosity 

fault' on the east side of Mt Judah {Grid Reference Sl23- 354913). 

B. 3 METAMORPHIC AND TEXTURAL GRADES 

The pumpellyite-out isograd for quartzofeldspathic schists has 

been mapped in the vicinity of the Bonnie Jean Fault (Fig. A.2) by 

Bat·t (1974). Ka\'Tachi {1975), with low sample control, placed the 

pumpellyite-out isograo, on the lower northeastern slopes of Mt Judah. 

The schist in the Mt Judah block is thus within the pumpellyite

actinolite metamorphic facies, greenschist facies schists occurring 

east of the Bonnie Jean Creek. 

Pumpellyite occurs in quartzofeldspathic schist on the east side 

of Lake vJakatipu at least as far south as sample 31935* (Fig. A.l) but 

* Otago University Geology Department catalogue number, see Appendix A.l 
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is absent in 31930 and 31931. The southward continuation of the 

pumpellyite-out isograd from the Bonnie Jean Creek area is thus 

tentatively placed between samples 31935 and 31931. New data presented 

in this chapter apply entirely to the Mt.Judah block. 

On the west side of Mt.Judah, the schist near the Buckler Burn 

is in textural zone 2B 1 after the classification of Bishop (1972), 

the intensity of deformation and recrystallization increasing east

wards 'through textural zone 3A to textural zone 3B a~ Bonnie Jean 

Creek. Hutton (1940) depicted the schists .:<.s far west as the shores 

of Lake Wakatipu to be of his chlorite subzone 3 1 although Bishop (1973) 

considered the schists in the Mt. Judah area to be within textural 

zones 2B and 3A. 

B.4 SCHIST STRUCTURES ili~D TEXTURE3 

Mesoscopic folds on Mt. Judah are :tJare, and are usually 

associated with faults or veins. There is some evidence f01: isoclinal 

folding on the mic:roscopic and meso scopic scale, particularly in 

rootless fold hinges (31897, 3.5605, 35610, 35614, 35654) , and in 

muscovite orientated perpendicular to and lying between the well

defined mica laminations representing schis~osity (Sl)• Later shear 

movements parallel ~o schistosity have destroyed the folds. The 

dominant f~liation, s1 , is sometimes crenulated, leading to dcvelor~ent 

of a second foliation (S2) outlined by consistent orientation of 

rouscovites at a moderate angle to the muscovites defining s1 (31874, 

31952). Batt {1974) similarly observed a crenulation cleavage. 

Lineations representing the intersections of S1 with lithological 

layering, the axial surface of kink folds, and s2,are co~mon (writer's 

observation; Batt, 1974}. 

Schistosity in thick units of ps~mitic schist is generally 

poorly defined unless thin wisps of pelitic schist or quartz-albite 

segregations are present. Augen consisting of single grains of 

quartz, feldspar and sometimes epidote and amphibole, are typical. 

The augen, varying from 0.2 mm to 2 mm in diameter, in a matrix of 

quartz and feldspar with average grain diameter 0. 02 - 0. 04 nun, are 

interpreted as relict detrital grains, the mica laminations being 

deflected around them. Quartz porphyroclasts are generally clear, 

containing no inclusions, but often are finely recrystallized (cf. 
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Hutton, 1940). Further deformation could result in flattening of the 

augen to form short quartz-albite laminations. Feldspar pOJ?phyroclasts 

are commonly albitized with a prismatic mineral, probably pumpellyite, 

and sometimes sericite (cf. Hutton, 1940) occurring in the cores of 

the albite grains which are twinned more commonly than the albites in 

the groundmass. The porphyroclasts probably represent the coarse 

fraction of a poorly-sorted sediment, and the general texture in the 

psammitic schists may be termed porphyroclastic. The pelitic schists 

are normally equigranular lepidoblastic (after Spry, 1969), with rare 

clasts significantly larger than the average grain size (20 - 30 pm 

quartz and feldspar) • Rare cataclastic tex·tures are associated with 

minor shear zones in the schist. 

Individual pelitic and ps~~itic layers in the thin-beddea 

schist are often discontinuous over distances less than one metre 

(Fig. B.l). The lithological layering has been transposed along the 

schistosity planes, sometimes resulting in the deve;:t.opment of shear 

folds. 

Folded qua:.-tz-albita veins crosscutting or sub-parallel to 

schistosity were consi:'l.ered by B'itt (1974) to have formed in the early 

stages of metamorphism. Batt (1974) proposed three phases of vein 

formation during uplift of the schist pila and folding of the s~hist 

into the Earnsl~w Synform. The most abundant veins are sub-perpendicular 

to schistosity, but strike parallel to schist.osi ty. They are planar 1 

extend up to several metres in length, and are less than l em iH 

thickness. Quartz and albite, often strained and fractured, are the 

dominant constituents, and miner inclusioils of schist are usually 

orientated with the foliation parallel to the schistosity of the wall 

rock. Hutton (1940} and Reed (1945) believed these veins originated 

during late- or pos:t-metamorphic arching or tilting of the schist. 

B.S MINERAL ASSEMBLAGES 

Unaltered quartzofeldspathic schists of the pumpellyite

actinolite facies in the Mt. Judah area are characterized by the 

ubiquitous occurrence of quartz, albite, muscovite, chlorite, epidote 

and sphene. Actinolite and pumpellyite are con~only present in the 

psammitic schists, but actinolite in particular is rare in pelitic and 

thin-bedded schists, occurring in only 12% of rocks examined of these 

lithologies. 
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FIGURE B.l: Schist lithologies. 

(a) Thin-bedded schist consisting of alternating pelitic 
(dark grey, black ) and ps ammitic (grey ) layers. 
Lithological layers are lensoid and discontinuous, having 
been transposed along schistosity (35664) • 
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(b) Thin-bedded schist, alternating pelitic and psammitic layers. 
Note the thinning towards the left of the lower pelitic 
horizon. This sample is f rom alteration zone, 0.3 m from 
lode; note euhedral sulphide s quartz veins, and kink fold 
(35630, 35631) • 
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Accessory minerals include rutile, stilpnomelane, sulphides, 

tourmaline, allanite, graphite and calcite. Relict minerals are more 

coxnmon or more conspicuous in psammitic schist than in pelitic schist 

and include quartz, albite, amphibole, epidote, sphene, and allanite. 

Albite dominates the psammitic schist, usually comprising 

30- 50% of the rock. Muscovite (10- 20%), quartz (10- 25%) and 

chlorite (6- 25%) are also major constituents of psamrnitic schist, 

with epidote (2- 15%) 1 amphibole (0- 10%), and sphe:.-!3 (1- 3%) usually 

less abundant. Pelitic schist is generally enriched in musGovite, 

epidote, sphene, apatite, and graphite, and depleted in qua~tz a':d 

albite relative to psammitic schist. 

B I 6 MINERALOGY 

Quartz 

In the gr0undmass of q~artzofeldspathic schists, quartz 

averages 0.02 to 0.04 mm in ~iameter. Elongate porphyro~lasts of 

relict quartz, up to 1 mm in diameter, are generally free of 

inclusions and exhibit undulos~ extinction. Stress incurred during 

metamor?hism has in some instances been released by recrystallization 

of the quartz relicts to finer grainedaggregates, relict cores of 

strained quartz often being lef"!:: elongated perpendicular to the 

schistosity. The pressure shadows of quartz and albite porphyroclastc 

are commonly occupied by syn,..metamorphic, fine-grained quartz. 

Neh1orks of curved fractures occasionally are found in quartz, ~hese 

fractures being occupied by a high-relief, dark mineral ·that could be 

rutile. 

Feldspar 

Feldspar, the major component of quartzofeldspathic sc~ists, 

occurs as porphyroclasts and in fine-grained intergrowths with quartz 

in the groundmass. The groundmass feldspar is generally 0.02 to 

0.04 mm diameter, xenoblastic,and free of mineral inclusions, and 

twins are rarely developed. In contrast, the porphyroclastic 

feldspars have a grain size between 0.2 and 2 mm, are usually studded 

'I'Tith mineral inclusions, and are frequently twinned, generally on the 

albite.law. Twin planes are deformed and fractured. Turner (1951) 

considered feldspar twinning to occur more frequently in porphyro

blastic schists than in equigranular schists. The twinning in the 



TABLE B.l: Feldspar analyses from unaltered schist$. 
Numbers of cations on the basis of 32 oxygens. 

--·-· ----"--
ou No. 31876 31878 31879 31910 31912 35615 

Analysis 
No. 

16 7 30 39 6 22 

Lithology* psa psa psa psa psa d,pel 

Si0
2 

68.8 67.0 68.4 68.5 69.8 68.0 

Ti0
2 

0.24 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 

Al
2

o
3 

18.8 20.6 19.5 19.2 19.5 J. 9.6 

FeO# 0,27 0.05 o.oo G.09 0.04 0.13 ' 

MnO 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.01 0,00 o.oo 

MgO o.oo 0.28 o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo 

CaO 0.21 1.46 0.02 0.04 0.04 o.:::8 
... ·,-

Na
2

o 11.39 10.96 11.91- 11.67 1L67 ll. 72 

K
2

0 0.03 0.16 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.06 

TOTAL 100.01 100.51 99.87 ~9.58 101.09 99.89 

-""'""'"' ___ ... ._..__.. ... _~ .. A,.,._,.,.-........ _. __ ~--.1 "--" ~-----... ..---.... -"-

Si 12.030 ll. 705 11.968 12.019 12.038 lJ~925 

Al 3.882 4.242 4.024 3.966 3,969 4.042 

"r7 
I.J .... J 15,912 1So947 13,992 15.985 16.007 15.967 

Ti 0.031 O.OGO 0.000 o.ooo 0.000 0.000 

Fe 0.040 0.008 0.000 0.013 0,006 0.019 "' 
Mn 0.040 0.000 o.ooo 0.001 0.000 0.000 

Mg 0.000 ·o .073 o.oo1 0,002 0.001 0_000 

Ca 0.040 0.272 0.003 0.007 0.003 0.071 .. -

Na 3.863 J. 712 4.040 3.968 3.901 3.984 

K 0.007 0.036 0.010 0.014 0.010 0.013 

L:X 4.021 4.101 4.054 4,005 3,926 4.087 

< ' 

An 1.0 6.8 0.1 0.2 0.2 1.8 1 "-

Ab 98.8 92.3 99.7 99.5 99.5 97.9 

Or 0.2 0.9 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 

... ~ ... ---~ .. ~ ........ ,..,...,. ... < • 

$ Some selected analyses; remainder of feldspa.r analyses from unal'l:ered 
schist are tabulated in Appendix B.l. 

* see definitions, pa.ge Bl ~ 

ff 'l'otal Fe as FeO. 
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porphyroclasts in the Glenorchy schists is interpreted as a relict 

feature. Aggregates of fine-grained xenoblastic feldspar formed in 

the pressure shadows and along the margins of feldspar porphyroclasts, 

leaid.ng b1inned, albi tized 1 relict feldspar in the central portions of 

the augen (31921 1 35620). 

Most feldspars analysed* (Table B.l and Appendix B~l) contain 

at least 98% albite, with the anorthite and K-feldspar components 

totalling less than 2 percent (Fig. B.2). Brown (1967), Evans (1964), 

and Crawford {1966) obtained similar compositions for feldspa~ in the 

Haast Schist. One notable exception to the pattern of low An and Or 

contents of albite in the Mt. Judah area is 31878/7 which contains 

6.8% An 1 and is possibly an unalbitized or partially albitized relict. 

Of the remaining trace elements, FeO is commonly present in albi~es 

but is highly varia~le in abundance up to· a maximu.>n "Jf 0.27 wt.% 

( 3187 c) • Brown ( 196 7) reported 0 . 05 and 0. 24 wt% FeO in two albit.es. 

Calcium, putassium1 cmd aluminium rel-:;ased during albitization 

contributed to th·~ fornation of s·.J.bmicroscopic to microscopic 

inclusions., predominantly of pumpellyite, with minor amounts of 

clinozoisite, pist.acitic epidote, stilpnomelane, chlorite, sericite, 

and actinolit0. Pumpe:lyite and clinozoisite occur in the albite 

.porphyroclasts as isolated prismatic crystaJ.s, and with increasing 

abundance fo~. dense mats of intergrown, disorientated, almost sub

microscopic, elli:~dral ~rains (e.g. 35622, Fig. B.3). These mats are 

commonly developed in the cores of the albH:e grains and seldoUI on the 

cims which remain free of inclusions,at least on two or three sides 

(31895). This pattern would arise if the original detrital reldspar 

grains were zoned with Ca-poor rims, or if during metamorphism 

inclusion-free albite crystallized 0:1 the rims of albitized detrical 

feldspar. Coarse grains of pistacitic epidote, chlorite, sericite, 

and actinolite, oc.cur rarely in porphyroclastic feldspars ( 31876, 

31879, 31905). Colourless to dark green needles of stilpnomelane are 

usually randomly orientated in feldspars,·but in rare instances have 

. grown parallel to (001) and (010) faces (31876, 35620). The predominance 

of calcium-bearing inclusions over potassium-bearing inclusions,and the 

* See Appendix B.O for description of electron microprobe analysis 
procedure. 

. . 
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a b 

c d 

1 ~1_~ ·L J~~, ..-~.J 
Feldspar porphyroclasts. 

(a) Twinned, albite porphyroclast, matted by very fine grained 
dark, high-relief pumpellyite, particularly in central 
portions of grain. Note warped schistosity, and recrystal
lized quartz and albite in pressure shadow. Plane polarized 
light, 35622. 

(b) As for (a), crossed polars. 
(c) Albite porphyroclast matted by pumpellyite grains. Plane 

polarized light, 31874. 
(d) As for (c), crossed polars. 
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abundance of polysynthetic twinning,suggest that the detrital feldspars 

were mainly plagioclases and rarely K-feldspar. The development of 

inclusions probably is controlled both by the original feldspar 

composition and by the mineralogy and chemistry of the immediately 

adjacent schist. 

Muscovite 

Muscovite is ubiquitous in the quartzofeldspathic schist and 

although present in varying amounts, is generally more abundant than 

cldorite and quartz. The pelitic schist layel7S are enriched in 

mus~cvite relative to the adjacent psarrmitic layers, and in some 

pelitic schists, the amount of muscovite equals the albite conten~ 

(30%, 356.:S4) • 
,. 

The pelitic schists are intensely foliated and fissile due to 

strong aliqnment of the platy musccvites and chlori tes. 'i'he foliation 

in ps~~itic schists i~ less strong and this cQn be attributed to the 

lo~1er muscovite conten·~. Muscovite is comm0nly interleaved witl1. 

chlorite in themic~ceouslaminations and on the margins of the felsic 

lamin~tions. In contrast to feldspars in alterad schists described 

J.ater, felaspar porphy:.:ocle.sts rarely contain muscovite. Though 

muscovites are bent and broken by late~stage meta~or~hic and post

meta~orphic deformation,.~o evidence for detrital muscovit~s was 

found. Biehop (1972} reports persistence of &etrital muscovite to 

lo•.ver gr-eenschist· facies schists in the Dansey Pass area. 

Muscovite plate~ in the schist occur up to 0.02 mm thick and up 

to 0.1 rom long, QUt may be considerably larger (0.05 mm thick, 0.2 mm 

long; 35628) in quartz-aJbite-muscovite veins parallel to schistosity. 

· The IL~·..lscovite in the early syn-metamorphic quartz veins is generally 

colourless but the schist muscovite has a distinct greenish tinge, 

considered to be due to the prese~ce of Fe2+ (Deer~~., 1962). 

Chemical compositions of selected muscovites from unaltered 

schists are presented ~n Table B.2; the remaining muscovite analyses 

are given in Appendix B.2. With Si cation totals between 6.75 and 

7.05, corresponding to Si:Al ratios in the tetrahedral sites greater 

than 6.5:1.5, the Mt. Judah micas except for 31878 (Table B.2) may be 

classified as phengites. They tend to be more phengitic than the Otago 

schist muscovites analysed by Brown (1967) and Kawachi (1975}. All 



TABLE B.2: 

ou No. 

Analysis 
No. 

Lithology* 

Si0
2 

'l'iO 
2 

Al
2

0
3 

FeO# 

MnO 

MgO 

CaO 

Na
2
o 

K 0 
.2 

'J~OTJIL 

Nuscovite analyses from unaltered schist$ 
Numbers of cations on the basis of 22 oxygens. 

31876 31878 31879 31902 31912 

20 10 9 26 16 

psa psa psa psa psa 

·-·-----· 
50.5 45.9 51.7 51.7 50.6 

0.20 0.13 o.oo 0.03 0.05 

26.7 3!':·. 9 24.1 25.1 27.7 

5.53 2.31 3.71 3.95 3,28 

0.25 0,00 0.~2 0.04 0.03 

1.87 0.53 3.66 3.31 3.67 

0.03 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.00 

O.OG 0.56 0.19 0,09 0,08 

10.54 10.04 10.72 10.55 10,58 

95.68 95.40 94.!:0 94.80 95.99 

--·-~-~------..._---... .,._.___,.'""' 

r<' 
... l 6.820 5.114 7.024 6.980 6.739 

l\1 1.180 1.886 0.976 1.020 1.261 

t:z 8,,000 8.000 8.000 8.000 8,000 

.,, 2.067 3.752 2;881 2.975 3.077 l">...l. 

Ti 0.20 0.013 0.000 0,003 0,005 

Fe 0.624 0.257 0.422 0.446 0.365 

Mn 0.028 0,000 0.048 0.005 0.004 

Mg 0.377 0.105 0.742 0.666 0.729 

~y 4.116 4.127 4.093 4.095 4.180 

Ca 0.004 o.oos o.coo 0.005 o.ooo 
Na 0.015 0.144 0.049 0.024 0.021 

K 1.816 1.704 1.859 1.819 1.796 

~X 1.835 1.853 1.908 1.848 1.817 

--------

31914 

5 

psa 

52.0 

1.07 

24.2 

4.14 

0.08 

1.15 

o.oo 
0.40 

lO~Gl 

93.65 
-. .. __.. _______ 

7.117 

0.883 

8.000 

3.015 

O.llO 

0.474 

0.010 

0.236 

3,845 

o.ooo 
0.107 

1.854 

1.961 

----
$ Some selected analyses; remainder of muscovite analyses from unaltered 

schist are tabulated in Appendix B.2. 

*·see definitions, page B1. 

# Total Fe as FeO 

... 

.~ 

., 

,.. 

•' 
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contain less than two K+ ions per unit cell. 

The paragonite contents of the muscovites are low (less than 

2.5 mol. %}, with the exception of the two analysed muscovites, 

31878/10 and 31914/5, which contain 7.8 and 5.5 mol. %paragonite 

respectively. The former muscovite is almost identical in composition 

to the paragonitic muscovite reported by Brown (1967} , and ha.s low 

Si02, total FeO, and MgO, and high Al203 relative to muscovite (Fig. 

B.4), these features being typical of paragonites (Deer et al., 1962}. 

Fx,?m the determination of the muscovite-paragonite solvus for (Fe, Mg)

free ~icas at 30000 p.s.i. (2 kb) by Eugster and Yoder (1955) 1 the 

paragonitic muscovite (31878/10} would have equilibrated with paragonite 

at a minimum temperature of 400°C. Brown {1967) determine~, by the 

same method, the temperature of upper chlorite zone greenschist ,facies 

metamorphism in East .Otago to be 45ooc. 

Tita;lium is preoent in more than trace <:uCJ.oun.ts in one muscovite 

(31914/5} in r;. feldspa.L' porphyroclast, and occasionally is found to 

occur in the form 0f rutile on muscovite rims and along the (001) 

cleavage (31914/12 and adja~enL micas). 

With tt.:.e exception c£ the parasonitic muscovite and feu::: Fe-rich, 

Mg-poor muscovites, the Mt. Judah muscovites plot in a tight-cluster 

on the Al-Fe-!·1g diagram \Pig. B.4}1 between lines representing Mg/Fe 

ratios of 1. 0 and 2. 0 and towards the Mg-rich edge of the field of 

East Otago muscovite· compositions outlined by Brown (1967). The 

averc-.ge Mg/Fe ratio is 1. 5, but four muscovi tes with high Fe and low 

Mg contents have Mg/Fe ratios between 0.5 and 1.0. A muscovite from 

East Ota9o with a low Mg/Fe ratio has a high Fe3+ content'~ whereas 

'norn:3.l' Mg/Fe muscovites have sub-equal amounts of Fe2+ and Fe3+ 

(Brown, 1967). The Fe3+ content of low Mg/Fe muscovites from r<It. Judah 

is unknown, although there is no a£sociation between these muscovites 

and Fe3+-rich minerals such as epidote and magnetite, as was found by 

Brown {1967). Low Mg/Fe muscovites and normal Mg/Fe muscovites are 

found less than 0.1 mm apart in quartz-albite laminations (35628) and 

cannot be distinguished petrographically. 

------------------------------
Fe2+ 'lt7as determined gravimetrice~;lly, and Fe3+ was the difference 
between total Fe determined on the probe, and Fe2+. 
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(Brown, 1967) is outlined. 
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The alumina content of the muscovites (except the anomalous 

grain, 31878/10) varies between 24 and 28 weight %,and most of this 

variation may be observed within a single thin section. This feature 

was noted by Crawford (1966) and Brown (1967) in the Alpine and Otago 

schists respectively. 

Kawachi (1975) concluded that the composition of muscovites in 

greenschists and quartzofeldspathic schists "is affected by the host 

rock chemistry". The Mt. Judah quartzofeldspathic schists plot in the 

some field as Upper Wakatipu quartzofeldspathic schists in a diagram of 

Al/ (.:'.l+L:Fe+Mg) in muscovites versus Al/ (Al+Fe3++Mg) in the bulk rock 

(see Fi.g. 3 i;n Kawachi, 1975). However, within the relatively limited 

range of c:hemical compositions of the Mt. Judah schists, a:1y variation 

in muscovite composition can not be correlated wi.th vc:.riat.ions in the 
i 

bulk rock chemistry. 

Comr)ositional zoning in muscovites was c::ppi'l.::'E:nt during electron 

microprobe a~alysis. ~eo and MgO are low on th~ encs of one m~scovite 

(31902/34), and in another srain (31902/26), Sio2 decref!.ses towards the 

grain extremities. Mg/Fe ::.:·atios of muscovites in 35615 vary within 

each grain. The ~argins of the musc~vite. grains are less phcngitic 

than the cores. Hashimoto (1968) discovered the phengitic content .of 

muscovite to decrease "l'lith increasing· grade. of metamorphism in the 

Sangun metamorphie; t.::3rrain. _ The phengitic ceres of Mt. Judah muscovites 

probably were stable at lower metamorphic grades,but at a higher grade 

of ~etamorphism, equivalent to pumpellyite-actinol~te facies, the 

overgrowths on mica grains were less phengitic. Kawachi (1975) 

considered the transition from phengitic mica to muscovite to be at a 

higher grade than the pumpellyite-actinolite faci~s, but clearly, 

muscovite with a lower phengite component occurs at Mt. Judah within the 

pumpellyite-actinolite facies. The transition is probably gradational, 

occurring over a wide range of metamorphic grade. 

Chlorite 

Although present throughout the groundrnass of quartzofeldspathic 

schists, chlorite occurs typically: 

(a) on the margins of felsic layers and quartz veins parallel to 

schistosity (e.g. 31933, 35615, 35683), 

(b) in pressure shadows of amphibole porphyroclasts (e.g. 31902, 

35622, 35628), 



TABLE B. 3: Ch1ori te analyses from unaltered schist $ 
Numbers of cations on the basis of 28 oxygens. 

ou No. 

Analysis 
No. 

Lithology* 

Si0
2 

TiO . 2 

A1 20J 

FeO# 

JV1n0 

MgO 

CaO 

Na2o 

K
2

0 

TO'I'AL 

Si 

Al 

1'.1 

Ti 

Fe 

Mn 

Mg 

Ca 

Na 

K 

TOTAL 

31877 

6 

psa 

25.5 

o.oo 
20.4 

.28. 3 

0.65 

12.44 

0.03 

0.13 

0.14 

87.59 

S.488 

2.512 

2.659 

0.000 

5,101 

0.119 

3.994 

0.007 

0.054 

0.038 

19.972 

31879 

39 

psa. 

25.5 

o.oo 
19.9 

29.1 

0.45 

12.57 

o.oo 
0.00 

0.01 

87.;53 

2.502 

2.575 

0.000 

5.258 

0.083 

4.047 

0.001 

0.000 

0.002 

19.966 

*see definitions, page Bl. 

# Total Fe as FeO. 

31902 

22 

.psa 

25.1 

o.oo 
20.0 

30.5 

0.60 

ll./4 

0.07 

0.02 

0.04 

88.07 

5.446 

2.554 

2.547 

o.ooo 
5.527 

0.110 

3.794 

0.016 

0.009 

0.012 

20.015 

31912 

33 

psa 

25.0 

0.04 

20.0 

28.4 

0.53 

12.94 

0.08 

0.06 

0.17 

87.22 

5.426 

2.574 

2.535 

0.006 

5.142 

0.097 

4.179 

0.019 

0.026 

0.046 

20.050 

35615 

21 

d.pel 

25.0 

0,02 

/.0,8 

29.9 

0.58 

11.23 

0.02 

0.06 

O.OJ 

87,64 

5.416 

2.584 

2.738 

0.004 

5.41G 

0.107 

3.632 

0.005 

0.026 

0.010 

19.938 

35628 

13 

psa. 

25.7 

0,05 

19.4 

29.3 

0.74 

12.26 

0.07 

0.21 

0.14 

87.87 

5.555 

2.445 

2.498 

0.008 

5.296 

0.136 

3.949 

0.'016 

0.088 

0.039 

20.030 

$ Soms select.ed analyses; remainder of chlorite analyses from unaltered 
schist. are tabulated in 1·\ppendix B. 3 .. 
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{c) in pressure shadows of quartz and feldspar porphyroclasts {e.g. 

31913) t 

(d) as inclusions in feldspar porphyroclasts {e.g. 31895, 35624) 1 

{e) in vermicular habit (radiating groups of chlorite plates} in 

quartz and quartz veins (e.g. 31875, 31920, 35629), 

(f) in 'greenschist' laminations, several millimetres thick and 

particularly rich in epidote a.nd chlorite (e.g. 31886, 31897, 31929). 

Chlorite is often more ::iliundcmt in psammit:Lc schist horizons 

ti!an pelitic schist layers, and is generally 0. 01 - 0. 04 mm thick and 

0. 04 - 0.1 mm long, \vi th the largest chlorite having dimensions of 

0.1 mm by 0.4. mm (35683). The chlorite is light green, rarely 

pleochroic, has anomalous blue interference colours,and is optically 

negative, thus indicating an Fe-·Mg chlorite. Some schists contain 

oxychlorite, a weathering product of chlorite {31912, 31913, 31920). 

Elec.:tron microprobe analyses ( (Table B.~ and Appendix B. 3) 

confirm the predominance of Fe-Mg chlorite in the Mt. Judc:h schists. 

According to the C'lassification of Hey (1954), and on the cssumption 

that Fe2o3 contents are le.:;s t!1an 4 wt %, (supported by Brmr.rn, (L967) 

for chlorites from East Otago), all ~ut one ot the chlorites analysed 

are y-ipidolites (Fig. B.S). The exception 35628/12, is a brunsvigite. 

East Otago chlorites are predominantly brur.svigite \vith some 

ripidolitcs (BroW!., 1967), the higher Si content possibly being due to 

equilibration at higher metamorphic grades. 

The Mt. Judah chlorite:::; (Fig. B.6) are wit.hin the Al-Fe-Mg 

composition field of chlorites from East Otago (Brown, 1967)1 although 

the r~nge of Mt. Judah chlorite compositions is small compared with 

the >ariation determined by Bro~~ (1967). Chlorites in pelitic afid 

psammitic rocks from chlorite subzones I to IV in the Upper Wakatipu 

district {Kawachi, 1975), have an Al-Fe-Mg field almost identical to 

the Mt. Judah chlorites, in spite of the wide range in metamorphic 

grade of the rocks in which the Upper Wakatipu chlorites occur. The 

limits of analytical precision may be reasonably represented on Fig. 

B. 6 by the area occupied by the analyses of chlori tes from 31902. 

However 1 chlorites in some rocks (31877, 35605) exhibit a much larger 

variation in composition. Six analysed chlorite grains in 31877 are 

in pressure shadows adjacent to hornblende porphyroclasts with 

actinolite overgrowths; the two remaining chlorite grains (3 and 9) 
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occur in the_ groundrnass adjacent to muscovit:e and albite grains , and 

have the lowest MgO values and highest FeOjMgO ratios (Fig. B.6). 

In several of the remaining schists (31878, 31910 1 31914) in which 

there are relatively small variations in chlorite compositions, 

chlorites with the highest MgO contents and lowest FeO/MgO ratios 

relative to other chlorites in the same rock, are in contact with 

amphiboles. Similarly, data of Brown (1967) indicate that chlorites 

coexisting with actinolite have higher MgO contents than chlorites 

associated with biotite, stilpnomelane1 or most other minerals.' The 

breakdown of :.:elict amphiboles (Hutton, 1940) may produce actinolites 

and MgO-enriched chlorites. However, there are some exceptions to the 

above pattern. A dominantly pelitic sc~ist devoid of actinolite 

(35605), contains chlorites with coml_)ositions traversing almost the 

whole Al-Fe-Mg field of Mt. Judah chlorites (Fig. B.6). Huscovites, 

albites ana clinozoisite are the adjacent minerals. In 31876 anc. 

31879, chlorites adjacent to amphib0les have higher FeO/MgO ratios 

tha~ chlorites not associated wich.amphiboles, or the FeO/MgO ratios 

are similar fer all chlori tes ir:cespecti v.-~ of the nature of the 

adjacent minerals. It is apparent that the Al-Fe-Mg comp0sitions of 

mo'r:t chlorites in the unaltered schists <'lre dependent, at least 

partially, on the type and composition of neighbouring minerals. The 

cause of the large range of compositions of chlorites i~ 35605 is an 
• I em.gma, altho·L1gh of the unaltered schists (so-caJ led), this schist is 

closest to the mineralized lode ~1.65 m~ and may be partially altered 

(::::ee section 0::1 chlorites in alter<=Jd sch.i.st.::i, Chapter C). C~1lorites 

and actinolites coexisting with stilpnomelane tend tv have higher Fe 

contents than the chlo~itez and actinolites coexisting with 

stilpnomelane-£ree schists ~Fig. B.7), suggesting bulk rock composition 

controlled the formation of stilpnomelane and the compositions of the 

chlorites and actinolites {cf. Brown, 1967; Coombs et al., 1976b). 

Chemical analysis of different areas of some chlorite grains 

(31910/1- 3, 9 and 10, and 35605/43 and 44; ,Appendix B.3) suggests 

chemical homogeneity (cf. Coombs et al., 1976b~ but qualitative electron 

microprobe scanning traverses of other chlorite grains revealed the 

presence of chemical zonation. Slightly high MgO and low FeO contents 

exist on the rim of one chlorite grain relative to the core (35615/19) • 

On the other hand, in a traverse across a chlorite adjacent to 

actinolite in 35628, Mg counts inc~eased gradually by 3% from the rim 
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FIGURE B.7: Coexisting minerals from Mt Judah schists; atomic proportions 
Al:Fe:Mg 

Key: Schists containing chlurite, actinolite, stilpnomelane 
- 0 31910 psa 

2 31902 psa 
3 35628 psa 
4 31914 psa 
6 31876 psa 
8 31878 psa 
Schists containing chlorite and actinolite 
e 31877, 31879, 31912, all psa 
Schists containing chlorite 
x 35605, 35615; both d. pel. 

Note - for 31902, compositions of individual grains are shown; for 
other schists, points. represent average compos i t·i on of several 
grains. 

-> 



to the core. Fe counts varied in a similar pattern, but with a 

stronger variation of 20%. A chlorite in the sarne rock has a 

homogeneous core, 0.06 mm vlide, with a 0.02 mm rim depleted in 

Bl8 

Fe and Mg. The transition from grain rim to the edge of the core was 

gradual, the overall increase in Fe and Mg being 16% and 6% respectively. 

In both grains, the rims have higher MgO/FeO ratios than the cores. 

Kurata (1972) ascribed chemical heterogeneity in chlorites from the 

albite-epidote-amphibolite facies pelitic schists of the Sanbagawa 

terrain in Japan,to reactions occurring during retrogressive stages of 

mt.tamorphism, producing FeO-rich overgrowths on relatively Fe-poor, 

Mg-rj •;h chlorite grains. Kurata' s data from greenschist and albite

epidote-amphibolite facies rocks also demonstrate increases in th3 Mg 

ccntent a:L.~d MgO/FeO ratio of chlorites "rith increasing metamorphic 

grade, a conclusion in agreement with studies in ~he Scottish Dalradian 

(McNamara, 1955; Atherton, 1968) a4d the Haast Schist (Cooper, 1972). 

The high MgO/FeO ratiob on the rims of some Mt. Judah chlorites, 

probably resu~ted frorrL growth ~f chlorite at higher meta~orphic grade 

on chlorites which grew at low metamorphic grade. The zoned chlorite 

grains are not in metamorpr.ic equilibrium but some chemical 

reconstitution has occurred possibly ~ithin the more finP.-grai~ed 

chlorites as evidenced by the apparent chemical homogeneity of some 

chlorite grains. It s.t"J.ould be emphasized that the rims of the zoned 

chlorites are not ;:;nriched in MgO; the MgO co:::1tent within the grain 

is constan~or decr~ases slightly towards the grain margin, and the FeO 

content decreases strongly towards the rim. 

Cooper (1972) and Kawachi (1975) found the chlorite compositions 

in schists to be dependent on the bulk-rock compositions, and although 

this ')eneral relationship is supported by the compos:i.tions of the :t'lt. 

Judah chlorites, the zoning suggests that metamorphic grade also 

influenced the chlorite compositians. 

Minor element contents of the chlorites vary widely. MnO 

ranges from 0.3 to 1.18 wt %, with variations of 0.3 to 0.71 wt% 

occurring within one rock (31879). Bulk rock composition (i.e. MnO 

contents of bulk rock, see Chapter D), and the nature of the neighbouring 

minerals appear not to have controlled the MnO content of chlorites. 

Ti02 content is low in all chlorites except 31879/23, which contain 

1.24% Tio2 • This value is not caused by inclusions such as rutile as 

all five 10-second com1ts on separate points are consistent. 



TABLE B.4: 

OU No. 

Analysis 
No. 

Lithology* 

Si0
2 

Ti0
2 

1\.1203 

Fe
2
o

3
# 

NnO 

M.gO 

CaO 

Na 2o 
K 0 

2 

TO'l'AL 

Si 

.Al 

Ti 

Fe 

M.n 

Ng 

Ca 

Na 

K 

TO'I'AL 

%Ps 

'd ] f 1 d h' $ Ep1 ate ana .. yses ··rom una tere sc 1st • 
Numbers of cations on the basis of 12,5 oxygens. 

31877 

1 
core 

psa 

36.9 

0.00 

23.6 

12.54 

0.25 

0.04 

23.2 

0.03 

0.03 

96.59 

2.9'78 

2.246 

0.000 

0.762 

0.017 

0.005 

2.007 

0.005 

0.003 

8.023 

25.3 

31877 

2 
rim 

psa. 

38.5 

o.oo 
25.1 

10.59 

0.06 

0.01 

22.5 

0.04 

0.03 

96.83 

3.054 

2,347 

0.000 

0.632 

0.004 

0.001 

1.913 

O.OOG 

0.003 

7.960 

21.2 

31879 

22 

psa 

37,1 

1.02 

26.2 

10.50 

1.07 

0,05 

22.3 

0.01 

o.oo 

98.25 

2.92 

2.43 

0.06 

0.62 

0.07 

0.01 

1.88 

0.00 

o.oo 

7.99 

20.3 

31910 

42 

psa 

36.6 

0.05 

21.6 

17.75 

0.43 

0.06 

21.2 

0.07 

0.03 

97.79 

2.96 

~.06 

0,00 

1.08 

0.03 

0,01 

1.84 

0.01 

0.00 

7.99 

34.4 

31912 

23 

psa 

.;1.7 

0.02 

26.8 

6.44 

0.10 

0.04 

23,1 

0.19 

0.03 

98.42 

3.20 

2.42 

0.00 

0.37 

0.01 

0.01 

1.90 

0.03 

o.oo 

7,94 

13.3 

31914 

20 

psa 

39.5 

0.13 

8.62 

0.00 

0.01 

22.3 

0.04 

0.07 

'07.53 

3.08 

2.46 

C.Ol 

0.51 

o.oo 
o.oo 
1.86 

0.01 

0.01 

7.94 

17.2 

----------"·-----------------· .. ---~··--

$ Some selected analyses; remainder of epidote analyses from unaltered 
schist are tabula·ted in Appendix B .4. 

* see defin:LtJ..ons , page BL 
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· E!.£idcte 

Epidote is present in all quartzofeldspathic schists on Mt. Judah, 

either as detrital or metamorphic grains. Pelitic layers tend to be 

richer in epidote than psrumnitic layers {e.g. 31933, 35634, and 35635), 

but occasionally the reverse is found (31897). Epidotes typically occur 

(a) as zoned grains with yellow, pleochroic, highly birefringent, 

pisi:acitic cores, and colourless, lo\'.r birefringent., iron-poor rims · 

(clinozoisite),mainly in mica laminations, and as homogeneous 

cLi.nozoisi te, 

(b) as porphyroclasts with the relict grain often elongated 

perpenclicular. to the schistosity or recrystalJ.jz ed to aggregat.es of 

fine-grained (< 0.01 mm) epidote. The foliation is distorted about 

the porphyroclasts (e.g. 31901, 31902, 35625, 35628, 35629). 

(c) · as overgroWths on other epidote group minerals; for example, 

cLi.nozoisitt1S rimming r'l.etrital allanite (e.g. 31896, 35622, 35623,. 

356501 35669) 1 

(d) as a replacement product (both iron-poor c-.nd p~sta>:!i tic 

epidote) in porphy:r:oclastic feldspars (e.g. 31914): 

(e) as a hydrothermal mineral in some quartz veins. 

Porphyroclastic epidotes and aggregates of epidotes attain 

diameters of 0.1 mm, but most epidotes· are 0.02 to 0.07 mm in diameter. 

The colour ranges ..Lrom deep yellow to colourl::-.ss. Relict epidotes and 

pistacitic cores are anhedral to subhedral, but the iron-poor 

ove:r.'.P::'owths tend to be subhedral. to euhedral. Epidotes formed in 

feldspar porphyroclaBts are su.bhedral to euhedral. In a quartz vein· 

perpendicular to schistosity (31917), iron-poor epidote has e;r.ystallized 

in subhedral to euhed:r-al, prismatic grains, elonga,ted perpendicula.r 

to the vein walls and parallel to the schistosity of the adjacent 

schist. Inclusions of dusty sulp~ides (31901) and sphene (35620) 

occur in some grains. 

Analyses of representative epidotes from unaltered schists are 

presented in Table B. 4, with the remaining analyses gi ver1 in Appendix 

B.4. With the distinction between epidote and clinozoisite defined at 

a composition of Ps15 (Deer et al. 1 1962), two analysed grains may be 

classified as clinozoisite (31879/21; 31912/23), and the remainder are 

epidote sensu stricto. The differences in the pistacite contents of 

the cores and rims of zoned epidotes appear small. For example, in 
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the zoned epidote, 31877/1,2, the yellow core is Ps25 •3 and the 

colourless rim is Ps21.2· Brown (1967) determined by optical criteria 

the c<;>res and rims of zoned epidotes to be about Ps3o and PslS-18 

respectively but presented no chemica_! analyses. The most yellm..r 

epidotes analysed are those with the highest F'e203 contents (31910/18, 

42). 

The total iron content of the Mt. ~rudah epidotes ranges from 

6.12 to 17. 7 5 wt %, equl.valent to a pistaci te component of 11. 8 to 34.4 

mol. % (Fig. 3.8). These daht .support the views of Brown (1967) and 

Cooper (1972) that the 'miscibility gap' proposed by Strens (1963, 

1965) and Holdaway (1965) does not e:dst in the epidotes of the Haast 

Schist, The maximum frequency of epidote compositions, corresponding 

to a pistacite content of 20 mol. %1 is similar to that obtained by 

Brown (1967), but much lower. than the maximum frequency of 29 mol. % 

obtained by Kawachi (1975). A large numbGr of N·l: • .J~1dah epidotes fall 

in the range ~s22 to Ps28t whereas epidotes of this ~omposition were 

rar~ly reported by Brown or Kawachi. The pistacite contents appear to 

have a negative correlation with the grade of metrunorphi~m,w~ich at 

Mt. Judah is intermediate between the metamorphic grades of the West 

Wakatipu area (Kawachi, 1975) and East Otago area (Brown, 1967). 

During progressive metamorphism,the development of i~on-poor epidote 

may have commenced with an epidote only slightly less ferric than the 

earlier metamorphic pistac:ite! a.""ld with increasing grade the ferric 

iron content of the crystallizing epidote may have become progressively 

l~ss (Miyashiro and Seki, 1958; Banno, 1964~ until all crystallizi~g 

epidote had a composition of Ps19_20 o£ less. The distribution of 

epidote compositions in the Mt. Judah schists may represent an 

inte:r:m~diate stage in a continuous transition, from Fe-rich epidotes in 

prehnite-pumpellyite and lower pumpellyite-actinolite facies rocks, 

(Kawachi, 1975) to Fe-poor epidotes in the greenschist facies rocks 

{Brown, 1967). 

Brovm (1967) and Cooper (1972) found epidote compositions to be 

dependent on, the bulk rock chemical composition and ·the bulk rock 

oxidation rati~but the Mt. Judah epidotes do not show this dependence. 

Liou (1973) showed experimentally that the pistacite content of epidote is 

contro:I.led by high oxygen fugacity. The growth of Fe-poor epidotes in 

the pmnpellyite-actinolite facies rocks of Mt. Judah and Dansey Pass 
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FIGURE B.8: Comparison of pistacite compositions of epidotes from 
Upper W'akatipu area (Kawachi, 1975), Mt Judah (this study), 
and East Otago (Brown, 1967) • 
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(Bishop, 1972) may have resulted from a decrease in oxygen fugacity 

with increasing metamorphic grade. Coombs ~2!.· (1976b) suggested that 

increased availability of the Ca2Al3Si3012(0H) component, as well as 

decreased !
0 

, may explain the expansion of the compositional range 
2 

towards clinozoisite 'i<Jith increasing temperature. 

The ra't'lge in pistacite content of epidotes within some schists 

is remarkably narrow (e.g. 31878, 31902, 31914), but other schists 

display a wide range in epidote compositio~s (31879, 31910, 31912). 

In 31879 1 two adjacent epidote grains,considered to have originated 

frc~ ~ydrothermal solutions associated with the fo~~1ation of an 

adjacer:.t quartz vein late in the metamorphic episode, have composit.ions 

oi Ps11.8 and Ps20.3• Keith et al. (1968) ·suggested oxygen fugacity to 

be tl:.: factor controlling the pistacite content cf hydrotht>rmal 

epidotes in two contrasting assemblages in the Salton Sea geothermal 

field. However 1 V<Aric.+:ion in oxygen fugacity does- not appe~.r to 

explain the contrast in epidote compositions in 31879,and .::..tis more 

likely that local availability of Fe3+ ions in solution during mineral 

growth determined the epidote compositions. One epidote (31912/23) 

with o. J.o\'l ferric i:r:on content (Psl3.3) is ne-t associated ;·lith 

hydrothermal activity. 

The minor elemeat content in metamor.t?hic epidote:::; is generally 

lm"ler than in hydrothermal (vein) epidotes. ~he MnO contents of 

adjacen-t hydrothermal epidotes (31879/21, 22) are 0.24 and 1.07 wt %1 

and "Tithin 31912, .V.mO varies from 0.10 to 0.83 wt, %. Tio2 cc.atent i.s 

low in all epidotes,except 31879/22,which contains 1.02 wt %. 

Iwasaki (1963) reported an epidote similarly enriched in TiO~. 
&.. 

Spher.2 

Hutton (1940), Bishop (197~), and Kawachi (1975) note the wide-

. spread distribution of sphene throughout the schists from prehnite

pumpellyite facies to greenschist facies. In the Mt. Judah area, 

sphene is a ubiquitous but minor component of quartzofeldspathic 

schists, possibly comprising at most 2% of the rock. As found by Landis 

(1.969) in Permian metasediments, sphene occurs in a •tJide variety of 

associations and habits: 

(a) Crystalline porphyroclasts of sphene, about which the schistosity 

is distorted and >l'arped, reach dimensions of 0.2 to 0.3 rnm (31910, 
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35622). The margins of the porphyroclasts are often granulated, and 

the porphyroclasts fractured and boudinaged {31878) • In some schists 

(31910, 35613) 1 porphyroclastic sphene has been partially altered to 

anatase or rutile,particularly parallel to t.he (221) parting and on 

the grain mars-ins. Separat:e patches of unalt:ered sphene remain in 

optical continuity. The breakdown of sphene to Ti02 would be aided by 

hig~ t>c02 , and might proceed during metamorphism by the reaction -

sphene + co2 = quartz + calcite + anatase. From the widespread 

absence of the assemblage quartz - calcite - anatase, Schuiling and 

Vink (1967) pustulated that Pc02 is commonly only a minor fraction of 

the total flu:i.d pressure during metamorphism. However, if the 

metamoLphic system was open with respect to C02 and Si02, and this 

seems reasonable in light of the abundance of quartz and quartz

calcite veins in the sGhist 1 the anatase-forming· reaction v-1ould 

proceed readily. 

(b) Sphene normally occurs as both ~uthigenic and r1et.rital, subhedral 

to cuhedral grains less than 0" 05 nun in diameter in ·::he schist 

groundmass, . particularly in the chlo:r·ite-mic.?. lam.:i.naticms (cf. 

Hutt.on, 1940}. Lamellar twinning and rhombic sect.ions are occasionally 

observed. 

!c) Tra.ils ):.larallel to schistosit.y of high relief, very fine 

granules are probably mainly authigenic sphene (e.g. 3:>615, cf. Landis, 

1969, p. 502,category a). 

(d) Aggregates up to 0.1 rnrn diameter, of submicroscopic grains of 

sphene are cor..mon throughout the schist, bui: are particularly 

abundant in 31910, (cf. Landis: 1969, p. 502 c=ttegory c). The 

aggregates have rounded outlines, and the random orientation of the 

component grains is em~hasized by ~~e absence of an aggregate 

extinction position under crossed polars. 

(e) The sphene which occurs as rims on rutile and ilmenite grains is 

similar in appearance to the aggregate sphene. Bishop (1972) records 

the common occurrence of sphene rimming ilmenite as a result of the 

breakdown of ilmenite. Rutile grains rimmed by sphene occur in 31876, 

31902 1 31912, 35623. The existence of sphene aroundgrains of ilmenite 

and rutile intergrowths was confirmed by electron microprobe scanning 

of 31902 and 35628. 

(f) Fine-grained, euhedral sphenes are included in some epidotes 

(35620) and amphiboles (cf. Landis, 1969, p. 502, category b). In 



TABLE B, 5: Sphene and pwnpellyi te compositions in unaJ.tered schist~ 
Numbers of cations on the basis of 20 oxygens for sphene 1 

and 24.5 ox:ygens for pl.mlpellyi te, 

OU No. 

Analysis 
No. 

Li-tlwlogy* 

Si0
2 

T.iO ,, 
.~ 

Al
2
o

3 
Fe ott 

MnO 

MgO 

CaO 

Nc.
2

0 

K 0 
2 

TCTl~L 

31873 

9 

psa 

29.1 

39.7 

1.21 

1.98 

0.08 

0.05 

26.2 

0.04 

0.01 

98.37 

SPHENE 

31876 

4 

psa 

30.1 

38.4 

1.45 

1,27 

0.52 

0.01 

26.9 

0.01 

0.00 

98.66 

--·-··-·--···-~--·---------

Si 

Al 

Ti 

Fe 

Mn 

Mg 

rx, Y 

Ca 

Na 

K 

L:W 

3.88 

0.19 

3,98 

0.22 

0.01 

0.11 

4.51 

3.74 

0.01 

o.oo 
3,75 

3.99 

0.23 

3.83 

0.14 

0 ,, ()6 

0.00 

4.26 

3.82 

o.oo 
o.oo 
3.82 

* see definitions, page Bl. 

# Total Fe as FeO 

35605 

31 

d.p""l 

29.6 

37.6 

1.28 

1.62 

0.27 

0.01 

27.0 

O.Gl 

0.02 

97.41 

3.98 

0 .:?.O 

3.81 

0.18 

0.03 

o.oo 
4.22 

3,89 

0.00 

o.oo 
3.89 

PUHPELLYri:'E 

---···--------·------·--
31912 

31 

psa 

39.3 

0.11 

26,9 

4.20 

0,23 

0.54 

21.8 

0.05 

0.02 

93.15 

6.241 

5.037 

0.013 

0.558 

0.031 

0.128 

5.767 

3. 710 

0.015 

0.004 

3.729 

35615 

17 

d,pel 

38.4 

o.oo. 
25.9 

4.67 

0.51 

] .08 

2J.7 

o.oo 
0.01 

92.27 

6.2Jl 

4.921 

0.000 

0,631 

0.069 

0.259 

5.880 

3.756 

0.001 

0.001 

3.758 

35615 

18 

d.pel 

39.8 

0.01 

25.4 

3.30 

0.26 

1.25 

21.6 

0.05 

0.00 

91.67 

6.392 

4.807 

0.001 

0.443 

0.035 

0.299 

5.585 

3.720 

0.015 

o.ooo 
3.735 

$ Except 31873, which is from alteration zone 
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31907, hornblende, partially altered to actinolite, contains sphene 

inclusions or.iginating from release of Ti02,which comprises 2% of 

some hornblendes (e,g. 31879/16). 

Two sphenes in unaltered schists were chemically analysed, and 

the compositions are presented in Table B.S. Both grains are almost 

identical in composition, and contain low but significant aluminium 

and iron which may substitute for titanium. The rare eart.h elements 

were not analysed but :>.re commonly present in sphene, varying in 

abundance from 0.30 to 4.5 wt% (Deer et al., 1962). However, Deer 

et al. observe that the grothite ~ra:>:"iety of sphene which is rich in 

Al and Fe usually contain~ low amounts of rare earth elements. 

Pumpellyite is found in n1ost schists in the Judah Mine area but 

genera.lly comprises less than 2 - 3% of tt.e rock. Twn schist samples 

\31925, 31929 ), co}.lected north nnd east o£ .i:·lt. Judah: contain little 

or n·:> pumpellyite, indicating a possible decrease in the pumpellyite 

abundance as the pumpellyite-out isosrad at Bonnie Jean Creek is 

approached. Typical occurrences of pumpell~.{ite are similar to those 

described by Eishop (1972) : 

(a) Within felsic laminations~. g:r.oups of spongy,hich relief, 

colourless to brownish aggregates {0,05- 0.1 :mm) of pumpellyite 

grains are common. The pumpellyite grains display undulose 

extinction, and the brownish colour results from the 

characteristic spongy ha.'l:>it and increased relief due to the 

aggregate nature of the g:L:ains. 'rhe e:xtJ:eme margins of the 

grains are clear and smooth in contrast to the cor.es. Isolated 

prisms of pumpellyite may be observed adjacent to the pumpellyite 

aggregates. Green pleochroic pumpellyite,typical of lower 

pumpellyite-actinolite facies rocks (Bishop, 1972; Kawachi, 1975), 

is not observed. The preference of p~~pellyite for felsic 

laminations (31899, 35610, 35611, 35664) explains the more common 

occurrence of pumpellyite in psammitic schists than pelitic 

schists. 

(b) In porphyroclastic feldspars (Fig. B.3) 1 minute, randomly-orientated 

pumpellyite grains (le.ss than 0,02 mm) vary in abundance fr·om 

scattered, isolated prisms to densely-intergrown mats. These mats 
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are_ generally restricted to the feldspar cores, but in some 

instances (31912, 31940) have almost completely replaced the 

feldspar (see section on Feldspar). The fine_-grained nature of 

the pumpellyite often precludes definite optical identifications, 

but scanning for Mg content by the electron microprobe confirmed 

the grains were pumpellyite and not clinozoisite (31877, 35615). 

The schists rich in pumpellyite contain this mineral in both the 

felsic laminations and the feldspar porphyroclasts, and pumpellyite-poor 

schists contain pumpellyit.e only in the feldspar porphyroclas+-s, 

Pumpellyite was not found in quartz veins as described by Kawachi (1975) • 

Chemical compositions of pumpellyites from unalteked schist 

(Table B. 5) are similar to those fro1a Zone IIIb of the Haast Schist 

(Kawachi, 1975). Kawachi demonstrated that the alumina/total ir;;,n ratio 

increased with increasing metamorphic grade. The total iron/magnes i tun 

ratio of pumpellyite varies strongly between scnist samples in agreement; 

with Kawachi's (1975) analy3es. 

Amphibole 

Two types uf amphibole are present in the Mt. Judah schists, and 

on optical criteria may he termeG green and brown hornblendes, and 

actinolites. Amphibole is far from ubiquitous, occurring in psammitic 

schists (in 77% of thin sections e~:amined) 1 in dominantly psam_mitic 

thin-bedded schists (67%), and in greenschists (100%), but not in thin

bedded schists with more than about 40% pelitic component (Table B.6). 

Nevertheless, about 53% of the quartzofeldspathic schists contain 

amphibole, in cont~ast to 20% of pumpellyite-actinolite facies metagLey

wackes at Dansey Pass (Bishop, 1972). 

The green and brown, strongly-pleochroiq hornblendes are 

porphyroclastic, causing warping of the surrounding schistosity, 

particularly around the largest hornblendes which have dimensions of 

0.7 mm by 0.2 mm (e.g. 31879, 31901, 31910, 31937; Fig. B.9). The 

porphyroclasts are commonly fractured 1 boudinaged, and >"larped or kinked 

(e.g. 35623 1 35626). Fractured portions of hornblendes may be 

separated by veins of quartz or chlorite (31917). Inhomogeneous 

hornblendes are indicated by slight variations in colour. 

A colourless to pale green,actinolitic amphibole usually mantles 

tl1e detrital hornblende, particularly in the pressure shadows of the 
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TABLE B.6: Distribution of amphibole in Mt. Judah schists in terms of 
number of thin sections examined in which amphibole is present 
or absent. 

LITHOLOGY psa d.psa psa/pel d.pel pel gsch 'rOTAL 

Q AHPHIBOLE 
~ U) 37 6 0 0 0 2 45 8 PRESENT rx:l U) 
8 H ...:1 ::r:: 
~ u AMPHIBOLE 
t:::l 

U) 11 3 7 16 1 0 38 ABSENT 

AMPHIBOLE 
2 1 0 0 0 0 3 Q U) 

PRESElH' . 
~ 8 \ 

U) -rx:l H 

I 
8 ::q 

AMPHIBOLE 
::?. 

u 20 12 5 10 5 0 52 U) 
ABSENT 

-

b 

FIGURE B.9: 

(a) 

Amphibole porphyroclasts. 

Twinned, zoned 
actinolite rim 
upper margins. 
light, 31908. 

amphibole, with hornblende core (dark) and 
(light) mantled by chlorite particularly on 
Note warped schistosity. Plane polarized 

(b) As for (a), crossed polars. 

--



'rABLE B. 7: 

OU No. 

Analysis 
No. 

Lithology 

s 
Amphibole compositions in unaltered schists' • Numbers of ions 
on the basis of 23 oxygens. All actinolites and some actinolitic 
hornblendes are metamorphic; th.e remaining an;phiboles are detrital. 
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core 
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-----------------------·------

3 
rim 

31902 
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core 

psa 
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rim 

31912 
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core 
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3 33 
rim 

psa. 

-------·-~---·~--------......C..--

Si0
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Ti0
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Si 

lU 

Ti 

Fe 

Iv!n 

Mg 

l:Y 

Ca. 

Na 

K 

IX, A 

48.9 

o.oo 
4.34 

18.57 

0.49 

11.71 

10.35 

L34 

0.47 

96.14 

7.422 

0.573 

8.000 

0.203 

0.000 

2.357 

0.063 

2.648 

5.271 

1.683 

0.394 

0.092 

2.169 

53.4 

0.00 

0.73 

16.14 

0.40 

13.16 

11.92 

0.32 

0.03 

96.10 

7.944 

0.056 

8.COC 

0.071 

0.000 

2.co7 

0.050 

2.917 

5.04~ 

1,899 

0.093 

0.006 

1.998 

44.3 

1.34 

8.46 

17.39 

0.40 

11.29 

11.41 

1.24 

0.89 

96.72 

6.738 

1.262 

8.000 

0.252 

0.154 

2.209 

0.052 

2.557 

5.224 

1.858 

0.366 

0.173 

2.397 

53.8 

o.oo 
1.01 

17.48 

0.38 

12.93 

12.19 

0,24 

0.05 

98.08 

42.5 

3.51 

10.91 

11.21 

0.27 

15.30 

11.12 

2.8l 

0.59 

98.22 

55.0 

0.01 

1.01 

16.63 

0.30 

14.32 

12.25 

0.21 

0.04 

99.77 

50.1 

0.54 

4.36 

2i.3 

0.45 

9.02 

11.02 

1,05 

0,17 

98.01 

·-------------~------

7.884 

0.116 

8.000 

0.058 

0.000 

2.143 

0.048 

2.827 

5.076 

1.915 

0.068 

0.009 

1.992 

6.227 

1. 773 

8.000 

0.110 

0,386 

l.374 

0.034 

3,341 

5.245 

1. 745 

0.798 

0.110 

2.653 

7.373 

0 ,.L27 

B.OOO 

0 .0'!3 

O.OOl 

1.992 

0,037 

3.057 

5.130 

1.880 

0.057 

0.008 

1.945 

7.517 

0.483 

8.000 

0.288 

0.061 

2.674 

0.057 

2·.017 

5.097 

1. 770 

0.306 

o:o32 
2.108 

--~--·----------------~-·-------·--------·-----·--·------

z axial deep pale deep light deep pale d.eep 
Colour green green brown brown brown brown green 

Class1- Act,hbl Act Mg-hbJ Act Fe.parg Act Fe- act 

* 

ficat:i.on* 

Some selected analyses; remaining amphibole analyses are presented in 
Appendix B.6. 

act .hbl == actino1it:ic horn.blende, act = acti.noli·te, Hg-hb1 = maqnesi.o
ho:cnblende, Fe .. ·parg -- ferroan pargasi·te (titaniferous), Fe·-act = ferro 
acb.noli te. 

# Total Fe as FaO 

.. ' 
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porphyroclasts (Fig. B. 9) 1 and may poikiloblastic ally enclose quart.z 

and feldspar blebs (e.g. 35683). The actinolite is in opticc..l 

continuity with the host grain 1 and presumably resulted from \:he 

breakdown of the hornblende during metamorphism (Hutton, 1940) • 

Other reaction products, such as sphene or rutile and dusty opaques, 

are concentrated at the ho:cnblende-actinolite boundary, and chlorite 

fills the pressure shadows beside actinolite, or in some instances, 

completely surrounds the zoned amphibole (e.g. 31908, Fig. B.9). 

Some actinolite formed from a reaction such as pumpellyite+ chlorite 

+ actinolite i·epiGote, could have nucleated on the hornblendes. 

Elongate1 prisrnatic ~eedles of ~ctinolite are more co~~on in 

schist Jevoid of detrital hornblendes,alt:hough they are sometimes 

associated with porphyroclastic hor:!lblende (cf. Bishop, 1972). The 

actinolite forms a nematoblastic texture 'l'lhen richly concentrated in 

layers (31904), and frequently attains a length of 0.8 to 1.0 mm 

(e.g. 31888, 31904) 1 the width b?!ing less tl1an 0. 05 lT'm and commonly 

lese than 0.01 Ir\I!\. Needles genel:"ally pa:::-allel schistosity (35627, 

35628), but occasionally, ben·t ana fractured needle;; are aligned 

oblique to schistosity (31898 1 35628). Schists bearing detrital 

hor:J.blende and metamorphic <:tctinolite contain up to 10% amphibole1 but 

those 'l'rithout detrital horriblend.e have less than 1- 2% (cf. Hutton, 

1940). 

Chemical compositions of some amphiboles are given in Table B.7, 

the remaining amphiboles appearing in Appendix B.6. On the basis of 

the classificat.ion for calciferous amphibole:3 of Leake (1968), most 

Mt. Judah am[Jhiboles plot in thi: range of actinolite through 

actinolitic hornblende to magnesia-hornblende (Fig. B.lO) • Rare 

occurrences of ferro-actinolite, ferro-hornblende, ferroan pargasitic 

hornblende and ferrcan pargasite are reported, the last two being 

titaniferous. All actinolites and possibly some actinolitic hornblendes 

(e.g. 31912/4) are metamorphic, while the :r:est of the amphiboles are 

detrital in origin. 

Crossite 1 which forms in high-pressure meta~orphic terrains 

{Deer et al.r 1962) 1 is found mostly in·magnetite-garnet-amphibole 

schists and greenschists in the Shotover Valley- Queenstown area 

{Hutton, 1940; Barry, 1966; Turnbull, 1969), from Honument Saddle 

(Batt, 1974) 1 and from the Harris Saddle Unit, west of Lake Wakatipu 
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FIGURE B.lO: Amphiboles from Mt Judah schists plotted on classification 
diagram for pure-magnesium end members (after Leake, 1968). 
Iron-bearing merr~ers of the classification are given in 
parentheses for the relevant compartments. All actinolites 
and some actinolitic hornblendes are metamorphic; the other 
amphiboles are detrital. · 
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(Kavmchi, 1975). However 1 crossite has not been found in the Haast 

Schist west of Monmnent Saddle. Batt (1974) noted the occurrence 

of strongly pleochroic, blue-:- green actinolites in greenschists, and 

Hutton (1940) considered the blue colour t:o be dependent on both high 

Fe2o3 and Na20 contents. It is possible that chemical analyses of a 

larger sampJ.e of amphiboles from greenschists as \17ell as quartzofelds

pathic schists from the area of Mt. Judah
1

would reveal some high-Na 

actino1ites. 

Brown (1977) sugg-ested the NaM4 content of actinolites (i.e. 

Na i!'. the X-site) is pressure dependent, saturation being attained in 

the presence of the.buffer assemblage albite-chlorite-magnetite or 

-l.ematite. In the Mt. Judah area,magnetite occurs only in green

schists and therefore, the Na contents of amphiboles in me-tasediments 

cannot be used as pressure indicators. Brown (1977) analysed 

am'J?hiboles from schists in northwest .Otago, and found those not 

associaced ~ITi~:h magnetite display a wide range in NaM4 ..::c-nt:ents from 

0.!55 to 0.1. In contrast, the Mt. Judah actinoJ.ites have o. maximum 

Nal-14 content of 0.09 (31879/3, 31902/23, 31914./23). Buffered amphiboles, 

incltvling three analysed by Hutton (1940) , have higher, 1ess-vc.ria.ble 

NaM4 conteuts of C.4S to 0.67 (Brown, 1977). The high Na cont.ents of 

Co.-amphi!Joles in northwest Otago have .been used as cul i:1dicator of 

high-pressure me.tarnorphi::>m (e.g. Cooper, 1972), and this conclusion is 

su~ported by the appLication of the sphalerite baroreater (Scott, 1973) 

tc. the Hoke Creek copper lode which suffered the effects of r€giona.l 

metamorphism. Henley (1975) suggested the pressure attained during 

ILietamorphism was 6.4 ± 0.4 kb. Brown (1977) tested his hypothesis by 

examining the Nai'-i4 contents of amphiboles from meta.'llorphic terrains of 

contr·:3.sting pressure regimes. The northwest Otag~ amphiboles plot in 

an intermediate position on his diagram, suggesting they equilib.rated 

under conditions of an intermediate-pressure facies series. 

High octahedral aluminium in amphiboles may result from 

crystallization at high pressures,but high AlVI contents may also be 

found in amphiboles in high-altt.'1lina rocks (Leake, 1965) • Al VI contents in 

actinolites from Ht. Judah quartzofeldspathic schists are generally 

less than 0. 09 atoms/formula unit, but three act.inolites have between 

0.14 and 0.20 atoms AlVI/formula unit. Greenschist actinolites, 

analysed by Hutton (1940), have AlVI contents bet\veen 0.00 and 0.21 
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atoms per formula unit., whereas 0.00 to 0.08 atoms AlVIjformula unit 

occur in greenschist actinolites analysed by Cooper (1972) and 

Kawachi (1975). There is no apparent relationship between AlVI 

contents and metamorphic grade in northwest Ot.ago. 

All actinolites, with the exception of 31914/23, plot in a 

restricted area of the Al-Fe--·Hg diagram (Fig. B.ll) with a maximum 

aluminium content (4 mol. %) slightly lower than those of some 

greenschist facies actinolites (Brown, 1967; Cooper, 1972), but 

significantly lower than aluminium contents of greenschist facies 

actinolites analysed by Hutton (1940). 
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FIGURE B.ll: Al-Fe-Mg compositions of amphiboles from unaltered schists. 

Compositional fields of actinolites from East Otago (Brown, 
1967) and Upper Wakatipu (Kawachi, 1975) are outlined. 

Kal'lachi (1975) concluded that alumina content of actinol:Ltes increases 

'\'lith increasing metamorphic grade, two overlapping populations being 

distinguished (Fig. B.ll): high-alumina actinolites in greenschist 
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facies,and low-alumina actinolites in pumpellyite~actinolite facies. 

The Mg/Fe ratio in the Mt. Judah actinolites varies between 1.2 and 

1.51 whereas actinolites of Brown · (1967) and Ka.wachi · (1975) tend to be 

more Mg-rich. Kawachi (1975) considered the Mg/Fe ratio in actinolite 

to be directly dependent on theMg/Fe ratio of the host rock, but more 

recently Kawachi (pers. comrrt,) suggested that. the Mg/Fe ratio of 

actinolites, although loosely dependent on the host rock Mg/Fe, depends 

more on the abundance of associated Mg- Fe-bearing minerals (chlorite, 

muscovite), and the partition of Mg and Fe beb1een these phases. 

However, Coor.-~s et · al. (1976b) found similar compositions for 

actinolites whether they nucleated on hornblendes or augites, or 

whethc:.= they grew in the matrix of Ta.ve:i'anne Formation rocks 1 indicating 

thatadjacent minerals did not influence the Fe/Mg ratio or the Al 

contents of the cryst.allizing amphiboles, and suggesting that 

"aC't:inolite has been formeJ. by a process approaching equilibrium". 

The tii:anium content of actinolites is negligible, but the 

detxital hornblcndes, in particular the pargasites, are ricD in 

titanium, reaching a maximum of 3.5 Wt. %. The deep bro\'m colour of 

the pargasites (31912/2, 32) is related to the high titanium content 

(Leake, 1965). 'l~he green and deep green hornblendes in contrast have 

lower Ti02 contents. The brea~:down of hornblende during metamorphism 

must provide significant amounts of Ti4+, Na+, and K+ for growth of 

new minerals, apart from actinolite and chlorite. Sphene, rutile and 

ilmenite, albite, &."'ld muscovite tdght be expected to be products of 

hornblende dissociation,but. their presence in most C':'l.Ses depends on 

the availability of other elements such as Si, Ca, Al and Fe in the 

schist. Sphene, rutile, and albite are observed to be "l.ssociated with 

amphil::>0le breakdown in the Mt. J"Ud.:!h schists, so Ca, Al, and Si were · 

available probably as a result of simultaneous metamorphic reactions 

involving breakdo\'m of minerals such as prehnite ro1d pumpellyite (see 

Kawa.chi, 1975). 

The contrasting distribution of awphiboles between psammitic and 

pelitic lithologies is difficult to interpret. The complete absence 

of detrital hornblendes from pelitic schists suggests the amphibole 

distribution may be related to the detritus source area and/or the 

mechanism of sedimentation. The poo1.·1y-sorted psammitic lithologies 

may represent turbidite deposits, which periodically formed in an area 
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'l'ABLE B. 8: (a) Distribution of stilpnomelane in unaltered quartzofeldspathic 
schists of lv1t. Judah in tenns of the nurnber of thin sections 
examined. 

------·--------------------------· 

% st.;.ilpnomelam~

bearing I 
4---··-·----·_j __ _ 

51 45 9 6 

(b) Ci1emical C')mposition of ferristilpnomelane from a psamrd .. tic 
schist (31902). No. of cation<: based en 8 Si per formula 
unit. 
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of pelagic sedimenta·t:ion (represented by pelitic schists). Coarse 

detrital minerals,including quartz, feldspar.,and hornblende, would be 

carried into the region of pelagic sedimentation by turbidity currents 

only 1 and would not otherwise be deposited \'li thin the layers of 

pelagic sediments. The growth of actinolite in the schist has taken 

place wherever detrital hornblendes are present. The presence of 

nematoblastic actinolite only (cf. Coombs~., 1976b) in some 

schists suggests either detrital hornblende v<as originally fine

grained and sparsely distribute:'! and was completely replaced by 

actinolite, or detrital hornblende was absent and subsequent 

metamorphic reactions 1 involving breakdo-vm of prehnite and pumpellyite 

(e.g. Y~wachi, 1975; Coombs et ~1. 1976b) 1 produced actinolite. 

Stilpnomelane 

Both ferro- and :fer.ristilpnomelcu>e occur j_n the Mt. Judah 

schists, and are found toge-cher in sc,me samples (31~38, 35623) • 

Pleochroism is strong TN"ith variations in colour frorn deep reddish-brmv-n 

to colourless, or olive-green to colourless. Stilpnomelane is more 

.often developed in felsic la111:i.nations and in porphyroclastic feldspars 

as discrete, elongate flakes subparallel to sch~.stosity, or as she~ves 

of grains growing inwards from po~phyroclast walls (e.g. 31905, 35623). 

':I'he flakes average 0.2 Il1Il\ long, reac:;hing a maximum len-;;th of 0.4 rom 

(31938), and :canc;e in thickn.ess·from 0.003 to 0.02 mm. 

Stilpnomelane is present in 39% of the Mt. Judah quartzofeld

spathic schis·ts (Table B.B) 1 comparable to 3S% occur:-:ence in 

equivalent rocks in the Dansey Pass area (Bishop, 1972). Fifty 

percent of psa~itic schists and less than 10% of pelitic schists 

contain stilpnomelane, only two of the thirty stilpnomelane-bearing 

schists having a significant pelitic component. Brown (1967, 1971) 

concluded that stilpnomelane presence in schist was favoured by low 

fo2 and high Fe/(Mg+Al) ratio in the bulk rock. 

Kawachi (1975) found a tendency for stilpnomelane to occur in 

rocks with high Fe/(Fe+Mg) ratios; that is, in pelitic and psarnmitic 

rocks rather than mafic rocks. The absence of stilpnomelane from 

.the Taveyanne Formation of Switzerland was attributed by Coombs ~t al. 

(1976b) to low FeO/MgO :r.ai:ios in the bulk rock. ~1ost of the actinolite

chlorite pairs analysed by Coombs ~~· (1976b) were slightly more 

magnesian than those coexisting with stilpnomelane in East Otago rocks 
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(Brown, 1967). Three stilpnomelane-free schists from Mt. Judah 

contain actinolites and chlorites with compositions towards the Fe-poor 

ends of the respective fields (Fig. B. 7) •. Stilpnomelane tends to 

occur in schists with relatively Fe-rich chlorite and actinolite, 

supporting the suggestion of Coombs et al. (1976b) that bulk rock element 

ratios control the appearance of stilpnomeli:me. The preference of 

stilpnomelane for psammitic schists,rat.her than pelitic,is not 

understood. Of the samples plotted in Fig. B.7, the FeO/Fe203 ratios 

in pelitic and psammitic schistf': are similar (Chapter D), suggesting 

there was no significar.t difference in fo
2 

between the bio lithologies 

during metamorphism. There is no tendency for the schists with 

highes~ FeO/Fe203 ratios to preferentiaily contain stilpnomelane. 

Total Fe/MgO and FeO/MgO bulk rock values are higher in the pelitic 

schists (2.55- 2. 75 and 1.94-2-14 respectively) than in psammitic 

schj.sts (2.25- 2.45 and 1.65-1.90 respectively). Although low fo 2 
und high FeO/MgO in the bulk. rock are favourable for the formation of 

stil.pnomelane,other parameters not understood may also be important. 

It is noted that,with the exception of 31875, th~ Sio2 contents of the 

ztilpnomelane~·free schists (56 - 59 -:.'iTt %) are lower than those of 

stilpnomelane-·bearing schists (59 - 61 wt %) • 

One chemical analysis of a brown stilpnomelan..:'! (ferri-) is 

presented in Table B.S. Almost 2% K20 is present in this stilpnomelane, 

although Brown (1971) and Graham (1976.) suggest that some K2o is usually 

.removed during the oxida.tion of ferrostilpnomelane to ferristilpnomelane 

associated with weathering. 

Accessory Mlnerals 

Rutile is common as a minor consti t·..1ent comprising less than 1% of the 

mode in Mt. Judah schists, and occurring 

(a) as anhedral grains in the schist groundmass, and often rinuned by 

aggregates of submicroscopic grains of sphene, 

(b) as inclusions in zoned amphibole porphyroclasts (e.g. 31875), 

(c) as inclusions in epidotes, often as prismatic grains (31912, 31914). 

{d) as submicroscopic rims on muscovite c;;rains (31914) • 
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~~of detrital origin is found finely inte.rgrown with rutile, and 

the aggregate is rimmed by submicroscopic sphene (35628), suggesting 

the ibnenite is unstable under metamorphic conditions. Rutile rim;ned 

by sphene (see above) is probably the end product of this process. 

In 31902 1 medium-grey ilmenite*with very fine exsolved lamellae of a 

light-grey mineral is surrounded by fine-grained sphene. The light-

. grey mineral may be hematite, but the fine.-grained nature of the 

mineral prevented confirmation of this identification. 

~::_lphides are usually restricted to single lithological ho:dzvns 1 or to 

crosscutting quartz veins which contain rare sulphide~.> (usually :::-yrite 

(FeS2)). The sulphides within lithological horizons arc anhedral, 

fine-grained (0.02- 0,04 mm), and are usually associated witt.. 

. graphitic material. The3e sulphides may have precipitated during 

sedimentation,and probably recrystallized during metamm~9hism. 

Pyrrhotite ((Fe S) is the most common,ar:.d is typically associ.atnd V"dtn 
1. 1-x · 

small amounts of chalcopyrit.'~ (CuFes2 ; 31878, 35605), sphalarite 

(ZnS; 31910), and pyrite (FeS2). Pyrrhotita is characteristically 

tarnished and appears altered on the grain margins. A white (in 

reflected light) isotropic mineral,finely intergrown with pyrrhotite, 

(31876, 31879) may be pentlandite [~Fe,Ni) 
9
s

8
;], and has probably 

exsolved from pyrrhotite, w}1ich mr.ty contain Ul.J to 1% Ni (Ramdohr, 1969). 

An opaque mineral1 with bluish-white colour in reflected light,also 

occurs in 31879 ru1d is possibly chalcocite (cu2s) • These sulphides are 

very fine-grained and 1,.,re~·e obse::ved by reflected-light microscope in 

polished thin-sections, thus preventing quantitative reflectivity and 

hardness measurements :leceEsary for positive identification. 

Graphite (a disordered variety) is ~ co~uon mineral in the Otagc 

schists (Browr1, 1967; Landis, 1971; Bishop, 1972; Batt, 1974; Kawachi, 

1975). A measure of the relative graphite content of some Mt, Judah 

schists was obtained during preparation of the samples for wet chemical 

analysis of bulk rocks. Dissolution of the rock powder in a 

hydrofluoric/perchloric acid mixture left a residue of fine-grained, 

black material. After each sample was transferred to a 500 ml flask, 

the colouration of the solution, a.lthough dependent partly on the 

grain size of the material, was used as a qualitative estimate of the 

Observed ~~der reflected light. 
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relative graphite con·tents. of the schists.* The absolute. graphite 

content was not detenuined in this study, but Batt · (1974) found 

g~aphi te to constitute up to 0. 6 wt % of thin·.,. bedded schists. The 

pelitic schists on Mt. Judah (e_. g. 35605 r 35614) contain significant 

amounts of graphite, whereas in most psamrni tic schist, the graphite 

content is negligible (cf. Bishop, 1972; Batt, 1974). The graphite 

occurs as trails of dusty opaques parallel to the schistosity, and 

possibly as inclusions in metamorphic minerals (e.g. amphiboles, 

muscovites). 

Tour.m.aline >'las found to be a common accesso:ry of quartzofeldspathic 

schists (cf. Kawachi, 1975). There is a wide range in colour of 

t!le tounnalines from brown to green to blue, and they are strongly 

pleochroic. Blue- green to pale-green tourmalin~'> is 1:-.ost common. 

Kawachi (1975) found blue- green t~urmalines were typical in rocks of 

lo~" !netamo.:phic grade 1 and in higher grade. roc::-:s c~wnes III to IV), the 

brown varie·ty was prev3.lent. The tourmaline grains are :;:;l:JJhed::-al to 

euhedral, and are p.robably a.uthigenic. In 35615, micas abut aga.inst 

euhedral tourmaline, and the scilistosity is not disturbed. Grains are 

often found elongated perpendicular to schistosity .-.;ith the mica 

layers not significantly >'larped. Two grains of <'leep-brown tourmaline, 

analysed by microprobe, are intermediate mer.-.bers of the dravit:.e-schorl 

series, containing· equal amounts ( 8 - 9 wt %) 0f FeO and Mg-0. The 

blue - green tourmalines probably have a composition approaching schorl, 

the iron-rich variety {Deer ~-E~·' 1962). 

f1pati te, conside:r.ed to be rare in quartzofeldspathic sch.i.sts of the 

Wakatipu area (Batt, 1974; Kawachi, 1975) 1 \'las observed in many 

schic:;t.s on Mt. Judah, although it is in minor quantities. Apatite 

.grains are subhedral, occur up to 0.1 mm in diameter, are sometimes 

fractured (35635), and rarely are rimmed by dusty opaques (31921). The 

highest apatite content ocserved is in 31929. 

A_llan~ grains, ofte:.1 porphyroclastic, are rimmed by epidote or 

clinozoisi te, and are common in t..'l.e Mt. Judah schists. Allanite is 

-strongly pleochroic, dark brown to light brmm. The epidote rim is not 

always in optical continuity .-lith the allanite core (35612). 

* X-ray diffraction analysis of the black residue confirmed the presence 
of graPhiticmaterial, but a fluoride (probably ralstonite) was also 
present (cf. l.andis, 1971) • 
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Calcite does not occur as a primary mineral in quartzofeldspathic schists, 

but may be present in schist adjacent to secondary quartz-calcite 

veins,both perpendicular and parallel to the-schistosity. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The detailed mineralogy confirms the Ht. Judah schists are in 

the purapellyite-actinolite facies in the intermediate-pressure facies 

series (Seki, 1969). Based on the composition of paragonitic muscovites, 

and experimental determinations of the upper limit of stability of

p~~pellyite {3chiffman and Liou, 1976), it is concluded that metamorphism 

took place at about 400cc (see section E.5, Chapter E). From the 

amphibule data of Brown (1977), and the sphalerite data of Henley (1975), 

the pressure of metamorphism is estimated to be about 6 Jr..b. The reaction 

sphene + C02 --+ a.natase + calcite and quart.z, would take place at 

Pco = 
2 

100 bars at 4oooc {GchuiHng and Vink, 1967). Sphene was 

partially replaced by rutile, and therefore, at PfluJ.d = 6 kb, Xco2 
in t-he fluid phase would have h&en about 0.02 (cf~ C~ombs et al., 

1976h). Pyrite and pyrrhotite coexist in magnetj tt~-free S(;hists, and 

by using the 400°C data of Holland (1965) , it is found that js2 and fo2 
during metamorphism were approximately lo-7 and less thar, lo-30 

respectively (cf. Coombs et al., l976b). 
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C. PETROGRAPHY AND MINERALOGY OF ALTERED SCHISTS 

C~l INTRODUCTION 

C.2 

Altered schists are defined as those schists which were modified 

by interaction with the hydrothermal fluid or by deformation during the 

episode of hydrothermal activity associated with scheelite mineralization, 

and they can be distinguished from the unaltered schists by textural, 

mineralogical, or chemical c:riteria. The widths· of the textural, mineral

ogical, and chemical alteration zones differ. In psammitic schist, the 

mineralogical alteration zone is the zone a&jacent to the lode in which 

amphiboles are completely- or partially-altered. 

SCHIST TEXTURES AND ST~uCTURES 

Altered schists tend to be finer-grained and lBss porphyrocl.astic 

than unaltered schists of the same lithology. Some altered schists 

(e.g. 31873) have near-homogeneous textures with the schistosity poorly 

defined in hai:d Syscimt.n. The ab::;ence of amphibole, epidote, and 

pumpellyite gives the al te!"ed schis·ts a cleaner appearance due to '!:he 

reduced amounts of high-relief minerals. 

A zone of intensely~veined schist ext~nds up to 1.5 m from the 

lode. The anastomosing veins consist mainly of quartz and calcite, 

with accessory vermicular chlorite 1 euhedral sulphides and muscovite, 

and their development resulted in disrupted, irregular schistosity in 

the wall rocks (Fig. C.lb). Occasionally the hanging wall or footwall 

schist is devoid of veins. In 9 Level of Judah Mine, the hanging-wall 

schist is only slightly deformed and relatively free of quartz veins 

(Fig. C.lc) 1 whereas in the opencast section (.Fig. C.ld, e) the hanging-

wall schist is traversed by a network of veins, and the footwall 

schist is vein-free. 

The vein-free schists may have been brought into juxtaposition 

with the lode during deformation, sometime after the main episode of 

11ydrothenaal activity. One set of quartz veins is subparallel to the 

lode and forms an en echelon pattern {Fig. C.la). These quartz veins 

appear to have formed in response to shear along the main lode fracture. 

The associated warping of schistosity {Fig. c .. la, b, c) indicates an 

easterly direction of movement of the hanging wall relative to the foot

wall (Batt, 1974). More-extensive quartz veins parallel to the lode 
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FIGURE C.l: Schist structures and textures in altered schists. 

(a) Quartz-filled, en echelon veins in vmrped schist adjacent to 
the Glenorchy Lode (9 Level, Sl30) ~ 'l'his schist is thin ... 
bedded, consisting of alternating layers of pelitic (dark grey) 
and psammitic (light grey) schist. 'l'he quartz-filled lode · 
(arrowed) varies in t:b..ickness frcm 10 em to 2 em. 

(b) Intensely-veined, thin-bedded, fissile schist nex.t to a 10 em
thick lode consisting of crushed schi&t, at the eastern end 

{c) 

(d)* 

(e)* 

(f} * 

of 9 Level. 

\ 
Intensely-veined footwall schist and relatively vein-free hanging
wall schist adjacent to the Glenorchy Lode (9 Level, Sl27-5'). 
'Ihe boundaries between the lode and the wall rock are denoted 
by arrows. 

Opencast section - samples 3:!.871-31881 were collect.~d frcm this 
7 m t.raverse. The Glenorchy Lode (arrowed) is partially 
obscured by grass in lower right of phot'"'. ':!.'he schist: is strongly 
veined by quartz near the lode but undisturbed higher in the 
section. The hammer in the centre of the photo is 0.4 m long. 

View of the 1. 5 m-wicie belt of intensely \reined and disturbed 
schist adjacent to tr.e Glenorchy Lode in the opencast section. 
The lode is clearly defined here, consisting of quartz, minor 
scheeli te and sulphides between. .1 cm-\vide ·pug zon<:!s. Metamorphic 
veins cu1d schist l.:i. thologies are displaced across shears and 
veins associated with mineralization. 

Polished thin-·section o£ an ·altered schist (31874·) showing a 
crenulation cleavage'~· (denoted by arrmV') at about 45° to the 
dominant schistosity (EW). Quartz veins tend to parallel the· 
cleavage. 

* overleaf 
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(Fig. C.lb) probably resulted from infilling of rninor faults and shears 

associated with the main lode fracture. A set of quartz veins that 

formed early in the mineralization episode at a small angle with 

schistosity, were folded during later deformation in the vicinity of the 

lode (Fig. c.lb). 

A crenulation cleavag.e, outlined by muscovi tes in three altered 

schists (31874, 31889, 31952, Fig. C.lf), at an angle of 45° with schis

- tosity is not penetrative on an outcrop scale. Quartz veins tend to 

parallel -Lhe rrenulation cleavage. 

Schist immediately adjacent to the major quartz veins in the lode 

is oftPn strongly deformed, res~lting it1 the formation of a new foliation 

r>arallel. to the vein (e.g. opencast section). This deformed schist is 

usually darker grey them un<:.:lte:red pelitic schist and is very fissile as 

a result of the h1gh content of platy mir>erals (chlorite, kaolinite) and 

the presence of m3.ny subparallel micr,:,scopic shear zcmes. 

Minor shears and faults parallel to the lode, oblique to schistosity, 

and parallel to schistosity caused minor displacen:ents of quartz veins and 

lithological laye:cs (Fig. C.lb, e). Detailed mapping in 9 Level (Batt, 1974) 

does not allow correlation of the lithological uni·ts above and below the 

lode, indicating there was major translation of the ~anging wall relative 

to the footwall. 

C. 3 MINERAL ASSEMBLAGES AND VARIATiuNS IN MINE PAL ABUNDA..l\ICE 

Petrographic Observations 

There is a gradation in the degree of hydrothermal alteration from 

the outer edge of the schis·t alteration zone to the lor:1e. An example of 

the range of mine::::al assemblages on Mt Judah is provided in the opencast 

section in a traverse from unaltered schist (31875) 2.5 m from the lode, 

to altered schist (31871) i~~ediately adjacent to the lode. 

31875 

31874 

31873 

ASSEHBLAGE* 

Ab-mu-qz-chl-amph-ep-pu-rt-sph-sul 
(po-ccp) -tour 

Ab-chl-qz-mu-ep-pu-amph-rt-sph-cc
sul (po)-tour-all 

Ab-chl-mu-qz-ep-pu-sph-rt-cc-ap-tour
sul-(ccp) -all 

ADDITIONS AND REMOVALS 

+cc 

-am ph 

* Minerals are listed in order of- decreasing abundance.; abbreviat.ions 
are given in Appendix A.2. 



31872 

31871 

Ab-mu-chl-qz··cc-sph-sul"{pyr) -rt-pu
ap-tour 

Ab-mu-qz-chl.,..cc-rt-sul(pyr) ... sph-kaol .... 
ap-graph-tour 

C4 

-sul(ccp, po) + sul 
(py:r.:) ....-ep 

""'PUr+ kaol 

Amphiboles, metamorphic sulphides (chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite) 1 

epidote, and pumpellyite are usually present in unaltered schists but 

are absent from some altered schists, On the other hand, some minerals 

such as calcite, hydrothermal sulphide (pyrite) r and kaolinite which are 

usually not present in unaltered schists, have crystallized in the 

altered schists. 

In sections comprising schist of psarru:nitic or dominantly-psammitic 

lithology, hornblende and actinolite were altered to aggregates of . 

chlorite, calcite, and sphene (or rutile) in a zone inunedii'.!.tely adjacent 

tv the lode and up to 0.9-3.2 m wide (Fig. C.2). Partially-replaced 

amphiboles remain ~.ear the margins of the zone of altered schis·ts 

(e.g. 3191Gl 31874, 35620). Field sections comprising schists vli·th 

gt'eater than 40% pelitj,c component are devoid of amphiboles o.nd there

fore ccntain no zo.:C) of amphibole alteration. 

P\unpellyite is generally absent from altered schists in a 0.5-1 m 

wide zone adjacent to the lode (Fig. C.2) although some pumpellyite 

grains isolated within albite porphyroclasts are preserved in schists 

immediately adjace!'lt to the lode (e.g. 31916, 35600 1 35607). 

Epidote, being more resistant to hydrothermal alteration, pe::

sis'Led closer to the lode than amphibole and, less consistently, 

pumpellyite (Fig, C.2)', altering to chlorite and calcite within 0.5 ·m 

of the lode. In two sections (GDDH 27a (FW), Barren Lode) 1 some 

unaltered epidote remains in the schist immediately adjacent to the lode. 

Albites in 'lllall-rock schists are intensely sericitized, particularly 

those immediately adjacent to the"lode. 

The altered schists, although depleted in primary Ca-minerals, 

are enriched in secondary calcite. The calcite is disseminated through

out most of the altered schists up to 1-2 m from the lode although it is 

concentrated in the more-pe~~eable psarnmitic layers and in quartz veins. 

Kaolinite (Al
4
si4o

10
con) 8 ) is present in minor.amounts in some 

altered schists, and although it has not previously been discovered at 

Glenorchy, kaolinite was reported .as a common mineral in altered schists 
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adjacent to the lodes in the Carrick gold field {Perriam, 1971) , and in 

the Skippers gold field (Barry, 1966). 

Pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, and sphalerite are rare in al ·t:ered schists, 

and absent in those nearest the lode. 

Pyrite, and occasionally arsenopyrite, occur as euhedra in the 

altered schists and quartz-calcite veins. 

Normative Analysis of the Schist 

Normative analysis* of the chemically-analysed schists allows 

determination of the relative abundance of minerals in the altered 

and unaltered schists. The mesonorms derived are reported in cation per

cf'nt, but are approximately equal to the schist mode in volume percent 

(see Appendix D.2). It :Ls emphasized that the schist mode .is dependent 

not only en the metamorphic grade but also on ths mineral content of the 

rock befo:r:e metamorphism, and therf'fore the mode ma:r shov? considerable 

varic;.tion among adj ace'l.t, unaltered schist sa1n;:les. 

Variations in normative actinolite, epidote, and calcite in the 

traverses from altered to una.lteredschists (Fig. C.3) are consistent 

with petrographic observations. There is a general increase in normative 

muscovite in the o.ltered schists relative to the unalter~d scl,~sts, 

although there are large fluctuations .in each sar.,plcd secti0n. The 

schist inclusions (31952, 31953) in the lode have the higDest muscovite 

contents. The increase in muscovite content is the result of intensive 

sericitization of the wall rock, particularly within 0.5 m of the lode. 

Quartz, albite, and chlorite abundances are difficult to estimate 

in thin section. Normative quartz is highly variable within each 

traverse (Fig. C.3), and there appears to be no correlation with dis

tance from the lode. It should be noted that errors in determination 

of normative quartz are higher than for other minerals (see Appendix D.2). 

Introduction of hydrothermal quartz to the wall rock may have occurred, 

with much of this quartz crystallizing in or near veins cutting the 

schist. Sericitization of alkali feldspars may increase the quartz 

content of the rocks without altering the Sio2 content (Meyer and 

Hemley, 1967). Albite contents vary widelyf but tend to increase in 

* See Appendix D,l for chemical compositions of schist.s, and the schist 
norms. The method of nor~mative analysis, and a discussion of the 
approximations and problems involved in the calculations are presented 
in Appendix D.2. 
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altered schists of GDDH 26a (HW) and GDDH 26a (FW) sections. In the 

opencast section, albite abundances in 31871 and 31872 are low compared 

with 31873 and 31874, and may reflect the intense sericitization of 

feldspars in the two schists nearest the lode. Contrasting patterns of 

chlorite distribution are evident in different sections (Fig~ c.3). 

In GDDH 26a (HW) section, altered schists are enriched in chlori'ce 

relative to unaltered schists, whereas in GDDH 26a (FW} and opencast 

sections, chlorite abundance is low in the schists immediately adjacent 

to the lode, increases to a maximum at about 1m from the lode,and then 

decreases to background levels. 

Alteration Zones 

A zonation of mineral assemblages~ exists in the altered schists 

of most sampled sections (Fig. C.2), three zones or subzones being 

identified. 

1. Sericite-carbonate zone: This 7.one is charact~rized by the 

presence of sericitized schist, abundant carbonate (~alcite), and large 

euhedra of sulphides (pyrite anC. arsenopyrite), o.n~'l the abGence of 

amphiboles. The sericite-carbonate zone may be divided into two 

su:Uzones. 

{a) The kaolinite subzone occurs within the sericite-carbonate zone 

in a narrow belt of schist adjacent to the lode. Schist 

inclusions (31952, 31953) in the lode and scnist closer than 

0.2-0.5 m tc the lode are included in this subzone. Kaolinite 

occurs nt least 1.2 ~ from the looe in one section (8 Level, 

35671) \'lhere strongly-se.dcitized schis·c.s persist for more than 

2 m from the lode. Epidote is generally rare in the kaolinite 

subzone. 

(b) The intermediate subzone consists of sericitized, carbonated, 

sulphide-bearing schist devoid of kaolinite and amphibole. 

Epidote occurring in this subzone in minor quantities appears 

altered. Chlorite may be increased in abundance relative to the 

kaolinite subzone particularly in the opencast and GDDH 26a (FW) 

sections (Fig. C.3}. 

*In agreement with general usage (e.g, Meyer and Remley, 1967), an 
assemblage is a characteristic associationof minerals, and the 
term does not imply equilibrium. 
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2. Marginal zone: Carbonated schists, containing unaltered epidote 

and pumpellyite and altered amphibole relics,but generally lacking 

sulphides, sericitized feldspars, and kaolinite, characterize this zone. 

The marginal zone extends from about 1 m to about 2 m from the lode 

te .g. opencast} but in GDDH 26a (HW) section it is apparently present 

up to 6 m from the lode, In view of the absence of a 5 m long core in 

this section, it is not clear whether the marginal zone is very 

extensive, or is localized about a subsidiary shear or lode zone whose 

drill-hole intersectio~ is contained in the missing core. Cross

sections const-.ructed from the d:d.ll-core logs for GDDH 26* do not show 

a subsidiary shear zone on the hanging wall of t.he lode. 

In pelitic wall-rocks, the hydrothermal alteration is manifested 

in the sericite-carbonate zone cnly, be.:;ause pelitic schists are devoid 

of amphiboles, whereas both the sericite-carbonate zone and the marginal 

zone. are present, in psammitic schists adjacsnt to the lodes. 

The Otago gold- and schcelite-bearing lodes anc1 their wall rocks, 

'ilhe:;:e exposed on the surface by mining activities, are characteristicall:-.· 

intensely weathered, and consequently descriptim.tG of the ;J.l tered schists 

are rare. The sericitization of the wall-rock schists in Ot~go is 

briefly noted by Finlayson (1908) and Bai::t (197<±). Barry {1966) ci'"'scribes 

a quartz-kaolinite-ankerite assemblage in altered greenschist adjacent 

to gold-quartz lodes in Skippers Creek and Copper Cree:;., east of 

Glenorchy. 

Meyer and Hcmley (1967) n-.•te that alteration about gold-quartz 

veins in metamorphic terrains generally results in assemblages rich in 

chlorite and <t·lg,Fe)-:-carbonate but usually la~Jking kaolinite. They. 

further sug-gest that the zonation of alteration products is more 

diffuse than about vein deposits in other associations (e.g. granodior

ites), and conclude that correlation of the phase of ore deposition with 

a particular alteraticn assemblage is difficult. 

Alteration of amphiboles to chlorite and carbonate and an 

alteration sequence in metavolcanic rocks from chlorite to chlorite

carbonate to carbonate-sericite assemblages as the quartz veins are 

approached were described by Boyle 0.961) for the Yellowknife gold 

deposits of Canada. However, where the gold-bearing veins cut meta-

* This hole was subsequently re-drilled and the hole named GDDH 26a. 
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sedimentary rocks, alteration zones are not well--developed and in some 

cases are manifested only by a narrow band of tourmalinized rock. 

Intense sericitization and pyritization of t.he quartz porphyry \vall

rocks adjacent to the_ gold,e·stibnite-scheelite veins in the Brompton 

Mine of the Gatooma district of Rhodesia are reported by Foster (1973), 

but where the veins abut against a dolerite dike, the dike is strongly 

bleached and has an assemblage of quartz-ankerite-chlorite.,..mica. 

Clearly, the mineralogy and chemical composition of the host rocks are 

important factors, along with fluid composition, in controlling the 

alteration assemblage. 

The alteration sequence from sericitized and carbonated rock 

to chlorite-enriched rock observed in Glenorchy is similar to the 

alteration zonation surrounding many epithermal ve:i.r:, deposits, particu

larly those in metamorphic terrains. However tht.~ p!:esence of k,a.ol:Lnite 

in the sericite zone adjacent to t~e lode is seldom repo:;:-ted in 

meta.-:'.orphj c vein associations. 

C.4 MINERALOGY 

Quart£ 

Apart from quartz in veins perpendicular to and p<A.ralle1 with 

schistosity, the recognition of hydrothermal quartz in altered schist 

and its charo·.cterizatio~1 with respect to metamorphic quartz is difficult. 

There is a tendency for quartz grains to be more coarse-grained in the 

altert~d schists (e;g. 31871) than in the unaltered schis-ts (e.g. 31878). 

Unc:'.llosc extJ.nction typifies all quartz in the schist grounctnass and 

only in vein qu"irtz i::; the undulose extinction less pronounced. 

Inclusions of muscovite and chlorite located near grain margins 

and vrientated parallel to schistosity (31871, 31872) probably represent 

remnants of schist incompletely replaced by quartz, and togeth~r with 

irregular, embayed quartz grain boundaries are further evidence for the 

existence of hydrothennal quartz. It is not clear whether or not 

hydrothermal quartz has crystallized on the margins of metarr~rphic 

quartz grains. Trails of dusty opaque inclusions (sphene, rutile, 

and graphite?) within quartz grains possibly represent relict grain 

boundaries, but were found in only one altered schist (35638). Coarse

grained, embayed and mica-con·taining quartz grains tend to occur mo:r.e 

frequently adjacent to the syn-mineralizat,ion quartz veins traversing 

the schist, suggesting 'che veins ·and the quartz grains are genetically 
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related. Chlorite is frequently observed on margins of quartz grains 

in altered schists (e.g. 31871, Fig. c.4) .. Host of the reactions 

beb1een the hydrothermal fluids and the schist minerals r resulted in 

the release of Sio2 to the fluid phase, and precipitation of L~is 

Sio2 in the wall rocks would increase the quartz content of the schists 

without altering the silica content. Some silica may have been removed 

in solution to the lode conduit._ 

The oxygen isotope data (Chapter E) , in conjunction with 

potrography, suggest both me·tamorphic and ·hydrothermal (or recrystallized 

metamorphic} quartz exist in the altered schists, with the ratio of 

hydrothermal quartz to metamorphic quartz decreasing with increasing 

a i_stance from the lode. Only a proportion of the hydrothermal quo.rtz 

(maximum 50% in 31872) in the schist adjacent to the lode is contained 

in v·eins. 

The altered schists immediately adjacent to the lodes ar8 

char:acterized by ini:.ense sericitization of feldspars (Fig .. C.5). 

Pumpellyite is the dominan-t: included mineral in feldspars in unaltered 

schists, l:>ut as the lcde h; approachP.d, sericite becomes dominant over 

pumpellyite in feldspars, particularly about 1 m from the lode. · The 

most pronounced serici ti. ':!:ation occurs near syn-mineralization quar-tz

calcite veins (3187.1). In the immediate wall-rock nchist of the open

cast section, r:epla·cement of individual feldspars by serici·te 'reaches 

abc'!.lt 75-90%. The feldspar cores are usually matted by very fine

grained sericitq, but the rims may be relatively clear (e.g. 31871,· 

31874). Sericite grains are generally of random orientc>.tion, but in 

felr~3pars in some schists there is a tendency for. sericites to purallel 

schistosity. In other schists (e.g. 31871, 31952), sericites in felds

pars are orientated in two directions at right angles to each other. 

Smith (1974), discussing sericitization of feldspars, notes that 

sericites may form in cleavage planes which are most easily permeated 

by solutions. He further suggests that se:r-icite plates are prefer

entially formed parallel to (001) planesf less frequently parallel to 

(010), and rarely parallel to (110). Blebs of quartz in feldspars 

in altered schists probably result from release of silica during. 

sericitization of L'l.e feldspar (see Chapter F, section F. 7). In 

35694, feldspar is partially repl-aced by chlorite, leaving separat·ed 

FIGURE C.4 (facing page): Large, clear quartz grains with chlorite 
rims. (a) plane polarized light, (b) crossed polars, 
31873. 
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FIGURE ~~ (facing page): Sericitized feldspars. 

(a) Large, twinned feldspar matted with sericite. Plane 
polarized light, 31873. 

(b) As for (a), crossed polars. 

Cl2 

(c) Porphyroclastic feldspar containing sericite, coarse 
calcite (sub-horizo:r..tal orientation), and minor 
purr.pellyit:e (stubby 1 i"ligh-relief prisms) • Plane polarized 
lig!1t, 3 5619. 

(d) As for (c), crossed polars. 

(e) Porphyroclastic feldspar, intensely sericitized; 
approximately 75% of feldspar reconstituted. Plane 
polarized light, 31871. 

(f) As for {e) 1 crossed polars. 
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patches of albite all in optica.l continuity. Pumpellyite in sericitized 

feldspars in 31872 and 35640 has been partially replaced by calcite, 

and feldspar in 35619 is veined by calcite (Fig •. c.Sc, d) .. 

Coarse grains (up to 0. 7 mm) of feldspar, often hvinned and 

poikilitically enclosing isolated grains of serici·te, epidote, or 
' 

puropellyitef frequently occur adjacent to syn":'mine.ralization veins 

{31871, 356111. The clear rims on sericitized feldspars (see above) 

may represent hydrothermal feldspar vlhich crystallized on metamorphic 

albites during mineralization. Batt (1974) suggested the grain size 

of felsic minerals in altered schists is le;c;s than that in uraltered 

schists, but he may be referring to the decrease in the occurrer.c;e of 

porphyroclastic textures in altered schists. 

There is no con·trast in the chemical compositions of albites of 

altered schists and unaltered schists (Appendix B.l). 

Muscovite 

Sericitization of feldspar::; (see pre'.'ious section on feldspars) 

accounts for most of the increase in muscovite contents of altered 

relative to unaltered schists (Fig. C.3) but relatively coarse-grained 

muscovjtes also occur ir1 the syn-mineralization quartz veins (e.g. 31885). 

The tendency fo!: lo-.r1er birefringence of muscovi tes in altered 

schists (35607, 35608 1 3561G) relative to those in unaltered schists 

may reflect in~reased Al contents in the muscovites (cf. Deer et al., 

1962). In an Al-Fe-Mg diagram (Fig. C.6), the Al contents o~ 

muscovites from a schist inclusion (31952) and schists edjacent to i.:he 

lode (31899, 35607) are slightly higher than those in remai~ing altered 

and unaltered schists. However, microprobe analysis of muscovites in 

unaltered-altered schist pairs (35600-35605, 35607-35615, 35617-35628) 

in composite polished thin-sections (see Pillidge ond Kawachi, 1977) 

revealed no difference in the Al contents of muscovites between altered 

and unaltered schists. 

Most muscovites from altered schists occupy the same Al~·Fe-Mg 

field as defined by the unaltered schist muscovites. Within each 

altered schist, muscovites with widely varying Al, Fe, and Mg com

positions occur~ In 31953, and to a lesser degree, 35632~33f muscovites 

are studded with inclusions of an opaque mineral, probably graphite 1 

giving the muscovite a dirty appearance. In contrast, muscovites in 

·quartz veins in the same schists appear clear. The clear muscovites 
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FIGURE C.6: 
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Huscovites from altered schists, Al-Fe -Hg compositions. 
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(hydrothermal, e.g. 31953/22,23,26; Appendix B.2) have higher FeO/MgO 

ratios than the 'dirty t muscovites (metamorphicl, possibly indicating 

th t ' ' t t ' f F 2+ t M 2+ ' ' h 1 d ' e ac LV~ y ra ~o o e o g ~ons ~n t e lY rothermal ore~form~ng 

fluid was higher than that in the metamorphic fluid. 

Qualitative scanning by the microprobe revealed slight zoning 

in the muscovites. In 31952, the FeO/MgO ratio is higher on the 

muscovite rims than the cores, but in 31871 and 35631..,-32,. FeO/MgO ratios 

s.re lower on the muscovite rims. Silica and alumina tend to increase 

towards the rims. This alumina variation·agrees with the tendency for 

some altered-schist muscovites to be alumina-rich (Fig. C.6). 

The K2o content of altered-schist muscovites varies from 

::.o-11. 5 weight percen-t:- but is apparently independent of d:Lstance from 

the lode and bulk rock composition. 

Chlorite 

F.'ror:: t~nal tered ... whist, there is an abrupt increas~ ia chlorite 

content :Ln altered sc~nists at 0. 5-1.5 m fr'.:>m the lode, and a gradual 

decrea.se from tha:':. point towards the lode. Batt \1974) reported the 

same pattern at Gl~norchy. 

The modes of occurrence of chlorite are similar to those des

cribed for unaltered schists, but vermicular chlorite occurs more 

frequently in alt~red schists particularly in quartz-calcite V8ins 

parallel with schistosity {e.g. 31952, 31953, 35600, 35608). Chlorite 

has partjally replaced albite in·35694, poikilitically encloses quartz 

in 35636, and forms veins in microscopic shear zones (e.g. 31871, 

31873, 35601). Only in altered schists does chlorite pseudomorph 

amphiboles. The schistosity is deflected about chlorite-calcite

sphene/rutile aggregates bounded by outlines of the replaced amphibole 

porphyroclast (31873, 35618, 35619). Chlorite occurs with cal_cite, 

sphene, and possibly rutile, in partially-replaced amphiboles in the 

marginal zone (e.g. 31874, 35620), and chlorite-calcite intergrowths 

pseudomorph epidotes in the sericite-carbonate zone (35602). 

As in the unaltered schists, most chlorites are ripidolites, 

but there is a tendency for lower Fe and Si contents; hence some 

altered-schist chlorites are classified as pycnochlorites and bruns.,.. 

vigites (Fig, C,7) ~ 
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'i'here is a wider range of chlorite compositions in the altered 

schists, with a trend in some field sections towards decreased Fe/Mg 

compared with the chlorites in the unaltered schists (Fig. C,8). 

The narrow range of compositions in unaltered schis·ts suggests general 

equilibrium was attained or at least closely approached during 

metamorphism, whereas the wide range of altered~schist chJ.or:i.t.e 

compositions reflects the dyna'11ic and short--lived nature of the 

hydrothermal system, Equilibrium may have been attained only locally 

in the altered schists. Chlorites in altered schists have a maximum 

IvT<JO content of 16.3 wt% (14.1 in.unaltered schist), and minimum FeO 

(tvtal iron) content of 25.0 wt% (27.6 in unaltered schist, see 

Appendix B.3). Zoning in chlorites is slight and is manifested in 

decreaser!. FeO/MgO ratios towards the grain margins (35616, 35617). 

SomG of the spread in the data in Fig. C.8a may be du.e to errors 

involved in the analytical procedures, but in order to roinim:i..se these 

errors, cornposi te pol '.shed thin-sections 1 each containing altered and 

unaltered .:>cnist fron, the same field section 1 were prepared. Thus, 

the compositions of chlorites analysed under identical operating 

conditions could be directly compared in the following· saroples: 

31871N*-31877; 35600-35605; 35607-35615; 356J7-35628. Chlorites from 

the opencast-sec·tion schists (Fig. C. 8b) which were eac11 analysed 

separately, sho'VT a strong decrease in the Fe/Mg ratio £rom unaltered 

schists (31876, 31878, 31879) to altered schists (31873, 31871/. 

However, chlorites in an opencast-section composit.e sample (31871N

~1877, Fig. C.8c) show a comparatively >veak, but still sig·nificant, 

decreasa in E'e/Mg from unaltered to al te:r::ed schists. 

A·s well as containing chlori tes with low Fe/Mg ratios, altered 

schists also contain chlorites with Fe/Mg ratios similar to 

those in unaltered schists. Most of these high-Fe/Hg chlorites 

(about 60% of chlorites analysed) in altered schists may be unaltered, 

relic metamorphic grains. However, some chlorites which are pres~mably 

hydrothermal in origin, being products of the alteration of amphiboles 

and epidote, have high-Fe/Mg ratios (e.g. 35616) similar to chlorites 

in. unaltered schists, Conv-ersely, chlorites i.n the groundmass of 

altered schists often have the same low-F'e/Hg ratio as those in veins 

and shear zones (e.g .. 31871). The apparent absence of lm1..-Fe/Mg 

* 31871N is a schist sampled in precisely the sarne location as 31871. 
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chlorites in some altered schists (e~9'· 31952, 35600, 35616, see Fig. 

C.Ber ff h) could be due partly ·to sampling b:Las during microprobe 

analysis. 'rhe compositions of the hydrot.hennal cJ.->~orites vary from 

section to section, p:r:·obably reflecting variation in fluid composition, 

which ><las influenced to some extent by the lithology of the v1all rocks. 

For instancer alteration of amphibole-bearing psammitic schists v10uld 

result in redistribution of considerable amounts of Mg and Fe to the 

hydrothermal fluid, 1t1hereas alteration of amphibole.,.free pelitic 

sch:i.sts,containing epidote and pumpellyite,would release only minor 

amounts 0f M13 relative to Fe tc the fluid phase. In the latter 

situation, t.he hydrothe.nnal ohlori·::es subsequently precipitated v7ould 

have high-Fe/Mg ratios. 

The two field sections conteining low-Fe/Mg chlori.tes, opencas·t 

and GDDH 26a (FW), consist of psammitic schist, and a mixture of 

psammi tic, pelitic and thin-bedded schists resp;::;cti vely, v1hereu.s one of 

the sections containing only high-Fe/Mg chlorites (9 Level (8131)) 

co!"lsists mai~1ly of pelitic schist. The Ol .. her section, GDDH 26a (HW) 

predominantly contains psa.mmi tL:: schist ye·t the chlori tes are of the 

1ow-Fe/Mg type. It is conceivable that th-e missing drill CQre bet,..reen 

0. 5 m and 5 rn from the lode was mainly in peli-::.;ic schist and thus 

amphibole-fr3e. However, the hyd:r:othermal alteration operated under 

open system conditions, and therefore, the compositio:::1 of the hydro

thermal fluid would show g:l":'aduul variation in response to lithological 

control over a larger sc<1.le than the individual, meso scopic psammi tic 

or pelitic layers in the schist. As the hydrothe:t:mal fluid rose through 

the sub-vertical conduit systam in the crust, the Fe/Mg composition 

of the fluid vmuld fl,lctu3.te, decreasing as it passed throug-h macro

scopic schist units predo~inantly of psammitic lithology, and increasing 

in response to interaction with pelitic schist units. The Fe/M.g 

composition of the hydrothermal chlorite would thus not strictly 

correlate with lithological units, but would reflect the mineralogical 

composition and lithology of the underlying schists ;;-1ith ':lhich the 

hydrothermal fluid previously interacted. 

Incipient alteration of epidote is manifested in a darker colour, 

higher relief and granulated margins (31916, 3195lr 35608, 35669). ' . 

Batt (1974} noted that as a result of alteration, epidotes degenerated 

into "very small granular (0.01 "nun) and cryptocrystalline turbid masses". 
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In the slightly.-altered schists (31873, 35619, 35640, 35649, 

35670) of the intermediate subzone, epidotes are partially replaced by 

calcite and chlorite. Within 31873 (Fig. C,9a, b), chlorite oc::::urs on 

the margins of the partially..,.replaced epidote porphyroclastr particularly 

in the pressure shadowf with calcite occupying the central portions. 

About 30% of the original epidote porphyroclast remains as small isolated 

grains. 

Epidote is absent from most schists of the k~olinite subzone 

immediately adjacent to the lode (except 31889, 31916l, but ev.:.dence 

that epidote did occur in these schists J:;efore hydrothermal al te:r.:ation 

is provided in the aggregates of chlorite and calcite ps~udomorphing 

epidote grains or porphyroclastic aggregates of epidotes. Rea~tions 

involving i:.he breakdown of epidote to chlorite and calcite are discussed 

in Chapter F, section F.7. 

The chemical compositions of the epidotes in the altered schists 

do not differ from those in u:.1altered schists (Fig. ·B.B and Appendix B.4). 

Most of the subhea~.·al-euhedx-al epidotes in late-metamorphic quartz 

VFdns subparallel to the schistosity (cf. v_ veins, Batt, 1974), within 
.j 

and outside the e>J.teration zone, appear from their optical properties 

to be iron-poor, but analyses of several in 31879 (ruialysis Nos, 21, 22, 

26) indicate pistacite contents from 12% to 29%. 

Allanite 

Allanite behaves in a sir.:1.ilar manner to epidote wht:m s•.1bj ected 

to interaction with the hydrothermal fluid. Several porphyroclasts of 

allanite in 31873 are partially altered to calcite and epidote, with 

minor amounts of muscovite and chlorite also pr~sent (Fig. C.9c). In 

other altered schists of the zone fu~·ther from the lode (31874) &llanite 

is, like the epidote, unaffected by the hydrothermal fluids. In a 

schist inclusion in the lode (31883) and immediately adjacent wall-

rock schist (31889) allanite is apparently unaltered. 

The sphene content of the schists appears, from petrographic 

observations and x-ray diffraction studies, to increase slightly as the 

lode is approached, particularly in the opencc..st, GDDH 26a (FW) 1 and 

GDDH 26a (HVl) sections. This trend is not apparent from the normative 

calculations as there is no way of satisfactorily partitioning Ti between 
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FIGURE C.9 (facing page): Altered epidote and allanite. 

(a) Por1Jhyrocla.stic epidote replaced by chlorite on the margins 
and calcite in the central portions. Remnants of epidote 
(high relief, dark) are enclosed within the calcite, {in a 
vertical line left of centre of clast). Plane polarized 
light, 31873. 

(b) As for (a) , crossed polars. Are.as of chlorite (black) and 
calcite (light) are better defined. 

(c) Skeletal remains of a squarish a.llanite porphyroclast (black) • 
The·remainder of the allanite grain is pseudomorphed by 
calcite, chlorite, and minor muscovite. Plane polarized. 
light, 31873. 

FIGURE C.lO (overleaf): Sphene and rutile in altered schists. 

(a) Sphene euhedra (dark) attached to schist walls of a quartz
cal.-:!ite vein which cuts a calcite-quartz··chlori te vein 
subparallel with schistosity. Plane polarized light, 35617. 

{b) Prismatic sphene (high relief) on the wall of a quo.rtz-· 
calcite vein. Plane polarized light, 35617. 

{c) Fractured sphene partially replaced by hexagonal rutile 
crystals (black, straight hexagonal outlines, in fragment on 
the right). Chlorite fills the space between the separated 
fragments. Plane polarized light, 31873. 
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sphene and rutile. 

Euhedral prismatic sphenes are occasionally found immediately 

adjacent to the lode in the schist and in syn-mineralization quartz~ 

calcite veins cut·ting the schist (e.g. 31883t 356171"' The sphene euhedra 

nucleated on the vein >'Jalls and grew in open space perpendicular to the· 

.walls (Fig~ C,lOa~ bl.. Patches of sphene occur within rutile euhedra 

in quartz veins in a schist inclusion (31952). Sphene also crystallized 

in fractures in euhedra.l sulphides in the altered schist (35617}. 

Must sphene grains in the altered scl;lists .are dark, have poorly

defined or diffuse extinction pos.:i.t:i.ons, and are granulated on the grain 

margins, probably due to shearing in the plane of the schis·tcsity. The 

granulated fragments are concentrated in the pressure shadows of the 

remaining sphene grains (e.g. 31889, 31951, 35607). A fractured hut 

optically continuous grain {0.4 mm) of sphene (31873) contains e~hedral 

rutile along the (221) twin plane (Fig. C-lOc). The spa.8t: 

between the ·t>-ro portions of the sphene g:Lain is filled by hydrothemal 

chlurite >'lith anFeO/MgO ratio of 2.15, v.rithin the field of unaltered

schist chlo:r:ites (31873/8, Appendix B.3). Anoth;:::r dark sphene grain 

(31873) is partially replaced by calcibs, and several vei.y fine quartz 

euhedra have crystallized in a cavity in the sp:t:ene grail•. 

Very fine-grained inclusions in relict amphiboles partially 

or completely replaced by chlorite a:1d <"'alci te ( :;;e~ Fig. C .11) in the 

altered schists {e.g. 31874~ 35619) could be sphene or rutile, the 

distinction between these minerals being difficult at this zmall grain-

size. 

Remnants of partially-replaced sphene in altered schist (31873/9) 

are similar in chemical co;:r-.positio:1 (except for lower HnO) to sphene 

from unaltered schist (see Table B.5). Minor amounts of iron and 

alumina are con-tained in sphene. Secondary sphene was not analysed. 

The meta.'Uorphic sphene was probably unstable under the initial 

conditions of hydrothermal alteration, and, like the other Ca-minerals, 

dissociated under high PCO conditions re,leas:i.ng ca2+ ions to solution. 
2 

Later in the mineralization event, seconda:ty sphene crystallized in vein 

fissures and adjacent schist. The vein fissures were then filled by 

calcite and quartz, and, either crystallization was rapid enough to 

prevent dissolution of the sphene crystals, or P was such that 
C02 

calcite, quartz and sphene were in equilibrium {P = 25 bars at 300°Cr co
2 
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~rom Schuilin;J and Vinkr 1967; see Chapter F, section :F,7l. 

A similar pattern of sphene distribution was found in a tungsten 

deposit in Boulder County,.· Colorado. Lovering U941) described the 

alteration of sphene to leucoxene (probably rut.ile). in the outer argillic 

zone near ferberite (Fewo4) veins in granj_tesr whereas in the sericite 

alteration zone immediately adjacent to the lode, late~for.med, secondary 

sphene is associated with veinlets of carbonate. 

Rutile 

In 9 Level (Sl31) section, the unaltered schist (35605) contains 

minor amounts of :;:·utile, whereas in the schist immediately adjacent to 

the lode (35600), rutile is more abundant. However, rutile-ilmenite

sphene intergrowths, typical of unaltered schists, decrease in abundance 

towards the lode. Euhedral, prismatic rutile OC(.!Urs in schist .inclusions 

and in schis·~ immediately adjacent to the lode (e.g. 31952, 31953, 

35600, 35616). 

As a consequence of the alteration of :-phen~ (e.g. 318'13, Fig. 

C.lOc) and a>nphibol<::s, Ti4+ ions were released to the fluid phase, and 

secondary rutile crystallized near the lode ma.cgins and in schist 

inclusions. 

Ilmenite 

Ilmenite-rutile-sphene intergrowths which occur coa>nonly in the 

unaltered schist are notable for .their absence from ·the intensely

altered schis1: and reduced abundance in the slightly-altered. schist.s of 

the marginal zone. 

Ptun:tellyite 

In general, pumpellyite last occurs in significant quantities 

(i.e. in felsic layers as opposea to feldspars) at about 0.5-l m from 

the lode (see Fig. C.2), but at least two schist samples immediately 

adjacent to the lode (31889, 31916) and two schists 0.3 m from the 

lode (35630-31, 35638) contain large amounts of pumpellyite. 

Apart from the decrease in pumpellyite abundancer there is no 

petrogra.phic evidence confinning the breakdown of pumpellyite or the 

nature of the reaction products. Evidently both pumpellyite and 
2+ epidote released Ca to solution during alteration to chlorite-carbonate-

sericite assemblages. Possible reactions are discussed in Chapter F, 
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Section·F.7. 

The MgO contents and, to a lesser extentf FeO contents of 

pumpellyites are extremely variable both in and between altered schists 

{Appendix B.S). The FeO/MgO ratios in pumpellyites in altered schists 

vary from 1 to about 9, By far' the highest MgO content of all analysed 

pumpellyites is 3.0 "~% D5630/26, 281. However, there is no consistent 

trend in the variation of pumpellyite compositions with distance from 

the lode. 

Amphibo~ \ 

The oute17nost zone of alteration, the marginal zone, is 

characterized by reduced ar,1ounts of amphibole, of which most is partially 

r~placed, implying that amphiboles were more susceptible than other 

minerals to alteration ~y the hyarothermal fluids. Unaltered epidotes 

exis'c closer to the lode than unaltered ari.phi.boles in most sectious 

Buggesting that epidotes required interactic:1 with la.:cger volumes of 

hydrothermal fluid, possibly over a longer period, before they \v:ere 

altered. 

In the mar.ginal zone schists (31874, 31888, 31816, 35620, 35676), 

remnants of the hornblende co::r.es of the zoned amphibole porphyroclasts 

are observed amongst intergrowths of chlorite, calcib~, and sphene/rutile, 

although actinolit:e remnants are occasionally prE'served (e.g. Fig. C.llc, 

d; 31874/10, Appendix B.6). The calcite and sphene tend to be localized 

together in the centre of the altered porphyroclasts (Fig. C.ll). The 

location and abundance of the sphene was cont~olled by the distribution 

and composition of the Ti-rich hornblende coree of the original amphibole 

porphyroclasts, With one e:~ception (31874/20), chlorites on the margins 

of altered amphiboles in 31874 have low FeO/MgO ratios (2.12-2.19), 

plotting outside the field of unaltered-schist chlorites in Fig. C.8. 

In all field sections (except the barren lode section) ; the 

schists within about 1 m of the lode, comprising the sericite-carbonate 

alteration zone, are devoid of amphibole (Fig. c .. 2), chlorite--calcite

sphene/rutile aggrega·tes having completely replaced the amphibole 

porphyroclasts {Fig.. C .. lla, b) • The schistosity is charac·teristically 

\'larped about the chlorite-calcite.-sphene/rutile aggregate suggesting the 

existence of a porphyroclast before alteration, and the original shape 

of the porphyroclast, or at least the hornblende,core, is outlined by 

submicroscopic inclusions (graphite, rutile, or sphene). Possible 
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FIGURE C.ll (facing page): Altered amphiboles. 

{a) Calcite and sphene intergrowths pseudornorph the 
rhomb-shaped hornblende core of an altered amphibole. 
Chlorite occupies the pressure shadows and has 
completely replaced the actinolite rim 0~ the horn
blende. Plane polarized light, 35617. 

(b) As for (a), crossed polars. 

(c) Rectangular-shaperl amphibole partially-replaced by 
calcite, sphene, and chlorite. Chlorite rims the 
relict amphibole. Plane polar.izt~d light, 3187 4. 
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(d) As for (c), crossed polars. Light patch (a) at lower 
end of amphibole :i.s an unreplaced remnant of acti!lClli te. 

(e) Small lens-shaped, partially-replaced arnphibole in 
centre of pnoco. Fine-grained, dark, hi.gh-reJ.ief 
mineral is sphene or rutile. Chlo:;:ite alteration 
product occurs at. each end of lens. Plane polarized 
light, 31916. 

(f) As for (e), cro~sed polars. Light, birefringeneat patch 
in centre (A) is unr0placed amphibole. 
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reactions describing the interaction between the hydrothermal fluid and 

the a~phiboles are discussed in Chapter F, section F,7. 

Green and brown stilpnomelanes are present in some al t.ered 

schists more than 0~3 m from the lode. About 0~5-1 m from the lcder 

stilpnomelane is more common in felsic layers than in individuttl feld

spars, occurring as needles (0.2 mm x 0.005 :mm., e.g .. 35636) ~ In schists 

between 0.3 and 0.5 m from the lode, stilpnomelane occurs only as fine

grained inclusions in altered fe~dspars (35630 1 35631, 35638). Al-though 

there is no petrographic evidence for replacement of stil.pnomelane, 

its absence from the schists immediately adjacent to the lode in thos.e 

Dections in which stilpnomelane-hearing ~chists are common, and the 

restriction of stilpnomelane within 1 m of the lode to inclusions in 

feldspars, suggests it ~ay not h~ve escaped reaction with the hydrothermal 

fluid. Stilpnomelane may have been involYeCi in t.he sericitizatio::: 

reactions and/or the amphibole breakdvwn re?ctions (e~e Chapter F) • 

Kaolinite 

Kaolinite occurs in 6 of the 10 field sections de:;:;icted in Fig. 

C.2~ and is restricted in its occurrence to altered schists im.'nediately 

adjacent to the lode, except in the 8 Level section where it is present 

in a zone of slightly-sheared schist parallel with schistosity 1.2 m 

from the lode (35671). Kaolinite comprises up tc:> 3-5% of some 

altered schists (35670, 35G71). 

The kaolinite is very fine grained, r3aching maximum dimensions 

of 0.06 rom in 35670, and is characterized by it:s low positive relief, 

low birefringence, .::>.nd mottJ.ed poikili tic texture (Fig. C .12a) • It is 

distinguished from dickite by its p;:-.rallel extinction, but x..,.ray 

diffraction analysis of light fractions of schists was unsuccessful in 

confirming the petrographic identification. 

Kaolinite, as aggregates of plates with a fibrous appearance, 

occurs in the following associations~ 

(a) in felsic layers (e.g. 35607, 35670), 

(b) in shear zones (_3567l) , 

(c) in quartz-calcite veins contemporaneous with mineralization 

(e,g .. 31871, 31884, 35617) .. 
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.:"\ • D.-..~}~· , !911 .••. ......,.- J - .:t!'"""'~~! 7::~:::-:=~==-x,-~,-L .,-J~~.._, .&.. 
· FIGURE C.l2: Kaolinite and sulphides in altered schists. 

(a) Fine-grained kaolinite (k) occurs in aggregates with a 
mottled appearance in felsic layers. Plane polarized light, 
35670. 

(b) Euhedral hydrothermal sulphides are localized in psanunitic 
(light grey) layers and in the vicinity of veins in 
immediate \vall-rock schist, 35600. 

(c) Hydrothermal sulphide poikilitically encloses schist. 
Growth o f the sulphide has not caused disruption to the 
schistosity. Plane polarized light, 35619. 

(d) Hydrothe.rmal sulphide grain displaced by movements along 
schistosity. Note pumpellyite (high relief, grey) in felsic 
layer . Plane pol~.rized light, 31889. 
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Kaolinite does not appear to be restricted to feldsparsr although the 

schistosity is sometL"Ues warped arou.nd the kaolinite as if it has 

replaced a feldspar porphyroclast • 

Perriam (1971} described kaolinite as a major component of 

altered schists in the Carrj_ck gold field of Central O'i:ago, and a minor 

component of the quartz-cgold lodes. He did not report kaolinite in the 

slightly..,.altered sc:b.ists, Quartz..,.J<:.aolinite.-.anke:t:ite asse..mblag·es in 

altered greenschist adjacent to quartz lodes in the Skippers gold field 

(Fig. A.l) were reported by Barry (1966). 

Reactions producing kaolin'ite, and the significance of ka.olini"!::e 

in the interpretation of mineralization are discussed in Chapter F~ 

Calcite 

Calcite is a major component (up to 10%) of the altered schists, 

particularly within 1m of the lode: (Fig. C.2), occurring as a.n 

alteration product of the breakdown of amphiboL.:!S, epidotes, and pumpelly-

ites. Calcite may pt::rsist at greater disrancAS fr0m the lode in 

quartz-calcite veil"> and shear zones (e.g. 35612 in GDDH 26a (FW) 

sectic,n, F:tg. C.3),. a:r.d the <::chist immediately aCI.jacent to these 

structures invariahly contains small ?.mounts of cal d. te. Frac·t.ures in 

euhedral sulphides in the wall-rock schist oft. en contain calcite. 

Calcih:s were not chemica.:.ly analysed, although Meyer and Bemley (1967) 

suggest ca:rbonates, like chlori tes, may exhibi. t compusi·tional variations 

wi~h respect to distance from ore. 

Sulphides 

Coarse-grained (up to 3 1nm) , euhedral sulphides are common in 

altertld schists (e.g. 31884, 31889, 35600, 35619) within 1 m of tl1e lode 

(Fig. C.2) •. With increasing distance from the lode, the amount of 

hydrothermal sulphides is reduced; and ·the incidence of me·tamorphic 

chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite increases. The most common hydrothermal 

sulphide is pyrite, but arsenopy:r·ite occurs in some wall-rock schists 

and schist inclusions {e.g. 31952, 31953, 35607, 35616). Minor relict 

chalcopyrite may remain in schist immediately adjacent to the lode 

(e.g. 31871, 35600)_ but most of the metamorphic sulphides were removed 

from the wall ... rock schists by the hydrothermal fluids. 

Euhed:t:al f hydrothe:r:mal su~phides are concentrated in the more 

permeable horizons in the schist (e.g. psammitic layers, 35600, 35602), 
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and in schist adjacent to fractures, shear zones~ and veins (Fig. c.l2b). 

Schist remnan·ts orientated parallel to the external schistosit:y 

are poikilitically enclosed in the sulphide g-rai:nsr against wh.i.ch the 

external schistosity abuts (e~g. 31889, 35619i Pig, C,.l2c), There is 

often a narrow zone of hydrot.hermal quartz surrounding ·the sulphide 

crystals (e.g. 35600}, Defo~~ation of sulphide euhedra has resulted in 

fractured grains, the fragments occasionally being displaced along planes 

parallel to schistosit~· (Fig, c .. J.2d), Fractures ax·e often filled by 

calcite, sphene, or quartz. 

Graphitic material is ab~ndant as inclusions in muscovite grains 

in one schist inclusion in the lode (31953)*, and it is also found 

rimming muscovite (31951). As in the unaltered schistsf trails of 

graphitic material are common in altered zchists ,, Inspection of '..:.hin 

sections of altered and unaltered schists r ::nd est:im<:. tion of the relati Ye 

graphite contents of schists using the intensity of t:he dark colouration 

in the solutions obtained during wet chemical an.::lysis of the schists 

suggest there is no variation in the graph:i.t.e ahm;dance :.vith distance 

frcm the lode. 

Tourmaline 0.nd Apatite 

Tourmaline and apatite in the altered sc!:ists appear unaffected 

by hydrothermG..l solutJ.cns. Batt (1974) found post-t;ectonic tourmaline 

(post-metamorphic ? ) in th'3 schis t:s adj ace;1t to ·the lode, possibly 

implying tourmaline crystalliztd in the wall-Yuck scnists during 

mineralization. No such occurrence was observed in this study~ and 

there .i.s no increase in abundance o:·:: tourmaline as the lode is approached. 

Apatite is the only Ca-mineral apparently unaltered by the hydro

thermal fluids. 

SUM.!YlARY OF CHANGES IN TEXTURE AND MINERALOGY OF SCHISTS DURING HYDRO-

THERYL~ ALTERATION 

Deforma.t:ion of the schists and chemical inte:r:a.ction between the 

quartzofeldspathic schist and the hydrothermal fluid associated vlith the 

scheelite mineralization has resulted in; 

* Graphite presence confirmed by X-ray diffraction. 
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1. Zones of disruptedt sheared; faultedr and veined schist up to 

1.5 m from the lode. 

2. Sericitization of the wall.;,.rock schi$b~,. particularly of the 

feldspars 1 up to ~ .... 2 m from the lode. 

3. Precipitation of calcit.e, disseminated through the schist within 

l.5 m of the loder and in quartz-calcite veins up to greater 

distances, 

4. Crystallization of hydrothermal sulphides (p,71:ite and arseno

pyrite) in the schist within 1 m of the lode, and ir. schist 

adjacent to faults, shear zones and veins associated with :nineral

ization. 

5. Crystallization of kaolinite in altered schists closest to the 

lode (usuall:_r v1ithin 0.5 m of the lode). 

6. Chemical dissolution of amphiboles and replacement by chlo.rite, 

calcite a1"d sphene/:cutile. Amphiboles were completely replhced 

in mas+..: schists within 1 ~ of the lode,. and rartially replaced 

in altered schist furt.her from the lode (up to 6 m) • 

7. Chemical :tissolution of epidotes and allanite and replacerucnt 

by chlorite and calcite. Epidotes -v;2re more resistant to 

alteration than we:;:e amphiboles. Epidote occurs, although 

reduced in abundance relative to unaltered schists, in some 

schists immediately adjacant to the lode, but is usually absent 

in a 0. 5-1 m wide halo S'.J.rrounding the lode. 

8. Chemical dissolution of pumpellyite. Pumpellyite in the schists 

immediately adjacent to the lode is rare and generally restricted 

to inclusions in feldspars, where it is greatly exceeded by 

sericite inclusions. 

9. Reduction in the abundance of stilpnomelane .a.s the lode is 

approached, and the absence of stilpnomelane from schists closer 

than 0.3 m from the lode. 

10. Dissolution of most of the metamorphic sulphides from the schists 

within 1 m of the lode, 

11. Crystallization of hydrothermal quartz in the schist particularly 

in the vicinity of veins. Quartz content of t.he altered schist 

may have increased slightly relative to unaltered schist. 
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12. Increased chlorite abundance in schists beb;reen 0.5 and 1.5 m 

from the lode in smne field sections. 

13. Wider range of chlorite compositions· (in te:cms of Alf Fe, Mg) 

compared with those in unaltered schistsr and crystallization 

in some field sections. of hydrothermal chlorite with increased 

MgO and decreased FeO compared wi t.h chlo:cites from unaltered 

schists. 

14. Dissolution of metarr.orphic sphene, and replact:.ment by rutile. 

Hydrotherma.l sphene crystallized in •:eins and schist. inu:tediately 

adjacent to the lode. 

15. Dissolution of metamorphic ru.f:.ile, and crystallization of 

hyGrothermal rutile in veins and schist close to the lude. 
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D. CHEMISTRY OF THE MT JUDAH SCHISTS 

D.l INTRODUCTION 

Bulk rock samples of quartzofeldspathic schists in six sections 

adjacent to the Glenorchy Lode were analysed for their major, minor, 

and trace element contents by vJet chemical, X-ray fluorescence, and 

spark source mass spectrometry methods. The sampling and analytical 

procedures are described briefJy in Appendix D.O. 
\ 

The purpose of this study Wc'.S to determine the effects of the 

scheelite-qua:rtz mineralh;ation event on the chemical compositions of 

the wo.ll rooks adjacent to the main fluid channeh;ays, and hence 

provide information on the source ur sources of the ore-forming 

elements. In addition,the chemical data obtained may lead to recognition 

of the fluid-mineral reactions in the 't'lall rock 1 anC. characterization 

of the chemical composition and physico-chemical pr0perties of the ore

·£or.ning fluids, a1~d if the primary chemical halos around the lodes are 

stro::1gly developed, they could be useful in explo.r;ation for Au, 

W-deposits in Otago. These aspects are discussed in Chapter F, sect.ion 

.F.l3. 

The nature of the outcrop in the ad5 ts and d:t:il::!.. cores 

prohibited sampling within a single lithologic lay.:;:.r at different 

distanc:es from the lode. Hence, the lithologies of the schists in 

two of the sections {GDDH 26a (PW), and 9 Level (Sl31)) vary 

significantly. Therefore, in order to determine t:he variation in 

chemical co'IIposition due to fluid-rock interaction with distance from 

the lode, some knmvledge was required of the differenc::;s in chemical 

composition between unaltered pelitic and psammitic schists. Of 

secondary interest is 1:he comparison of chemical compositions of the 

Mt Judah schists (this study, and Batt, 1974) and the Upper Wakatipu 

quartzofeldspathic rocks (Kawachi, 1974). 

The major and minor element compositions of the Mt Judah 

schists are presented in Appendix D.l, and the trace element data are 

given in Tables D.3, D.4, and D.S. 
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UNALTERED SCHIS'I'S 

Range of Chemical CO!_UJ20siti~ 

The unaltered schists are represented by the follo"Vling sample 

numbers: 31875 - 31878: 35605; 35613- 35615; 35620- 35628 (see Appendix 

D.l). The Si02 and Al203 contents of unaltered schists vary between 

56 and 62 wt. % and 15 and 19 \'lt. % respectively 1 both within the 

ranges reported by Kawachi (1974) and Batt (1974) for quartzofeldspathic 

r,:r)hists in the Upper Wakatipu area. The Mt Judah schist sio2 content 

is ccmsiderably lm,rer than Si02 values (64- 71 wt. %) in pumpellyite

actinclite facies quartzofeldspathic schists in the Dansey Pass area 

(Bishop, 1972). The sio2 contents reflect the different source areas, 

indicating the Mt Judah rocks belong to the Caples terrain which has an 

andesitic provenrmce whereas the Dansey Pass rocks origi:':mted from a 

granitic terrain (Coc::::bs et ~·, 1976a). FeO, Na20, and K2o conter.ts cf 

una.l tered schists var;; widely within sa.'tlpled sections, and thus 

present a problem in the determination of the ::-.:tagnitude and sig·nificance 

,. of oxide variations in altere0 schists within t.he sections. C02 

usually comp:r:ises less than 0.1 wt. % of unal "!:ered quartzofeldspa.thic 

schists. C02 contents of 0.4 and 0.55 wt. % (35624, 35613) are 

probably due to the p:i..·esence of calcite in veins cuttil1g the schist. 

Fluctuations in oYide contents of unaltered schists are ";~J.l displayed 

in Figure D.2 at distances greater than about 2 m from the lode. 

Che::t1ical Dist.i.nction between Pelitic and Psammitic Schists 

The lack of fresh outcrop on Mt Judah, and the vandaJi.sm of the 

remaining drill cores, r..ecessitated sa.'tlpling of the coex.i.sting pelitic 

and iJSanunitic schist units within 9 Level of the Judah Mine and close 

to the mineralized lode. The three pairs of samples (35630 ~ 356·35) 

were collected within 1 m of the lode and all had been affect.ed to some 

extent by the hydrothermal fluids. Although the relative chemical 

compositions of the unaltered pelit.ic and psammitic schist could have 

been preserved during mineralization, it is more likely that the 

con·trasting permeability of the two lithologies would have resulted in 

selective alteration. For instance, C02 a.11d S cont.ents >·wuld be 

higher in the more penneable psanunitic schists than in the pelitic 

schists. Nevertheless, the dc:t ta obtained are us,3ful in obtaining an 

approximation of the rela·tionship between chemical composit.ion and 
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lithology. Further data bearing on the pelitic-psammitic distinction 

is obtained in the other sampled sections from association of the 

oxide abundance with the proportion of pelitic schist in thin·-bedded 

schists. 

Major and Minor Elements 

Pelitic schists and thin-bedded schists enriched in the 

pelitic components are Al2o3- rich· (>18 ><:t. %) relative to psammitic 

schists "t<!ith r:>imilar sio2 cm~.te;.·.ts (Fig. D.l). In general, Sio2 
contents a.re lo~;er in pe:litic schists than in psammitic schists 

although t;m of the coexiet.ing pelitic-psammitic schist pairs exhibit 

the opposite trend (Fig. D.l and Appendlx D.l). Fe2o3 contents are 

higher in the pelitic fraction, reflecting high epidote contents. 

K20 and P205 contents a:t:e 50% higher in pelitic schists than in 

coexisting ps~runitic schists, and are related to reiatively high 

muscovite and apatite contents respectively. Albit~, and hence Na20, 

is less abund:mt and the K20/Na20 ratio larger :in pelitic schists 

than in psammit:i.c schists. 

The major oxide· contents of pelitic rocks x·elativ.,: to psammitic 

rocks in the Upper Wakatipu area (Y~wachi, 1974) and Mt Judah area 

(Batt, 1974, and this study) are compared in Table D.L Kawachi 

compared the ::::hemical compcsitions of seven psammitic and four pelitic 

rocks from different formations ranging in metamorphic grade from 

lawsonite-chlorite-albite facies through pumpellyite-actinolite facies 

to greenschist facies. Batt ccmpared the composi·tions of two pelitic 

and b1o psammit.ic schists from Mt Judah. The enrichment of K20 in 

pelit.ic schists is the only result common to all three studies. 

Whereas the data in this study demonstrate the difference in chemical 

composition between pelitic and psammitic schists associated with each 

other, the data of Batt (1974) and Kawachi (1974) indicate the 

contrast between pelitic and psammitic rocks on a regional scale. 

Trace Elements 

On the basis of one coexisting pelit:ic-psammitic schist pair 

(35634, 35635) and the unalter.ed schists with varying proportions of 

pelitic and psammitic components, it is concluded that pelitic schists 

are enriched relative to psammitic schists in all the trace elements 
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Relationship between Al 2o3 and Sio2 contents and litl1ologies 
of the .::;chisi:s. 'l'he black area in circle represents 
proportion of pelitic schist in each sample. Da.shed lines 
connect coexisting pelitic-psammitic schist pairs. 
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measured (rare earth elements 1 Ni, Cu 1 Zn 1 Rb, Sr, Y, Zr 1 Pb, 'I'h, Nb 1 

Mo 1 Sn 1 Sb 1 Cs 1 Ba 1 and U) except As (see 'rables D. 3 and D. 4) . 'i'hese 

results agree wi t..h the tendf~ncy for shales to be en:eiched in most trace 

elements relative to sa..t1dstones (Krauskopf, 1967; l'iedepohl, 1970). 

Ho\'lever, Krauskopf observed Zr and the rare earths are enriched in 

sandstones because of the presence of resistant minerals such as 

zircon and monazite, whereas the process ·of adsorption of trace 

elements on clays and organic material is probably :t.esponsible for the 

enrichment of trace elements in shales. Bc.tt (1974) analysed two 

pelitic and two psai111tlitic schists by X-ray fluorescE.nce anci revealed 

no correlation between trace element: concentration a.nd lithology. 

Again, mor.e extensive sampling would clarify the relationship between 

trace element conteats a.:1d lithology. 

D. 3 ALTEKED SCHISTS - MA,JOR ELEMENTS 

'I'he variation in chemical composition of the schists dae to 

hydrothermal alterati.on is depicted in Figure D.2. T11e magnh.udes of 

cxide variations in unalte.red schists are evident. in the data 

represP.>1ting schists more i:han 2 m from the lode. The \'might percent 

data have been converted to weight (grams) per 1000cm3 volmne of 

schist to all~w det.ermination of the actual variation in mass of each 

oxide with alteration,rather than the oxide abundance relative to 

other oxides. The specific gravity of the schists, determinec1 by 

the hydrostatic balance method described by Holmes (1921) , is lower in 

the altered schists (2. 75- 2.80) than in the unaltered schists 

(2. 80 - 2. 85; see Appendix D. 3) • If the structure and texture of 

altered and unaltered rocks are similar, al·t:eration is more like}.y 

to have occurred at constant volume than at conGtant weight (Neyer and 

Remley, 1967). 

Apart from the intense veining by quartz and calcite, the 

texture of the altered schist is similar to that of the u11altered 

schist, the schistosity and lithological layering having been preserved. 

Therefore, the magnitude of volume change is probably small and may 

be assumed to be negligible for the discussion of variation in oxide 

abundances. 
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Distribution Patterns 

(1) Ca0 1 Fe203 and Si02 decrease in abundance in the schists as the 

lode is approached (Fig. D.2). 

Calcium Oxide - All sections display a strong decrease (approximately 

70g/1000cm3) in CaO in the altered schists resulting from dissolution 

by the mineralizing fl u.id of amphibol.e, epidote, and pumpellyi·te and 

removal of ca2+ 1 presumably to the lode conduit. The schist 

inunediately adjacent to the lode shows a s::.~all increase in CC'') 

content due to the presence of secondar~ calcite. 

Ferric Oxide - Most of the Fe2o3 in the schists is contained in 

epidote; hence the decrease in Fe203 abundance as the lode is 

approached is in resi_)onse to the removal of most of the epidote from 

the ::ltered schist. It should be noted that analysis of ferrc..us iron 

in the schists b:z· the method of Wilson (1955) does not measure E·e2+ 

contained in pyrite and arsenopyrite (see Max-vmll 1 1968, p. 209). 

x..,..ray fluorescene;e analysis of total iron deterfnines all iron in t.he · 

.3chists inclu.dins Fe2+ in sulphides. Therefore, Fe203 (in weight 

percenr) calculated fro~ the difference between Feb and total iron in 

schists containing significant arnountsof st~lphides (i.e. -v;ithin 0,5 m 

of the lode) is larger than the actual Fe203 content. For example, 

if an altered f:chist contains 0.5 wt. % s, ·the amount of pyrj_te 

containing this sulphur would be 0.94 wt. %1 and the Fe203 content of 

the schist would be overestimat:ed by 0. 55 \vt. %. Hence I in som~ 

schists (e.g. 31B71, 31872) Fe203 may be practically absent. Some 

pyrite-rich schist inclusions c.nd schist immediately adjacent to the 

lode (31952, 31953, 35500) have high measured Fe203 values relative to 

other schists immediately adjacent to the lode (Appendix D,l). The 

decrease in actual Fe203 abundance as the lode is approached is 

therefore more pronounced than the ~Ta.riation depicted in Fig. D. 2, 

Fe203 in the immediate wall-rock schists is contained in most instances 

only as minor amounts in chlorite and muscovite, 

Silica - Sio2 contents in the unaltered schists show extreme fluctuations 

in all sections except GDDH 26a(HW), these fluctuations tending to 

obscure the sio2 variation due to mineralization. A general trend of 

Si02 decreasing towards the lode is apparent in schists 'l'li thin 5 m of 

the lode and this is supported by variations within the open cast and 

GDDH 26a(HW) sections. 
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{2) co2 , K2o, H2o, FeO, and S increase in abundance in the schists 

as the lode is approached. 

· Carbon Dioxide - co2 is contained only in calcite which is ru)sent from 

unaltered schists but ubiquitous in·altered schists. Most of the C02 

in the altered schists was introduced from the hydrothermal fluid, 

although some may have resulted from oxidation of carbon within the 

schist. 

Potash - Although individual sections show strong fluctuations in the 

K2o content of the schists 1 there is a gene.t·al increase in K20 

abundance ;1i th decreasing distance from the lode, The increase in 

K20 content is most conspicuous in 9 Le\rel {Sl31) section. 

Sericitization of the wall-rock schists involved introduction of K+ 

from the hydrothermal fluid. ThP. K20/Na20 ratios in the schists 

increase as the lode is approached (Fig. D. 3) , al thO\!.gh some individual 

sections {e.g. GDDH 26a {F'H)) contain schists with ·widely varying 

K20/Na20 values and r..o overall increase in K20/N"l20 with decreasing 

distance from the lode. There is a sharp increase in K2,0/Na20 ratios 

at a distance of 0.5 to 1 m from the lode in three sections, the 

increase probably coinciding with the botmdary of intense sericitization 

in t.he altered schists. Schis'c inclusions in the lcde (31952, 31953) 

are intensely sericitized, and thus have the highe.st K20/Na2o values. 

Data of Batt (1974) and Finlayson (1907) further demonstrate that 

altered schists adjacent to minerRlized lodes in Otago have higher 

K20/Na20 ratios than unaltered schists. 

Wnter - H2o contents show a slight increase as the lode is approached 

in all sections except GDDII 26a (fr;n section. 

Ferrous Oxide - FeO contents fluctuate considerably but show a general 

increase towards the lode. However, the FeO values quoted for the 

altered schists do not include Fe2+ which is combined with S and As 

in pyrite and arsenopyrite (see above section on Fe2o3), Therefore, 

total Fe2+ would show a greater increase towards the lode. 

Sulphur - Although not analysed in this study, sulphur increases in 

abundance towards the lode as observed 'in the variation in abundance 

of sulphides. Batt {1974) reported up to 2 wt. % S in schists 

immediately adjacent to the lode. 
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· ·~umina, Soda and Magnesi~ - The remaining major elements (11.lz03, Na2o 

and MgO) and minor elaments (Tio2 , PzOs, and MnO), although involved 

in the mineral alterations, show no consistent variat.ions in abundance 

with distance from the lode. 

Ot.her Studies of Hydrothermal Alteration in the Otago Schists. . . 

Comprehensive studies of wall-rock alteration in the vicinity 

of the scheeli te- and gold-bearing quartz lodes in t.he Haast Schist of 

Otago are lacking, possibly because there is only a subtle cc...1trast in 

the appearance of altered and unaltered schist but mainly :bacans-=J the 

lodes and their \vall-rocks >'lhere accessible are usually intensely 

weathered, 

Batt (1974), from analysis of eight altered schists from Mt 

Juda!1 1 noted a sharp increase in K20/Na20 ratios, an increase in 

MgO/Total Fe rat.ios adjacent +:o a ::;eakly-mineralized ore zone, a.'l.d 

increases in COz, S, cmd As. Hm;ever, Batt sampled in a. single 

traverse only as far as 90 em from the lode, thus not reaching 

!)ackground chemL~al compositions representing unaltered schists. 

Conseq'.;.ently, the variatic::1s in CaO, Fe2o3 , and Sio2 \<Jere not observed. 

Finlayson (1907) reported chemical analyses of altered anti unaltered. 

schists adjacent to scheelite lodes at Glenorchy and Macraes Flat 

indicating loss of Sio2 , Fe2o 3 , FeO, cao, and MgO during hydrothermal 

alteration, but gain in K2o, Fes2 and co2 • Finlayson's trends, 

derived from only two altered-unaltered schist pairs, agree with the 

trends in oxide variations (except MgO) obtained in this si.t,dy. 

Analyses of schists adjacent to gold-bearing quartz lodes in Otago 

(Finlayson, 1908) reveal loss of Fe203, ?eO, cao, and Tio2 , but gain 

in Sio2 , Al2o3 , Fes2 , co2 , and H2o relative to unaltered schists. 

Notable departures from the wall-rock alteration associated with 

scheelite lodes are the gain in Sio2 andAlzo3 , the loss of TfOz, and 

the absence of any increase in KzO. Ti4+ contained in sphene and 

amphiboles would be released as the minerals breakdown during alteration, 

&ld may have contributed to the formation of secondary sphene or rutile 

in the lodes and/or in the wall-rock schists. If most of the Ti4+ is 

redeposited within the schists, no depletion in TiOz would be observed 

as in this study. Crystallization of large amounts of hydrothermal 

quartz and albite in the i~~ediate wall-rock schist could account for 



increased Si02 and Al203. Depending on the choice of samples, it 

could be possible to observe an apparent invariant K2o con·tent in 

wall-rock schists (cf GDDH 26a (FW) section, Fig. D.2). If quartz 

veins were included in the schist samples ru1alysed, the Sio2 content 

of the schists would show an increase towards the lode. 

The Magnitude of Hetasomatic Exchange during A_!teration 

Dll 

Hemley and Jones (1964) emphasized the impo:r·t.ance of hvdrogen 

metasomatism in wall-rock alteration associated with the fonnation of 

hydrothermal ore deposits, and noted the previous apparent obs...:urity 

of this process was due to the repo:;:ting of gains and losses in the 

altered rock in terms of weight percent oxides. Interaction betr:men 

rock and a hydrothe:;::mal solui;ion with a lm·: metal-cation/hydrogen-ion 

activ.i ty ratio may result in the breakdown of certain mi:.1era.ls because 

the cation/H+ activi t:y ratio in solu"tion is below the limits of 

stability of those minerals. Corsequently, in an attempt to :;:estore 

equilibrium, exchange of c;1t.ions and hydrogen ions may occur ~'Je"l:,vsen 

solution and rock,, so as to im::rease abundonce of hydrous minerals in 

the rocX. and the activity of metal cations in solution, For exCID.ple, 

sericitization of ~icrocline releases K+ tc solution in exchan(;e fo:;: 

H+, this proc2ss of hydrolysis bt-~ing a form of hydrogen metasomatism 

(Remley and Jor..:'\s 1 1964). 'l'he magnitude of the chemical alte.cation 

.therefore is best determined from comparison of the cJram equivalents of 

cations added to and lost from a fixed volu..tt~e of wall rock (e.g. Heyer 

and Hemley, 1967). 

In all sections, except 9 Level (S131), the averaqe chemical 

composition of three or four urtalte:red schists was determined (1.\!:.)pendix 

D.3) as a basis for comparison of the altered-schist chemical changes. 

The gains and losses in gram equivalents of elements in the altered 

schists relative to the average unaltered (or background) schist 

composition are tabulated in Table D.2. The standard deviations of 

the unaltered schist compositions from the average unaltered schist 

composition also are provided in Table D.2. 

n+, c4+, K+, Fe2+, and Hg2+ are, with few e}weptions 1 added to 

the altere.d schists, whereas si4+, ca2+, and Fe3+ are lost. The losses 

in si4+ anc1 ca2+ are relatively large and account for the nett loss of 

bases in the altered schists. The net.t loss is usually smaller than 



TABLE D.2: Gains and losses in elements in gram equivalents per 
1000 cm3 of schist during hydrothermal alteration. Data 
in columns marked S.D. are the standard deviations of 
unaltered schist oxide compositions from the average 
'background' schist composition. KS = Kaolinite Subzone, 

IS = Intermediate Subzone, /MZ = Marginal Zone. 
OPENCAST .. GDDH 26a (HW) 

Dl2 

31871 31872 31873 31874 S.D. 

si
4

+ -6.59 -10.65 -5.26 -6.19 3.53 

Ti4+ 0.0 + 0.10 +0.15 +0.15 0.18 

Al
3

+ +0.06 - 0.41 +0.88 +1.12 0.85 

Fe
3

+ -0.90 - 0.98 -0.38 -0.38 0.23 

35617 35619 35618 35620 S.D. 

-3.06 -0.73 -0.33 -0.73 0.82 

2+ Fe +0.70 + 1.17 +0.58 +0.67 0.64 
2+ 

Mn 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0, 

Mg2+ +0.25 + 0.74 +0.50 +0.4":' 0.56 

ca2+ -1.86 - 1.29 -1.39 -0.50 0.92 
+ Na -0.10 - 0.29 +1.35 +0.65 0.34 

+0.45 + 0.36 +0.42 -0.36 0.19 

+0.14 + 0.14 +0.14 +0.14 

c 4+ +3.09 + 3.82 +0.18 +1.18 0.0 

+0.67 + 2.22 -0.22 +0.67 0.68 

Gain +5.36 + 8.55 +4.20 +5.03 

Loss -9.45 -13.62 -7.25 -7.43 

Nett -4.09 

KS 

5.07 -3.05' -2.40 

IS MZ 
------~--------~------~. 

GDDH 26a (FH)_ 

-0.05 -0.10 -0.25 -0.15 0.08 

0.0 +0.71 -0.82 -0.24 0.28 

-0.94 -0.86 -0.79 +0.30 0.20 

+0.08 +0.06 -0.22 -0.86 0.32 

0.0 -0.03 -0.03 o.o 

-0.30 -0.65 -0.65 -0.55 0.18 

-2.00 -3.14 -1.89 +0.46 0.30 

+0.26 +0.39 -0.03 +0.06 0.25 

+0.11 +0.28 +0.25 -0.06 0.12 

o.o o.o -0.14 o.o 

+3.27 +u.64 +3.00 -0.09 o.so 

+1.22 +1.22 -0.33 -0.67 0.60 

+4.94 +3.30 ~3.25 +0.82 

-6.35 -5.51 -5.15 -3.35 

-1.41 -2.21 -1.90 -~,53 

KS IS AZ 

35607 35608 35610 35611 35612 S.D. 

9 LEVEL (Sl31) 

35600 35601 35602 

Si4+ -3.93 ~7~25 -2.40 -3.39 +2.40 4.88 -1.20 +0.67 -1.53 

Ti
4

+ 0.0 +0.10 0.0 +0.05 -0.20 0.10 

A13+ -0.76 +0.29 -0.82 +0.47 -3.88 1.71 
3+ 

Fe -0.83 -0.68 --0.15 -0.26 -0.41 0.10 

Fe2+ +0.64 +0.56 +0.17 +0.64 -0.56 0.21 
2+ 

Mn 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Mg 2+ +0.30 +0.35 +0.40 +0.60 -0.55 0.22 

ca
2
+ -1.29 -1.71 +0.25 0.0 +0.61 0.17 

+ Na +0.48 +0.10 0.0 +0.10 +0.35 0.26 

K+ +0.04 +0.59 -0.21 0.0 -0.32 0.28 

-0.14 -0.14 0.0 -0.14 -0.28 

c
4

+ +2.18 +0.91 +0.09 +0.45 +2.64 o.61 

H+ +1.78 +2.11 +1.11 +1.67 -1.00 0.51 

Gain +5.42 

Loss -6.95 

Nett -1.53 

+5.01 +2.02 +3.98 +6.00 

-9.78 -3.58 -3.79 -7.20 

-4.77 -1.56 +0.19 -1.20 .___ _ __, '---------' 
KS IS 

·-o.os -o.os +o.o5 

-0.06 -0.41 +0.18 

-0.56 -0.86 -0.19 

-0.06 +0.45 +0.25 

-0.03 o.o 0.0 

o.o +0.05 +0.10 

-2.57 -2.61 -0.75 

-0.10 +0.32 +0.23 

+0,59 +0.17 +0.02 

-0.28 -0.28 -0.28 

+0.82 -0.55 o.o 

+0.67 +1.33 +0.78 

+2.08 +2,99 +1.61 

~4.91 -4.76 -2.75 

-2.83 -1.77 -1.14 

IS 



' 
TABLE D. 3: Trace element concentrations (in ppm), determined by XRr analysis, in r1t. 

Judah schists and one lode sample. Some elements in eight samples v1ere 
analysed by spark source mass spectrometry, and these analyses are 
denoted by asterhks. · 

Ni Cu 

1. OPENCAST SECTION 
31881 
31871 
31872 
31873 
31874 
31875 
31877 
31878 

20 
21 
22 
20 
14 
20 
16 

25 
20 
26 
21 
20 
20 
27 

Zn 

91 
96 
92 
94 
76 
93 
80 

Rb 

11* 
:>60* 

57* 
33 
38 

Sr 

120"k 

131 
160 
375 
460 

y 

6.8* 
33* 

31* 
26 
29 

::-60·k 451 36* 

472 
>60* 471 39* 

2. NO 9 LEVEL, SCHIST INCLUSIONS. 

31952 12 7 66 154 

31953 15 18 92 168 

3. NO 9 LEVE~ 131) 

35600 19 36 
35601 21 33 

35602 
35603 
35604 
356CS 

20 
15 
18 

17 

4. GDDH 26a (FW) 

38 
28 
28 
21 

35507 16 35 
35608 
35610 
35611 
35612 
35613 
35614 
35615 

21 
18 
20 

19 

17 

5. GDDH 26a (HW) 
35617 
' 35619 

16 
13 
12 
16 
17 
14 

38 
23 
33 

33 

27 

15 
13 
13 
18 
14 
15 

96 
95 

97 
99 
89 
98 

97 
97 
90 

103 

91 

100 

81 
79 
77 
76 
88 
80 

137 

101 
117 
83 
93 

76 

78 

62 

71 

118 
246 

79 
104 
333 
423 

4 
',. 
~J 

20 

27 
'? .:L 

347 29 
426 29 

140 

138 
356 
350 
377 
349 29 

417 
452 

170 16 
103 
183 
477 26 
441 
495 25 
453 

35618 
35620 
35622 
35624 
35626 
35628 >60* 435 32* 

6. NO 9 L.EYEL, PELITI~- PSJ~~f·HTI~SCHIST. 

35634 24 28 107 >60* 430 32* 
35635 16 18 72 44* 236 16* 

Zr Pb 

<10* 
171 
179 
185 
195 

<5.0* <0.3* lode 

psa 

psa 

psa 

psa 

16* 7.5* adj. 

0.5 
0.85 
1.2 
2.5 
3.0 
4.8 

14* 7.8* 
10 5 

7 4 

165 15* 

.186 20~' 

16!1 
199 

153 
153 
148 

172 

9 

8 

13 

15 

15 

154 14 
147 9 

163 
194 
165 
163 
162 
163 > 17 

180 
172 

163 8 
172 
171 
150 10 
195 
155 5 

172 
177 16* 

7.0* psa 

psa 

10* psa 

12 
8 

12 

4 

12 

d.psa incl. 

d.pel incl. 

d.pel adj. 

d.pel 0.4 
psa/pel 0.6 
d.pel 0.9 

6 d.psa 1.2 
6 · d.pel 1.65 

6 

6 

4 

2 

p~a/pe 1 adj. 

d.pel 0.20 
d.psa 0.9 
d.psa 1.45 

psa/pel 2.0 
psa/pel 2.8 
d.pel 3.6 
d. pel 4.~. 

psa adj. 
psa 0.15 

psa 0.4 
psa 5.8 
psa 10.8 

psa 18 · 

psa 24 

9 .. 1* psa 32 

182 25* 19* pel 

163 7.4* 8.3* psa 

0.9 

0.9 ________ ,._., ________ _ 
Cu Zn Rb Sr y Zr Pb Th 

t; lithology - psa = >95% psammitic; pel = >95%.p·<Olitic; d.psa = 60-95% psammitic; 
d.pel = 60-95% pelitic; psa/pel = 40-60% psc~l;mitic, see definitions, page Bl. 

lT x =distance from lode, in metres. adj = schist irrrilediately adjacent to lode; 
incl = schist inclusion in lode. 
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2.5. gram equivalents but in some schists reaches 5 gram equivalents. 

Meyer and Hemley (1967) concludedbase extraction is 'Vleak in chlorite

and carbonate-rich alteration assemblages typical of gold-quartz 

mineralization in metamorphic terrains,. Altered rocks 

adjacent to porphyry copper and vein deposits in granodiorites 

display nett loss of bases up to 9 gram equivalents. 

In three of the four sections, the nett loss of bases is 

largest in the schist 0.15 to 0.5 m from the lode, the schist 

inunediately adjacent to the lod:: being less depleted as a result of 

deposition of hydrothern:al minerals such as quartz, calcite, rutile 

and sphene. Gains and losses of indlvidual elements reach maxima in 

the schist between 0.15 and 0.5 m from "!:.he lode in at least two 

sections - opencast and GDDH 26a (FW). However, the overall trend is 

one of increasing gains and losses of elements towards the lode, the 

least-altered schists of the marginal 

gains and losses. 

zone having the smallest 

The opencast section is c-haracterized by l~rge individual and 

to·t:al gains and losses relative to the other sections, in pa.rticular 

9 Level (Sl31) section. For example, between 5 and 11 g:::-am equiva::..ents 

of si4+ were lost from the altered psammitic schists of the opencast 

section contrasting with losses of less th;;:.n 3 gram eo;;;tivalents si4+ 

in the GDDH 26a (HW) and 9 Level (Sl31) sections which consist of 

psammitic &nd dominantly-pelitic schist respectively. Psammitic wall

rocks, possessing high permeability and containing· large amounts of 

readily-altered minerals such as amphibole, epidote; and pumpellyite, 

would expe:t:ience a higher degree of base exchange than pelitic 

schists during alteration. 

D .4 ALTERED SC~IISTS - TRAC~ ELEMENTS 

Distribution Patterns 

Strontium 

Altered schists (80 -180 ppm Sr) in a zone within 0.5 m of the 

lode are depleted in Sr relative to unaltered schists (350- 500 ppm Sr; 

Fig. D.4). The strong geochemical coherer:.ce of Sr and Ca (Turekian and 

Kulp, 1956) is demonstrated in the similar patterns of Sr and CaO 

variation with distance from the lode (Fig. D.4). 
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On t.he basis of data from Sternberg·· et · al •. (1959) 1 Taylor (1965a), 

Cruft. {1966) 1 Griffin and Murthy· (1969) 1 and Barraclough and Reay 

(1970) , the ratios of CaO (ppm) to Sr (ppm) in the calcium--bearing 

minerals in the Glenorchy area were estimated; and the minerals were 

separated into thl':ee groups: low-CaO/Sr minerals (<300: scheelite 1 

sphene 1 apatite); intermediate-CaO/Sr minerals (300- 1000: epidote, 

pumpellyite: actinolite); high CaO/Sr minerals (>1,000: calcite). The 

breakdo~~ of the actinolite and some of the epidote and pumpellyite to 

solution, and the deposition of calcite from solution ~.;ould c:::.use a 

nett increase in the CaO/Sr ratio in the altered schist. 

The altered schists wi·thin 0.5 m af the lode have an averag~ 

CaO/Sr ratio of 148 (range 116 - 189, Fig. D. 5) , whereas the C=..O/Sr 

ratio in the remaini.ng a}.tera·tion-zone schists and unalterBd schists 

averages 93 ( range 67 - 116) • Crystallization of calcite in the lode 

was generally preqed~d by scheelite crystallization and therefore Sr 

would be incorporated into the scheelite leaving the hydrothermal 

solution depleted in Sr. .zmalyses by Bar.rac:lougll and Reay (1970) 

indicate concentrations of 0. 22 - 0. 65% SrO :J.n the Glenorchy scheeli te. 

The crystallizat i.on of calcite from Sr-depleted solutions, together 

with the relative incompatibility of sr2+ i:t the calcite structure 

(Taylor 1 1965a) 1 would res1.:l t in s~·-depleted calcites and increased 

CaO/Sr ratios in the altered schists closest to the lodes. As much as 

2/3 of the CaO content of the altered schistsare contained i!l 

hydrothermal calcite. The patb::•rn of Sr variation ~;it.h distance from 

the lode more closely resembles the primary CaO pattern tha!l t.he total 

CaO pattern, especially in the schist within 1 m of the lode (Fig. 

D,4), supporting the contention that hydrothermal calcite contains 

relatively small amounts of Sr. 

Yttriu..rn 

Yttrium abundance decreases towards the lode ih two sections 

(GDDH 26a (HW), 9 Level (Sl31), Fig. D.6) and the lowest Y concentrations 

are found in the two schist inclusions (31952, 31953) in the lode. 

Lambert and Holland (1974) demonstrated an association of Y with Ca-

minerals, and therefore, it is not unexpected that Y decreases in 

abundance towards the lode, concurrent with the depletion of Ca-

minerals in the altered schist. At least 0.3% Y was found in two 

scheelite samples from Nevada hydrothermal ores by Hsu and Galli (1973) 1 



TABLE D.4:Trace element concentrations, obtained by spark source mass spectrometry, in 
psammitic schists, a lode sample, and coexisting pelitic-psammitic schist 
layers. Concentrations in ppm, 

I 
. I 

----------
Sample No. 31881 31871 31872 31875 31878 3562B# 35634* 35635* 

Location Opencast Opencast Opencast Opencast Opencast GDDH 26a 9 Level 9 Level (HH) 
Lithology lode psa+ psa psa psa psa pal psa 

Dist. from adj$ 0.5 2.5 4.8 32 0.9 0.9 lode (m) 

"' --.-------··-
As >100 100 7.0 12 15 15 4.8 5.8 ~ 

Nb 5.1 12 11 12 12 13 11 7 r.: 
r 

t~o 5.5 3.1 7.0 4.0 8.0 n.d. n.d. 
Sn <1.0 <1.0 2.5 1.2 2.4 3.1 1.6 

Sb 5.2 1.8 1.2 0.7 l.O 1.1 1.6 0.9 ~ 

Cs <0.3 5.4 3.2 ?..3 2.3 2.5 6.0 1.7 

Ba <50 460 390 500 570 460 730 310 

La 2.5 25 27 23 21 21 33 13 

Ce 4.5 48 45 45 40 42 79 35 

Pr <1.0 5.9 6.2 4.7 4.8 5.9 7.1 3.7 

Nd <3.0 24 23 22 20 27 31 17 

Sm <i'.O 4.j ll,fi 4.5 4.1 7.0 6.4 3.5 
~ 

Eu <0.7 1.1 1.5 1.1 1.1 1.8 1.7 0.91 
Gd <3.0 4.9 5.2 4.6 4.4 6.1 6.7 3.8 

Tb <0.3 0.3 0.67 0.4 0.47 0. 75 0.86 0.~,6 

Dy <0.3 :Ll 3.6 2.8 2.3 5.0 4.4 2.5 

Ho <0.3 0. 70 0.70 0.39 0.51 0.34 0.95 0.51 

E; <0.6 1.9 2.1 1.6 1.4 2.3 2.7 1.3 

Yb <1.0 2.1 2.3 1.2 1.4 ?..6 2.9 1.6 

u <0.5 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.5 .:0.5 3.3 L7 

-----~.--.... -----~-------· -
* 35634 and 35635 are pelitic ~nd psammitic layers that were separated from one schist "' 

sample from No. 9 Level 

~ sample from schist immediately adjacent to Glenorchy Lode. 

# 35628 is from the drillhole section, GDDH 26a (HW), and represents b3.ckground 
(unaltered schist) trace element values. 

+ psa, pel - see Table D. 3 

n.d. not detected, 

;> 
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the Glenorchy Lode. Y in opencast section determined by 
spark source mass spectrometry; remainder by XRF. Black 
area represents proportion of pelitic schist in each smnple. 
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who noted scheel.i·tes of p.egmati tic and contact. metasomatic origins were 

relatively depleted in Y. 

Tin 

There is a tendency for tin to decrease in abundance towards the 

lode. sn4+ may substitute for Ti 4.+ in sphene 1 ·and may also occur in 

sulphides, particularly chalcopyrite, sphalerite, and galena, the first 

two being present in the unaltered schists but absent from the altered 

schists. 

Rubidium and·cesium \ 
The Rb content in the schists closest to the lode tends to be 

higher than in the unaltered schist i.n 9 Level (8131) section_ There 

is a distinct correlation between Rb content and the K2o (and 

muscovite) content of the schists (Fig. D.7). 

Data from the opencast section show that the Cs concentration 

increases in the schist as the lode is approached. 

Tungsten 

The lack of calibration da'!:a for tunysten on the spark source 

mass spP.ctromete::.: precl.udec'i meas11rement of t.ungsten conc"":Ltrations. 

However, comparison of the ratios of .the intensity of the wl84 line to 

·the intensity of the Lul76 inte:mal standard line for each sample 

analysed, allowed determination of the relative variation in tungsten 

ab~~dance in the wall-rock schists. This r~tio is proportion~l to the 

tungsten concentratio:.1. 

The wl84jLul76 ratios in the wall-rock schist increase to\'lard.s 

the lode (Table D.S). Batt (1974) obtainedr by XRF analysis, background 

W values in greenschists and quartzo£eldspathic schist of 0.6- 1 ppm, 

these values being lower than average W contents of shales and schists 

(1- 2 ppm, Turekian and Wedepohl, 1961; Krauskopf, 1970). 

The fivefold W-enrichment in the wall rock relative to unaltered 

schist is small compared with enricr~ent of other elements in other lode 

deposit chemical halos (e.g. 10- 200 fold, Bailey and McCormick, 1974). 

Arsenic 

The arsenic abundance in the wall-rock schist decreases rapidly 

from the. lode ·towards backg-round levels (10 ppi:n) •.vi thin 0. 5 m of the lode 

{Table D.4). Much higher arsenic abundances were determined by Batt 
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TABLE D. 5 : Relative Tungsten content of wall-rock schists. 

-·· 
I 

- I Distance 
I -1 ~ 

wl84/Lul76 Sample No. Description from t.he I I 
lode 

31871 psammitic schist (opencast, adjacent 0.48 
H"w) 

31872 psammitic schist (opencast, 0.5 m 0.20 
HW) 

31873 psam."lli tic schist (opencast, 0.85 m 0.1 
HW) 

31908 psammitic schist (GDDH 27a, 53.5 m 0.1 
m,n 

'Specpure 1 silica - 0.07 
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(1800 ppm; 1974) in.schist adjacent to ths Glenorchy Lode, and Perriarn 

(1000 ppm; 1971) in lode and \'lall-rock schist in the Carrick gold field 

of Central Otago. Al·though euhedral arsenopyrite .occurs in the wall

rock schist at Glenorchy 1 ii: is more abundant in the pelitic wall-rocks 

of the Paradise lodes (31945, 35691). 

Antimony 

The Sb content of the wall rock decreases away from the lode to 

a background level of 1 ppm (Table D.4}. Stibnite (sb2s3} has been 

rGported as a lode mineral in many areas of the Otago schists (e.g. 

Carr.:L.:::k gold field, Williams 1 1974; Waipori field, Finlayson, 1907}. 

Antimony occurs in trace amounts in arsenopyrite. 

Copper 

The copper content in the schist increases towards the lode in 

only one section (9 LeYel (Sl31}}, possibly suqgesting that some C1.1 

originated from the hydrothermal fluids. Chalcopyrite (C~~eS2} is rare 

in the Glenorchy Lode (Batt, 1974; Williams, 1974) • 

. Molybdenum 

There is no cm1sistent variation in Mo abunda!!ce with distance 

from the lode, Molybdenum is geochemically similar in behaviour to 

tungsten, anci complete srlid solution may exist between sC'hee::lite and 

powellite (CaMo04}, However, Reed (1946) anc'l Barraclough and Reay 

(J 970} did not detect any molybdenum in Otago and Marlbo:cough 

scheelites. There are no knm·m reports of Mo-mine:~:als in the lodes. 

Nickel, Zinc, Zirconium, Lead, and Thorium 

The Ni, Zn, Zr, Pi1, and Th distribution patterns fluctuate 

considerably, showing no clear trends (Table D. 3) • Pyrrhotite., which 

may contain up to l% Ni (Ramdohr, 1969}, and sphalerite {ZnS} occur as 

accessories in the Glenorchy schists. Williams (1974) reports the 

rare occurrence of sphalerite in the Glenorchy lodes. Galena (PbS) 

occurs rarely in the Glenorchy Lode (Batt, 1974). 

Rare Earths, Niobium, Barium, and Uranium 

These ele:nents show no consistent trends in the wall-rock schist, 

and their distribution appears to have been unaffected by the hydro

thermal solutions (Table D.4). Hsu and Galli (1973) sought, but failed 

to detect, REE in the scheelite-powellite (Cal-1o04) mineral series. 
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D. 5 'l'HE ORIGINS OF LODE-FORtviiNG ELEHENTS 

The source of elements incorporated i.n gold and scheelite 

mineralization in the Haast Schist has long been the subject of debate. 

Park (1908), Finlayson (1908), Williamson. (1.939) , and Reed (1945) 

believed the mineralizing fluids and elements '\!;ere derived from a 

magma which remained unexposed below the schist belt (see INTRODUCTION, p.7). 

Lack of evidence for an igneous batholith at shallow levels in the 

schist pile resulted in the sug·gestion that gold and tungsten were 

derived from the schist itself 1 either from the imrnediate cou:'"'try rock 

by lateral secretion (Marshall, 1918; Morgan, 1920; Bishop, 1973) or 

from Au- or vJ- enriched hori2.;ons (metasediment or metavolcanic) which 

had been leached of Au and W by hydrothermal solutions that s'msequently 

transported the tungsten and sold to the mineralized areas (Mutcll, 

1969; Bishop, 1973; Ba-tt, 1974; Hilliams, 1974; Henley eta~., 1976). 

Silicon 

'l'he hydrothermal alte:::-ation of the s:zhists resulted in the 

breakd0\\'!1 of actinolite, epidote, pumpellyite, sphene, and st:i.lpnomelane 

and the removal cf large amoun1.:s of Si 4+ (up to 11 gram equivalents) 

and ca2+ (up ~:o 2. 5 gr:>.rr. equivalents) , and lesser amounts of Fe3+ to 

the hydrothermal fJuid. 

Assuming an average width of 1.5 m (Hutch, 1969) for the 

alteration zone, and an average depletion of 100g/l000cm3 (about 6,6 

gram equivalents) , a column of schist, 10 em square and 1. 5 n' long·, on 
'~ 

both sides of the lo:::e, \'Jould lose a total of 3000 g of Si02 dur~~ng 

alteration. The Glenorchy Lode averages approxi!llately l. 5 m j,n 

width (from data in Nutch, 196'::, and Batt, 1974) anu the quartz veins 

within the lode have an average thickness of 0.3 m (from Batt, 1074, 

and unpublished map, Alex Harvey Industries). Sio2 leached from 

schist within the lode, as well as Sio2 from the wall rock, may allow 

development of a quar·tz vein up to 15; em thick. Insufficient quartz 

\'lould be provided by the immediate wall-rock schists by a lateral 

secretion mechanism to account for all the lode quartz. Approximately 

50% of 'che quartz ;·li thin the lode probably has been introduced by the 

hydrothermal fluid from elsewhere in the metamorphic pile. A similar 

conclusion was reached by Beach (1974) who investigated the en echelon 

veins in a shear zone in Carboniferous greywacke of North Cornwall 

(England). He found that although some quartz in the veins was derived 



from adjacent wall-rock, the rest of the silica mus·t have been 

introduced from ah external source by means of ·the pore fluid. In 

contrast, Heyer and Remley (1967), in discussing the wall rocks of 

the Mother. Lode (California) and the Yellowknife veins, note ·the 

"losses of silica are more than sufficient to acco· •. mt for all the 

quartz of the veins". 

Calcium 
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About 40g/1000cm3 of ca2+ (2 gram equivalents) removeo from the 

1.5 m wide, 10 em square alteration-zone schist and lode schist would 

amount to l200g ca2+ available for foxmation of scheelite and calcite 

in the lode, An ore grade, over the lode width, of 0.5 % CaW04* 

r:::.quires only 28 g ca2+ for the formation of scheeli.te in the 10cm2 

colmfu~. Accurate data on the abundance of calcite in the lode are 

not available:; but em the basis of .:. J;:"easonable a.ssuniption that calcite 

constit11te~ 5% of the lode, 800 g ca2+ would J:,c: required for the 

formation of calcite. Therefore, the amount of ca2+ relea.sed £'rom the 

wall-rock schists <luring hydrothermal alteration '\'!as sufficient to 

form the scheelite and calcite in the lode and also the calcit~ in the 

t.v-all-·rock schist. 

Iron 

The less in Fe 3+ resulting from the breakdown of epidote in the 

altered schists increased from 0. 3 gram equivalents in ·the least

a::;.tered schists to 0,6 to 1 g:ram equivalents immediately adja•:.ent t.o 

the lode, This loss is generally balanced by a gain in Fe2+ (Table D.2), 

but in E0me sections (e.g. GDDH 26a (HW), 9 Level (Sl31)), the loss in 

Fe3+ exceeds the gain in Fe2+. Much of the Fe2+ gained in the altered 

schi::::t, particularly ·within 0.5 m of the lode, is combined with S and 

As in pyrite and arsenopyrite. No Fe3+-rich minerals were deposited in 

the lode. Therefore 1: either Fe3+ released from epidotf.:'! migrated to the 

fluid conduit and was removed in the hydrothermal fluid, or the Fe3+ 

was reduced to Fe2+. 

The ratio of primary Fe2+jtotal primary Fe increases from 0.79 

(average) in the unaltered schists to more than 0.90 (es·timated, see 

section D. 3) in the schists im .. 'llediately adjacent to the lode, 

suggesting the wall rocks were subjected to relatively reducing 

conditions during mineralization compared with the conditions pertaining 

* See page D23. 
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duri.ng metamorphism. These values are similar to .those obtained by 

Kerrich et·al. (1977) for undeformed metabasalts adjacent to major shear 

zones (0.76) and gold-mineralized schists in.shear zones (0.95) in the 

Yellowknife Greenstone Belt. The decrease in oxidation state of the 

schists is consistent with transport of fluid in shear zones down a 

thermal gradient; that is, upwards in a metamorphic pile (Beach and 

Fyfe, 1972; Kerrich et al., 1977)1 and by referring their data to the 

fayalite-magnetite-quartz-H2o system, Kerrich et al. (1977) found that 

~his decrease in oxidation state required water/rock volume ratios of 

at least 3, 

The oxidation state. of the wall rocks around the Glenorchy Lo0es 

decreases as the lode is approached suggesting the Fe3+ derived mainly 

frorll breakdown of epidote .was reduced to Fe2+ and subsequ<~ntly was 

precipitated in chlorite and sulphides. Furthermore, by comparison 

'dth the Btudy of Kerrich et al. (1977), it is concluded that 

mineralization at Glenorchy was effected by large volumes of fJ.uid 

migratinq upwards in the conduits through the schist p5le. 

The coexistence of pyn:hoti te and pyrit:.e 1 and the absei;.ce of 

:magnetite in the unalterefl. schists indicates fs2 a1:d fo2 during 

met;::tUlorphism were approximately 10-7 and less 'than lo-30 respectively 

(using 400°C data of Ho:Uand, 1965). During mineralization fS2 and 

f02 values could have been higher and lower respectively. 

Pulphur 

The sulphur released from the breakdown of metamorphic sulphides 

in the altered schist would comprise an insignificant amount compared 

to the mass of sulphur required for formation of the hydrothermal 

sul,t:-hides. Consequently, the major portion of the sulphur involved in 

the formation of pyrite and arsenopyrite in the lode and the wa+l-

rock schists was introduced by the hydrothermal fluid. 

Potassium 

The high K20 contents in the altered schists resulted from 

introduction of K+ from the hydrothermal fluids. 

Tungsten 

On the basis of the oxygen isotope study (Chapter E), and the 

Fe2+/Total Fe data (above), the ore-forming fluid originated from deeper 

levels in the metamorphic pile, possibly from metamorphic dehydration 
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reactions during regional metamorphism. The tungsten may have 

originated in the same region from leaching of the schists by the 

resulting hydrothermal fluid (see Chapter F, section F.5). As the 

tungsten-bearing ore-forming fluid flowed through the lode conduit, 

dispersion of tungsten by fluid permeating laterally into the wall

rock schist should occur. The tungsten content of the wall-rock schist, 

possibly contained in trace scheelite in syn-mineralization veins, 

would decrease away from the lode in response to the decrease in the 

permeability and the decrease in the volume of hydrothermal fluid 

ti.1at was able to interact with a unit volume of wall rock. Thus, the 

patt2rn .of tungsten distribution (Table D.5) is compatible with a 

tungsten source outside the Glenorchy schists and deeper in the 

m2tamorphic pile. 

A similar tungsten distribution pattern could be obtained if 

the tungsten was O.eri ved by "J.ater,,l secretion" from the wall :t.ocks 

imrnedictely adjacent t;:> the mineralized lodes ::..nd in the vicinity of 

o:;:e deposition. Tungsten derivation by J.a·teraJ secretion would result 

in a Lroad zone of i:.ungsten depletion between unal'.::ered schist a::1d the 

enriched zone next to the lode. Such a deplet:Lon zone would be 

difficult to detect analytically as t-he diffe1::ence between background 

and depleted W levels may be the order of only 1 ppm. 'l_'he oxygen 

isotope study reveals o18-enrichment in the schist mineraJs in a 

10 - 20 m wide halo surrounding the Glenorchy Lode, indicating tha•c 

there was movement of fluid from the lode conduit into t:l1e Wo_ll-rock 

sch:i_st. Such a halo could no:: be formed by lateral secretion in the 

opposite direction. The oxygen isotope compositions of minerals 

within a 10- 20 m wide zone were altered by interaction with the 

hydr0thermal fluid. Outside this zone it appears that the passage of 

fluids after the peak of metamorphism has been insufficient to affect 

the oxygen isotope distribution, and therefore it is unlikely to have 

altered the tungsten distribution, except locally in syn-mineralization . 

fractures. 

Mutch (1969) estimated the average ore grade in the Glenorchy 

scheelite field to be 1.25% Cawo4 , but this is considered to be too 

high (see Williams, 1974, p. 418). On the basis of a conservative 

estimate of the ore grade, say 0,5% Cawo4 , and assuming the tungsten 

content of the quartzofeldspathic schists to be ·2 ppm, a tungsten 

enrichment factor of 1600 is necessary for themineralization process. 
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For a lode of average width 1. 5 m, tungsten derivation by lateral 

secretion would require.a source zone adjacent to the lode to.be at 

least 2.5 km wide. From the 'indicated' and 'inferred' ore reserves 

(Hutch, 1969), which are probably overestimated, the lode volume in 

the Glenorchy area is _1. 8 x lo-2 km3, and assuming 10096 leaching of the 

schists, the volume of thew source rock would be 29 km3 , equivalent 

to a 0.5 km thick column under the mineralized area (60 km2). For an 

ore grade of 1. 25 % CaW04, 50 % leaching, and 1 ppm I\1 in the source 

rock, the column required would be 5 km thick. 

Although the tungsten distribution pattern does not by itself 

disprove a lateral secretion origin for the tungsten, the oxygen 

isotopa data, the Fe2+ /l. Fe data, and the calculations imrolving t-he 

size of the tungsten source zone suggest the tungsten is mo.:::-e likely 

to have originated deeper in the schist J?ile, ana st:bsequently has 

been transported into the Glenorchy schists through fracture syste;:ns. 

Carbon 

Carbon is con·tained in the unaltered schists in the form of 

carbonaceous or graphitic r.:ate.dal. Batt (1971!) measur8d 0,2-0.6 wt. 

% graphite in the Glenorchy schists, and although scme of this carbon 

may have contributed to the formation of calcite! most carbon was 

introduced in the hydrothermal fluid as C02. 

Other Elern<::nts 

The presence of arsenic, antimony and molybdenum in th8 lodes 

and the enridunent of. rubidum, cesium and copper in the altered 

schists adjacent to the Glenorchy Lode relative to llnaltered schists 

are the result of introduction of these elements within the ore-forming 

£luids from a source deeper in the schist pile. Arsenic and antilLLony 

occur as sulphides in many mineralized areas of the Otago schists and 

undoubtedly have been introduced to the Glenorchy region in the 

hydrothermal fluid. K-bearing brines and saline solutions are 

commonly enriched in rubidium and cesium (Boyle, 1974), and semi

quantitative chemical analysis of inclusion fluid from lode quartz in 

the Bendigo gold field (Central Otago) indicates significant amounts of 

K+ ion were present in ore-forming fluids >-Tithin the Otago schists 

(Paterson, 1971). 
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Trace strontium included in scheelite appears to be derived in the 

most part from the >vall-rock alteration zone,· Mass balance calculations 

suggest there is no deficiency or e:x:cess of strontium removed from the 

wall rock compared with the strontium con·tent of the lodes. 

THE PRIMARY CHEMICAL HALO 

The development of primary chemical halos in country rock 

surrounding mineralized lode deposits was reviewed by Hawkes and Webb 

(1962) and Meyer and Hemley (19n7). They emphasized the importance 

of chemical halos in geochemical exploration, Hawkes and Webb (1962) 

suggested that the ore metal content of massive wall-rocks "commonly 

decays logarithmically v.rith dist:ance fr0m the ore contact" drawing on 

examples of trace element distributions near the Pb, Zn and Cu lodes 

in the Tintic district., Utah (Morris and Lovering, 1952), and adjacent 

to i:he go.)..d lodes of Bell Hine and Motap<'l Gold Mine in Rhodesia 

(games, 1957), Similarly, Bailey end McCormick (1971) demonstrated an 

invsrse relationship between the logarithms of concentrations of five 

elements and distance from mine::::a.lized veins. fi::>.wkes and Webb (1962) 

:!'eported that reactive rocks, such as limestones, characteristically 

display narrow chemical halos.· adjacent to veins (e. g. Engel and Eng .:=1, 

1956; Austin c:md Nackowski, 1958) , •.vhe:ceas unreactive rocks, including 

igneous and metamorphic silicates, may allovr development of halos 

hundreds of metres wide (e.g. Morris and Loverin'J, 1952; Whitehead and 

Govett, 1974). Most chemical halos are less than 30 m wide and 

negligible chemical dispersion may exist around some ore deJ:.~osits 

particularly if the wall rocks are unfractured (Graf and Kerr, 1950), 

In most of the above studies, the trace elements investigated 

are pri.marily the ore-forming elemcats. Gangue elements may also be 

useful as indicators of the distribution of ore-forming elements (e.g. 

arsenic for gold deposits, Hawkes and Webb, 1962; Boyle, 1974; 

Bailey and McCormick, 1974). 

The development of chemical halos surrounding the Glenorchy Lode 

is restricted, probably by the low reactivity of the rock with the 

hydrothermal fluid, to less than l m in width, Strontium and primary 

CaO distributions in wall-rock schist are strongly bimodal, with abrupt 

changes occurring about.0.5 m from the lode (Fig. D.B) contrasting with 

the gradual variation in element abundances found near other vein 
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The crosses represent Sr and CaO concentrations of individual 
samples. The squares-represent the average Sr and CaO 
concentrations for schist between 0-0.25 m, 0.26-0.59 m, 
.0.60-1.0 m, 1.1-2.0 m, 2.1-4.0 m, and more than 4 m from the 
lode. 
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deposits (t-1orris and Lovering, 1952; James, 1957; Bailey and McCormick, 

1974). The strontium and primary CaO halos are the strongest halos 

developed adjacent to the Glenorchy Lode, the total CaO,_K2o, and 

Fe203 halos being less pronounced and containing overlapping 'altered' 

and 'unaltered' values. In all the dispersion patterns, background 

values first appear· at 0.5- o. 75 m from the lode. The sharp 

discontinuity in element abundances corresponds approximately to the 

limits of the zone of intense veining adjacent to most lodes. The 

passage of hydrotherme!. fluids laterally from the lode conduit would 

be severely :r:P.,stricted at the euge of the zone of fractures where the 

permeability of the \V'all rock::; dur.-i:1g mineralization decreased 

abruptly. 

The potential of the primary chemical halos in.geochemical 

exploration in Otago is discussed in Chapter F (section F.l3). 

SUMMARY 

.1. Pelitic schists are enriched in K20, Al203, Fd203, P205, 
rare earth elements, Ni, ~u, Zn, Rb, Sr, 7 1 Zr, Mo, Sn, Pb, 

Th, Nb. Sb, Cs, Ba, and u, but are depleted in Si02 1 Na20, and 

As compared with psammicic schists. 

2. Altered schists are less dense (S.G. = 2. 75- 2.80) than 

unaltered schists (S.G. = 2.80- 2.85). 

3. CaO, Fe203 and Si02 contents are low in the altered schists 

relative to the unal~ered schists. 

4. C02, K20, H20 1 FeO, and S increase in abundance in the schists 

as tae lode is approached, and the K20/Na20 ratio is largest in 

the most-altered schists. 

5. The net loss in bases in the schists as a result of hydrothermal 

alteration is usually smaller than 2.5 gram equivalents per 

1000 cm3 , but reaches a maximum of 5 gram equivalents per 1000 

cm3 between 0.15 and 0.5 m from the lode in the intermediate 

subzone. The greater permeability and the abundance of Ca

roinerals in psammitic schists probably account for the greater 

degree of base exchange in ps~mitic schists relative to pelitic 

schists. 

6. Sr, Y, and possibly Sn are depleted in the altered schists 

relative to the unaltered schists. 
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7. Rb, Cs, w, As, ~b, and possibly Cu increase in abundance in the 

altered schists as·the lode is approached. 

8. ca and Sr in the scheelite,·Fe in sulphides, and about half of 

the Si in quartz in the lode originated from· the 1. 5 - 2 m wide 

zone of altered schists immediately adjacent to the lode. 

9. The primary Fe2+jTotal primary Fe ratioincreases from 0.79 in the 

unaltered schists to more than 0,90 in the altered schists. The 

10. 

decrease in oxidation state would result from interac'cion between 

the "'all-rock schists and Large volumes of fluid transported 

upwards in shear zones L~ro~gh the schist pile. Fe3+ released 

from epidote was reduced to Fe2+ and precipitated in chlorite and 

sulphides. 

The W was not derived from the immediate wall-rock schists by 

"lateral secretion", but originated at dept.~. in the schist J:>ile. 

J 1. S, C, As 1 W 1 Sb, Rb, Cs, Cu, c;.nd some Si were i:1troduced to the 

Glenorchy Lode system by the ore-forming fluid from a source 

deeper in the schist pile. 

12. The primary chemical halos surrounding- the GJ.enorchy Lode are 

less tha!l 1 m wide ami generally coincide with the zone of 

intensely-veined schist. The Sr and primary CaQ halos are the 

best developed, 

c 
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E. OXYGEN ISOTOPES IN THE MT JUDAH AREA ---... --

E.l INTRODUCTION 
...--..,_.....,..-. -----~-

Recent work (e,g. Taylor, 19741 has shown ·the potential of oxygen 

isotope methods for interpreting the history of hydrother~mal fluids, ~nd 

some of the di£ficulties inherent in the calibration of oxygen isotope 

geothermometers ha•;e been removed by Bottinga and Javoy (1973} 1 

Blattner and Biro. (19741, and Blattner (19751... In this chapter, oxygen 

isotope techniques are Rpplied to an investigation of ore genesis in the 

Otago schi.::>ts,in particular the G.i.enorchy system of scheelite-bearing 

lodes and metar.1orphic country ~ocks. Oxygen isotope analysis of minerals 

from th8 lode, the altered wall-rocks. and the unaltered schist pe~.uits 

determination of: 

{1) the degree of attainme~t of oxygen isotope equilibrium during 

regional metamorphism and hydrothermal mine:::.·alj zation, 

(2) the temperature of metamorphism, 

(3) the temperature of mineral~.zat:i..on, 

(4) the oxygen isotope composition of the m:e·-form:Lng fluid, and 

hence the origin of the fluid, 

(5) the ratio of fluid to rock in the hydrothermal sys·tem, and the 

potential of oxygen isotope analysis as an exploration tool. 

E. 2 SAHPLE CO~LEC'IION r PREPARATI_?N, AND OXYGEN ISO:r'OPE ANALYTIClH~ ME'rHODS 

Lode samples w·ere obtained from a small opencz.st on the Glenorchy 

Lode, from core from a drill hole (GDDH 2'Za) Oll a site 300 m north of 

the opencast, and from undel.·ground exposure of sevexal lodes. Quartzo

feldspathic schist samples, up to 500 g in weight, 'ilere also obtained 

from these locations i!~ traverses perpendicular to the lode, as well as 

from outcrop on Mt J'udah, _and along the eastern side of the north arm of 

Lake Wakat.ipu. Sample locations are given in Figs. A.l, .11..2, A.4, A.6, 

and sample descriptions in Appendix E.l. 

Rock crushing an.d mineral separation proceduresr their effects on 

the oxygen isotope compositions of min.erals,and the consequent correction 

factors are discussed in l-~.ppendix E,2. 

The bromine pentafluoride method of oxygen ext~action (Clayton and 

Mayedaf 1963) was used for silicate and scheelite analyses, and the 
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phosphoric acid method (McCrea, 1950) for calcite analyses. Minerals 

v1ere reacted in pai:r·s (e.g~ quartz-albite, quartz· .. muscovi te) in 

adj?-cen.t tubes and intert;hanged between these tubes in successive :r:uns 

to cancel any bias bet\ITeen reaction tubes. The oxygen was converted to 

carbon dioxide by passing the gas over an induction heatedf hollow 

graphite rod, around which platinum wire was wound, The ca:cbon dioxide 

was analysed on an NAA 6-60RHS, 15 em radius f 60° sec·tor mass .spectromet:er, 

and measured with respect to the working standard, carbon dioxide from 

Te Kuiti Limestone. AgA.in measurements were carried out in pairs, and 

repeated to minimize any errors caused by drift in the ro.ass spectrometer. 

In this way, isotopic fract:Lona·tions between two minerals (i.e. q'J.artz

albite, quartz-muscovite) are more accurate and precise than the absolute 

oo18 values. Isotopic compositi0ns are given in tel.LnS of the 'SMOW' scale 

defined by Craig (1961) and are directly comparable with the international 

standard mineral NBS 28 (oo18 
= 9.95%~>) and a local NevJ Zealand standard, 

R4150 (co18 
= 8.2S%o). Data are presented in t.he 'delta' notati.on 

where 

= 
[ 

18 16 
{0 /0 ) sample 

18 16 {0 /0 ) standard 
1000 

and the oxygen isotopic fractionation between two co-existing minerals, 

A and B, is given as !::.AB = 10
31n a.AB' 'l.>lhere aAB is the fractionation 

factor for the mine:t:al pair: 

(018 /016~ 1 + 10-3 col8 
a.AB ··- 'A = A 

(01g/016) 1 + 10-3 c018 
B B 

OXYGEN ISOTOPE DATA 

The oxygen isotope compositions of minerals from.schist and lode 

samples are presented in Appendix E.l,together with descriptions and 

locations of samples. 

In Fig. E.l, data from samples more than 75 m from the Glenorchy 

Lode, or other visible _lodes, demonstrate the extent of variation in 

oo18 values of quartz from schist supposedly unaffected by any thermal 

event since regional metamorphism, and hent;e represent a background 
. 18 

level for comparison with the lode syste.'T, co quartz values. 'rhe 

average co18 value for quartz from unaltered schist is 13.7%6 (range 
18 

13.0-14.8, all measurements± O.lS%o), and the average lode-quartz cO 
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value is 16. 7%o (range 16.0-17 ~4) • 18 The decrease in oO values of quartz 

from lode schist to unaltered schist occurs over a distance of about 

J.O m (Fig. E.l), and this represents the extent of the t<oxygen-isotope 

alteration zone". 'l'he oo18 values of quartz from altered schist within 
18 1 m of the lode are si~milar to the lowest lode~quartz cO values, but 

further than 1 m from the lodef the quartz o~18 values decrease rapidly. 

One quartz sample (31874) r from schist 1.2 m from the lode, has a oo18 

18 
quartz value 0.5%o greater than oO quartz from the adjacent lode. 

The specimen is from a zone of schist containing an i~tense network of 

quartz veins, of which most are associated Kith lode emplacemen.t. Albite 

and muscovite analyses, although fewer in number, exhibit vz.riaJ.:icns in 

oo18 
with respect to distance from the quartz-scheelite lode simila!:' to 

-that of quartz. 

18 The quartz oO values show no consistent relationship with the 

lithology of the unaltered schist, but in the alteration zone, quartz 

~o18 1 1 · · · t · h · - < t t · ' h u va ues are c.xger 1n psro<lltU J.c sc 1st e.g. opencas · sec ::!.On 1 t. an 

in schist consisting of al ter~1ating psammi ti;:: and pelitic layers 

(e.g. GDDH 27a section). 

E.4 OXYGEN ISOTOPE EQUILIBRIUM ---'-----·· ·-
General Discussion 

The succ8ssful application of isotope methods to geological 

studies has lon~ been affected by the problem of the recognition of 

isotope equilibrium in rocks. Oxygen iso·t.ope geothermometry involves 

the Ineasurement of the isotope fractionation between two minerals which 

must have coexisted in isotope equilibriUin. 

In general, it ~ppear~ th&t at least local oxygen isotope equilib

rium is attained during regional metemorphism (e.g. Taylor et al., 1963; 

Anderson, 1967; Taylor and Coleman, 1968). Taylor and Coleman (1968) 

reviewed previous oxygen isotope studies and corunented that the oxygen 

isotope fractionations among coexisting minerals in metamorphic rocks 

coinmonly indicate the attainment of isotope equilibriUin during meta-
. . f . 1 ~o18 morphism. Further, they state that the homog·en1zat1on o m1nera u 

values between adjacent contrasting lithologies suggests the existence 

of a mobile oxygen-bearing fluid within the metamorphic rock. For the 

fluids to be mobile, the rock must be perro.eable to solutions through the 

presence of interconnected pore spaces or fractures in the rock. 
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A thermal event(such as mineralization)overprinting metamorphism 

locally redistributes oxygen isotopes between minerals according to the 

hydrothermal fluid composition and the teE~erature at which the thermal 

event occurs. ·Isotope disequilibrium is common in hydrothermal mineral 

assemblages and restricts-the geothermometric application of oxygen 

isotope analyses (Taylor, 1974)_, Taylor (197l) noted that the. greater 

degree of isotope excr...ange, and hence approach to equilibrium, occurs in 

those rocks which are adja.cent to a major conduit or fracture system, 

where large runounts of hydrothermal fluid have u<teracted with the wall 

rc~k. A section of schist from the mineralized lode to the unaltered 

schist may be subdivided qualitatively into four zones on the basis of 

the degree of attainment of oxygen isotope equilibrium: 

Zone 1 - oxygen isotope equilibrium. All minerals jn schht closest to 

the lode are in isotope equilibrium; isotope value::; approximately 

represent mineralization conditions. 

Zone 2 ~ oxygen isotope disequilibrium. Most :o: .. .inerals are in isotope 

disequilibrium, having only partially exchanged \dth the hydro

thermal f:uid, but some minerals may have equilibrated with 

the hydrothermal fluid. 

Zone 3 - ox,Ygen isotop8 disequilibrit,'ll. Some :minerals INl.Y have partially 

exchanged isotopes v1ith the hydrothermal fluid; other mi:nerals 

could have remained unaffected by the fluid. 

Zone 4 - oxygen isotope equilibrium. No isotope exchange has occurred 

between the ore-form;"ng fluid and the schist miner ale; isotope 

values represent meta~orphic conditions. 

The width of each zone depends primarily on the permeabiiity of the wa!.l 

rock during mineralizatinn, the permeability decreasing ~way from the 

main conduits with the decrease in the abundance of wall-rock fractures. 

The minerals, quartz, muscovite, albite and calcite, vary in their 

.ability to exchange isotopically with solutions. Calcite may equilibrate 

with a fluid at lower temperature and in a shorter period of time than 

quartz. In experimental determinations of the oxygen isotope fraction:

ation factor, quartz does not equilibrate with solutions below about 

490°C (Clayton et al.., 1972), bu·t in natural geothermal systems r quartz 

may equilibrate '\<lith solutions at lower temperatures f possibly less than 

400°C, In the Salton Sea geothermal field, detrital quartz only 

partially exchanged with the geothel.Jnal fluids at temperatures as high 
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as 340°C (Clayton et~. 1 1968), and detrital carbonates vrere found not 
0 to be in equilibrium with geothermal fluids at temperatures of 260-290 C 

(Olson, 19761. However, feldspar and calcite crystals at Broadlands 

(N.Z,) tend to re~equilibrate with geothermal solutions that vary in , 
isotope composition after initial crystal grcvrth (Blattner, 1975). 

If the period of time during which. rocks exchange isotopically with 

a fluid is large, there is more likelihood that isotope equilibrium will 

be achieved, Taylor (19741 stated that isotope equilibrium "is certainly 

obtained above 200°C 11 between silicates .and metamorphic fluids during 

regional metru~orphism. Hydrothermal mineralization, in contrast, occurs 

during a relatively short time in·~erval, and in general is a localized 

event. 

It is clear from isotope geot.hermometer calibration experiments 

that fine-grained mine:t:als equilibrate more readily with solutions than 

do coarse-grained minerals. Blattner and Bird (1974) found that ~uartz 

grai!'l.s greater than 411 diameter would not equilibratt::: at 600°c, but 

poscible equilibrium compositions were achieved with quartz less than 

211 diameter. Clayton et al. (1972) c:.lso obtaineC. complete isotope 

exchange with quartz less than 211. Isotope equilibration was attained 

by growth of r.ev; crystals z.ftel.' dissolution of most of th8 original 

material, and not hy isotope exchange of existing crystals. 

The process that controls the establishment of oxygen isotope 

compositions is not yet understood, but it is usually assumed that this 

·occurs, in the case of metamorphism, at the highest temperature attained. 

This preservation of oo18 values may be due to the commencement of rapid 

u~lift after the hiatus of met~orphism and the consequent paucity of 

~rvasive solutions. Some argument for isotope exchanse during 

retrogradation has been proposed. Garlick and Epstein (1967) notEd that 

fractionations involving micas do not reflect the metamorphic grade as 

accurately as do fractionations among anhydrous minerals, and suggest 

that muscovite and biotite undergo isotope re-equilibration during 

retrogradation. Retrogressive isotope exchange of feldspar was suggested 

by Taylor (1971) to account for large quartz~feldspar fractionations in 

the Nimrod quartz monzonite, and Schwarcz ~t ~~ (19701 also ascribed 

anomalous patt.erns of quartz,..calcite and q\lartz-muscovite fractionations 

in some New England regionally .metamorphosed pelitic rocks to retrograde. 

isotope exchange. 
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In SUmmary, the attainment of oxygen isotope equilibrium between 

minerals and fluids is. enhanced by high rock permeability and consequent 

abundance of-fluids, high temperature, long periods of isotope exchange, 

and fine grain~size of minerals. 

Isotope Equilibrimn in the Glenorchy Schists 

Unaltered Schist 

This category includes schist which has been subject to regional 

metamorphism, but has not been affected by the ore-forming fluids. 

Evidence that fluids \vere pervasive during metamorphism is provided by 

the abundance of hydrothermal, syn- to late-metamorphic quartz veins 

in the schist. The communication of metamorphic fluid throughout i:he 

schist by means of pore spaces and fractures would ensure extensive 

isotope exchange between fluid and schist. The long period of time 

during which x:egior:al metamorphism .:>ccurs and the maximuiTt temp6::::-ature 

attai.ned (-i45°C, see Geothermometry) are conduc..ive to the a·Ltainxnent of 

oxygen isotope equilibl':ium. Even quartz would be expected to equilibrate 

with the metamorph~c fluid at such a temperature, in the light of its 

equilibration with solutions in short-duration Gxperiments a1: 500°C. 

In the area sampled between th-:: Richardson Mo,_mtains anr1 Lake 

Wakatipu 1 the metamorphic grade is restricted to uppermost pumpellyite-
18 actinolite facies and l0\•7ast greenschist facies, but the quar'cz cO 

values vary widely (viz. from 13.0 to 14.8%o). Such a variation is 

g~lier~lly taken to indicate that only approximate isotope equilibrium 

exists on a large scale (cf. g.P. Taylor, Jr., on l'.dirondack 1\1assif in 

Garlick (1969)). With.i.n an outcrop (31930, 31931)* and within hand 

specimens (31936, 31938)* there is a maximum range of about C.6%c in 
18 cO quartz {see Fig. E.l) indicating that oxygen isotope equilibrium 

~ay exist on these scales. 

Four late-metamorphic quartz veins (31930, 31936, 31940, 31941) 

contain quartz with co18 values higher by 0.1-0.5%6 than the oo18 
values 

18 
of quartz from adjacent schist. Contrasting patterns of cO quartz 

variation in schist adjacent to the veins are evident in 31930 (oo18 

*Analytical error is considered to be larger for these samples as one 
isotope analysis only was performed on eachf possibly ± 0.25%o. 



TABLE E_d Oxygen isotope fractionations between mineral pairs 

at Glenorchy. 

Sample Quartz-albite Quartz-muscovite Quartz-calcite Quartz-scheelite 

No. 

ALTERATION ZONE 

31871 *3.22 ± 0.02(3) 5.1 ± 0.2 (3) 

31874 3.7 ± 0.4 (4) 7.6 ± 0.1 (2) 

. 31878 2.2 ± 0.3 (3) 4.8 ± 0.1 (2) 

31889 2;7 ± 0.1 (2) 

31891 2.75 ± () ,06 (2) 

BACKG~OUN~ SCHIST 

31910 ?.4 ± 0.9 (:~) 4.5 ± 0.5 (2) 

31912 2.3 ± 0.2 (2) 

31.914 2.1 ± 0.7 (3) .3.7 ± 0.1 (2) 

LODE ZONE 

31948 2.8 ± 0.2 (2) 11.5 (1) 

31949 3.2 (1) 11.9 (1) 

31950 3.2 ( 1) 

*3.22 fractionation 

0.02 standard deviation (large values are result of bias between 

pai:t·s of reaction tubes ·- see Appendix E. 3 

(3) number of separate determinations 

N.B. frac·tionat .. ions calculated from expression /':,. 1000 ln ex 

'< 

~ 

2. v 

.... ' 
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quartz from schist, except for quartz immediately adjacent to the vein, 

is similar to vein quartz oo18
)_ and 31936 (schist quartz oo18 decreases 

with increasing distance from the veinl. The latter pattern is s:L.-nilar 
18 

t.o the pattern of oO variation surrounding the quartz-scheelite lodes. 
18 One quartz vein (31938) has an anomalously-low c)O quartz value relative 

to the other quartz veins and adjacent schist, and may have precipitated 

from a localized fluid of comparatively low oo18 • Some veins Dl930 1 

31940, 31941) are approximately in oxygen isotope equilibrium with the 

enclosing schists, and it is suggested that the Sio2 and the depositing 

fluid were derived from the vicinity of the veins, or if th$y "aigrated 

large distances through the metamorphic pile, the rate of mi·gration was 

slow enough to allow continual re-equilibration of the fJ_uid with Lhe 

enclosing schists. Most quartz veins perpendicular to the scf>istosity 

have suffered some C:eformation, and are often cut and displaced by 

quart=,, calcite, and sulphide veins parallel to schistosity 1 indicating 

that fluids were ?.vaila,ble for isotope exchange between q1.1artz vAin and 

adjacent schist after vein formation. Othe:t.· veins (31936, 31938} did 

not reach isotope equilibrium with the adjacent schist. 

Quartz-albite fractionations assigned to unaltered schist (31910 1 

31912, ~1914) are consisient 1 having a standard deviation of O.l5%o 

(see Table E.l) 1 but: quartz-muscovite fract~.onations in 31910 and. 31914 

differ by 0.8%o , perhaps refle~ting the greater uncertainty associated 

with the muscovite separation technique (se'3 Appendix E.2). The quartz

albite and quartz-muscovite fractionations from each rock are plotted on 
~' 

the concordance diagram (Fig. E.2) demonstr~ting the degree of Qttainment 

of equilibrium in each rock. The two unaltered schist samples (31910, 

31914) lie very close to the e<p1ilibrium zonet and therefore the quartz, 

albite and muscovite in these rocks are conside:r.·,ed to be in mutual 

isotope equilibrium. Relict minerals are ubiquitous in the Mt Judah 

schists, and epidotes and amphiboles are co!Th.-nonly zoned indicating that 

the schist has not completely mineralogically equilibrated during meta

morphism. Feldspar has been albitized during meta."norphism, and most 

muscovite and quartz have recrystallized. Albite and quartz are not 

obviously zoned, but muscovite may shm'l slight che.inical zoning. It may 

be justifiable to conclude that at least these three minerals are in 

mineralogical equilibrium and possibly in oxygen isotope equilibrium, 

The concordance of quartz-albite and quartz~muscovite fractionations 

suggests that oxygen isotope equilibrium has been generally attained in 
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Concordance diagram - a plot of the quartz-albite oxygen 
isotope f:>:actionation versus the -::ual. tz-muscO'iri te oxygen 
isotope f.:::"actionation in each schist sample. The zone of 
oxygen isotope equilibrium is J.efi:i1ed by the •3quilibrium 
lines oDtained from the geotnermomete~ calibrations in 
Blattner (1975) a:.1d Epstein and Te.ylo~ (1967). Equilibrium 
tempera.·tures are plotted on the equilibrium lines. 

t:'1e unaltered. schists of the Glenorchy area, at least among quartz, albite, 

and muscovite, although the variations in oo18 quartz within small 

domains: partic~larly adjacent to quartz veins, and the occurrence of 

relict and zoned minerals in the schist indicate that isotope equilibri~~ 

migh~ be only approximated on the scale of a thin section. 

Lode Zone 
18 % Lode quartz o 0 values vary between 16.0 and 17 • 4 °oo in the 

Mt Judah and Rees Valley areas. ·This variation may arise from flue-

tuations in the temperature of mineralization and the oxygen isotope 
18 

composition of the hydrothermal fluid. Within the Glenorchy Lode, oO 
quartz is quite uniform. U6.45..,.17 .l%o). r and calcite and scheelite 

exhibit even smaller rangesin oo18 Veins of quartz and calcite cut 

early..-fo:t.""Ined grains of quartz, calcite, and scheelite, confirming there 

have been several stages of mineral grm·1th, and the measured oo18 
values 



18 of mineral separates would represent the average of 80 values of 

various growth stages of the mineral if significant changes in the 

mineralization temperature and fluid 0018 composition had occurred. 

The quartz~calcite fractionation ranges from 2.8 to 3,2 (Table E.l), 

and there is a tendency for bimodal dis·tribution although the number of 

determinations is insufficient to confirm this pattern, The average 

b. value is 3.05 (S.D.*= 0,24~ ... In an earlier study of the isotope qz.-cc 
compositions of minerals from the Glenorchy Lode and the Bonnie Jean 

Lode, quartz~calcite fractionations of 2.25 and 2.35 were obtained 

(E:!.attner, pers. conun.), significantly smaller than those derived in 

this study. The discrepancy is thought to be analy·tical in origin. 

Although oxygen isotope equilibrium would exist betv1een the hydro

thermal fluid and the precipitating minerals in the initial stages of 

mineralization, early-grown minerals (especially quart~) would become 

isolated from the fluid, and therefore would not re·,.equilib:r:ate with the 

fluid if the temperature or fluid isotope composition. changed. Calcite 

may be an exception to this pattern, as it is found to ex~hange readily 

wH:h solutions at ::..o1-1 temper:i.tures, and to re-equilibrate with fluids 

under changing conditions (Blar.tner, 197 5) • Co~1sequently, meaGured 

quartz-calci b; fractionations may be too large, thus indicating a 

tempe.r-ature lower than that at which the quartz <1nd calr:ite precipitated. 

The restricted ran<;;e of 0018 quartz in the Glenorchy Lode is 

consistent with isotope equilibrium having be9n achieved, but the 

tcr1dency for bimodality of b. values and the evidenca for several 
qz-cc 

stages of hydrothermal mineral crystallization suggest oxygen isotope 

equilibrium may have been only closely approached in the lodes. 

Alte:ration Zone 
J; 18 . % The wide range in quartz uo between 14.0. and 17.25oo is not 

evidence for the existence of isot?pe disequilibrium, but reflects the 

possible variation of parameters such as temperature difference between 

lode and schist, and the variations in time .... integra.ted fluid/rock 

' d f 'd o18 't' th 1 t ' Th tt rat~o an lu~ 8 compos~ J.on across e a tera ~on zone. e pa- ern 

of fractionations does not represent the temperature distribution in the 

schist during mineralization but results from the overprinting of oxygen 

isotope values pertaining to mineralization upon the isotope compositions 

represent;Lng the metamorphism. 

* standard deviation 
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Minerals wit~in the schist immediately adjacent to the lode would 

have 'the. greatest opportunity to attain isotope equilibrium with the 

hydrothermal fluid because a high fluid/rock :r.·atio would have existed 

at the walls of the hydrothermal conduit dur.:"~.:ng mineralization. However, 

quartz does not readily isotopically re~equilibrate with a fluid at 

moderate temperatures (about 3Q0°Clr particularly during short..,.duration. 

mineralization. In fact,. it is a widely held opinion that quartz grains 

probably dissolve and recrystallize in order to exchange isotopically 

with a solution (Clayton et al., 1972; Blattner, pers. comm.). A large 

arr.~unt of hydrothermal quartz has been introduced to the wall rock in 

the form of anastomosing veins, which vary in attitude and thick-

ness. Hydrothermal solutions penetrated permeable layers in the schist, 

pracipi ta"i:.ing quartz, and developing quartz veins pe>.rallel to schistosity. 

However, the petrographic distinction between hycl.:-:·otheY.Thal and meta

morphic quart.:>.: in the schist matrix is difficult*. Lines of dusty mineral 

inclusions, among oth6:;: criteria, often define the boundaries between 

metamorphic overgrowt~s of quartz, albite, and actinoli·:::e, and their 

respecti V€ porphyroclastic hosts, quartz, albi t~.3, and hornblenae. Such 

·trails of dusty inclusions are rare in the cores of hyd:r.othermal: quartz 

grains which, in the schist matrix, are somet:i.mes charc.cterized by a 

grain size coarser than normally found in unaltered schist. 'l'he quartz 

gralns also have irregular'· embayed boundaries, and inclusions of mica.s 

and chlorites near grain margins probably represent remnants of schist 

incompletely replaced by quartz. The absence of tr~ils of dusty 

inclusions suggests the hydro"!:.hermal quartz did not crystallize on the 

rims of metarr.orphic quartz. The relative abundances of hydrothermal 

and metrunorphic quartz in the wall-rock schist (e.g. 31871), are not 

readily determinable, but major modifications of the mineralogy have 

occurred during mineralization (see Chapter C). Relative to unaltered 

schist, the schist imn1ediately adjacent to the lode is depleted .in 

epidote and pumpellyite and devoid of amphibole. These minerals have 

been replaced by chlorite with the release of calcium ions and silica, 

and further silica is released during sericitization of feldspars 

(see Chapter F) ·• Hence, relatively large amounts of quartz may have 

precipitated near its source in the altered schists. In 31871, the 

ratio of hyU.rothermal quartz {aol8 = l7%o l to metamorphic quartz 

* See section c.4, Chapter c. 
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0o18 
= 13-14%o ) would have to be about 10 to 1 to produce an average 

co18 value of 16.35%o, and as the amount of quartz is not significantly 

greater than usually found in the unaltered schists on Mt Judah (see 

Fig, C,3},most of the original metamorphic quartz must have been 

dissolved and reprecipitated with hydrothermal &ol8 compositions. 

However, there is one anomaly. The schist containing the quartz with 

the highest oo18 value (31874) contains minor amounts of amphibole, 

considerable epidote, and appears only partially altered. The quartz 

a~pears to be dominantly metamorphic, and only minor amounts of introduced 

hydrother:n',al quartz are recogni73d. 

The existence of two disti~ct quartz oo18 values within the quartz

·serici~e assemblage in alteration zones about porphyry copper deposits 

at Santa Rita has been suggested by Sheppard et al. (1971), who concluded 

that once quartz grains are formed, they tend to resist isotope exchange. 

Isotopically-zoned quartz j_s also reported in hyd.rothermally-al t;:cred 

igneous intrusions (Magaritz and Taylor, 1976b) and this is attributed 
. 18 . b' h to alteratlon by low-0 metmaorphic wat~rs at ilg temperature. The 

pericd of alteration would have been short, otherwise all quartz would 

have re-equilibrated. The abs~nce of petrographically-zvned quartz in 

the Glenorchy Lode alteration-zone suggests isotopically-zoned quar.tz 

may not be present. 

In view of the resistance of quartz to isotope r;xchange and the · 

absence of zoned grains of metamorphic and hydrctbermal quartz, it is 

concluded thc:.t the mec:.sured oo18 values in the alteration-zone schists 

represent mixtures of two varieties of quartz, each with a distinctive 

co18 composition 

1. hydrothermal _quartz and recrystallized metamorphic quartz v1i th 

a co18 value of about 17roo, and 

2. unaltered metamorphic quartz with a oo18 yalue of 13_-14~ • 

18 The decrease in measured co quartz values with increasing distance 

from the lode results from a decrease in the ratio of hydrothermal and 

recrystallized metamorphic quartz to unaltered metamorphic quartz. 
1"8 co quartz values which appear to indicate partial isotope exchange 

between quartz and the hydrothermal fluid probably represent a mixture 

of equilibrium and disequilibrium quartz oo18 values. 

The concordance diagram (Fig. E~2) indicates that at least one 

of the minerals, quartz, albite and muscovite, in two of the altered 
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rocks {31874, 31878) did not isotopically equilibra·te with the hydro

thermal solutions, Another schist, close to the lode (_31871} is near 

the delineated equilibrium zone (Fig. E~2) and contains quartz and 

muscovite that was in equilibrium with the hydrothermal fluid. 

Isotope disequilibrium might be expected in 31878 as this rock 

lies near the outer edge of the alteration zone. as defined by the 
18 

quartz oO values and has probably been permeated by a relatively 

small amount of hydrothermal fluid, ao18 
albite appears to be too 

1 - . . h ,18 d 18 . d arge compared. >ut . o u quartz an o 0 muscov1.te, an 

the overall variation in ao1
;} albite with distance from the lode 

(Fig. E.l),' Also, the quartz-muscovite fractionation is large com-

pared with the quartz-albite fractionation. The implication is that 

the feldspar may have exchanged with the hydrothermal fluid, whereas 

quartz, and possibly muscovite, were unaffected. 

The largest quartz-muscovite and quartz-clbite fractiona~ions 

measured in this study were not a.djacent to the mineralized lodes, but 

wit.hi.n the alteration zone about 1 m from Glenorchy Lode (31874). The 

quartz ao18 value from this rock is distinctly !dgh and outside the. 

general quartz oo18 variation pattern, and albite oo18 is higher than 

all other albite ao18 values, both data suggesting a high degree of 

oxygeu isotope exchange has occurred in this rock. Contradicting this 
• • J: 18 't . $:' 18 -conclus1.on l.S the lovl uO value of muscov1. e, comparable w1.th uO 

muscovite of unaltered schist (e.g. 31910, 31914). It is unlikely that 

.q1.1artz and albite have exch'll1gcd. isotopically with the hydrothermal 

solution while the muscovi·te remained unaffected. As in 31878 (see 

above), the quartz-muscovite fractionation is too large compared with 

the quartz-albite fractionation for the three minerals to be in isotope 

equilibriUrn (Fig. E.2j. The ao18 -values of quartz and albite in 31874 

are consistent with t.he trend of increasing isotope excb,.ange in the 

alteration zone (see Fig. E.6), suggesting quartz and albite may be in 

equilibrium, while muscovite shows a disequilibrium relationship with 

the quartz and albite. The large fractionations suggest that this 

particular rock (31874) has exchanged with late.,..stage hydrothermal 

fluids at a temperature much lower than that of mineralization. 
I 

Because the metamorphic quartz vJas so re.sistant to isotope 

exchange during the mineralization episode, complete oxygen isotope 

equilibrium would be rarely achieved, but a 1 m wide zone of schist 

next to the main hydrothermal conduit {see Fig. E.l),where permeability 
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~ 18 was highest,would contain mineral separates with uo values 

approximating equilibrium oxygen isotope values. This schist con

tains predominantly hydrothermal and recrystallized metamorphic quartz, 

and minor amounts of unaltered metamorphic quartz. 'rhe. remaining 

minerals probably attained isotope equilibrium wi.th the hydrothermal 

solution. Further from the lode, an increasing proportion of 

unaltered metamorphic quartz would prevail, along with partially .... 

exchanged minerals, implying isotope disequilibrium~ 

On the basis of the abov~ discussion, the schists in which 

mineral pairs were analysed may be divided into three groups -

1. fractionations in schist outside the influence of mineralization, 

isotope equilibrium generally attained (31910, 31912, 31914), 

2. fractionations within alteration zone; isotope 

equilibrium rarely attair:ed (31874, 31878, 31891), 

3. fractionations within alteration-zone schist~ immediately 

adjacent to the lode; oxygen isotope equilibrium approximated 

(31871, 31889, 31948,31S49, 31950). 

B.5 GF:OTHERHOMETRY 

\ 

Oxygen Isotope Geothermometer Calibrat.ions 

Oxygen isotope geothermometry has always been beset with the 

problem of establishi11g satisfactory mineral-pair isotope fractionation

~amperature calibration curves. Such curves are usually determined in 

laboratory e~periments involving the synthesis or ~quilibration of 

two materials (generally, a mj.neral, and the solution in which the 

mineral grows or equilibrates) at specified temperatures, and the 

measurement of the isotope fracticnation between the two materials. 

In most experimental calibrations, except for calcite-water, isotope 

exchange is so slow below 500-600°C, that extrapolation of partial

exchange datajat lower temperatures has been necessary. Feldspar and 
I 

muscovite readily exchange isotopically during cation exchange 

reactions above 500°c in aqueous chloride solutions (0 ~NeiL and 

Taylor, 1967 1 1969) and the resulting calibration curves are considered 

to be realistic, 'l'he major problem is tra.t most mineral"Cpair 

calibrations involve quartz (because it occurs in most rocks) and one 

other mineral (e.g._ qz-mu, qz-feld, qz-cc} r yet the quartz-.,.water 

calibration is not resolved satisfactorily. 

reiel07p
Rectangle
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Clayton et al •. (1972) were able to equilibrate quartz v1ith 

water at 500°C r but belmv this temperature, extrapolation of partial 

exchange data v1as necessary. Instead of the usual straight line 

relationship between 1000 lno: and 106K-2 , they obtained a curve, which 

gives unreasonable and ambiguous temperatures of fonnation of mineral 

assemblages when applied to geological situations, because certain 

fractionations between quartz and feldspar lead to two possible 

equilibration temperatures. An earlier quartz.,-water calibration 

determined by Clayton~ O'Neil, and Mayeda and published by Epstein and 

Taylor (1967) has been used ;;idely and is geologically reasonable 

although it has since been co:n$ic'.e::::-ed erroneous by its authors because 

of the discrepancy between the extrapolated fractionation factors and 

the e~uilibrium values in partial-exchange experlinents (Clayton et al., 

1972). The quartz-water curve of Bottinga and Javoy (1973) is based 

on theoretical and empirical g:rounds and agrees reasonably with the 

Epstein and Taylor (1967) curve. Blattner (1975) h~s attempted to 

improve the exisi.:ing calibrations by eli:t'!l.inating some sources of error 

in the measurement of isotope compositions of the materials used in the 

experiments. By equilibrating quartz and felds];Jar together in a 

solution at 600°C and measuring directly the oo18 values of quartz and 

feldspar., Blattner has removed the necessity fo.c measuring the oo1k of 

the solutions and, therefore, has halved the analyt;_cal error and 

eliminated the errors which might be involved in the comparison of oo18 

values of solids and solutions (Blattner and Bird, 1974). Blattner 

also measured the isotope frac'Lionations between quartz and adularia, 
0 \;hich were fissure~grown in a natural syst0m (Broadlands) at 275 C. 

The mineral isotope zoning at Broadlands complicates the interpretation 

of the quartz-feldspar fractionation and leads to the acceptance of an 

averaC]e fractionation with an uncE>"::tainty of ± 0. 4%o • By using t.he two 

fractionations obtained at 275° and 600°C, a calibration curve was 
' 0 

constructed, giving slightly higher temperatures (by up to 100 C) for a 

given fractionation than the quartz-feldspar curve in Epstein and 

Taylor (1967). The quartz-muscovite and quartz-water calibrations were 

obtained from the combination of feldspar.,-water and muscovite-water 

calibrations of 0 'Neil and Taylor (1967, 19691 with the quartz.,-feldspar 

calibrations of Blattner (l975) ~ 

Both quartz~feldspar calibrations appear to give reasonable 

temperatures, and at this stage in the development of oxygen isotope 

geothermometry, there is no way of determining which is the more accurate 
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and meaningful. In terms of the method of calibration, the Blattner 

geothermometer has more potential and may be more accurate at the high 

temperature end of the scale, although the error in the temperature 
. 0 

assigned to a given fractionation may be ± 50 C (Blattner, 1975, 

written communicationl, 'fhe Blattner (197 5) quart.z.,..feldspar, quartz..,. 

muscovite, and quartz-calcite calibrations are used·in this study, 

although the Glenorchy isotope data are applied to the Epstein and 

Taylor (19671 and Bottinga and Javoy (19731 calibrations for comparison. 

~i.gnificance of Fractionations 

There is a general decrease in the quartz·~albi te and quartz-· 

muscovite fractionation values with increasing distance from the 
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FIGURE E.3: Mineral-pair oxygen isotope fractionations as a function of 
distance from the Glenorchy Lode. 
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Glenorchy Lode (Fig. E .3), indicating that the hydrothe:crnal mineralization 

occurred at a temperature lower than that at which r_egional metarnorphism 

took place. 

The fractionations in schist outside the influence of mineralization 

represent the maximum temperature attained during metamorphism.. The 

assigned quartz.,.albite fractionations of 2.lr 2.3, and 2.4, are averages 

of more than one determination (see Table E~lL The standard deviation 

between determinations is large in two samples and is mainly due to bias 

between certain reaction tubes. The average of the assigned quartz

albite fractiunations is 2.25, (SD = 0.151, the same as the average of 

the five a~ceptable individual fractionations (2.25 ± 0.11, 3 determina

tions omitted because of tube bias). ·Th.e two quartz-muscovite fraction

ations average 4.05 (SD = 0.55, rar.ge ± 0,4). The precision or numbe.c 

of isotope analyses are not sufficient to determine any local variation 

in the fractionations ':Jith.::..n the schist, bt::.t it .i.s probable that such 

variation due to inhomogeneities in the schist lithology and structure 

will be practically negligible,. Consequently, it is justifiable to use 

the average quartz-albite and qt:.artz-muscovi te f~·actionations as 

representativo of the temperature of metamorphism* 

In the mineralization alteration zone whe:;:-e isotop.;:, equilibr.::.um is 

not attained, the quartz-albite isotope fractionations vary widely 

between 2.2 and 3.7,and the quartz-muscovite fractionacions show a wider 

range between 4.8 and 7.6. However, because is0tope disequilibrium 

·exists, the application of :!..sot0pe geothermometry in this zone is 

extremely tenuous. 

The }ode zone, including immediate wall--rock, contains minerals in 

approximate isotope equilibrium. Mineral-pair isotope fractionations in 

the lode zone represent temperatures of mineralization, and the tempera

ture in the immediate wall-rock may have been slightly less than that 

within the hydrothermal fluid, due to boundary layer effects (Toulmin 

and Clark, 1967) and because of the tendency for heat to flow up the 

open fissure rather than into the relatively imperm~able wall~rock 

(cf, Heyl et al.,l974~. Two quartz-albite fractionations in the 

immediate wall-rock are 3,22 ± 0,02 (3 determinations} and 2.7 ± 0.1 

(two determinationslr differing significantly by 0.5, The quartz'"" 

calcite fractionations show an identical biomodal distribution in the 

lode zone.. The 1a2·ge area of scheelite mineralization at Glenorchy, and 

the network structure with early lodes transposed by later lodes, 
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suggests that mineralization has probably occurred. over a considerable 

period and range of t.emperatures. The temperature range indicated by 

the five relevant fractionations listed in Table E~l, is 280-350°c. All 

quartz-calcite pairs were obtained from schist collected in a relatively 

small area in 9 and lO Levels and the fractionations indicate a 50°c 

temperature range~ 

Temperatures of Metamorphism and Mineralization 

In view of the impurity of muscovite samples and the isotope 

cumposition shift resulting from separation by acid treatment (Appendix 

E.2) 1 greater reliance is placed on the quartz.,.albite fractionations 

for estimates of temperature (Table E~21~ The temperature of meta

rr;orphism of schists at slightly lower grade than the pumpellyite:.

actinoli t.e facies-greenschist facies boundary is considered to be 

445 ± 40°C. Temperatures up to 75°C lower are obtained :::rom the other 

geothermometer calibrations~ 

Based on fracticnations in two quartz-albite :pairs and o:;1e quartz

muscovite pair fro1n the wall-rock schist, and three qua~t~-calcite pairs 

from the lode, it is concluded that the Glenorchy Lode formed in the 
0 0 temperature range, 280 -350 c. For ~he purpose of suLsGquent calculations, 

the average quartz-albite fractionation is 3.0, corresponding to a 

temperature 0f mineralizntion of 310°C. 

Due to the existence of isotope disequ~librium the temperature 

oistribution in the wall rock during mineralization cannot b€ determined, 

but the restricted and subtle nature of the mineralogical alteration 

indicates that the temperature of the mineralizing fluid may have been 

only slightly higher than the ambient temperature of the schist. The 

continual passage of fluids at relatively constant temperature t~~ough 

the hydrothermal conduits, and the lateral migration of these fluids 

into the wall rock would ensure a·low thermal gradient within the 

alteration zone, with the major temperature change, if any, occurring 

at the edge of the alteration zone where transfer of heat by conduction 

superseded transfer of heat by convection, 

The temperature of metamorphism of 445°C is compatible with some 

recent mine:t.·alogical estimates of the upper limit of: the pumpellyite..

actinolite facies (Lieu, 197l; Lieu et al,, 19741, but Schiffman and 

Lieu (1976) found the upper li..rnit of stability of pumpellyite in hydro

thermal experiments to be 400°C at PfJ 'd = 8 kb. At the lower pressure 
.UJ. 
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of metamorphism in the Wakatipu area (6~ kb, Henley, 1975), the upper 

stability limit would be at even lower temperatures. Turner (1968) 

tentatively suggested a temperature range of 25o0~350°C for the onset 

of the greenschist facies and an upper limit for the facies of 450°c, 

but these estimates are too low. The temperature of metamorphism 

obtained from the Blattner (19751 geothermorneter has an analytical 

uncertainty of ± 40°C.._ There are also uncertainties involved in the 

establis~~ent of the isotope calibration of Blattner (19751 and in the 

hydrothermal experiments of Schiffman and Liou (1976). When these 

factors are considered, it is conceivable that the discrepancy between 

th0 data of Schiffman and Lieu (1976) and the temperature obtained in 

this study is within the limits of analytical precision. 

When the quartz-calcite calibrat:i on of Blattner (197 5) 1 and a 

combination of the empirical chlorite-magnetite o.nd chlorite-water curves 

of Wenner and Tayl.or (1971) with t!le quartz-water curve uf Blattner 

(J 975), are applied to mineral-pair isotope frc4~tionations of Devereux 

(1968) , ter:1peratures lower than those of Devereux* are ob":ained for 

metamorphism in tl'e greenschist facies of west Otago (Table E.3). 

Neglecting sa:rtlple rturnbel: 5 because of obvious discrepancy in 

temperatures and cons:i.deriug the quartz-magnetite geothermcmeter is only 

tentative, the range of temperature estimates for upper chlorite zone

biotite zone metamorphisr'\ (371-432°C) is slightly lower than the tempera

ture assigned to upper pumpellyite-actinolite facies metamorphism in the 

GJ.enorchy schists (445°C). There appears to be no increase in temperature 

tow~rds the northeast, as would be expected with the increase in meta

morphic grade. 

Clearly, absolute temperature estimates based on the isotope data 

£or ~•ineralization and particularly metamorphism are open to dispute, 

but the estimate for the difference in temperatures between the .two 

thermal events is more reliable. ·Based on the quartz-albite isotope 

calibrations of both Blattner (1975) and Epstein and Taylor (1967), the 

Glenorchy mineralization commenced at a tsnperature 90°C ~ l0°C) below 

that of meta~morphism. 

* Devereux used the isotope fractionation data for quartz and magnetite 
of O'Neil and Clayton (1964). These data have since been rejected 
by 0 tNeil (Wenner and Taylor, 1971) , 



TABLE E.4 Oxygen isotope compositions of metamorphic and 

ore-forming fluids.# 

METAMORPHISM 

Schist more 13.0 - 14.7 445 4.50 

than 15m 
10.9 12_05 445 2.1 -

from lode 

113.0 - 14.7 1416 - 487 5.1 - 3". 7 

13.7* 445 4.50 

11.5* 445 2.1 

HINERA.LIZATION 

a. 'Viall rock 15.8 -16.35 310 8.1 

schist 
16.1* L.80 350 9.1 6.8 - -

16.1* 310 8.,1 

12.9* 310 5.2 

b. lode zonej 16.0 -17-4 310 8.1 

16.0 -·17.4 280 - 35019,3- 6.8 

16.7* 310 8.1 

* Average values of oo 18 
mineral 

8.5 - 10.2 

8.8 - 10.0 

7.9 - 11.0 

9.2 

9.4 

7.7 8.25 

6.G - 9.3 

8.0 

7.7 

7.9 - 9.3 

6.7 - 10.6 

~~ 

# Calculated from o o18 mineral, t.he temperature of equilibration, 

the quar-tz-water calibration derived from the combin<:J.tion of 

the quartz-feldspar and feldspar-water calibrations of Blattner 

(1975) and O'Neil and Taylor (1967) respectively, and the 

feldspar-,,rater C?libration of 0 'Neil and Taylor (1967) • 

6 -2 
1000 £n a H O = -2.59 + 3.65 X 10 K 

qz- 2 
6 _..., 

1000 1n a = -3.41 + 2.91 x 10 K ~ 
fsp-Hp 

ft 

i 
..,.. f 

~J 
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<; 

~ 
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TABLE E.3: Temperatures of metamorphism from oxygen isotope 
fractionation data of Devereux (1968) using calibrations 
of Blattner (1975) and Wenner and Taylor (1971). All 
samples collected from textural zone 4 schists of the 
greenschist facies in Otago. 

Sample No and 
/::, 0 

/::, 0 Devereux's 
Locality qz-cc Temp( C) 

qz-mt Temp( C) 
Temperatures 

2. Phoebe Ck. 
12.9 371 380 (Matukituki) \ 

I 

3. Ballarat Ck. 
11.4 432 500 (Shotover) 

4. Waipara R. 
11.6 423 500 

(W • Otago) 

5. Kawarau R. 1.0 827 10.6 473 550 

7. ~kippers Pt. 2.3 402 12.3 393 430 

14. Cardrona R. 11.6 423 

E. 6 'i'HE ORE-FORMING F::,UID 

Oxygen _}:sotope _<;:9mposi tian 

The most distinctive feature of the isotope data reported here is 

the oo18 
enrichment of lode and wall rocks with respect to unaltered 

country rocks. This isotope pattern is in strong contrast to those in 

many recently-investigated ore-forming systems :i.n '"'l:ich oo18 1eple'don is 
/ 

the rule through involvement of fluids of meteoric origin. 

From mineral oo18 values, the estir."Late of mineralization temperature, 

and experimentally calibrated mineral-water fractionations, the oxygen 

isotope composition of the ore-forming fluid is calculated. The range of 

fluid oo18 values (Table E.4) is 7-lO%o, falling within the general oo18 

compositional fields of metamorphic (4-25%o) and magmatic (5-9%o) fluids 

(Taylor, 1974). The ."salt isotope effect" (Truesdell, 1974) .may be 

disregarded as the compositions and salinities of the experimental fluid 

and ore-forming fluid were· broadly similar. 

Earlier workers (Park, 1908; Finlayson, 1908; Williamson, 1939; 

Reed, 1945) considered the gold-scheelite lodes th~nselves to be the evidence 

for the presence of an unexposed granite batholith belmv the Otago schists, 

suggesting that the lodes were deposited from solutions of magmatic origin 
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and the elements (Au, W) were derived from a magma:• There are no 

data supporting this contention, Post-metamorphic lamprophyre dikes 

are the only evidence for igneous activity in Central and West Otago, 

but they are not spatially associated with scheelite or gold mineraliz~ 

ation. For these reasons, other workers have favoured a metamorphic 

origin for the ore-::-formin<;r fluid and components (Mutch, 1969; Williams, 

1974; Batt, 1974}, and this concept is supported by the oxygen isotope 

data, 

Meteoric water could not penetrate in sufficient quantity to a 

depth corrP.spunding to the lower regions of the pumpellyite-.:-actinolite 

facies unl3ss it moved in deep, open fissures, in which case the fissure 

wall-rock would be depleted in ao18 Lelative to the country rock, and 

the fluid would have negative or lew positive ao18 values (cf. -o 'Neil 

et al., 1973}. 

The metfu~orphic fluid which equiliLrated a~ the peak of me~a

morphism v1ith the schists that nm>1 host thE: Glenorchy quartz-scheelite 

lod~s, cannot ho.ve contributed significantly to the mineralizing fluid, 

as such a "lateral secretion" origin for the mir.~r.alization would not 

create an o18 -enrichment aureole about the lode zone. Tl1e mineralizing 

metamorphic fluid was intruduced to the pumpellyite-actinolite fac::..es 

schists from lower levels in the rnetarr.orphic pile. 

As an indication of the change in isotope composition of the ore

fo:L"'!ling· fluid as it migrated U.p\•Jards in the schist pile, the ao18 values 

or quartz and albite were pJ_otted against each other in Fig. E .4. The 

dat.a fbrm a linear trend diverging from the fluid ac18 isopleth. It 

is unlikely that such divergence would result from different isotope 

exchange rates of the two minerals, as the direction cf the deviation 

indicates that quQrtz would have exchanged to a greater degree than 

albite - a phenomenon contrary to natural and experimental systems 

(see section E.4). Three mineral-pairs (31874, 31878, 31889) from the 

lode alteration zone, but not inunediately adjacent to the lode, are 

included in the diagram, although it is considered that oxygen isotope 

equilibrium was rarely attained in this zone. The divergent trend 

d · h flu;d ~alB of about 2%o corresponds to an average ecrease ~n t e ... u. per 
6 -2* . unit of 10 K. as the hydrothermal fluid rises in the crust from J..ts 

*:Measure of temperature in form l/T2 x 106 ; used in plots of isotope 
fractionations versus temperature, see Blattner (1975). 
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FIGURE E.4: Quartz co
18 

values plotted against albite co18 values, as an 
indication of the variation in the oxygen isotope composition 
of the hydrothermal fluid as it rises through the crust from 
amphibolite facies schists to the zone of scheelite mineraliz
ation. The fluid colB isopleth was constructed through a 
point Cli) representing the possible ao18 values of quartz and 
albite in schist at 550°C, assuming co18 schist (and conse
quently colB albite) is constant through the metamorphic pile 
and the albite a£18 value is the average of the three unaltered 
schist albite oO 8 values (31910, 31912, 31914). The figures 
denoted by asterisks represent the change in fluid oolB (%o) per 
unit 106K-2 beb1een the fluid source and the zone of mineraliza
tion in terms of quartz and albite.co18 values. The geothermo
meter calibration of Blattner (1975) was used. K = temperature, 
° Kelvin. 
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source. The rate of decrea.se in fluid oo18 may alter depending on the 

fluid flow characteristics in the hydrothermal system. 

A reconstl:uction (Fig .. E~5) of the possible path of changing 

hydrothermal fluid isotope composition with decreasing temperature, 
. 2% . , 6 .,-2 . . ~ 18 

assum~ng a oa per unJ.t -.~.0 K change J.n the fluJ.d uO and using 31874 

as the control point, conf01.u.s well with the position of fluid oo18 

values obtained from quartz.,..albite and quartz"'calcite data in the 

mineralization zone between 350 and 280°C, although it is offset slightly 

to the low-018 margin of the possible range of fluid compositions. 

The fluid oo18 
values obtained from quartz-calcite pairs from the Glenorrhy 

Loca (31948, 31949, 31950) are all higher than those obtained from quartz

albite data from alteration-zone schist. adjacent to the lode (Fig. E.!'>), 

suggesting the oo18 
value of the ore-fcrming fluid may have decrea.sea due 

to exchange with the schist as it migrated normal to the main hydrothermal 

fluid conduit. Between the hydrot!1ermal fluid source (500-600°C) and the 

mineralization zone at 350°C, there are two po:::.1sihlc end-member paths 

of fluid oo18 variation (Paths C-A and B, Fig. E.5); but. the isotope 

d?,ta do not allow :::-Esolutior. of the actual path described by the hydro

thermal fluid. 

The ore-forrr~in.g fluid migrated withi:r. the sch{_st pile a vertical 

distance equivalent to at least the thickness of the greensGhist facies 

in the period between me'!.:a.morphism and mineralization (Fi'J. E.6). On 

the basis of esti~a.tes of the local geotherm.?.l gradient of 15-25°C/:k:r!t 

c:!ring metamorphism (Landis and Coombs, 1967; Henley, 1975), and the 

temperature interval occupied by the greenschist facies (l00-150°C, 

from Devereux, 1968; iurner, 1968, p. 366; Liou, 1971; Liou et ~., 1974), 

the thickness of the greenschist facies rocks would be C-10 ~. In the 

region of ore deposit.ion, the ore-forming fluid was migrating th:;..·:)ugh 

fault zones (see Chapter A, section A.4), which presmnably were part of 

a network of fault zones extending to deeper levels in the schist pile. 

Such structures allow the passage of large volumes of fluid which 

would retain a constant oo18 composition after initial interaction 

between fluid and wall rock~and the establishment of a buffer zone. 

If the fluid flow-rates in the fault zones were of the same order of 

magnitude as those for geothermal systems (e.g .. , 100 }.lcm/sec, Wairakei, 

Elder, 1966~, the ore-::forming fluid would have travelled the distance 

from its source to ·the region of mineralization in less than 300 years, 

an insignificant period compared with the duration of the Otago schist 
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FIGURE E.S: Possible evolution paths of hydrothermal fluid oo18
18 values and the corresponding quartz and feldspar oO 

values as the fluid rises in the crust to lower tempera
ture conditions. The field of hydrothermal fluid oo18 

values is derived from the ranges in lode quartz ool8 
and temperature of mineralization (280-350°C) • Measured 
albite (0) and quartz (m) oo18 values, and corresponding 
fluid (+) ool8 values are plotted. The geothermometer 
calibration of Blattner (1975) was used. 
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FIGURE E. 6: Schema d.(; reconstruc t.ion of metamorphiG pile in Glencrchy 
area. Shaded bC',nd represents li tholog·ic layer such as a 
greenschist horizon. 

A: Before peak of metamurphism - dehydration reactions 
throughout column, fluid migration restricted, some 
fluid trapped in pore spaces, etc, some quartz veins 
formed. 

B: Peak of metamorphism - greenschist horizon 1.::eachss maximum 
temperature, mineralogical composition esta~lished at 
initial uplift. Trapped fluid remains in all rocks that 
have suffered at. least highest greenschist facies 
condi 1:ions • · 

C: Hydraulic fracturing and mineralization - this occurs 
after amount of uplift corresponding to a temperature 
decrease of at least l00°C. 'l'rapped hydrothermal fluids 
are released, and rise ragidly in fractures, forming 
scheelite lodes below 350 c. 

D: Present day configura·tion - further uplift has occurred 
exposing mineralized lodes at land surface. Lodes dis--
rupted by tectonism. 

Note - the vertical scale is one of tempera·ture only; inferences 
concerning relative pressures or depths of burial are not 
intended. 
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uplift. There must have been a considerable period bet\veen the release 

of the metamorphic fluid in dehydration reactions at the hiatus of meta

morphism and the commencement of rapid migration of the fluid in the fault 

zones towards the zone of ore depositionf a period during which the fluid 

remained en·trapped in the schist, Uplift would have proceeded until 

the Ht Judah schist block had almos·t attained the temperature of initial 

mineralization (350°C)_ before the fluid was released to the fault zones. 

At the t.i.'Ue of ore-deposition, the >vall rocks could have been slightly 

cooler than the ore..,.forming fluid. 

Model for Evolution of I.sotope Compositig!,LOf Or~=.foming Flui0 

Metamorphic dehydration reactions in the greenschist, epidote-

amphiboli:te and amphibolite facies schists occurred during prograde 

metamorphism in the Otago schists. Some of the released fluid may have 

escar;:2d_, before attainment of the maximum P-T condi tions
1 

to high..er 

levels in the scList pile and precipitat~d syn-metamorphi.c quEl.rt::: veincl 

(Fig. E.6a), but most of the fluid was prob~ly trapped in pore spaces, 

fine fractures, and :i.n grain boundary networks. Assuming that: oo18 

bchist is constar..t throughout ':he metamorphic pile from amph.i.bolite to 

pumpelJyi te-actinoli te facies, and this is supported by date. of Garlick 

and Epstein (1967), . Magaritz and Taylor (l976a.), and Devereux {1968), 

the 8o
18 

value of the metamorphic fluid, the potential ore-forrr.in'] 

fluid, at 550°C would have Leen about lO.S%c (Fig. E.7). After the 

cessation of the addition of rocks by sedimentation and tectonism to 

the metamorphic pile, and the attainment of maximum P-T conditjons, 

tectonic uplift, accelerated by erosion, would have corrtrt:enced (Fig. E.6b}. 

With continuing uplift, the pressure of "':he trapped fluid iHcreased, 

and 8o18 of the fluid decreased with decreasing temperature along path C 

(Fig. E.7a). When uplift had proceeded to the situation (point B), 

where the pressure of the trapped fluid was greater than the sum of the 

load pressure and the tensile strength of the schist (i.e. Pfluid > 

Pload +To, Price, 1975}, hydraulic fracturing occurred (Norris and 

Henley, 1976{ see section F .3} allmving migration of the pore fluid to 

existing fault zones which were subsequently propagated upwards. Large 

volumes of fluid migrated rapidly upwards in the fault. zones and 

exchanged isotopically and chemically with. the wall rock, 'l'he fluid 

assumed the role of oxygen reservoir and retained a constant 80l
8 

value 

(path A, Fig., E~7a), Based on the difference between the temperatures 

of metamorphism and mineralization in the Mt Judah schists, hydraulic 
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Alternative models for the origin of the oxygen isotope 
aureoles in the Glenorchy scheelite lode alteration zones. 
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fracturing (Fig, E,6C) occurred after uplift corresponding to a tempera

ture decrease of at least J.00°C.. The oo18 values of quartz and feldspar 

deposited in the shear zones would follow paths E and D respectively 
18 

(Fig, E, 7a) and 'che oO values of the minerals in. the wall-rock schist 

would tend to increase to reach values representative of isotope 

equilibrium with the hydrothermal fluid. Initial precipitation of quartz, 

and possibly calcite and scheelite,. occurred at 350°C in the lodes now 

exposed on Mt Judah. 

The hydrothermal fluid 8o18 may have decreased with further 

migration upwards in the mineralization zone (Fig. E.7a) as a result of 

dil~tion of the hydrothermal fluid by meteoric waters (White, 1974), or 

precipit~tion of silica from the fluid (Garlick and Epstein, 1966} • 

An alternative path of fluid migration (Fig. E.7b) would result 

ir• a similar isotope-enrichment a~reole surrounding the mineralized 

lode, but the fluid migration rate ·.vould be similar to the rate cf 

uplift of the schist p~le, slow enough to allow partial isotope equili

bration of the fluid with the schist,and no~ ty~ical of rates cf fluid 

migration for geot!:ermal conduits or fault zones. 

Fluid/Rock Ratios in_ the Hy:1rothermal System 

The width of the o18-enriclli~ent aureole and the rate cf decrease 

of oo18 \'lith the distance from the lode are controlled by: 

1. the permeability of the wall-rock schist, and 

2. the relative exchange rates of the wall-rock minerals. 

In view of the contrasting isotope exchange rates for different 

minerals, the quartz o18-enrichment aureole should be narrow~r than the 

muscovite aureole, which in turn should be smaller than the albit.e 

aureole, and this relationship is observed in the Glenorchy Lode 

alteration zone1 at least for albite and quartz oo18 values (Fig.·E.l). 

The permeability of the schist controls the fluid/rock ratio (w/r), 

which is the volume of fluid~erived oxygen that has exchanged with a 

unit volume of schist-derived oxygen, and is calculated from the 

expression~ 

8o~8 (rock, accmired) ... &o~8 (rock1 • originall 
w/r = = 

8o18 (fluid, original)-8o
18 

(fluidr acquired) 

The 'original' oo18 values are those pertaining before hydrothermal 
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alteration, and the ;acquired' 00
18 

values are those obtained after iso~ 
tope exchange to equilibrium during mineralization. Schist 0018 values 

were not measured in this study, but albite 0018 values may be used 

for the calculations as, in general, schist oo
18 

values are approximately 
18 equal to feldspar 60 values (Taylor, 1971). The paucity of albite 

oxygen isotope data in the alteration zone, and hence the poor definition 

of the variation in schist 6018 with distance from the lode, requires 

the calculation of hypothetical albite 6o18 values from the measured 
18 ' . 0 

quartz 60 values, as.:;uming a constant temperature of 310 C throughout 

the al teratic:1 zone, and the existence of isotope equilibrium between 

quartz and albite (see Appendix E,3), 

?i graph of the relationshi.p between fluid/rock ratios and quartz 

and albite 6018 values in Fig. E.8 was constructed from an 'original' 

(metamorphic) albite co18 value of 11.4S~~o for a mineralization temperature 

of 310°C, and from 'original' quartz 

mineralization tt~perature of 310°C. 

18 ' 
60 values of 13.7 (averag::) for a 

Quartz and al~ite 6o18 values 

fro'n the alteration z0ne are plctted on the respective 310°C curves, 

and indicate that a w/r value oi 8 was reached ::.~1 schist immediately 

adjacent to the lode, with a gradual decrease in w/r tow.J.rds the edge 

of the alteration zone. 

There is a wide range in w/r in the schist i~ediately adjacent to 

the lode (2.5 to 8), anC. w/r decreases x:apidly wit.hin 2 m of the lode to 

a value of about 1 (Fig. E.9). Further from the lode, the rate of 

d~?.crease in w/r is smaller. Fluid/rock ratios vary linearly with the 

distance from the lode plotted on a logarithmic scale for both the 

opencast aEd GDDH 27a sect.ions (Fig. :::.10). In addition to the w/r 

ratios obtained from Fig. E.9, w/r ratios calculated from hypothetical 

albite 6o18 values (as discussed alJove) are included i.n Fig. E.lO. 

The distinct linear trends in Fig. E.lO indicate higher w/r values 

in the opencast section than in the GDDH 27a section and support the 

contrast in permeabilities suggested by the intense quartz veining 

adjacent to the lode in the former and the sparse veining in the latter. 

For both sections, w/r is a function of ..-log x 1. where x is the distance 

from the lode. In particular, in the opencast section, wjr; 3,58 -.5.85 

log x, and in the GDDH 27a section, w/r :=: 1,75 - 3.9 log x. 

According to Hawkes and Webb (.1962) metal contents in \vall.,-rock 

alteration aureoles ucommonly decay logarithmically with distance from 

the ore contact". Hawkes and Webb (1962) suggest that a logaritbmic 
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FIGURE E.lO: Fluid/Lock ratio (w/r) versus distance (x, log. scale) from 
the Glenorchy Lode. 

pattern is corisistent with fluid and element transport in the alteration 

zone by diffusion, and fracturing allows more exten3ive transport but 

produces irregularities in the alteration pattern. The logarithmic 

patterns prevail in the Glenorchy area, for both the opencast anci 

GDDH 27a sections where the influence of diffusion transport would be 

low and high respectively. Therefore, a logarithmic pattern need 

not indicate that diffusion was the dominant mechanism of fluid or 

element transport in an alteration zone. The overall permeability which 

controls the fluid/rock ratios may also have decreased logarithmically 

with distance from the lodesr with the width of the aureole and gradient 

in permeability across the alteration zone strongly dependent on the 

concentration of fractures conte~mporaneous with mineralization. Diffusion 

would take place on a small scale lateral to the fractures in the altera~ 

tion zone, and preferentially parallel to the schistosity and within 

psan~itic schist horizons. 
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E.7 CONCLUSIONS 

Hydrothermal enviroTh~ents in which the vein minerals are enriched 

in o18 
relative.to the same minerals in the country rock are rarely 

reported, Quartz from epidote.,.bearing veins in the Champion Creek stock 

in the Bohemia mining district (Oregonl has a higher ao18 (by 2. 2%o 1 

than the host granodiorite quartz (Taylorr 19711, Quartz~carbonate 

veins in the Franciscan Formation (Californial contain quartz ·with 6o18 

values considerably higher than those of the vlall-:·rbck quartz (Magaritz 

and Taylo::c, i976b). In both case,.,, the authors ascribe the o18..,.enrichment 

to vein formation from a. fluiet. si:rnilar to that which equilibrated with 

the host rock, but at a lo~·mr temperf!ture. Magaritz and Taylor (1976b) 

sugges~ed that the pore fluid~ from deeper levels in the rock pile 

could have deposited the o16.,.enriched veins. Similarly, the scheelite

mineralized lodes at Glenorchy contain quartz o18~enriched relative 

to the wall...-rock quartz, and are considered to have been deposited from 

flui<'l.s origini'l.tin3' deep in the schist pile as metamorphic fluids. 

l d 1 f . . 1 o18 . hm . th - . t t T 1e mo c o ve~n m~nera -enrJ.c ent W'. ·.• c.tecreas~ng empera ure 

(Fig.E.7a)might, with extensive sampling and more oxygen isoL·.ope data, 

allov1 rapid determination of the relat.ive temperatures of lode fol:T"ation 

throughout the: Glenorchy mineralizr>d area, and possibly lead to 

reconstruction of the orientation of the schist pile during mineralizaticn 

on the basis that the lodes with the highest forine:.ion temperatures 

represent the lm¥est levels of the lode network. 

The potential of oxygen isotope analysis as an explore..tion tool is 

discussed in Chapter F, section F.l3. 

E.B SUMMARY 

1. Surrounding the Glenorchy Lode, there are zones in which the 6o
18 

values of schist minerals have been increased by as much as 3%c • Lode 

quartz 6o18 values range from 16.0 to 17.4%D, unaltered schist contains 

quartz with 8o18 values between 13.0 and 14 •. 8%o , ·and the alteration zone 

quartz 8o18 values are gradational between the two extremes. The 

width of the aureole is dependent on schist permeability during mineraliza

tion, and extends up to .10 metres from the lodes. 

18 The large 80 values of quartz in the alteration zone compared 

with those in the unaltered schist resulted from precipitation of hydro

ther.mal quartz and recrystallization of metamorphic quartz_ in the hydro-
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·thermal fluid. Introduction of lode quartz to alteration zone schists 
18 cannot alone account for the increase in quartz oO values, 

2. Oxygen isotope equilibrium was probably attained in the unaltered 

schists during metamorphism and in the lode zone during mineralization. 

Oxygen isotope disequilibrium characterizes the alteration zoner except 

in a band, about l m wide, adjacent to the lode, in which approximate 

oxygen isotope equilibrium may have been attained. 

3. A maxir.lum temperature of 445°C was attained during regional meta-

morphism at the boundary between the pumpellyite-actinolite facies and 

the greenschist facies. 

4. Schoelite mineralization at Glenorchy occurred after the peak of 

metamorphism at temperatures bet\veen 350°C and 2C0°C. 

5. The hydrothe:rmal fluid oo18 uf 8.5%o is compatible with a raagmatic 

or :metamorphic origin, but the absence of igneuus activity cont:r,mporaneou.s 

with and spatially related to mineralizaticn i:r. the Haast Schi:;t, and 

the availability o::::· fluids within the metamorphic pile e.fter the peak of 

metamorphism, suggests tha·c. the ore-forming fl-uid was most likely meta~ 

morphic in origin. Release of fluids durir:.g metamo1:.pldc dehydration 

reac'dor~s to isolated pore spaces in the schist, followGd by uplift of 

the metamorphic pile, and subsequent expansion of the trapped fluids and 

initiation of hydraulic fracturing, would result in migration vf meta

m-.•rphic fluids to higher levels in the crust. Changes in the isotope 

composition of the fluid would accompany evolution of the metamorphic 

£luid to an ore-forming fluid. 

6. Fluid/rock ratios and permeability decreased logarithmically in 

the alteration zone with increased distance from the lode. The fluid 

transport in fractures contemporaneous vli th mineralization \vas more 

important than fluid migration by diffusion in at least one of the 

sampled sections. The decrease in mineral o018 
values in the alteration 

· zone with distance from the lode reflects the decrease in the 

availability of hydrothermal fluids away from the main hydrothermal 

conduit, restricting the degree of isotope exchange. 
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F. PHYSICOCHEMISTRY OF MINERALIZATION 

F .1 TEMPERATURES AliD PRESSURES OF liUNERALIZATION 

Oxygen isotope analysis of coexisting mineral-pairs in the lode 

and inunediate wall-rock suggests the Glenorchy Lode formed in the range 

350°C to 280°C (see section E.5}, the absolute values being subject to 

uncertainties in t.he isotope geothermometer calibrations of ± 50°C. 

With more certainty, tl1e onset of mineralization is 90°C less than the 

temperature at which the wall rocks were metamorphosed. Quartz-calcite 

oxygen isot.ope fractionai:ions indicate temperature variations of 50°C 

\'vithin the relatively restricted area of 9 and 10 Levels. Such variation 

may have resulted from conti~ued deposition of quartz and calcite wi t.hin 

the same fissure as uplift of the schist pile proceeded. Oxygen isotope 

analysis of minerQ,l-pairs in major lodes and subsidiary lodes, and within 

f\.ifferent veins within each lode, would probably.reveal mineralization 

temj;:eratures characteristic of e:tch lode, shear, or vein. 

Attempts by Dr E.T.C. Spooner at Oxford Pniversity to measure the 

homogenization temperatures for fluid inclusions in lode quartz from 

Glcnorchy
1 

and hence determine t.he fluid inclusion filling temveratt~::es , 

;;:ere unsuccessful because of the very small size of the fluid inclusions 

(sect:ion A.3). Ho~ever, for the Bendigo gold-scheelita field (Fig. F.l), 

maximum homogenization temperatures of 230°C wer~ obtained from 3 fluid 

. in:::lusions in quartz ir1 the schceli te-bearing Alta Lode, whereas 3 5 fluid 

inclusions in 5 sa.rnples of the gold-bearing Cromwell Lode ar,d a lode with 

no obvious gold or scheelite but cut by the Alta Lode gave-homogenization 

temperatures of 260°C (Paterson, 1971). Paterson (1971) concluded the 

scheelite-bearing lodes at Bendigo fo~~ed later and possibly at lower 

temperatures than the gold-bearing lodes. 

In the gold-scheelite lode .field at Macraes Flat, North Otago 

(Fig. F.l), some lodes have quartz fluid inclusion homogenization 

temperatures of 350°c, 220°-250°Cf and 150°C, others have homogenization 

temperatures of 220°-250°C and 150°c, and one lode has a single 

homogenization temperature of 150°C (M., Shelley, written communication, 

1975). Gold and scheelite occur together in the Golden }?oint mine at 

Macraes Flat (Williams, 19741, but may have formed at different 

temperatures as at Bendigo. The relationship between the_ gold and 

scheelite deposition and the phases of quartz deposition is unknown, 
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although from comparison with the Bendigo fieldr deposition of the gold 

and scheelite at Macraes Flat may have occurred in association \~ith the 

220°~250°C phase of quartz deposition. 

None of the homogenization temperatures reported above has been 

corrected for the salinity of the ore~forming fluid and the pressure of 

formation; the overall effect of increased salinity and pressure would be 

to increase the value for the homogenization temperature to a higher 

value representing the fluid inclusion trapping temperature, 

The geological characteristics of the mineralized lodes are 

sim.i.lc-..r throughout the Otago schists (see Williams, 1974) 1 suggesting 

the mechanism of ore deposition is common to all the mineralized fields. 

Consequently, in spite of the possible influence of '<t~all-rock composi·tion 

on the deposition of scheelite (section F.8) 1 it is tenuously assumed that 

scheelite is deposited at a similar temperature throughout Otago. Therefore, 

the difference beb,;een fluid inclusion homogenization temperatures at 

Bendigo (230°C) and oxygen isotope fractionation temperatur.es at Glenorch7 

(280°-350°C) is related to the pressure at i.nine:r:alization .::.nd t.ne salinity 

of the ore-forming fluid. From the pressure correction--homogenization 

temperature curves of Lemmlein and Klevtsov (1961.), and assuxning the 

salinity exceeded 5 equivalent wt% NaCl (see section F.4), this 

t.emperature differen_ce of 50°-120°C corresponds to a pressure of ruineraliz

ation of 600-1300 bars. Therefore, mineralization at Mt Judah probably 

occurred at depths of the order of 2 to 6 km. 

Scheelite deposition occurs over a very wide temperature range 
0 in ore deposii.:s throughout the world, from 150 C at Aberfoyle 1 Tasmania 

(Little, 1960) to 400°-500°C in Guatemala (Collins and K6sle~, 1969}, 

Mexico (Epstein and •rayl0r, 1967) and Bolivia (Kelly and Turneaure, 1970) . 

From fluid inclusions in quartz and scheelite in the Silver Dyke Mine, 

Nevada, Sigurdson (1974) derived a mineralization temperature of 0 313 ± 

19°C 1 comparable with the temperatures of scheelite mineralization in 

Otago. The wide temperature range suggests that temperature is not the 

only important parameter controlling the precipitation of scheelite from 

hydrothermal solutions, 

F. 2 SOURCE OF TH.E ORE-FORMING FLUID 

Oxygen isotope evidence (Chapter E) indicates that,prior to its 

passage through the Glenorchy fracture system, the ore.,..forming fluid was 

last in oxygen isotope equilibrium with rocks at temperatures exceeding 
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420°C, deeper in the schist pile.. Furthermore, the oxygen isotope data 

confirm that meteoric and oceanic waters did not contribute significantly 

to the ore-forming fluid~ The oxygen isotope composition of the fluid · 

is consistent with magmatic and me·tamorphic v1ater compositions, but in 

view. of the lack of spatial relationship betw·een the lode fields and 

contemporaneous igneous activity (lamprophyre intrusion, Cooper, 1971) in 

the Otago schists, a metamorphic origin for the fluid is proposed. 

Water released during metamorphic dehydration reactions in a 30 km~ 

thick pile of volcanic..,..sedimentary debrisf ranging in metamorphic grade 

from zeolite facies to amphibolL:.e facies, amounts i:o about 2 wt% of the 

rock column ~yfe and Henley, 197~}. The disappearance of pumpellyite 

with increasing metamorphic grade in the Dansey Pass metagreywackes is 

accompanied by a decrease in chlurite abundance and increases in clin0-

zoisite and astinolite content.s (Bishopr 19721, resulting in a strong 

decrease in the WA.ter contEmt from pumpellyite-actinolite facies ::o 

greenschist facies rocks (Table F .1}. Me\:avolcanic rocks are rich in 

) 

TABLE F.1: Water contents (in weight percent) in metasediments and metavolcanics 

in the South Island, N.Z. Standard deviations, and the numoers of 

analyses averaged are presented. 

Metamorphic Pumpellyite-
Facies actinolite 

Greenschist Transitional Amph·i bol i te 

METASEDII'ft.ENTS (argi 11 ite and greyv;acke equivalents) 
~ 

Mason (1962) 2.55 ± 0.66(3) 1.33 ± 0.01(2) 1.59 ± 0.71(2) 1.00 ± 0.26(3) 

Bishop {1972) 2.58 ± 0.51(5) 1.99 ± 0.54(4) 

This study 2.53 ± 0.33(12) 

META VOLCANICS 

Cooper (1970) 3.88 ± 2.81(3) 2.02 ± 0.68(7) 

Kawachi ( 197 4) 4.12 ± 1. 06 (9) 4.29 ± 0.20(2) 

Batt (1974) 4.2 ± 0.59(6) 
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chlorite in both the pumpellyite.-actinolite facies and the greenschist 

facies, bu·t the chlorite content diminishes in the biotite and garnet 

zones, possibly as a result of involvement of chlorite in biotite .... and 

garnet-producing reactions. In addition, other hydrous minerals (biotite, 

epidote, and actinolite) decrease in abundance in the amphjbolite facies. 

Consequently, the water contents in metabasic rocks would show a strong 

decrease at the. greenschist facies-amphibolite facies transition. 

Approxunately l wt% water would be lost from a schist pile of 

predominantly argillite and greywacke composition between the bottom of 

the pumpellyite":'actinolite facies and the t:Jp of the amphiboLi..te facies 

rocks, and the presence of metavolcanic rocks within the pile (f0r 

instance, east of Ht Judah~ would enhance the amount of fluid evolved 

during metamorphism ('I'able F .1), The existence of lodes in t.h.e chlorite 

IV subzone of/ the greenschist facies and possibly the biotite Z0!1e 

(Ben:'l.igo, Paterson 1 1971} suggests most of the ore-forming fluid 

originated in ro~ks of higher grade than the chlorite zone of the green

schist facies. 

Determination of Quantity of Fluid Required for Ore Depositic-·:_l 

If the ore-forming fJ.uid was derived entirely fro!:\ dehydration of 

the schist pile, \vas the quantity of fluid released sufficient to deposit 

the minerals in the lodes? From quartz solubility data and oxygen isotope

derived fluid/rock ra·tio da.ta, the minimum amounts of fluid required fo:r. 

lode formation are estimated. 

Quartz Solubility Method 

Several assurr~tions and approxlinations must be mad~: 

1. Quartz was deposit.ed in the lodes in the tempe1:ature interval, 

350° to 280°C. 

2. The load pressure during mineralization was 1 kb. 

3. The volume of the lodes in the 60 km2 intensely-mineralized area 

east of Glenorchy is 1.8 x 10-2 km3 ~ This figure is obtained 

from Mutch Q969 1 p, 31) who calculated the indicated and inferred 

ore reserves on the basis of an oversimplified t•pseudo.,.stratified 

lodeu model (see section A.4). Alth01..19h useful as. a first 

approximat.ion, the lode volume calculations of Mutch are tenuous, 

and the figure of 1.8 x 10""
2 

km
3 

is an overestimation. 
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4. Quartz comprises approximately 20% of the lode volume (i.e. 3.6 
3 3 . 1 

x 10- km, corresponding to 9.54 x 10 2 g of quartz). 

5. The average density of the schist is 2.8 g/cc~ 

From the quartz solubility data in Holland Q967, p. 388~393}, based on 

Kennedyls (1950) experi.."llents at 1. kb, 0.6 g of quartz would be deposited 

in the ta~perature interval 350° to 280°C from each 1000 g of hydrothermal 
13 

fluid. Thereforer 1~59 x 10 kg of fluid would be required to form 

9 •. 54 X 10
12

. g of lode quartz- An t 1 f 1 t f h _ av_erage wa -er oss: o _ w % rom t e 

schist pile below the pumpellyite .... actin0lite facies .... greenschist facies 

boundary corresponds to 2.8 x 1010 kg of ·water per cubic kilometre. 

Thus, the volume of schist required to provide the ore.,...f0rming fluid is 

570 km
3 • If the hydrothermal fluid originated in a colunm irru.~edia tely 

below the 6o km
2 mineralized area only, and was not funnelled towards the 

earthrs surface, the depth of the column of water-::-contributin<j schist 

woulu be 9.5 km. This value is comparable with the limits of ·L.he 

estimate for the ~hickness of the greenschist facies (section E.5}. 

Water expelle& from transitional facies and ~phibolite facies rocks 

below the 9. 5 km column co~1ld also contribute to the ore··fm."ming fluid. 

Therefore, it is .L'easible that the water fo~"ming the major component of 

the ore--tormiag fluid ..::oulC!. orig-inate wholly by dehydl.-ation of rocks in 

a regional meta~orphic envirolli~ent. 

Oxygen Isotope Fluid/Rock Ratio Method 

Time-integrated fluid/rock ratios (\v/r), calculated fr,,m the 

oxygen isotope data (section E.5), can be used to calculate the volume of 

fluid necessary to cause the oxygen isotope exchange manifested in the 

variation of mineral oo18 values with distance from the lode. From the 

expression relating the fluid/rock :ratio to distance from the lode in the 

opencast section (w/r = 3 .58 ... 5 .85 log x), the w/r ve>.lues are calculated 

for successive 1 m wide envelopes surrounding the lode. For a total 

lode voluine in th.e Glenorchy area of 1.8 x 10-2 km3 , and an average 

lode-width of 1.5 m, the total volume of the 1 m envelope on the hanging 

wall and the footwall is 2.4 x 10 ... 
2 km3 • The fluid/rock ratios derived 

from oxygen isotope data are ratios of the numbers of oxygen atoms in 

the fluid to the numbers of oxygen atoms in the rockf and are equivalent 

to the ratios of their respective vleights percent of oxygen. In one 

unaltered schist. (31878), oxygen comprises 48 wt% of the rock, whereas 

oxygen makes up 89 ~~%of pure water. Therefore,equal volmnes of fluid 
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and rock correspond to a w/r value of 1~84. For example, at 0.5 m from 

the lode, w/r = 5.34 1 but the actual fluid/rock ratio is 5.34/1.84. 

Therefore, the minimum volume of fluid which exchanged isotopically with 
.,.2 

the 1 m envelope closest to the lode is 2.4 x 10 x 5.34/1.84 = 6.95 x 

10 ~2 km
3 •. By performing similar calculations for successive schist 

envelopes, the total weight of fluid in the hydrothermal system is found 

to be 1.24 X 1011 kg, This value is l% of the weight of fluid 

(1,59 x 1013 kg) required to deposit the lode quartz (previous section) • 

However, it should be emphasized that the calculated weight of fluid is 

probably less than the actual weight of fluid that passed through the 

hydrothermal system beca11se: 

1. The w/r-distance equation is valid only up to 4 m from the lode, 

negative values of w/r being obtained outside this limit. Th~ 

oxygen isotope study :revea.led that hydrothermal fluid penetrated 

at least 10-20 m l&terally from the lode. 

2. After the initial stages of hydrothermal act..i..vity, a large 

proportion of ~:he hydrothermal fluid may have migrated through 

the main conduits in the Glenorchy schis~s without exchanging 

isotopically with the wall rock. The oxygen iso·i..ope compositions 

of the ;.,rall-rock minerals would approach equilibriura. values 

relative to the ·isotope composition of t.~.e hydrothermal fluid, 

and only the fluid which mig:cated laterally frvm the main hydro-' 

thermal conduit through the buffer zone into the unaltered schist 

would exchang·e isotopic~lly with the schist. 

Discussion 

Gold and scheelite mineralization is apparently restricted to 

lode fields of 50-100 km2 area, these fields being evenly but sparsely 

distributed throughout the Otago schists south of Lake Wa.nak.a but NE of a 

line from Glenorchy to Balclutha (see Fig. F.l). The lode fields comprise 

about 6% of t.his area of the Otago schists (see also Fig, 5-7, Williams, 

1974) and may represent loci for the upward passage of metamorphic waters· 

evolved from the \vhole Otago schist pile,. The lodes are the largest 

quar-tz-bearing structures in the Otago schistsf and probably represent 

the major conduits in .the pile after the me·tamorphic peak, Poorly

mineralized quartz lodes exist in the Otago schists Ce~g, Mt Ohof Pisa 

Range)r but large areas are apparently devoid of these structures. Much 

of the water evolved during dehydration reactions was probably fu~~ 
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towards the earthts surface, rather than transported in a broad front. 

Therefore, the. average vo:j..ume of schist which contributed vmter to each 

hydrothermal system now manifested in lode fields may be up to 10-20 

times larger than the pile of schist immediately below each lode field, 

Henley et al.(l976) implied that the ore."C"forming fluid was 

derived mainly from dehydration of metavolcanics only. Although the 

metavolcanics may have cont.ributed slightly more water per unit volume 

of rock than metasedimAn:tary rocks, particularly at the greenschist 

facies-amrhibolite facies tran.si::ion, the latter are more voluminous in 

the Otago schists and would have Provided most of the wateJ: evolved 

during metamorphism, 

It is clear that the amount of \\'ater evolved from the schists 

of upper greenschist facies metamo:rphic grade and higher, below the area 

of Glenorchy mineralization, is sufficient to deposit the quartz in the 

scheelite lodes at Glenorchy and to alter the oxyger. isotope compositions 

of the wall-ruck minerals. On a x.egional scale, mor~ than sufficient 

water was released during metamorphism to deposit all the lodes in Otago. 

The calculations above support the hypothesis that the Gleno:rchy scheelite 

deposits, and indeed all the gold and scheelite lode deposits in the 

Otago schists, formed from metamorphic fluids evolved from the schist 

pile during burial metamorphism. Similar order of magnitude calculations 

by Bishop {1973) also j.r.dicated the arnount of water evolved in metamorphic 

dehydrat.ion reactions was sufficient to dissolve, transport, and deposit 

W and Au in the Otago schists. 

Documentation of ore deposition from metamort?hic fluids is rare. 

In the Sulpimr Bank mercury district (California) , springs discharge 

metamorphic waters (White et al., l973), and the DucktiJwn massive sulphide 

deposits were considered by Addy and Ypma (1972, 1973) to have formed fJ=om 

isotopically-light metwmorphic waters during prograde metamorphism. The 

gold in the Precambrian Homestake deposits of South Dakota (USA) was con

centrated initially by sedimentary~volcanic exhalative processes,and 

finally by metamorphic .remobilization of the ore constituents to 

dilatant zones formed by deformation in the metamorphic pile (Rye and Rye, 

1974) , However, the remobilization by metamorphic fluids v,;ras localized 1 

being restricted to the Homestake Formation and causing no isotope dis~ 

equilibrium between fluids and wall rock. As in the Ducktown sulphide 

deposition, mineralization at Homestake probably occurred in ~o~rc:.,~~ 

stages of metamorphism.. Miller et al. (1976) also invoked metamorphic 
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pore fluids in the formation of scheelite vein deposits in Ordovician 

metapelites in southeastern Nova Scotia during the early stages of 
-.-~ . 

deformation in greenschist facies regional metamorphism. The Otago 

scheelite and gold deposits appear to be unique insofar as they originated 

from release of metamorphic fluid to higher levels in the crust after 

the peak of metamorphism and during uplift of the schist pile. 

F. 3 ACCmlliLATION AND TRANSPORT OF THE ORE-FOR!VliNG FLUID 

In order to explain, firstly, the considerable time interval 

bL:tween the release of fluid to pore spaces during metamorphic dehydratiGn 

reactions and the com .. mencement of hydrothermal mineralization (see section 

E.6), and secondly, the contrasts in temperatures of formation and mineral 

o;;:ygen isutope compositions between the lode and thG count.~.:y rock, the 

process of hydraulic fracturing is invoked. The concc.:pt o.E hydraulic 

f:t::n.cturing ac a means of transporti.ng tungsten and gold c"t:"e-forming 

·fluids fror<, their sou:c.ce t.o higher levels in the sr.:hist pil~ of Otago 

was first proposed by Batt (1974) • Norris and Henley (1976) enlarged 

0:1. this idea by devising a model describing the dewa·tering of a meta

morphic pile by hydraulic fracturing, and Henley e~. (1976) applied 

~he ~odel to the hydrothermal ore-forming process in the Otago schists. 

The Norris and Henley (1976) model favou:::s the retention of 

connate fluics and metarr.vrphic fluids in pore spaces, ~icrofractures, 

and grain boundaries during prograde metamor:t;;hism. Norris and Henley 

(J976) considered, on the basis of previous petrologic s·tudies in the 

Haast Schist, that the path of. burial of a rock unit in terms of load 

P.ressure and temperab,.re was curved, so that with increasing burial,· 

the geothermal gradient increased (Fig. F.2a). Wherever the geothermal 
0 gradient exceeded 12 C/km, the trapped pore-fluid would increase in 

pressure to values greater than P1 ~ during both burial and uplift of 
oau. 

the schist pile. Dehydration reaqtions during prograde metronorphism 

generally result in an increase in molar volumes of products relative to 

reactants, thus also tending to increase Pfluid in the pore spaces 

(Fyfe, 1973; Fyfe and Henley, 19731. With the onset of rapid uplif·t 

of the schist pile, the trapped fluid was transported ~~ ..... ;¥~ to crus·tal 

levels of lower confining pressure (Fig, F .2bl. Once l? fluid exceeded 

the sum of l? load and the tensile streng·th of the host rockr mi.cro.,., 

hydraulic fracturing occurred, thus increasing the pe1.1neability of the 

rock and alloving migration of the fluid to existing faults which would 

be prevalent in an uplifting, denuding pile undergoing lateral extension. 
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FIGURE F.2: (a) Burial and unloading trajectories for small volumes of 
rock within a sediment pile. Unloading trajectories F 
and G are calculated on the basis of uplift rates corres
ponding to estimates for the Haast Schist and European 
Alps respectively. Diagram from Norris and Henley (1976). 

(b) Model for uplift and hydraLlic fracturing i'1 the Otago 
schists (after Henley et al., 1976). Lower deposition 
pressures would require lower . the1."1nal gradients for the 
fluid flow path. Unloading trajectories for the Sanbagawa 
and Franciscan rocks are shown. Series of lines represent 
specific volume contours for H2o. 
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If existing fa.ul ts -v.1ere not extensive, they would be propagated 

by large~scale hydraulic fracturing result.ing from the continued increase 

in Pfluid relative to Ptotal >vith further uplift~ Faults would be 

favourable loci for fluid migration and hydraulic fracturing because of 

the low tensile strength of the rocks in the vicinity of the faults. 

For example, Phillips (1972). r discussing sulphide mineralization in 

Palaeozoic metasediments of Wales, concluded the dewatering of the meta

morphic pile resulted in increased Pfluid in existing normal faults, 

which consequently v1ere propagated by hydraulic fracturing. The con

sistent schistosity-lode angular relationship at Glenorchy an0 the 

extensional stress regime, a characteristic of post~metamorphic uplift, 

indicate the possibility that a series of closely-spaced, subparallel, 

normal faults existed before mineralj.zation and controlled thA passage 

of the ore-forming flu.i.d!;>, but this evidence is not conclusive.(s<:!ction A.4). 

At a given location in the hydrothermal system, the opening and 

closing of the conduits would have been periodic. After the increase 

in P fluid and the initial hyf!.raulic fracturing, P fluid would decrease 

abruptly. Thi.s \vvuld lead tc failure of tha wall rocks and blockage of 

the conduit. Subsequently, Pf_ 'd would increase again through continuing 
.IU~ 

upflow of hydrothermal fluid, until further hydraulic fracturing 6ccu.t-red. 

The pat-cern o£ early-formed lodes and subsidiary lodes cu·t by late-formed 

lodes, and the anascomosirg veins within the lodes, are consistent with 

the postulateu episodic nature of fracturing. 

Phillips (1972) noted a high concentration of fract.ure zones 

in metagreywacke compared with u.nits of shales or slates, and a tendency 

for termination of hydraulic fractures at the contact between the grey

wackes and overlying shales. The more d~8tile shales absorbed the 

stresses by flowing rather t.han fracturing. This pattern is similar to 

that in the Glenorchy area, where the most extensive and best developed 

lodes occur in the dominantly psammitic schists of Ht Judah, rather 

than in the interbedded pelitic-psrunmitic schists and pelitic schists 

of the Black Peak area. 

FA CHE..l\iiCAL COMPOSITION OF THE ORE~FORMING FLUID 

The effects of -v.zall-.:rock alteration (Chapter Dl f and the analyses 

of fluid inclusions (Patersonf 1971). are used to characterize the generc.;.l 

chemical composition of the ore-.:forming fluid. 

From the wall-rock alteration study (Chapter D), it is clear that 
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K, Si, Fe, H, c, Hg, s, w, (Au), As, Sb, Rh, and Cs were transported 

into the Glenorchy lode system in the hydrothermal fluid. The fluid was 

probably su1ilar to the Bendigo lode ore-forming fluid, w~ich was a 

dilute chloride brine containing 9000 pr:m Na~ 5000 ppm K, 570 ppm Hg, 

and 430 ppm Ca (Paterson, 197ll, This partial chemical composition 

was obtained by crushing lode quartz in a tungsten carbide swing mill, 

leaching the powder wi.th de""'"ionized water 1 and analysing the solution by 

the atomic absorption method, The inclusion fluid was estimated by the 

point counting method to comprise 1~ vol .. % of the ro0k, but the actual 

fluid content may have been much less than 1% (see Roedder, 1S72). 

Therefore, the concentrations quoted above are probab:Iy min:i.mum v;.llues. 

The contention that the ore~forming fluiC was chloride-rich is based on 

the evidence of rare halite crystals within several fluid inclusions in 

quartz from the golJ.-bea:ting Cromwell Lode at Bendigo (Patsrson, 1971) • 

Biref:::-ingent crystals in inclusio'1s in the same lode are probably 
2+ 

carbonates sugge9~ing the presence of Ca and either co
2

{aq) nco3 or 

co
3

2
- species in the fluid. The major components of the ore-forrning 

fluid vJere H
2
o an& co

2
, wi·::.h Na, K, and Cl occur):ing in minor amounts 7 

and ore-forming e1.em<mts in the low ppm range. 

From the partial chemical analysis of the inclusion fluid fJ:·om 

Bendigo, a minimum salinity of 5 equivalent wt% NaCl is postulated. This 

value similar to the salinities of inclusion fluids in metamorphic veins 

(Poty et al., 1974), and of sea water. Howe•Jer, the presence of halite 

crystals in the Bendigo flP.id inclusions suggests that the so.linity at 

some stage reached 26%, at least locally (Roedder, 1972). Simiiar 

salinitiesmay have prevailed in the Glenorchy ore-forming fluid. 

F.5 THE SOURCE OF COHPONENTS OF THE ORE-FOR~ING FLUID 

In the previous chapter, the oxygen isotope data suggest the ore

forming fluid originated from lower levels in the schist pile, and could 

have been metamorphic in origin. In Chapter D, the che~mical data in the 

wall rocks suggest a large proportion of the ore.,.forming elements was 

derived from outside the zone of ore deposition, having been introduced 

to this zone by the ore-forming fluid~ An important test of the 

l..lmetamorphic origin~· hypothesis is to determine whet.her or not the chemical 

composition of the fluid is compatible with derivation from a dehydrating 

metamorphic pile. The ansvJer to this question is provided in published 

data compiled from fluid inclusions in metamorphic rocks and crosscutting 

veins, from experirnental rock-fluid interactions at high temperatures and 
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pressures, from sampling of fluids in geothermal systems, and from the 

trace element contents of rocks and minerals similar to those occurring 

in the Haast Schist and the variation of those trace element contents 

with metamorphic grade~ 

Major Elements 

The major component of the ore .... forming fluid was H2o, sufficient 

having been provided in the metamorphic dehydration reactions (section F.2). 

The carbon dioxide contents of metasediments and metavolcanics 

ir. the Haast Schist generally decrease with increasing metamorphic grade 

(e.g. Turner, 1968; Cooper, 1972; Bishop, 1972), suggesting co2 evolved 

in decarbonation reactions was removed from the rock in the metamorphic 

pcre flui&, Metavolcanics are generally richer in co2 than metasediments, 

the co2 being contained in calcite. However, gruphite or carbonaceous 

m&~erial in mztasediments could be converted to co2 or CE4 depending on 

the exister.ce of oxidi:.dng or reducing condi tic:-ns. Ellis (:!. 968) obtained 

high concentrations of co2 (and H2s) after reaction of an NaCl solution 

with a carbonaceous shale at high temperatures, and comp::.tred this 

experimental study with the na"!::.ural occurrence of high co2 (and H2s) 
contents in g~othermal fluids passin? through organic-rich sediments in 

New Zealand. Further evidence of co2 and CH4 in metamo:~::phic fluids is 

provided in fluid inclusions within syn-metamorphic veins (Rcedder, 1972). 

Roedder reported a study by Chamberlin in 1908 who found 6.4 vol% methane 

in the gases obtained from heating clear quartz crystals from a metamorphic 

terrain. Stalder (1967) and 'I'ouray (1968) found that CH4 , N2 , and H2s 
were present only in t.::-ace amounts in inclusions in minerals in metamorphic 

"Alpine veins" in Europe, with co2 and H2o dominating the inclusions. 

However, the molar ratio3 of co2;H2o varied markedly from mineral to 

mineral, Touray obtaining values of 0.05 to 5, and Stalder, values of 

0.03 to 2. Kerrick (1974) suggested significant amounts of co2 would be 

present during upper amphibolite facies metamorphism of graphite~bearing 

pelites, the pore fluid containing xH
20 

= o.s .... o.9 and co2 comprising the 

remainder of the fluid, Clearly, considerable amounts of carbon occur 

in sediments and igneous rocks, and devolatilization reactions during 

metamorphism would allO\v signi.ficant amounts of co2 to exist in the fluid 

phase,which eventually would migrate to higher levels in the pile~ 

Sulphur was mobilized during metamorphism as it is present in 

metamorphic sulphides throughout the Haast Schlst, Volcanogenic 
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exhalative sulphide horizons are associated with greenschists (e.g. Moke 

Creek, Henley, 1975), and at deeper levels in the schist pile, similar 

bodies could have been leached of some sulphur, as well as potential 

ore.,...forming elements~ during metamorphic recrystallization. Metamorphic 

fluids are typically depleted in sulphur species compared with H2o and 

co2 (Stalder, 1967; Touray, 19681. Metamorphic sulphides in the hydro.,.. 

thermal conduit wall ... rocks may have contributed some of the sulphur 

required for crystallization of hydrothermal sulphides in the wall rocks. 

Chlorine is rarely precipitated in hydrotherraal minerals in ore 

deposi t.s 1 yet halite crystals are commo>l con.sti tuents of fluia inclusions 

(Roedder 1 1972). Roedder.suggested that most of the chlori~e re~ains in 

the hydrothermal fluid until the flu.:Ld emerges at the earth ts surf?.ce. 

The entrapment of sea water during sedimentation was responsiule for the 

initial chlorine content of the schists, and ,..,i th recrystal1iza-l::.ion of 

detri -::-.al minerals 1 some of ilie chlorine v:as incorporated into ::::orne meta

morphic minerals,_ the :!::'emainin,J chlorine being concentrated in micro

fractures and adsorbed on mir"erals. Ellis u.nd Mahon (l.967) found at 

least 50% of the chlorine in igneous rocks nnd a gre:~racke was removed by 

interaction with ;-rater at high temperatures, the readily-leached chlorine 

origina<:ing f:!:om crystal surfaces and microfissures. The remaining 

chlorine was contained in relatively-unreactive crystalline phasos. The 

breakdown of nicas, chlori tes, .:md amphiboles may release chlorine to the 

pore fluid duri!"l.g meta..'Ll.orphi::::m (Johns and Huang, 1967). Conc~?.ntration of 

chlorine in pore fluids an& development of high salinity solutions may be 

achieved by semipermeable me1nbrane filtration of the pore fluids through 

clay mineral lattices, or in metamorphic terrains lacking clays, through 

silicate lattices (Whit:e, 1965). Salinities of 5-10 wt% equivalent NaCl 

occur in fluid inclusions in metamorphic "Alpine veins" (Poty et al., -----
1974). 

K 1 Na, Mg 1 Fe, and Si could all be released to the pore fluid 

during metamorphic recrystallization of the detrital and low-grade minerals. 

Reaction between the wall rocks and the hydrothermal fluid as it migrated 

upwards in the schist pile may have altered the initial composition of the 

fluid until a buffer zone of altered wall ..-:rock was established.. Subse'"' 

quently, the fluid composition would show little change •. Experbnental 

interactions between water and igneous rocks and greywacke (Ellis and 

Mahoni 1967i Ellis, 1968i Mahon, 1967) resulted in considerable leaching 

of the rocks of their major and trace elements, the element concentrations 
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in the solutions in contact with the igneous rocks being significantly 

higher than those resulting from greywacke-wa'cer interaction. 

Ore-forming Metals 

Of much importance in the model of ore genesis is the source of 

the heavy metal elements with potential to form ore minerals, From the 

trace element analysis of wall rocks and the lode mineralogy, w, Au, and 

Sb are the main ore~forming elements. 

Chemical analysis of fluid inclusions in ore deposits reveals low 

concentrations of ore-forming elements (Roedder, 1972), and there has 

been considerable debate as to whether these fluids are spent residues 

(cf. vlliitG, 19651, or whether the ore-forming fluids usually contain 

metals in low concentrations. It is now regarded that most ore-fanning 

fluids are of the latter type. 

The Otago c::::hist belt· consists of metasediments (psanunitic 

and pelitic), metavolcanics (greenschist), metacherts, sid0ritic schists 

(Henley et al., 1976), and Cu-Fe sulphide horizons. Were any of ·these 

lithologies initially relatively enriched in the ore-foJ_"ning ele1nents, 

and consequently more favourable as source horizons? As trace element 

data in the Otago schists are rare, one mus·c recourse to the patterns of 

trace element distribu~ion in minerals and rocks elsewhere in the world 

to determine the rock-type most likely to p:covide the ore-forming 

elements. 

Tungf:>ten 

Krauskopf (1970) , in his revie\v of the abundance of lv in sediments, 

concluded there is no marked difference in the W contents of shales and 

sandst.ones, but graphitic and carbonaceous phyllites and schists are 

enriched in w (up to 22 ppm) relative to non-carbonaceous sediments. 

Krauskopf reported W averages of 1.,.2.5 ppm in metasediments, and about 

1 ppm in basalts and andesites. Shroll (1977)· foundr by optical 

emission spectroscopy, W contents in the range 0,3..,.5,3 ppm in igneous, 

metamorphic~igmatiticpnd sedimentary rocks of the Eastern Alps and 

Bohemian Massi£, 

Minerals wi.th significant W contents are muscovite (5-::50 ppm 

commonlyl, Fe~oxides and Ti..-minerals because of' the similarity of ionic 

radii of w6+ 1 Fe3+ r and Ti 4+ (e.g. sphene, ilmenite f. rutile, often more 

than 10 ppm), apatite, Mn.,-m.inerals (psilomelane, pyrolusite, and 
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hollandite (lOOOts ppm), tourmaline (15 ppm), and feldspars (1~100 ppm; 

Krauskopf, 1970}, Muscovites with 10~60 and 30-80 ppm W are reported 

from mica granites and greisenized granites respectively by Studenikova 

et al. (1970) ~ Graham and Morris (19731 reported tungsten.,. and antimony ... 

bearing rutile from schist in the Big Bell gold mine (Coodardy, Western 

Australia}, The average wo3 content is 2~5 wV'<>r and the gt.·ains are zoned, 

.the cores containing l,9 wt% wo3 ·and the rims, 5,8 wt% wo3 , The rutile 

also contains 2.25 wt% Sb2o3 • The occurrences of several thousand ppm W 

in manganiferous hot spring deposits (White, l955i Hewett and Fl-eischer, 

1960), and 50-100 ppm W in manganiferous nodules (Riley and Si...,haseni, 

1958)1 suggest the manganiferous metacherts and schists containing 

piemontite, initially may have been enriched in tungsten. 

Nodules of manganiferous, black chert within 'broken formation' 

of the Chlorite I s~1bzonG in ·the Chrystalls Beach area (Sou. th Otago; 

TuapPka Group of McKellar, l966) contain 2000 ppm W, f'.s v:ell as native 

silver (T. Bejnar, pers. comm.). A manganiferous metachert at Akatore 

Creek (South Otago) contains huebnerite (Mnwo4) crystals 1 em long (Reud 

and Reay, 1971), but spectrographic analyses of this and other cherts 

from chlorite and biotite zones in Central Otago failed to reach the 

detection limit of 50 ppm W {Henley et al., 1976). It. is concei?able that 

the W initially contained in the manganife~ous sediments was removed 

during low-grade metamorpi:"lism. The above data suggest the rocks most 

likely to have been W-enricl>ed in the Otago schists wHre the carbonaceous 

and mica-rich pelites, and the manganiferous cherts. 

Gold 

Gold contents in igneous, sedimentary, and metamorp~ic rocks are 

similar and within the range 0.5 to 5 ppb (Crockett, 1974; Tilling et al., 

1973). There is a trend of decreasing ]1.11 contents from mafic tc felsic 

igneous rocks, and conglomerates and sandstones tend to be richer in Au 

than other sediments. Data on the gold contents of minerals are rare. 

Mantei and Brownlow (1967) suggested gold may concentrate preferentially 

within biotite and hornblende in lattice imperfections. 

Tilling et al. (19731 considered the differences in Au contents 
~~ 

among all lithologies are insignificant with respect to the lOQQ ... fold 

enrichment required to produce gold orer and concluded the concentration 

of Au in possible source rocks is not as important in gold-.:-ore genesis 

as the "configuration and nature of the hydrothermal systemt particularly 

physiochemical conditions of gold transport and deposition". Keays and 
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Scott (1976) agreed with Tilling et al. that "the absolute Au content of a 

possible source rock is of little consequence in detennining whether it 

is a potential source of Au or noe•, rut go further to state ~'the 

mineralogical siting of Au is crucial to the formation of an ore depositn. 

Keays and Scott documented heterogeneous distribution of Au in mid~ocean 

ridge basaltsf Au having been removed from loosely~bound sites in pillow 

interiors and concentrated during deuteric alteration in the ~'late-stage 

phases such as sulphides, mesostasis phases, and grain boundaries", in 

more.,..permeable interpi:low areas. During subsequent regional metamorphism, 

the "interpiL!.ow Au~• would be re.ldily leached, but the ''intrapillow Au", 

in areas of lower permec:.bility ar.d. locked in Cr..-spinels and olivines, 

would tend to resist removal. Howeverr most metavolcanics in the Otago 

schists are completely texturaLLy and mineralogically reconstituted by 

textural zone 4 in the chlorite zone of the greenschist facies, and 

therefore, the gold originally present in spinels and olivines \'lOuld most 

likely enter the reaction product phase or the flui0 phase,in spite of the 

assertion of Xeays and Scott (1976) that conditions for Au mobilization 

were less suitahle du:r:-.:Lng regional metamorphism than at the time of 

pillow basalt formation and deuteric alteration. Nevertheless, Keays and 

Scottsuggestedcriteriafor recognition of favourable Au-source basalts

high Ni, cu, lr, MgO, Co, and low Tio
2

, K
2
o con-cents. 

The gold contents of all ~ock types are similar, although mafic 

volcanics and coarse-grained sediments (psammit:.::s and conglomerates) would 

be slightly more favourable ns source rocks for gold~ 

Antimony 

Onishi (1969 ) , in his review of the geochemistry of antimony, 

noted the average Sb content of igneous rocks is 0.1~0.2 ppm, with most 

containing less than 1 ppm. In CO!ltrast, sediments are enriched in Sb by 

an order of magnitude over the content of igneous rocks, and shales con

tain more Sb than sandstones (cf~ psammitic~pelitic pair, Table D.4). 

Boyle (1965) concluded most Sb in metamorphic rocks near Keno Hill in 

the Yukon is contained in sulphides. Ilmenite is also a favourable . 

. ' . d' ' f 2+ d Sb3+ host for sb, in Vlew of the comparable lOnlc ra ll o Fe an 

The antimony in the Otago schistswasmost likely concentrated 

in the pelitic schists and sulphide horizonsf although experimental 

interaction bebmen grey>vacke and hot \'zater (Ewers,. 1977)_ indicate:i 

significant amounts of Sb (and Asl could be derived from the psammitic or 

greywacke lithology. 
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Discussion 

The spatial association of shales and slates, particularly 

carbonaceous varieties, with Au mineralization throughout the world has 

been invoked as strong evidence for derivation of Au from these rocks 

(e.g. Bel'kova and Ognev, 1971; Boyle, 1976; Thorpe and Thomas, 1976; 

Whiting and Bm>Jen, 1976) • Thorpe and Thomas (1976) concluded that a 

sequence of interbedded slates and greywackes had even greater potential 

as a source of Au whic~ was subsequently concentrated in veins in Nova 

Scotia, and B0yle (1976) considered sulphide-rich carbonaceous slates 

were ideal source rocks for A1::. in the Yellowknife sedimentary belts. 

In the greenstone belts, Boyle (1976) suggested sulphide schists were 

the most favourable sources of A11, follmved by iron-formations, quartz

feldspar porphyries, and basic lavas. Metamorphosed basic volcanic rucks 

were cited as source rocks for Au by Pyke (1976, Ontario), Bartram and 

McCall (1971, Kalgoorlie), Henley et al. {1976, Otago), and Anhauesser 

(1976, Sout.hern .Africa) • It appears that All may be readily derived 

fror;, slates and gr~:";trwackes, as 'tJell as from basic 'rolcanic rocks. 

The "greywacke-quartzite-slate and graphitic schist t.ypes" were 

probably the major sources of W in theArchaean of Canada (Boyle, 1976). 

Boyle drew attention to the world-wide association of Sn and W deposits 

with granites intruding thick sequences of quartzites, phyllites, slates 

and c;raphitic schists, the sediments possibly pr0vi.ding the Sn and W, 

and Miller ~t al. .(1976) suggested W in the scheelite deposits of Nova 

Scotia originated in the host sediTUents. Bishop (1973) proposed a 

genetic connection between W mineralization and pelitic schists in the 

Otago schis~s, particularly at Macraes Flat, where the lodes lie sub

parallel to the metamorphic foliation and within pelitic schists. 

Bishop's interpretation is probably incorrect as the volu~e of the 

pelites is insufficient to provide all the W, most of which must have 

originated from deeper levels in the schist. Batt (1974) favoured 

derivation of Au and W from greenschist and Fe-Mn chert horizons in the 

Glenorchy area, and Henley et al. (1976) suggested the manganiferous 

cherts would have been the most important sources of W. 

Assuming the ore-·forrning elements were derived predominantly from 

specific metal-enriched lithologies or horizons in the Otago schists, 

most of the w would have originated from pelitic schist and/or piernontite 

schists or metacherts 1 Au from greenschist and psammi tic schis·ts 1 and 

Sb from pelitic schists. In addition, further Au and Sb could have been 
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derived from sulphide horizons of possible volcanogenic exhalative origin, 

similar to the Moke Creek chalcopyrite-pyrrhotite-pyrite-sphalerite 

deposit and the Lake Luna Zn-Ni sulphide body (see Williams, 1974). 

Sulphides in these horizons recrystallized during metamorphism (Henley, 

1975); and minor or trace ele~ments such as Au and Sb originally present 

in the sulphides (see analyses of Moke Creek copper ore, in Williams, 

1974, Table 12-2) could have been mobilized towards higher crustal 

levels. Vein gold deposits are widespread in the Bulawayan Group of 

Rhodesia, but in the underlying Sebakwian Group,volcanogenic stratiform 

Au-sulphide hurizons predominate. Fripp (1976) concluded that brines 

in the lower formation mobilized ~he Au in the sulphide horizons, 

transporting it as chloride complexes in fracture systems, and depositing 

Au at 300-400°C in rocks at higher crustal levels. However, the exis~ence 

or abundance of Au-rich sulphide. horizons at deeper levels in the Otago 

schtsts is uncertain. Henley et aL (1976) suggestedthat if the Central 

:tnd West Otago metavolcanic belt represents a fossil oceanic ridge or 

oceanic island chain (see Henlex and Norris, 1974), the Otago schists could 

have :::ontained metalliferous sediments similar to t~1.ose forr.1ing currently 

in the Bauer Deep of the Nazca Plate (Anderson and Halunen, 1974). Gold

em:'iched sediments on the East Pacific Rise resulted fron1 volcanic 

exhalative ac·i:iyity (Crockett ~t aJ..., 1973), and similar sedirilents could 

have formed in association with the metavolcanic belt of the Otago 

schists. 

The original Aar w, and Sb contents of the various rock types 

in the Otago schists cannot be estimated with any confidence. In 

general, the lithologies that are relatively enriched in a certain 

element are enriched by less than an order of magnitude (see previous 

section) • This enrichment is small relative to the total concentration 

required to form an ore deposit. Therefore, it is here suggested that 

horizons enriched in the ore-fOJ .. "lning elements are not essential as 

source rocks in Otago. From the results of high-temperature experiments 

involving the reaction of hot NaCl solutions with rocks of average 

minor and trace element contents, potentially ore-forming solutions 

were derived (Ellis, 1968). All the W in the Glenorchy field could be 

derived from a 0.5 krn thick column of schist containing 2 ppm W, below 

the 60 km
2 mineralized area (see section D.5). The volume of rock 

from which the H2o in the hydrothermal fluid was derived was 

of 600 Jcm3 (equivalent to a 10 krn column), and conceivably, the evolution 
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of the H2o would have been accompanied by partition of mineral trace 

elements into the fluid phase. Therefore, as little as 5% leaching of 

W from the schists, initially not ei1riched in W, could be sufficient 

to concentrate the W into an ore deposit, assmning it was all redeposited 

in the lodes. 

Of greater importance than lithology in determining potential 

sources of ore elements, is knowledge of the ore-element contents of 

common rock-fonning minerals that are known to break dovm during 

progressive metamorphism. No rocks of higher grade than the ~hlorite 

zone of the greenschist facies escaped complete recrystalli~atjo~ during 

metamorphism. Therefore, the transformation of one mineral assemblage into 

another mineral asse.rnblage with incr<:!asin:J metamorphic grade {or during 

retrogression) "Vlould result in release to the fluid phase of trace and 

minor elements, some of which could not be absorbed o:r: ad::~orb8d by the 

new n·,lneral assemblage (De Vore, 1955). For example, muscovit~, which is 

frequently enriched in W, may have been a react.ant in the formation of 

biotite at thG bi~tite isogrQ.d (CoopeY t 1972) ; or ir. the formu.tion of 

sillimanite and K-spar at higher g:l::'ades (Turner, 1968). The }:,ioJcite,. 

sillimanite, and lZ-spar ma.y not readily a.ccomrnodate the W, which would 

then re::,lain .in tne fluid phase. The expell.:Jd trace elerr.<::nts would migrate 

with the fluid to higher le•;els in the schist pile, and some could be 

accommodated in minerals forming by retrograde reactions (e.g. chlorite, 

muscovite), but generally only in nan.::mv zones adjacent to the fluid 

conduits. The rest of the expeJ.led elements "VJO'.!ld remain in ::he fluid 

until local conditions favoured formation of vein minere.ls corttdining 

these elements, or until the fluid \\'as discharged at the earth's surface. 

DeVore (1955) provided data indicating Cr, Cu, Co, and Ni were released 

during prograde metamorphic transformation of hornblende and biotite, 

and Zn, Pb, Mn, Fe, and Ti were released during ret~ograde transformation 

of hornbiende and biotite. Shaw (1954) found Ni and Cu decreased, and Li 

and Pb increased in abundance in pelitic schists with increasing meta-

morphic grade, The distributions of w, Au, 

grade were not considered by Shaw and De Vore. 

and Sb with metamorphic 

Crockett (1974) reported studies byMoiseyenko et al. {1971) and 

Petrov et al. (1972) on the variation of Au contents in rocks with 

metamorphic grade.Moiseyenko et al. found a significant increase (40%) 

in Au abundance in clay shales and diabase porphyrites of the greenschist 

facies relative to epidote-amphibolite facies rocks and zeolite facies 
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rocks. Petrov et al. established that the Au content of metapelites 

decreased from greenschist facies through epidote-amphibolite facies to 

amphibolite facies rocks. Little, if any, Au in the greenschist facies 

rocks was removed from its som:ce. With trace element data from the 

Ukrainian Crystalline Shieldr Belevstev (1970, 1971) demonstrated that 

the metal contents of rocks decrease with increasing intensity of 

metamorphism, and suggested ore deposits result from redistribution of 

the metals during metamorphism. In a study on the distribution of Au 

in Brazilian rocks, Sighinolfi and San:cos (1976) concluded that either 

metamorphism has little effect on primary Au distribution, or if Au 

was mobilized in fluids from dehydration reactions, most of the Au must 

have precipitated not far from its source. The basis for their . . 

conclusions is obscure. Li and Shokhina (1974) shov;ad the Au contents 

of argillites, greenschist facies and epidote-arnp:1iboli te facies rocks ii~ 

the Precar.iliri~n te~rain of the Yen~sey Range (Russi~) are similar 

.(average 0. 9 ppm) , but amphibolite and granulite facies rocl<:s average 

0.75 and 0.37 ppm respF~ctively. Their conclusions that the "geld content 

in rocks is not ch<=>r~ged subsi::antially during regional mctu.morphism", and 

therefore, "there can be no genetic relation br:::tween economic concen

tration of gold and regionc:.l metamor}:Jhism'~ an=- difficult to rE:concile 

with their data. 

Most of the abovG trace element studies show decreased metal 

contents in rocks uf a~phibolite facies and l<igher grade. The metals 

o;.,ce present in these rocks were remobilized during metamorphism, 

entering the fluid phase, and migrating upwards in the hydrothermal 

::;ys·tem to precipitate in veins at higher crustal levels. 

Comm::-nts on the Ore Metal Source Model of Henley et al. (1976)* 

The model of Henley et al. (1976) sought to account for the 

apparent spatial relationship betw·een gold mineralization, and the belt 

of metavolcanics and chlorite zone metamorphism. Their Figure 3 

(reproduced here as Fig. F.3) depicts schematically the paths of hydro

thermal fluid migration - if the path intercepted a metavolcanic 

horizon, the hydrothermal fluid leached Au from the wall rocks and at 

higher levels; Au mineralization resulted, but if a manganiferous meta

chert was encountered, W mineralization resulted. 

The ore genesis model of Henley et al. (1976) in Fig. F.3 is 

here not supported for the following reasons: 

* See Appendix F.l 
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1. The degree of enrichment before metamorphism of Au and w in 

metavolcanics and manganiferous cherts respectively relative to 

quartzofeldspathic schists is not definitely established, 

although availanle data suggest the enrichment is less than an 

order of magnitude (see above). 

2. By the Henley et al. (197 6) model, the 3-4 km wide belt of pelitic 

schist containing 10-15 mappable greenschists and only 2 metachert 

horizons along the crest of the Richardson Mountains between the 

Rees and Shotover Valleys, should have led to gold mincx-alization 

in the schists of higher structural level in the Glenorchy-Rees 

Valley area. Only in the Invincible Creek area was there any 

significant gold mineralizat;_on, and even there, cons::derable 

scheelite was depositE.d also (Williams, 1974). 

3. Manganiferous metachert horizons are fre~~ently spatially 

associated with greenschists (e.g. Bendigo, Paterson, 1971; 

Skippersr Barry, 1966). Consequently 1 hydrothermal flulos would 

have been unlikely to have leached metals f:r:om each lithology 

separately. 

4. If the W conteilt of the ~anganiferous met<'icherts was orig-innlly 

high, most 0f the W would probably !'1ave been removed at low~r 

grades of metamorphism than the biotite zone (page F.l6). The 

cherts ;-.rould not have contributed significant arr.ounts of ~-J to the 

ore-forming fluid, as the fluid was derived from rocks at greater 

depths than ·the biotite zone (particularly Bendigo, Macraes 

Flat) • 

5. After the Henley et al. (1976) pape}:: was in press, it was found 

that in general the hydrothermal fluids altered the mine:t:alogy 

and chemistry of the schists only within 2 m of the conduit 

(see Chapters C and D) , and not 10-20 m as suggested by the 

isotope data (Chapter E) . The thickness of metavolcanic horizons 

is measured in lO's and lOO's of metres, and metacherts are rare 

in the Otago schists and are usually only up to several metres 

thick (see Paterson, 1971; Batt, 1974; Bishop, 1974; Henley et al. 

1976) • It is unlikely that sufficient W could be concentrated 

by the passage of fluids in restricted, localized fractures 

through the chert horizons. Consider a subhorizontal metachert, 

100 bn long and 10 m thick within the metavolcanic belt 
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(Henley et al., 1976) , and. a subvertical f:cacture 1 100 km long 

and parallel to the leng·th of the metachert. Fluids passing 

through this fracture could leach W from a 2 m envelope. If the 
3 W content of the metachert was as high as 50 ppm, 1 km of meta-

chert v.'ould be required to contribute all its w (i.e. 100% 

leaching) to the fluid to produce the W mineralization in the 

Glenorchy field. The source volume is equivalent to the envelope 

surrounding a fracture cutting.metachert horizons of total thick

ness, 2.5 km, or 250 fractures cutting a 10 m thick metachert. 

Even more fractures or greater thickness of metacherts would be 

required if the initial W content was less than 50 ppm,and 

leaching was less than 100%. Metacherts in the Otago schi3ts 

extend up to several kilometres along strike and probably total 

only a fe\v hundred metres in thickness. 'l'he t·~tal volume of 

metav0lcanics is larger, and therefore, derivation of All from the 

conduit wall-rocks could be possible. 

Therefore, the proposals by Henley .~L· {1976) that P..u-rich 

fields and W-rich fields reflect respective source rock lithologies,and 

that Au and W were derived from the wall rocks as the hynrothermal fluids 

raigrated upwards in the fracture syst;;ms arG conside:ccd -:.mlikcly. 

Conclusions 

The origin:1l distribution of minerals containing potential ore

fcLning elements, and the changes in mineralogy resulting from progressive 

regional metamorphism,were moot important in controlling the metal con

tent of the fluid released to the upper crust.:i.l levels after metamorphism. 

The general changes in mineralogy with metamorphism were similar 

irre.S1?ective of rock-type, although the changes could have occurred at 

slightly different levels in the schist pile. The release of certain 

elements could have been localized·within restricted ranges of pressures 

and temperatures corresponding to particular mineral transformation 

reactions. Although the Au and W contents in greenschists, cherts, and 

sulphide horizons initially may have been slightly higher than in 

quartzofeldspathic rocks, the quantitative dominance'of the metasediments 

ensured they were important sources of Au and W deposited in the lodes. 

The ore-forming metals \vere probably derived by R~~asive leaching of 

the rocks, irrespective of litho logy, of hig·her grade than the greenschist 

facie~and before and during the peak of metamorphism. Any local enrich

men·ts of ore-fonning ele:ments are considered to have been too restricted 
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in volume to make a major contribution to the grade of mineralization. 

Without analytical data on the contents of V.J, Au, etc. in the 

minerals and rocks throughout the Haast Schist, the crustal level or 

nature of the source of the ore-forming elaments cannot be determined 

conclusively. It is emphasized that ·the trace elemen-t analysis of bulk 

rocks would not necessarily reveal the ore-metal source, because 5% 

leaching of the element from the rock would be sufficient to produce 

an ore deposit, and the change in element concentration in the rock 1tJOuld 

be difficult to recognize. Of greater use would be detennination of the 

variations in trace element contents of minerals vvi th met.arnorphic grade, 

and the behaviour of these elements with changes in mineral composition 

a::d mineral transformation reactions. 

F.6 TRANSPORT OF HETALS 

Introduction 

Hetal solubilities sufficient to allow transport cf rneta.ls in 

hydrothermal fluids and fo~Jnation of ore depos:: ·ts are atta.ined by the 

fonnation of complex ions (see Helgeson, 1964, 1969, 1910; Barnes and 

Czamanske, 1967). H<J>vever, there is considerr>ble controversy concerning 

the relative importance of sulphide and chloride ligands in the complexi:n.g 

of metals (see Skinner and Barton, 1973) • The bulk of geological 

opinion recognizes the importance of chloride compl€xing ln mosc ore

forming hydrothermal systems, but also realizes sulphide complexes may 

have been significant in the formation of some ore deposits, especially 

those formed at low temperatures. 

Foster (1973, 1977) revie1tJed previous studies of the transport of 

VI in hydrothermal fluids, and emphasized the ability of chloride.-rich 

solutions to readily transport \'l. In an experimental study, Fos·t.er (1977), 

obtained scheelite solubilities, ranging from 200 ppm at 350°C to more 

than 1000 ppm at 550°C, in U1 and 2H KCl solutions buffered by potassium 

feldspar-muscovite-quartz at 1 kb (Fig. F.4a). These solubilities were 

dependent on pHCl as well as temperature. From thermodynamic considera

tions, Foster (1977) assessed the most likely w-species in chloride 

solutions. At subcritical temperatures, the simple tungstate ion 
2- . 5- . 6-

(W04 ) andpolytungstate ions (Hw6o21 , H2 (w3o10) 4 ) are the stable 

species, the pH determining the most stable ion in a given solution. 
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FIGURE F.4: Solubilities of gold and scheelite in KCl solutions 

(a) solubility of gold (Henley, 1973) and scheelite 
(Foster, 1977) in 1M KCl solutions at 1 kb; buffered 
by quartz-K-feldspar-muscovite (after Foster, 1977), 

(b) solubility of gold in 3M KCl solu·tion (after Henley, 
1973). Below 300°C, the curve is that of Helgeson 
and Garrels (1968), for solutions in contact with 
quartz and pyrite. Above 300°C, the solubility 
curve is calculated from solubility data (Henley, 
1973) ~"here mHCl is buffered by quartz-muscovite-

. K-feldspar. 
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0 2-Above 300-400 c, WClG(aq) is readily hydrolyzed.,and rr2wo4 or wo4 are 

the stable species although the existence of silicotungstic acid and 

oxyfluorotungstates is not discounted (Fpster, 1977). I~ high-salinity 

solutions, the stability field of ionic "V-7-species would be enlarged. 

Consequently, the wo4
2- ion may be important in the transport of W at 

elevated temperatures (Foster, 1977). Molybdenum sulphide complexes 

have been experimentally demonstrated, but Foster (1973) concluded the 

oxyphile nature of W suggests W-sulphide complexes are improbable. 

G0ld \ 

Barnes and Czamanske (1967) favoured transport of l-~.u by sulphide 

compleYes (AuS-)in neutral solutions, but from thermodynamic calc~lations, 

Helgeson and Garrels (1968) concluded sufficient Au could exist in acid 

chloride solutions as the AuCl-2 complex to form ore deposits above 

175°C. Thair stud:z• \'las of most re.i.evance to the gold-quartz-aiunite 

as3ociatio~1, although they conceded that the e:x.istence_ of e.pi thermal gold

telluride and gold-mercury-sulphosalt ore Cleposits £uggests telluride 

and sulphide complc}!:es may have been important especialJy at low 

temperatures. Boyle (1969) disputed the suggestion of Helgesorl and 

Garrels that .Au could be transported as chloride con;plsx~s, on the basis 

of the cOimnon geological association of Au with Eb- and As-sulphides 

and the absePce of Cl-be:=.ring minerals in vein deposits. Boyle favoured 

Au transport by Sb, As, Stand Te complexes, v.lthough he conceded chloride 

complexes may have carried some Au. From the~-modynamic data, Letnikov 

~c.l_. (197 5) calculated the activity ratios of goid-chloride. and gold

sulphide complexes, and concluded gold was transported during the 

formation of metamorphogenic deposits at about 300°C as thio-complexes, 

AuHS and Au. (HS) 
2
-. 

In experimental systems, Weissberg (1970) and Seward (1973) 

ubtained higher concentrations of Au as thio-complexes in sulphur-rich 
0 solutions up to 300 c,than were calculated by Helgeson and Garrels 

(1968) for Au as chloride complexes in acid chloride solutions. 

Seward (1973) concluded "any model for the transport and deposition of 

gold from hydrothern1al ore solutions that ignores the role of thio

gold complexing must be considered untenable", although admitting 

chloride complexes may be more important regarding transport of Au 

above 400°C. In an experimental and thermodynamic study, Henley (1973) 

demonstrated that gold could be transported as solvated molecular 
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chloride species (Au2cl6 (HCl) ii2C)n). at P-T conditions typical of the 

greenschist facies (i.e. at T > 400°C)1 under relatively oxidizing 

conditions. He also suggested that, although the gold thio
1
-complexes may 

be stable at temperatures much higher than 300°C, high oxygen fugacity 

in a natural assemblage may oxidize sulphur to sulphate species with 

which Au is only weakly complexed. Au solubilities in 1M KCl solutions 

at 1 kb decrease from about 3000 ppm at 500°C to 100 ppm at 400-450°C 

(Fig. F.4b), this decrease possibl:y: being due to the transition from 

molecular chloride-gold complexes to lower-temperature ionic thio

complexes (Henley, 1973). Postulation of the existence of thio

COlhJ?l.exes in hydrothermal systems is to be regarded with caution in view 

of the lo~'r sulphur to metal ratio in most ore-fanning fluids (Hen:i.ey, 

1973). Where sulphur contents are very low, Au that was transported 

at higher temperatures as molecular-chloride species could be carried 

as aurous-chloride complexes (Helg·eson and Garrels, 1968) at temperatures 

belmv 400°C. 

Arsenic and Antimc:_l!Y,. 

Tunell (1964) and Broo~dns (1972) consi1ered Sb could be trans

ported as sulphidt: complexes (such a.::. Sbs
3 

3-) in NaS-:t:ich sol·u.tions, but 
0 probably only at low temperatures (< 200 C), but Brnokins (1972) 

- + 3-conceded that complexing of Sb with Cl , Nh4 , Hco3 , &nd BO~ species 

would be important in low-sulphur solutions. Ellis (1969) noted As and 

Sb are transported in dilute sulphide-bearing solutions ~t Broadlands 

(N.z;.), and on the basis of experimental data of Dickson (1964), 
2-suggested complexes of the type Ass2 are responsible for the high 

metal concentrations (e.g. 8000 ppm As, 200 ppm Sb, 0.04 ppm Au). 

Howe.•.rer, solutions in tha Broadlands field are at tempere.tures less 

than 300°C. Transport of As and Sb could be in the form of chloride 

complexes at higher temperatures •. Because of the common associa.tion 

of Au with Sb and As in gold deposits, Seward (1973) suggested 
0 2- -} arsenothio {Au(AsS 2) , Au(AsS 3) } and ~ntimonothi.o {Au(Sb2s4 ) 

complexes may have effected transport of Au, As, and Sb in hydrothermal 

fluids. 

Conclusions 

Au and w, were probably transported in the hydrothermal fluids 

at temperatures between 350 and 550°C as molecular species, Au2cl6 (HC1) 2(H2o)n 

h 
2- . . 

and H2wo4 respectively, although transport of W as t e wo4 1on 1s 
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possible. The sulphur content of the lodes is insignificant compared 

with other components in the hydrothermal system, suggesting that if As 

and Sb were complexed with sulphide ligands, only minor amounts of As 

and Sb would have been mobilized. Alternatively, transport of As and Sb 

as chloride complexes, and precipitation of arsenopyrite and stibnite 

in sulphur-bearing host rocks could have occurred. 

Below 400°C, the changing chemistry of the solutions from 

molecular to ionic properties may have decreased the solubility of Au 

and w, and allowed initiation of gold and scheelite deposition. However, 

at these lowe~ temperatures, any sulphur in solution or in the host rocks 

could have complexed the Au a~ thic..-complexes, and thus allowed further 

transp~·rt of some of the gold to higher levels in the crust. 

REACTIONS BETWEEN ORE-FORMING FLUID AND WALL ROCKS 

In t:r:oduct.ion 

From the descriptions of s~hist textures and mineral associations 

(Ch~pter C) , variations in mineral abundances (Chapter C and Appendix 

D.l) rand the gains and losses of elements in tb.~ wall rocks (Table D.2), 

equations are derived describing the possible reactions between the 

hydrothermal fluid and the wall-rock minerals. However, these rea~tions 

are simplified approximations of a complex alteration event. For example, 

where several minerals brea.k dovm in a given volume of schist, the 

element gains and losses indicate the overall exchange process, and do 

not define the rec..ctants and pr-:.ducts of individual reactions. In 

addition, one element is assumed ~o be conserved, or prohibited from 

entering the fluid phase, for each reaction, or alt~rnatively, the 

reaction is assumed to proceed at constant volume. Meyer and HeJ:!l.ley 

(1967) considered Al is the least mobile of common cations, and Henley 

and Sheppard {1977) ·concurred suggesting that in view of the low Al

contents of natural waters and the small solubilities of Al-compounds 

in general, fluid-mineral reactions written conserving Al are usually 

reasonable approximations of the real system. 

In the Glenorchy alteration zones, all major elements common to 

chlorites and amphiboles, except Al and Mg, have been strongly mobilized 

{Table D.2), and as Hg was present in the ore-forming fluids in th~ 

Otago schists (Paterson, 1971), Al is more suitable as a reference 

element for the reactions. The reactions discussed in the following 

text appear in Table F.2, along with mineral abbreviations and formulae. 



TABLE F. 2: Reactions beb!een hydrothe:t"'T'.al fluid and >vall-J.:ock :.:nineraL:;. Mineral compositions 
and abbreviations are given below. Phases under.lined are solids; the remainder are 
aqueous species. The ast.erisk indicat6s tha': rut.ile could also be a product in these 
reactions. 

,.. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3} 

(4} 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

25):1El + 221.4H20 + 143.6H+ + 40COz = 6~yd + Sie!!.* + 40£S,_ + 43.1Mg2+ + 16.4Fe2+ + 3.2Fe3+ + 12.5Na+ + 2.5K+ + 135.1Si(OH) 4 

. + 2+ 2+ 3+ + + 9):1El + 8£.b..lmet + 83.BH20 + 50.8H + 14.4C02 = l0ch1-llyd + 1.8;;J?b." + l4.4_£S + 9.H~g + 11.8Fe + 1.2Fe + 4.5Na +0.9K + 51.1Si{OH) 4 

lOact + 2!_1!!J_ + 117 .4H20 + 83.6H+ + 19C02 = Eb4yct + 19_£S + 23.?Hg2+ + 12.85Fe2+ + 2.9Fe3+ + 1.8K+ + 81.6Si {OH) 4 

16act + 7stilp + 194.2H20 + ?27.4H+ + 30.4C02 = 2Eb4yct + 30.4££.. + 46.2~1g 2+ + l.t.Mn2+ + 27;6Fe2+ + 24.5Fe3+ + .. 0,7~a+ + 2.8K+ + 173.2Si(OH)4 
+ 2+ 2'· 3+ act+ £.b..lmet + 10.7Hz0 + 9.4H + 1.9C02 = f.b.4yd + 1.9££.. + 1.9~1g + 2.35Fe . + 0,3Fe + 8.2Si(OH) 4 

4hb1 + 2act + 55.8Hz0 + 42H+ + 10.2C02 = ~yd + 10.2££_ + 0.82!!_ + 12.3Mg2+ {· 5.8SFi+ + 1.1Fe3+ + 2Na+ + 0,4K+ + 3~.4Si(OH)4 
25~ + 58.8~1g 2+ + 52.2Fe2+ + 197 .8H20 + 50C02 = 12£.!!4yd + 50££_+ 11.4Fe3+ + 187 .8H+ + 10.2Si(OH)4 

2+ + Z+ 3+ . 
2~ + 2act + 0.95Fe + 36.2H20 + 4H + 7 .8C02 = ~yd + 7 .8_£S + 0,7Mg + l.5Fe + l6.6S1 (OH) 4 

2+ 2+ 3+ . + . 25£!L + 110.1Mg + 86.9Fe + 7.2Fe + 363.1H20 + 97.5C02 ~ 24£.!!1.eyd + 97.5££. + 41:0.6H + 25.4Si(Or.) 4 

(10) ~ + 2H 20 + C02 = .££. + rt + Si (OH) 4 
2+ 2+ 3+ ., + . (11) 2_9l + 0.3Mg + O.lFe + 0.1Fe + 0.9K + GH 20 ~ mu + 2Na. + 2.5Sl{C.H) 4 

(12) 2+ 3+ + + ?+ 2+ + . ( 10.9.2. + 5£!L + 3.6Mg + 1.7Fe + 15.3K + 25H = 17~ + 19,5ca·· + l.SFe + Na + 1.551 OH) 4 + 10Hz0 

(13) 6ab + 5stilp + 3.4K+ + 71H+ + 27H20 = 6!_1!!l_ + 6.2Mg2+ + t·lnZ+ + 5.9Fe2+ + 13.9Fe3+ + 6.5Na+ + 37Si(OH) 4 

(14) 2ab + 2H+ + 9Hz0 = kaol + 2Na+ + 4Si(OH) 4 

(15~ !_1!!l_ + 2H+ + 3H20 = ~ + 0.3MgZ+ + 0.1Fe2+ + 0,1Fe3+ + 0.9K+ + llz$i(OH)
4

' 

Mineral Composit.o:1S and Abbre.ri?.tions 

~----~· .. 

kaol = kaolinite Al 2s; 2o5(0H) 4 hbl = hornblende cal.8Nao. sKo .1 Fet le~~ 2 Ti o. 2r1,g2.9Al1.2s; 6. gOzz(OH)z 

ab = albite NaA1Si 3o8 

ep = epidote ca2Al 2•4Fe0•6s; 3o12 (0H) 

sph " sphene CaTiSi05 

cc = calcite CaC03 . 

rt = rutile Ti02 

act ~actinolite 

chlmet • chlorite(metamorphic) 

chlhyd = chlorite(hydrothemal) 

mu tt muscovite 

pu • pumpellyite 

stilp = stilpnomelane 

~-

2+ 3+ . 
Ca1•9Fe1•7Fe0•3Mg 2•8AlO.lS1 8022 (0H)z 

2+ 3+ . 
Mg4Fe5 Fea.3Al4.9Sls.602a(OH)l6 

2+ 3+ 
Mg4.9Fe4.35Fea.3AlsSis.402o(OH)16 

K0 , 9 Fe6~ 1 Fe~~ 1Mg 0 • 3Al 2Si 3 • 5o 10 (0H) 2 
Ca3•9Fe6:7Mg 0 , 3Al 4,8s; 6 , 2o23 (0H) 32Hz0 

2+ 3+ . 
Ka.4Nao.1Mg1.6Mno.zFel.3Fe2.9A11.2SlsOzo(OH)ll 

-~ 
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The latter are obtained v1here possible from the microprobe analyses 

(Appendix B.l-B.6)1 and adjusted slightly to achieve charge balance. 

Alteration of Ca-t.Unerals 

Amphiboles 

The reaction products of amphibole alteration are chlorite and 

calcite in equal proportions, and occasionally minor sphene/rutile. The 

amount of calcite formed v1ould depend on the fugacity of co2 , and excess 

ca2+ ions would be absorbed by the hydrothermal fluid. The rP.actions 
2+ (Table F.2) were written assuming all the released Ca contributed to 

calcite precipitation. The breakdown of 5 unit volumes of hornblende 

(reaction 1) would produce only 2 volumes of chlorite and 1 volume of 

calcite. Volumes of reactants and products indicated by ~he equ~tions 

are more comparable with actual reactant-product proportions if the 

breakdown of hornblende is a.ssocii'l.ted with alteration of metamorphic 

chlorites to hydrothermal chlo:;:ites with rela~cively low Fe/~·1g re.tios 

(reaction 2). Breakdown of the Al-deficient actinolite would produce 

only small amounts of chlo~ite, unless Al3+ was contributed by 

c::.ssociated breakdown of other minerals such as muscovite, which is 

depletE,L:. in the opencast-scction marginal z~me, stilpnomelane, metamorphic 

chlorite, or detrital hornblende (reactions 3, 4, 5, and 6) • Hov.•ever, 

reactions 3 and 4 result in small volumes of: products relati\re t.o 

reactants, suggesting these reactions are not important. In unaltered 

schists, chlorite generally. rims actinolite which in turn mantles 

detrital hornblende, but in altered schists 1 both amphiboles ano. possibly 

chlorite have been replaced, occasionally leaving rffinnants of the horn

blende core mantled by calcite, chlorite and sphene. Therefore, reactions 

involving the combined breakdown of actinolite and chlorite (rea.~tion 5), 

and hornblende and actinolite (reaction 6) are likely to have occurred. 

The overall amphibole-breakdown reaction probably involves some 

combination of reactions 2, 5, and 6. Nevertheless, in all the amphibole-
2+ 2+ 2+ 3+ 

breakdown reactions in Table F.2, Si(OH) 4 , Ca , Mg , Fe , and Fe 

are released to the fluid phase, thus resulting in increased activities 

of these elements. In addition, the reactions involving hornblende 
+ released some K to the hydrothermal fluid. 

Epidote and Pumpellyite 

Schists of the inter.mediate subzone and kaolinite subzone contain 

small amounts of epidote, pumpellyite, .sphene, and·stilpnomelane, but are 
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enriched in muscovite, chlorite, and calcite relative to marginal zone 

schists,suggesting the latter group of minerals may be products of the 

breakdown of the former group. Large decreases in si4+, Fe3+, and ca2+ 
2+ 2+ + 4+ + 

and gains in Fe , Mg , K , c ., and H are evident compared with 

unaltered schists (see Table D.2). 

h 2+ 2+ . 
T e Mg and Fe requJ.red as reactants with epidote in reaction 

7 could be available in the hydrothermal.fluid as a consequence of the 

alteration of amphiboles. Travis et al. (197l) reported "semi-regional" 

carbonation of greenschist facies rocks at Kalgoorlie (Australia) , 

converting actinolite and epidote to calcite and chlorite, and releasing 
4+ 3+ 3+' 

Si ·to the fluid phase.They considered Al from zoisite, and Al and 
3+ f . d mb. d .. th 2+ f . 1 . t . f . Fe rom epl. ote co J.ne 1tn Mg rom actJ.no J. e to orr.1 alumv.1ous 

and 2luminous-iron chlorites respectively. A similar combination of 

epioote- and amphibole-breakdowns could have occurred at Glenorchy 

(reaction 8), althuugh epidote was altered in some sections originally 

devoid cf amphiboles (P-.g. GDDH 26a (FW), 9 Le''·=l (8131)). 

The high chlorite and calcite contents of the inte!."'tledi.ate 

subzon2 schists sut,Jgest these minerals are the products of pumpellyite 

breakdown (reaction 9). Fe2+, Fe3+, and Mg 2+ necessary ·co form chlorite 

may have originate:d from the breakdown of epidote and amphiboles. 

ca2+ and Si(OH) 4 were released to t~e hydrothermal fluid as a 

consequenc~ of epi.:lcte and pumpellyite alteration. 

Sphene 

Sphene produ.ceU. from the alteration of hornblende is preserved 

in the marginal zone, but metamorphic sphene closer to the lcde was 

altered to rutile and occasionally calcite, \-Jith the subsequent release 

of ca2+ and Si(OH) 4 to the hydrothermal fluid (reaction 10). 

Discussion 

The degree of propylitization of the ferromagnes.Lanminerals 

decreases with increasing distance from the lode, as evidenced by the 

progression from fully-altered to partially-altered to unaltered 

amphiboles. Furthermore, there is a sequence of appearance of unaltered 

metamorphic minerals with distance from the lode; firstly, epidote 

appears, follov1ed by pumpellyite, and finally, fresh amphibole appears 

at the limits of the mineralogical alteration zone. This al·teration 

sequence could result from chemical gradients in the wall rock. 
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The chemical potential (~) of co2 in the hydrothermal fluid was 

high in the main conduit, but carbonation reactions -vmuld have resulted 

in reduction in ~co2 as the fluid migrated away from the conduit, this 

decrease in ~co2 being reflected by the gradation in carbonate abundance. 

Epidote probably withstands higher ~co2 values than pumpellyite 

(D.S. Coombs, pers. comm.). Therefore, the absence of pumpellyite in a 

zone wider than the epidote-free zone could have been due to the 

instability of pumpellyite down to lo-v;er ~co2 values. Similarly, the 

wider amphibole-free zone in the wall rocks may be the result of the 

instability o~ amphiboles at_ even lower ~co2 values than pumpellyite 

withstands. Support fo:c this cor:.'.::E::lltion is provided by Harte and Graham 

(1975) who showed in a schematic analys:i.s of relationships in a T-XC
02 

isobaric section of quartz- 1 epidot.e-, and fluid-bearing greenschist 

facies metabasite assemblages, that at a constant temperature, a 

chlorite-actinolite-epidote. asserrblage gives way with increasing XCO to 
2 

a chlorite-epidote-calcite assem!Jlage. Browne and Ellis (1970) also 

ascx-ibe the rrlrity of epidote iP the Ohaki-Broadlands geothermal system 

compared with the Hairakei syste:n, to relatively high mco values in the 
2 

g·ecthermal fluid. The activity diagrams constructed by Browne and Ellis 

are reproduced in Fig. F.5. and demonstrate that a zoisit-e (or epir:!.ote) 

stability field exists at a concentration of 0.03 m co2 , but when the 

cvncentration reaches 0.15 m co2 , the zoisj te stabili t~, field is replaceG 

by the calcite field. With increasing mC
02 

values, the "calcite blind" 

moves down to lower ac~2+/aH+ values, progressively covering the 

"V:airaki te and Ca-montmorilloaite fields. Alteration of sphene required 

Pco -~ 25 bars 
2 

- 0 - - ---- -- - --
at 300 C (Schuiling and Vink, 1967), and asSuming P .- t 

1 
= 

-co a 
G00-1300 bars during mineralization, XCO 

2 
0.042 to 0.019. These values are higher 

in the fluid would range from 

than those required for the 

alteration of epidote to calcite based on the data of Browne and Ellis 

(1970). A concentration of 0.15 m co2 corresponds to XCO 0.0066, 
2 

although it should be emphasized that these data were determined 

for a temperature of 260°C. The precipitation of hydrothermal sphene 

suggests XCO in the hydrothermal fluid in the main conduits could be 
2 

slightly less than the 0.042-0.019 range, but greater than 0.0066 

(compare X in metamorphic fluid, section B.7, Chapter B). The 
co2 

persistence of epidote in immediate wall-rock could result from 

locally low Pco , possibly occurring in hydro·thermal fluids later in the 
2 

mineralization episode during the formation of the post-main lode shear 

zones. The low intrinsic pe~~eability of wall rock composed mainly of 
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FIGURE F.61 Schematic diagram of mineralogical zonation and ionic 
diffusion gradients in the hydrothermal fluid in the 
altered \<7all rocks. The relative gradien·ts are based on 
the magnitudes of gains and losses in elements (Table D.2). 
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pelitic schist (e.g. GDDH 27a (HW)) \vould cause a steep chemical gradient 

in the wall rock, restricting the width of the mineralogical alteration 

zone, and in the extreme cases, inhibiting alteration of epidotes and 

amphiboles. 

As a result of the hydrolysis reactions and hydrogen metasomatism 

between the hydrothermal fluid and the wall rock, pH would increase as 

the fluid migrated from the main channels into the wall rocks. In the 

initial stages of alteration, amphibole alteration would be favoured by 

acidic fluids, whereas alteration of epidote and pumpellyite released H+ 

ions (see Table F.2)1 and would be favoured by relatively alkaline 

sol~tions. Therefore, gradation in pH of the fluid did not control the 

relative extents of epidote-, pumpellyite-, and -amphibole-breakdov;ns. 

The initial chemical composition of the hydrothermal. fluid in 

the main conduits had a major bearing on the alteration zonation by 

creating ionic diffusion gradients. Schematic representation of possible 

diffu.si.:m gradients (F:.g. F .6) 1 based on magnit:udes of e}.ement gains 

and losses, demonstratt!S the relative varia':ionc; in metal :Lon/:bydrogen 

ion activity ratio~ with distance from the lode. Initially, the fluid 
2 A 

had low aca2+/a H+ and aSi4+/a-H+ ratios; therefore, alteration of 

Ca-bearing minerals to relatively Si·- and ca-poor asseT.nb"l ages occurred 

in order to achieve equilibrium between the wall rock a!1d the hyd:cothermal 

fluid. Similarly, the relatively high aMg2+/a2H+ value in the hydro

thermal fluid led to chloritization of the epidote, pumpellyite, and 

a.IY't?hiboles (Fig. F.6). At a certain aca2+/a2H+ value, arnphib0les would 

brec:.kdown, but ac 2+/a2H+ would be large enough to allow epidote to 
a 2 

persist. Therefore, aca2+/a H+ values are required to be smaller for 

epidote brerucdown than for amphibole alteration (Fig. F.G). 

The alteration of hornblende or other ferromagn~·sian mine:r..als to 

chlorite and calcite is widely reported in studies of geothermal.systems 

(e.g. Wairakei, Steiner, 1968; Ohaki-Broadlands, Browne and Ellis, 1970), 

and in wall rocks of ore deposits (e.g. Goldfield (Nevada), Harvey and 

Vitaliano, 1964; Tui Mine (Hauraki), Robinson, 1974; Kalgoorlie, 

Travis eta!., 1971; Yellowknife, Boyle, 1961). In most cases, xc
02 

in 

the hydrothermal fluid was high, the fluids had compositions 

approximating dilute brines, and pH varied between slightly acid and 

alkaline. 

calcite was precipitated in the veins and wall rocks of gold and 

scheelite deposits in metasediments of Otago, but only in lodes and 
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their greenschist host rocks in the Skippers area has ankerite been 

reported (Barry, 1966). Ankerite and, less often, siderite, are associated 

with calcite in veins and·wall rocks of many gold fields (e.g. Kalgoorlie, 

•rravis et al., 1971; Yellowknife, Boyle, 1961; Mo·ther Lode, Knopf, 1929). 

At Kalgoorlie, alteration of ferromagnesium minerals to chlorite and 

calcite was followed by more-intense carbonation, resulti~in alteration 

of chlorite to ankerite (Travis et al., 1971). Nith extreme carbonation, 

siderite formed. The first stage only in this a.l teration sequence vias 

attained at Glenorchy. From Holland (1967), it can be seen that at 300°C, 

calcite would precipitate fror.:. o. solution if mca2+/(mca2+ + mMg2+) > 0.94. 

Dolomite (ur ankerite) would form at: values less than 0.94, and further-

more, highE:r X in solution would be required than for precipitat:j..on of co2 
calcite (Holland, 1967). It is probablE. that ankerite fonas only in 

d . h 11 k h 1 . h . . . f 2+ Fe- an Mg-rlc wa roc s sue as metavo canlcs, t e actlvltles o- Fe 

and Mg 2+ in the hydrotherm~l fluid after al~eration of metasedimPnts 

being insufficient for ankerite iormatio~. 

It is concluded that relatively high p in t.he hydrothermal co2 
fluid, variation in ~co2 controlled mainly by th~ permeability of the 

wall rocks and carbonation reactions, and low cation;hyd::::-ogen ion 

activity ratios in the hydrothermal fluid were ~he m0st Lmportant 

para.t-neters del:ermining the extent: of alteration of amphibole, pumpellyite, 

and epidote in the wall rocks. 

Sericitization and Kaolinitization 

Sericitization of ~lbite (reaction 11) requires the addition of 
+ 2+ 2+ 3+ K , Mg , Fe , and Fe • The incidence of ~wmpellyite and stilpnomelane 

in albite dec1:eases tmvards the lode, opposing the variation in 

sericite abundance, and suggesting sericitization of albite could be 

associated with the alteration of pumpellyite (reaction 12) and 
2+ stilpnomelane (reaction 13). Ca. released by reaction 12 and combined 

with co2 would account for the minor amounts of calcite in albites. In 
+ + spite of the contribution of K from stilpnomelane, further K would be 

required from the hydrothermal fluid to produce sericite. 

The presence of kaolinite in felsic layers in the al.tered schists 

immediately adjacent to the lode suggests kaolinit.e formed from albite 

by the hydrolysis reaction (reaction 14), although kaolinite may also 

originate by alteration of muscovite (reaction 15; see Stoch and Sikora, 

1976). Direct precipitation of kaolinite from the hydrothermal fluids 
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in veins and shear zones was a minor occurrence. 

From petrographic evidence (Chapter C), the formation of 

kaolinite postdated sericitization of albite. An explanation of the 

feldspar alteration sequence in terms of ion activity diagrams follows. 

The metamorphic fluid in the Glenorchy schists at 450°C would plot on 

the albite-muscovite boundary in Fig. F.7a. However, at a mineralization 

temperature of 300°Cr the wall-rock albite was no longer in equilibrium 

\'dth the metamorphism-de~·ived hydrothermal fluid which plots within the 

m1.::.scovite field (Fig. F.7b). The sericitization of albite need not 

result from changes in the aK+/aH+ and aNa+/aH+ ratios in the fluid 

between the periods of metamorphism and mineralization, but merely 

rcsul ts f:r:·om equilibration of the metamorphism-derived flu:l.d \'lith t.he 

schists at lower temperatures than metaP".orphism. Assuming i:he latter 

h:ypothesis, the shaded areas in Fig. F. 7a, b define the ra::1ge cf possible 

metamorphic (and hydrothermal) flu.:.d compositions, taking into considera

tion the high3r activi:.:.y ratios that \'I'Ould pre·vail at hi~:Jher pressures 

{ 6~ kb) of metamorphism. Fluid that would be in eq'..lilibrium ~·7ith albite 

and muscovite at 450°C,and kaolinite at 300°C1 woul<1 occupy a more 

restr.:.cted composition fie::.d in Fig. F. 7. Hm'I'E:ver, a fu::-ther decrease 

in temperature below 3J0°C would favc·..1r the formation of kaolinite. 

The ratio (in atomic proportions) of K/Na in solutions in 

equilibrium with alkali feldspars (Na, K) in experim•:mtal and geothermal 

systems decreases with decreasing temperature nVhite, 1965). As a 

rE?sult, the hydrothermal fluid composition would shift tovJards the 

montmorillonHe and ka')linite fields (Fig. F.7). 

If there was a decrease in the hydrothermal fluid pH as a. 

result of wall-rock reactions, aH+ would increase, and lo·g aK+/aH+ 

and log aNa+/aH+ would decrease, thus shifting the hydro-

thermal fluid into the kaolinite s~ability field (Fig. F.7). However, 

most of the reactions consume H+, thus generally increasing the fluid 

pH, and tending to oppose the effect of decreasing temperature on the 

attainment of kaolinite stability. 

The sericitization and later kaolinitization are consequences of 

!_~w-temper~.t~ interaction between a metamorphism-derived hydrothermal 

fluid and schists, these schists previously having equilibrated with a 

metamorphic fluid, with similar cation/H+ ion activity ratios to the 

hydrothermal fluid, at higher temperatures during metamorphism. 

\ 
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§3e~ence ~f lU t~r.!'l~fO!l Events 

Hemley and Jones (1964) suggested the relative distribution, width, 

and mineral contents of alteration zones reflect the gradation in 

activities of aqueous constituents av.ray from the fluid channeJ.way. 

However, if the conduits are flanked by several alteration zones, as 

at Glenorchy, the interpretation of the history of hydrother~mal alteration 

often can be ambiguous (cf. Meyer and Hemley, 1967). 

The three major alteration processes evident at Glenorchy are 

pr21pylitization of amphiboles, pwnpellyites and epidotes, sericitization 

of albite, and kaolinitization of albite. In their review of wall-roc..:k 

alteration, Meyer and Hemley (1967) observed that where hydrothermal 

al. teratic:: is zoned, propylitic alteration, which in.::ludes chloritization 

and carbonation, is usually a fringe effect, grading into fresh rock. 

They further state that in w·all rorks of sulphide and goL3.-quartz veins 

in mE>taroorphic terrair,..:;, sericitization. is frec:;_uen-::ly found on the vein

ward side of the propyJ.iti.zed rocks, although the oppositf;: situation 

does occur. Therefm:.-e, it is concluded that p:r:opyli tiz.::i:ion at Glenorch;..' 

represents the initial and marginal effects of the hydr0thermal fluid on 

the wall rocks. Aftzr the initial propylitiz<:.tion, ·the propyli tization 

and sericitization Hould have been contemporaneous. The extents of 

sericitization and pro_9ylitization from the fluid conduit were p::::obably 

dependent on the \-!3.11-rock permeability, and the concentra+:.ions of K+ and 

co2 (aq) respectively in the hydrothennal fluid. Fo:c exaTnple, increased 

concentrat.ion of K+ relative to co2 (aq) would have resulted i!'l increased 

width of the sericit.iz;~d zone relative to the propylitized zone. 

~aolinitization is superimposed on sericitized schists :L-rnmediately 

adjacent to the lode, clearly postdating sericitization, and occurring 

at lower temperatures. 

Correlation of the phases pf mineral deposition in the lodes 

with the wall-rock alteration episodes is often difficult (Helgeson, 

'1964; Meyer and Hemley, 1967). Some carbonates mus'c have crystallized 

in the wall rock during the initial stages of alteration of amphiboles, 

although a later phase of carbonate precipitation is indicated by the 

calcite veins cutting scheelite, sulphides, and quartz in the lode. 
. . f 1 . . d . b . ~ c 2+ . 1 d Crystall~zatJ..on o schee J.. t.e :cequ1re contr1 ut1on o:c a 1ons re ease 

during propylitiza.tion, and ·therefore occurred in association· 'Vlith 

propylitiza·tion. The iron contained in pyrite and arsenopyrite v1as 

derived from the propylitized minerals, and the sulphides probably 
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crystallized in the propylitization-sericitizationepisode, the 

association of pyrite and sericite being a common one in hydrot:hermal 

wall-rock al-teration (see Meyer and Hernley, 1967; Boyle, 1961). 

Quartz was deposited t.hroughout the al·teration periods following release 

of silica during propylitization and sericitization. 

F.8 DEPOSITION OF ORE AND GANGUE HINEFALS 

Introduction 

The causes of deposition of hydrothermal minerals may be many, 

and they may !.>e interdependent; hence, identification of a single 

cause, or the most important cause, is often difficult (cf. Skinner and 

Barton, 1973). Within the Otago sch~sts, the three most important 

ore minerals gold, scheelite, ancl. stibnite (sb
2
s

3
) - occur in separate 

lodes, or as pairs in a single lode {e.g. gold-scheelite (Invincible, 

MacY:aes, Bendigo, Barevmod), golu-stibnite (Hindvn), stibnite-·scneelite 

(Barewood, Waipori), Williams, 1974}. However, gold and scheelite 

typically approach mutual exclusion, although in the tailings of each 

ore, minor amounts of the other are founo. 

The possible causes of ore deposi t:i.on include ch;:;..nges in 

tsnperature, changes in prossu:ce, reactions of "the hydrothermal £1...:-,id 

•·J'ith t.he wall rock affecting pH, f' , f 
1

, and activities of species 
0., HC 

L. 

in the fluid, and mixing of two or more fluids (Skinne:;.: and Barton, 1973). 

However, the first three deposi t:i.onal causes onJ.y are herein considered, 

as the isoto:r;:e data (Chapter E) indicate mixing of the metamorphic 

hydrothermal fluid with another fiuid, such as met.eoric water, was 

insignificant, although the decrease in salinity resulting from such 

fluid mixing ·.vould be an effective method of depositing l'~u and W (see 

Roedder, 1971; Crerar and Barnes, ).976). 

Gold and Scheelite 

Temperature 

The solubilities of gold (Henley, 1973) and scheelite (Foster, 

· 1977) in 1M KCl solutions increase markedly -v1ith temperature in the 

range, 400-550°C {Fig. F.4a) r although Dr F. Dickson (pers. cornm., 1976) 

suggests research by him and his colleagues at Stanford University 

indicates the solubility of scheelite decreases with increasing 

temperature. Their results are here considered irrelevant, a.s they do 

not use silicate-buffered systems (R.~IJ. Henley, written comm.). From 
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Fig. F.4a., maximum deposition of scheelite would occur between 550°c and 
0 400 c, whereas most of the ll.u in solution would be precipitated between 

500°C and 450°C. In Otago, the only comparative geothennometry available 

(at Bendigo) , indicates scheelite-quartz veins formed at temperatures 

30°C lower than the for~mation of gold-quartz veins (Paterson, 1971) • 

Henley (1973) found that in more-concentrated KCl solutions ( 3 molal) at 

1 kb, gold would be deposited in the ranges, 400-450°C and 200-300°c, 

because of the inflexion in the solubility curve in the transitiofi from 

molecular to ionic species (Fig. F.4b). 

The above predicted temperatures of deposition of gold and scheelite 

diff€:::: from the temperatures of mineralization in Otago (280-350°C) • The 

discrepancy may be due to the departure of the experimental syst~ from 

the natural system in terms of solution compositions and e1e nature of 

the metal-bearing species. Foster (1973) sugges'ccd sa·:.:urated metal values 

in experimental sol.utions a.re higher than in natural hyd:t.othe:r.r.:al solutions, 

and -therefore, the temperature of deposition i:: na·i:t,re ma.y be lower than 

indicated by the experiments. Alternatively, the discrep<"ncy i:t1 ternpera

tu~es indicates th9 scheelit~ and gold were not deposited by decrease in 

.temperature alone. 

Pressure 

A decrease in pressure leads to lower Au-salubii.ity (Henley, 1973) 

and lower scheelite solubility (Dickson, pers. comm., 1976), al"'chough 

the data of Foster (1977) show no significant difference in scheelite 

solubility bet\veen 1 and 2 kl). The high pressure ·(>6 kb) ana temperatures 

(500-600°C) of amphibolite facies metamorphism ensure W and Au are readily 
0 transported in solution, but at temperatures as low as 300 C and pressures 

of the order of 1 kb, the solubilities of W and Au would be strongly 

decr~ased. Skinner and Barton (1973) note that the large pressure 

differential may be an important factor in mineral deposition i~ quartz 

veins in regional metamorphic terrains. 

After initial hydraulic fracturing, partial blockage of the 

conduits by collapsed wall-rock could cause throttling, which would 

result in irreversible adiaba.tic expansion of the hydrothermal fluid 

(i.e. constant enthalpy, Toulmin and Clark, 1967) above the cons·triction. 

Only at temperatures greater than 450°C would throttling result in a 

significant decrease in tamperature of the emerging fluid, but the 

decrease in pressure alc:me could be sufficient to precipitate minerals 

such as gold, scheelite, and quartz. A throttling constriction at a given 
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position is temporary, as continuing increase in pressure below the 

constriction would induce further hydraulic fracturing, thus increasing 

fluid pressure above the constriction, and possibly dissolving lode 

minerals. Boiling of the hydrothermal fluid could be another consequence 

of throttling, but only if there was a strong pressure decrease relative 

to the temperature decrease. Further precipitation of ore minerals \li'ould 

result,, but the small size of the fluid inclusions prevents detection of 

evidence of boiling. 

The effects of variation in pressure on mineral depos~tion are 

usually outweighed by temperature changes, and reaction of the hydro

thermal fluid with wall rocks (Skinner and Barton, 1973). 

Reaction of Fluid witb Wall Rocks 

As a result of passage of the hydrothermal fluid do;..m a 

thermal gradient, and exchange of material between the fluid ar1d the 

wall rock, the conposition and physicochemical character of the fluid 

are changed. Skinner 3.nd Ba:cton (1973) surr.marized t-.he \vays in which 

wall-rock alteration may effect mineral deposition:-

1. The wall .:ock supplies an essential component of the ore minex-al. 

2. Hydrolysis reactions increase the &~tivities of m~tul species 

and sulphide ions in solution, thus reducing the solubilities 

of these species • 

. 3. The oxidation state of the fluid is alte:r:ed. 

The first method operated at Glenorchy, where a charac·teristic 

f f h 1 . . h 2+ . h f -eature o tea terat~on zone ~s t_e strong Ca metasomat~sm, muc o 

the Ca 2+ in the wall rock i1aving migrated t.o the lode fissure, in which 

calcite and scheeli te precipitated. The fluid which deposited t.he 

Bendigo gold-ore contained 430 ppm ca2+ (Paterson, 1971), and it is 

suggested the scheelite-forming fluid was relatively enriched in Ca 
0 species. Tungsten was probably transported above 400 C and PH = 1 kb 

20 
as the molecular H

2
wo4 or ionic wo4

2 -~;>pecies, depending on pH, but at 

subcritical temperatures, wo4
2- may have been stable (Foster, 1977). 

. + As a result of hydrolysis react~ons, H ions diffused into the wall rock, 

the hydrothermal fluid tended to become more alkaline, and wo4
2

- ions 

combined with ca2+ ions released in the same reactions. 

Gold deposition did not require contribution of elements from 

the wall rocks. Chemical analyses of wall rocks by Finlayson (1908) 
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indicate Ca metasomatism \vas strong at Barewood, where both gold and 

scheelite were deposited, but was less marked in the Skippers gold field, 

from which no scheelite has been reported (Williams, 1974). However, 

hydrolysis reactions,and the consequent increase in pH,and decrease in 

P HCl v1ould cause a decrease in the Au solubility through breakdown 

of the complex, (Au2cl6{HCl}}Fi
2
o)n. Any Au transported as thio-complexes 

would also be precipitated. The solubility of Au decl=eases with 

decreasing f
02 

(Henley et al., 1976), and therefore, deposition of Au in 

relatively reduced rocks such as carbonaceous pelitic schists might be 

expected (cf. Wall and Ceplec!"1a, 1976). Henley et al. (1976} suggested 

Au in the Otago schists was leached from the high-f
0 

metavolcanics and 
2 

subsequently deposited in ~elatively low-f
0
· metasediments, particularly 

. 2 
metapelites. However, this does not account for deposition of the 

significant amounts of Au derived from metasediments (see section F.5). 

Nevertheless, some localized reduction was necessary to convert ~.onic 

gold in the transported complex to the elemental stu.t.e. 

Con(;:lus:i.ons 

The main cause of scheeli te deposition v;::ts the interaction 

between a co
2

-beax:ing, Ca-deficient hydrothermal fluid ar,d wall rocks 

containing Ca--silicates that v<ere unstable under high P co conditicns. 
2 

Hi thin the Otago schists, the Ca--silicates, in order of increasing 

instability under these co:ndition~ are calcite, epidote, pumpellyite, 

relict hornblendos, actinolite. Pmnpellyite and ralict hornblendes 

occur in schists of lmver grade than the greenschist facies, actinolites 

a.!:e found in the pumpellyi+:e-actir.olite and greenschist fac..i..es hnt 

decrease in abundance wi'ch inc:::easing grade, and epidotes persist 

throughout the pumpellyite-actinolite facies and the greenschist facies. 

Psaromjtic schists are enriched in actinolite, pumpellyite,and epidote 

relative to pelitic schists. 'rherefore, the most favourable hosts for 

scheelite mineralization are the ps~mitic rocks of pumpellyite

actinolite and lower greenschist facies. The existence of scheelite 

lodes in pelitic schists (e.g. Paradise, Hacraes Flat) sug·gests some 

Ca was locally transported in the fluid from source rocks, immediately 

below the pelitic schists,and deposited adjacent to ca-poor rocks, 

possibly in response ·to a decrease in temperature and/or pressure. In 

general, these lat·ter parameters are less important in causing scheelite 

deposition than fluid -v1all rock interaction. 
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Hydrolysis reactions between fluid and wall rocks resulted in 

decreased solubilities of Au.-chloride complexes and Au·-thio complexes 1 

and deposition of gold. As gold lodes probably were formed at higher 

temperature than scheelite lodes (based on Bendigo data) , and sericitiza

tion of albi·te would be sufficient to reduce Au .... complex solubilities, 

gold mineralization might be expec"ced in amphibole--poor, pumpellyite

absent, greenschist facies schists, 'up-grade' from the scheelite deposits. 

Reactions between fluid and wall rocks,and decrease in temperature and/or 

pressure -y;rere important factors effecting gold deposition. 

Quartz 

Hydrolysis reactions in the immediate wall-rock provided sume of 

the silica required for the deposition of quartz (see section F.7) 1 the 

rest originating fr~m lm.'er levels in the hydrothern:al system (see 

section D.5). Most of the !l.ydrothermal quartz localized in the veins 

and lodes probably p:::ecipitatPd as a result of increased a~.(~"-') values 
. '-' l. vn . 

'± 
in the hydrothermal fluid an;:! decreasing teiaperature as the fluid migrated 

upwards in the co~duits. 

Calcite 

Calcite ·was nc~..:. de:t;osite.d by cooling solutions, as the solubility 

of calcite increases "Vlith decr~asing temperature. Calcite p:r-ecipita.tion 

would be favo1.1red by hydrolysis reactions, and consequent increaoe in the 

pH. A loss of ~l+ and other components, such a3 K+ and S··species, would 

d ' ' CO 2 - t t. . 1 .,_. ( f H 11 P. lea to an 1ncrease 1n 3 concen ra 1on 1n so u~.1.on c ·• -~' anu., 

1967), and with ca
2+ contributed from the wall rock, thus increasing aca2+ 

in the fluid 1 calcite \vould be deposited. 

Sulphides 
3+ 

The approximate balance between the loss of Fe and the gain in 

Fe
2+ in the wall rocks (Tohle D.2), the decrease in oxidation state of 

the wall rocks (Chapter D, section D.5), and the localization of sulphides 
3+ 

in schist inclusions and ~,rall rocks rather than veins, suggest Fe 
2+ 

released from epidote and an1phiboles was reduced to Fe , and, together 

with Fe 2+ from an1phiboles and pumpellyite, combined with S and As from 

the hydrotherrnal fluid to deposit pyrite and arsenopyrite. Boyle (1961) 

and Bartram and 1'1cCall (1971) concluded the Fe component of sulphides 

in \'lall rocks at Yellowknife and Kalgoorlie J:espect:ively, originated from 

the alteration of ferromagnesium minerals. Knopf (1929)ascribed the 
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concentration of sulphides in the wall rocks of the Hother Lode (California) 

to the country rock exerting "a precipitating effect on the ore-forming 

fluid". 

Helgeson (1964) considered increased activities of free metal 

ions and free sulphide ions enhance the precipitation of sulphide phases. 

Increased activity of the sulphide ion is made possible by hydrolysis 

reactions,which cause a decrease in aH+ in the fluid,and dissociation of 

HS04 , H2s, and thiosulphate complexes (cf. Helgeson, 1970). The sulphur 

which contributed to the formation of pyrite in gold-quartz vc·ins could 

have originated from the breakdown of th8 gold thio-complex during 

hydrolysis reactions, the released sulphur diffusing into the wall rock 

and combining with Fe. However, the Glenorchy lodes contain ~nly minor amounts 

,_, of gold, and therefore geld thio-comp1exes are unlikely sou.r.:ces of 

the sulphur. Dissociation of sulphur species (Hso
4
-, HS-, H

2
S) in the 

hydrc"!:hermal fluid probably produced s 2- for the formation of ::;yrite, 

?-
Arsenic transported :1s a sulphide complex (Ass 2 ~ ) or a3 e chlcride 

complex has an ox-i~dation state of +1, but as :i.t substitutes for S in t.he 

~arcasite-type strucr.ure of arsenopyrite, reduction to the -l state must 

have occurred. 'L'herefore, th~ precipitation of arsenupyrit:e would ha.ve 

been favoured by a relatively reducing emri!:onment as typically found in 

carbonaceous l?elitic schi:::;ts (see Henley et al., 1976). The strong 

preference of arsenopyrite for pelitic schists adjac:ent t.o the lod.es at 

Paradise is thus explained. Wall-rock alteration was the main cause of 

pyrite and arsenopyrite deposition. 

The nature of occurrence of stibnite in the lodes in Otago is 

little known and poorly-docurner,ted. The iml?lication frorn the survey of 

Williams (1974) is that the stibnite is found mainly within the quartz 

veins and is not concentrated, like the pyrite and arsenopyrite, in the 

wall rocks and schist inclusions. Stibnite is frequently obse~~ed as a 

late-forming phase in gold-quartz veins (Ramd.ohr, 1969)1 and in the 

experimental Pb-Sb-S system (Garvin, 1973), although the latter study 

also showed it may exist up to 400°C. Hot-spring environments such as 

Steamboat Springs (White, 1955) and the Taupo Volcanic Zone (Ellis, 1969), 

contain deposits of stibnite and antimony, indicating antimony is 

readily transported at lo111 temperature in dilute, sulphur-bearing 

solutions. Dickson (1964) concluded decreasing temperature may be a 

major factor in the deposition of anti.rnony by lov.1ering the solubility of 

complexes of the type Sbs
2 

• Below 400°C, a larger percentage of total 
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Sb than total As vms leached from gre}T\vacke during experimental 

interaction with hot water (E~r<ers, 1977). Stibnite has a larger 

solubility product relative to most other sulphides at 25°C (Robie and 

Waldbaum, 1968), suggesting stibnite is more soluble at lower tempera

tures. On the basis of this circumstantial evidence, it is tentatively 

suggested that stibnite.formed at lower temperatures than gold, scheelite, 

pyrite, and arsenopyrite. Precipitation of stibnite did not :r.-equire 

addition of elements from the wall rocks, and therefore, deposition 

pr'Jbably resulted from decreasing tempe:r.·ature and pressure. 

ApJ?~~nt Antipathetic Distribution of Gold and Sc,Ee~.:i'!;_~ 

With the exception of the Alta (Bendigo) , BarewooC. ,, and Gc lden 

Point (Macraes Flat) lodes, lodes with "l.bundant scheelite contain gold 

i~ only minor amounts, and vice versa (see Batt, 1974; Williams, 1974). 

This pheno~enon is co!nmon througho~t the world and particularly in 

Archean terrains. In :heir discussion of mine~alization in the 

Bulawayan Formation of Rhodesia, Cunningham ~-al. (1973) note~ the old 

miners rule - "whc~-.;e the gold disappears, the sche.:!lite, calcite, and 

calcs.ilicates take o"'Ter, and where the scheeli '!:' e fades out, the gold 

comes l>ack". Little (1959) observed "scheelite is 1dC.espread in Au

beuring veins, though it is usually most abundant- wLere the gold content 

is low" in the W deposit:s of Canada, and Boyle (1976) conr·un.ed 

mineralization in tha Yellowknife veins - "shoots rich in scheelite 

a.::e corrJ.nonly low in gold". However, a single cause need not be 

responsible for the many and varied occurrences of antipathe·tic gold

.::;cheelite distribution, 

From the discussion of the ore-genesis model of Henley et al. 

(197G) in section F.S, it was concluded that source horizons enri~hed 

in ore-metals were probably not important in controlling the dis_tribution 

and relative intensities of Au and W mineralization in Otago. It is 

more likely that the control would have been exercized by depositional 

factors. Foster (1973) attributed the mutual exclusion of gold and 

scheelite in some Rhodesiandeposits to temperature fluctuations in 

the range 450-55o0 c. The experimental studies previously discussed {page F39) 

indicate Au deposition would generally occur in a restricted temperature 

range, whereas the range of tamperatures of scheelite deposition is 

widerr and straddles the Au-deposition temperature range. Further gold 

could also be deposited at lower temperatures than scheelite, on the 
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basis of data of Henley (1973) • If the experiment:al results reflect 

natural systems, the lhig·h-temperature 1 gold deposition would usually be 

accompanied by scheelite precipitation, unless the wall rocks were 

depleted in Ca-silicates, or the Ca-silicates "VJere in equilibrium wi t.h 

the hydrothermal fluid. In these situations, gold alone would be 

deposited. 

Bishop (1973) noted the richest scheelite mineralization tended 

to be localized on the margins of the Otago schist belt, in rocks of 

lc",Jer metamorphic grade than the rocks hosting gold deposits. In the 

Gl8nm:chy area, scheelite production was greater in the pumpellyite

actinolite facies schists of Mt Judah than in the greenschist facies 

, re>cks to the east. It is tentatively concluded that as the hydrothermal 

fluids migrated upwards in the schist pile after considerable uplift, 

temperatures in the schists of chle>rite zone,. greenschis·t faciPs (350°-

3000C) were low enuugh to allow gold and scheelite to be deDosited. 

Sericitization of albi-l:e in the greenschist facies rocks &;:1COUr2.ged 

gold deposition, but only breakdown of wall-roc~: Ca-minc:r.als would allow 

scheelite deposition. Where local concentrations of amphiboles, 

p·,1ropellyi te,s, and epidotes occurred in the wall rocks, significant 

rur.ounts of scheelite precipitated. Actinolite and epidote are essential 

phases in the schists in the vicinity of the scheelite-gold-bearing 

Alta Lode. Not until the hydrothermal fluids encountered schists rich 

.i.n actinolite and epidote in lO'\tJest greenschist facies, -?.nd schists 

rich in pumpellyite, amphibolcs,and epidote in the pumpellyite

actinolite fac:.es, was intensive scheelite mineralization possible. 

The gold transported in the hydrothermal system was pref~rentially 

•deposited at the first opportunity in greenschist facies rocks. There

fore, the fluids depositing scheelite a.t higher levels in the crust may 

have been relatively depleted in gold, resulting in minor gold deposition 

in association with rich scheelite deposition (e.g. Mt Judah). 

The major factor con·trolling the antipathetic gold-scheelite 

distribution was the mineJ:alogy of the host rocks, which is determined 

by lithology and metamorphic grade. The gross correlation of the type of 

mineralization with metamorphic grade is responsible for the ~J21?o.rent . 

temperature control on scheelite and gold mineralization. 

The scarcity of rich Au-deposits and apparent absence of W

rnineralization in the Alpine schist belt 1 east of ·the Alpine F'ault,may be 
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due, in part, to the poor exposure afforded by the rugged topography, 

and ice and glacier cover. The vertical atti·t:ude of the metamorphic 

sequence provides a narrow cross-section of the schists likely to con

tain mineralization, whereas in Otago, the metamorphic isograds are 

subhorizontal/and the optimum crustal level for mineralization coincides 

with the land surface. 

The Cause of Localization of Scheelite in Veins 

It has been established (Chapter D) that the ca2+ in the scheelite 

originated frcm the >qall rocks, and the W was derived from the schist 

pile and transported by the me-fo:t:icLing fluid to the area of mineraliza

tion. In this study, scheelite was c:!JsArved predomi.nant.ly in veins of 

the lodes, and only by inspection of the adits in ultraviolet light \\73.s 

rare scheelite detected in veins in the wall rocks. W contents of wall 

rocks within 0.5 m of the Jode are higher than b:::.ckground levels 

{Chapter D) . Batt (1974) not~d the occurrence of only minor disseminated 

scheelite in drill-core exposure of the wall rocks; t}arti.cularly below 

the 1ode foob:all. In contrast, abundant calcit'" in partiaular, and 

sulphides are disseminated throughout the lode schist anti wall-rock 

schist, the carbon dioxide and sulphur species havin9 pe:nneated the wall 
. 2+ 2+ rocks, and cor:Lbined w~th Ca and re respectively. Why was scheelite 

rarely deposited in the wall rocks? 

.Localized transport of Ca- and W-species together in the fluid 

and depositio!l of sche3lite in :::esponse to decreasing temperature or 

pressure is considered to have occurred only rarely (see page F42) • 

Differential mobility of aGfUeO"J.S species in the hydxothermal fluid, 

· 11 · · · c + + s 2-> abl wnereby sma ~on~c spec~es e.g. H , K , were e to penneate 
2-wall rocks, and large species (e.g. WO 4 ) were prevented from penet.ra.ting 

the wall rocks (cf. Khorzhinskii, 1970), is not a likely cause of 

restriction of scheelite deposition to major conduits. 

Because of the low concentration of W in the fluid, and the 

very small fluid flux in the v1all rock compared with the main conduits 

(see Chapter E), most of theW would be confined to the main conduits, 

and only minor amounts vmuld enter the wall rocks. Although comparatively 

large proportions of co2 and S in the fluid passed through the main 

conduit rather than through the wall rocks, these species existed in 

.much higher concentrations than Win the fluid, and therefore, the mass 

of c- and s- species added to the wall rocks v1as much greater than the 
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mass of contribu·ted W-species. As the hydrothermal fluid \vas initially 

depleted in ca, and the wall rocks contained abundant free ca2+ ions 

after breakdown of Ca~minerals, an ionic diffusion gradient was 

established in order to achieve equilib:r:ium bet.ween fluid and rock. 
2+ . The Ca ~ons 

2~ 
wo

4 
ions to 

diffused to the major conduits, and there combined with 
2-precipitate scheelite, and co

3 
ions to form calcite. 

The ubiquity of calcite in lode and wall rocks, the less pervasive 

occurrence of sulphides in lode and wall rocks, and the restriction of 

scheelite to lode veins,are thus explained in tenus of the relative 

concen·trations of the w-, c-, and S- species in the hydrothermal fluid. 

Influences on Distribution of Mineralization in the Schist Belts 

Structural Influences 

In the Ot.ago schists, most of the moderately and steeply

dip}Jing lo&es (e.g. Macetm,Tn, Skippers 1 Bendigo, Nenthorn, Barewuod) 

strike parallel to the general northwesterly trend of the dominant 

linGation and axes of most kno'#P.. mac~oscopic folds (Fig. F.l, cf. 

Williams, 1974:, FiSf· 5-7). In o.:eas where the schistosity is planar 

(e.g. Glenorchy, Paradise), the lodes predominantly lie subperpendicular 

to the schistosity (Fig. F .8a) 1 and less fn3quer.tly, subrarallel tc 

schist:osity (c .g. Sunshine (Glenoruhy)) • Recent mapping of the Macraes 

field (Sampson, 1975; Bishop, 1973) .ceveale the lodes .:!..n the Golden 

Point area are conformable within a 60 m thick belt of graphitic, 

pelitic schist which is enclosed in strongly-segregated quartzofelds

pathic (or psn.mmitic) schist. Coincident with the outcrop of the pelitic 

schist is an F2-fold vergence boundary1 representing the intersection of 

the hinge of n. macroscopic, isoclinal fold with 'che land surface. 

The gold-scheelite-quar·tz lodes liP. within the hinge zane, and are 

subparallel to the axial surface of the macroscopic fold, which closes 

·to the NE (Fig. F.8c). Further south at Nenthorn, and at Bendigo 

(Paterson, 1971) , subvertical lodes in the hinge zone of the macroscopic 

folds are perpendicular to the axial surface (Fig. F.8b, c). However, 

at Mt Oho, southwest of Bendigo (Fig. F .1), on a/limb of ·the macroscopic 

fold, the lodes make an angle of 45° with the axial surface cleavage 

and the fold form surface, schistosity (Fig. F.8b). The strike of the 

lodes in the Nent.horn and Bendigo areas is parallel to the fold axes, 

but in the Carrick field, the lodes are perpendicular to both the axial 

surface and axis of the macroscopic fold (I.M. Turnbull, pers. comm., 

1976i Douglas ~al.r 1977). 
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FIGURE F.S: 'I'ectonic sketches (not to scale) of the lode-schis)c 
structure relationships in (a) Upper Wakatipu area, 
(b) Bendigo-Mt Oho (Paterson, 1971), (c) Macraes Flat
Ne1thorn area (Sampson, 1975), (d, e) Carrick Range 
(Turnbull pers. coiTm., Douglas et al~, 1977). 
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The lode-schist structure relationship in Otago appears confused, 

mainly because detailed structural analysis studies in mineralized areas 

with the aim of relating the lodes to the schist structure are fev1. If 

the lodes formed in nol.'1tlal fault systems 1 the original structures would 

have been subveJ:tica.l at the time of origin. Therefore, the local 

attitude of the schist during fracturing, as well as the anisotropy 

in the schist, would have had a major effect on the lode-schist relation

ships now observed. If the schist was planar and flat-lying (e.g. 

Glenorchy), the fractures would form perpendicular to schistosity; if 

subvertical, fractures subparallel to schistosit.y would predc-cJina.te; 

and if the schistosity was dipping moderately, fractm~es vl0111d form both 

parallel and perpendicular to schistosity. In the hingP. zone of Q 

macroscopic isoclinal fold, •..:he major foliations are the form surface 

(schistosity) and the axial surface. 1i\1hereas the form surface is sub

parallel to the axial surfe>ce on the limbs, t.he avera.ge fon,l surface 

in the hinge of the fold is perpendicular to the axial surface. The 

orientations of the fold and the dominant foliation during mineraliza

tion v1ould contr<Jl the atri b1de of the' lodes relative to the fold. 

For example'· in the hinge zone at Bendig-o the lodes parallel the sub

vertical form S1'rface, scbistosity (S1 ) , and on the limb at l•1t O:O.o 

the lodes are at 45° to the subhorizontal .::xial and form surfaces. At 

Golden Point (Nacrae:sj , v;here the lodes a:r.:e subparallel to t.he low-· 

dipping axial surf ace, the fold may have been til ted to>t;rards the 

horizontal since mine::::alization. The Glenorchy lodes were tilted during 

folding producing the Earnsla'<'J Synform, whereas the attitude of the 

Paradise lodes in the core of the synform did not alter. Saddle reefs 

typical of the Victoria goldfield (Australia) are unknown in Otago, 

probably because of the recumbent attitude of macroscopic folds in 

Otago. 

Host lodes in Otago are grouped into evenly distributed fields, 

although isolated lod.:::.s also occur throughout the schist belt 

(cf. Finlayson, 1908). Such groupings are corrunonly developed in other 

mineralized terrains (e.g. Rhodesia, Anhauesser, 1976; Mother Lode, 

Knopf, 1929). Anha.uesser (1976) suggested the lode-grouping >tJas 

controlled by structural influences, and, in Otago, there certainly 

appears to be a concentration of gold~rich lodes in the hinge zones of 

macroscopic folds (e.g. Bendigo, Carrick, Nacraes Flat, Nenthorn) , 

the hinge zones being favourable paths for flui& migration and ore 

deposition (cf. Domarev 1 1967). Only in t.hese 4 areas have sufficient 
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structural dat.a been obtained; . furthe.r mapping in lode fields could 

support this relationship. The Glenorchy-Paradise field appears to be 

an exception ·to the lode·~fold hinge association. A proposal by Mutch 

(1969} that a :macroscopic, isoclinal nappe closing eastwards exists in 

the Glenorchy area has not been substantiated (see Batt, 1974). However, 

further examination of the Mt Judah-Black Peak area with this hypothesis 

in mind is warranted. 

Association of lode formation with faul·ting in Otago is difficult 

to prove. At Glenorchy, the prominent set of NNE-st.riking faults 

appears to post-date mineralization (Batt, 1974). TurnbulJ. et al. (1975) 

noted ·the possible relationship in the Middle Shotover area bet-;.>'et:m sets 

of lodes and the Moonlight Fault Zone, the angular differences beiag 

60-80° and 140°. They suggested the lode pattern could h3.-·.re ori']inated 

from strike-slip movement: along the MFZ. >~ The first movement on the MFZ 

was }:Ire-Oligocene but whet.h.er this movement was associa-ted wi t.h early 

uplift of the schist r-ile in the Cretaceous period .is not Y..nown. Bishop 

(1973) correJ ated the distribution of lode fields .with areas ~1f the 

schist terrain cut by the major NE-striking block faults (see Fig. F.l), 

:r..oting the ci.bsenr~,~ of mineralizat:ion and block faulting SiA! of the 

Clutha<':Cawarc..u River syste:m. Bishop suggested movement on the NE faults 

responsible for the preser.>.t basin and range topography "occurreCi soan 

after metamorphism" and passibly in the mid-Cretaceous {Bishop, 1974) • 

It is conceivatle the faulting was associated with uplift. of ·the schist 

pile, and that physical conditions in the uplifted blocks were mo:ce 

conducive to the onset of hydr2.ulic .. fracturing. However,. large faults 

existing at the time of mineralization would ha.ve been favourable loci 

for the passage of hydrothermal fluids aud deposition of ore minerals, 

and, except for the gold-sulphide mineralization in the Rise anCl Shine 

Shear Zone (Paterson, 1971; Williams; 1974) r east of the Bendigo field, 

such fault-associated mineralization is lacking. 

Lithologic Influences 

correlatioi1 of the distribution of W fields ~vith pelitic schists 

was suggested by Bishop (1973) for the Hacraes Flat, Glenorchy-Paradise, 

and waipori fields. However, only at Macraes Flat and Paradise do the 

lodes occupy dominantly··pelitic host rocks. Contrary to Mutch· (1969) , 

the major mineralization at Glenorchy is in psammitic schists on 

Mt Judah, and although the incidence of peli'cic schists increases east 

of the Bonnie J'ean Creek, the W lodes tend to be localized in the inter-

1' YLe'Z ~,, Hoonlight F'aul t Zone (see Fig. A.l) 
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calated psmmnitic schists (Batt, 1974). Furthermore, Bishopts hypothesis 

that pelitic schists w .ere the source of w is found, from mass balance 

calculations, to be incorrect (see Chapter D) .. 

The grouping of the gold fields and their broad spatial 

association with the metavolcanic belt, representing the source of the 

gold, were emphasized by Henley et ~1. (1976). Hov;ever, some lode fields, 

such as Bendigo and Macraes Flat, are far removed from metavolcanic 

horizons. Furthermore, metavolcanics are relatively few east of 

Alexandra, a.lthough Hehley ~~~2--· (1976) suggest they may be found in 

East Otago bc:lm.;r the present land surface. North of the Skippers

Paradise c:.rea .(see Fig. 2, Henley ~·, 1976), metavolcanic horizons 

are abundant, yet mineralization is conspicuous by its absence. 

v~- and Au~mineralization is usually found in psa'Ttmi tic schists, 

but this is thought not to be only due to the predominance of this 

lithology in the Otago schist. The association is n.nderstandable if 

wall-rock altera<.:ion v1as the main cause of W·- and Au-deposition, as 

psamrnit.ic schists con·~a:!.n' a higher proportion of the most-easily hydro

ther:nally·-altered minerals (albite, amphiboles, pumpellyite, epidote) 

than is found in pelitic schists. Lodes rarely cut greenschists, 

probably because of the relatively sparse distribution o£ greenschists. 

Conclusions 

The sediments comprising the Haast-TorlessE'\ i:erraim were deposited 

on oceanic crust east of the sul:Jduction zone associated with the Permian·-

.:.iurassic volcanic arc r and rafted into the subduction zone (Coombs et al., 

1976a), where burial and major folding into nappe structures resulted. , 
The axes of the nappes thus formed would be predominantly normal to the 

south\<:esterly direction of raftin9· or spreading. A halt in the sea

floor spreading regime in Late Jurassic i.;rould have resulted in relaxation 

of compressive forces, and initiation of uplift. The tensional forces 

associated with uplift would have acted in the same direction as the 

compressive forces, and thus allowed fonnation of a dominant set of 

NW-SE striking fractures (see section A.4). Therefore, the NW strike 

of the lodes, parallel to the margins of the schist belt, is related 

to the orienta1;ion of forces associated \vith the tectonic development 

of the metamorphic belt, whereas the dip and location of the lode 

·structures in Otago is probably more closely related to the local, 

macroscopic schist structures. 
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The major fluid.,..flows in the uppe:t: levels of the schist pile would 

have been concentrated in separate hydrothermal systems. The posi·tion 

of each system in the schist belt would be controlled by permeable or 

inherently, structurally-weak regions, such as the hinge zones of 

macroscopic nappes, or fault zones. 

Although the Au- and w.,.J.odes in the Marlborough schist strike 

northwesterly and dip moderately to steeply (Fig. F.9), the host schist 
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FIGURE F.9: Distribution of mineralized lodes in the Marlborough 
schists, 
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strikes northeasterly and dips s·teeply to the northv1est (Beck, 1964; 

Williams, 1974). Unlike most of the Otago lodes, the Harlborough lodes 

strike at 90° to the fold axes (Henderson, 1935). The schists are 

equivalent stratigraphically, and in te~~s of metamorphic grade, to the 

schists of the Paradise~Ht Judah area, and contain generally isolated 

occurrences of lm-, Sb-, and ~·1-bearing lodes. The genesis of the schist 
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belt is probably iden·tical to the Ot:ago schist belt, although the main 

structural elements s·trike NE, and the lodes :Ln each belt probably 

origina·ted by an identical mechanism (Henderson, 1935) • It is suggested 

that comparison of the gross lode·-schist relationships in the two belts 

d&"'Uonstrates the controlling influence on lode fonnation was regional 

rather than local deformation (cf. Williams, 1974, p. 66), the 1=egime 

of NE-SW-directed tensional forces,associated with the hal~ in sea-floor 

spreading and beginning of uplift, determining lode orientation. 

~~e of Mineralization 

The metasediments hosting the epig·enetic mineralization in Otago 

are pr~dominantly of Mesozoic age, although some Pexnian sediments may 

bs includGd (Coombs et al., l976a; Wood, 1976). Whole-rock K-Ar dates 

range up to 140 m.y. (U. Jurassic) , this age rep:c:esenting the metamorphic 

peak*. The Au and ~'l mineralizati.on occurred simultanecusly +:hroughout 

the Otago, Alpine, an~ Marlborough schists aft~r t:he hiatus of meta

morphism and during uplift. of the schist belts. A minimmr> limit for 

the age of mineralh:ation is based on the exis·tence of gold in the 

Kyeburn Formation in the N"l.seby district (Will i.ams, 1974). This 

formation is a Mid-Upper Cretaceous fanglomerc..te deposit cvmposed of 

greywacke and semi-schist detritus from the Haast·-Torlesse terrains 

·(Harrington, 1955; Bishop, 1972a). Gold lodes must have been exposed 

to er0sion in the Mid Cretaceous period, and therefore, the mineralization 

probably occurred in Lower-Mid Cretaceous (cf. Hendersor., 1935). 

F.9 SUMMARY OF ORE GENESIS MODEL 

Clastic and volcanogenic sediments, and volcanic rocks, dc=posited 

in a. geosynclinal basin in the Permian-Jurassic period, ~·;ere rafted 

southwestwards during Jurassic sea-floor spreading into a subduction 

zone associated wit:h a volcanic a:r.::c, As a consequence of continuing 

sedimentation and burial, metamorphism of an intel."'nediate P /T 

type resulted. The development of greenschist facies - amphibolite 

facies mineral assemblages was accompanied by the release of volatiles 

(H
2
o, co2) and incompatible trace elements to the fluid phase. The 

resulting fluid, consisting of connate and metamorphic waters, remained 

in the source rocks in microfractures, pore spaces, and along grain 

boundaries. Metamorphic quartz veins may have formed by local migration 

of the pore fluids to fractures, where quartz, albite, etc, crystallized 

with slight decrease in pressure and/or temperature. At the peak 

* see Harper and Landis, 1967; Gabites and Adams, 1977. 
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of metamorphism, the schist in the vicinity of the Judah I'-iine reached a 

temperature of abou·t 450°C and pressure of approximately 6 kb. 

Consequent upon the hal'c in sea-floor spreading in the late 

Jurassic, uplift of the metamorphic pile commenced. With removal of 

the schists to lower-pressure regimes, the fluid pressure of the trapped 

pore fluids v1ould have increased, leading eventually to microhydraulic 

fracturing. The permeability of the schists was thus increased, allowing 

the pore fluid to migrate to existing shear zones and faults, and with 

continuation of the uplift and increase in fluid pressure, the dislocations 

were propagated upwards by hydraulic fract~ring. Thus, the hydrothennal 

syste.m developed its own conduits. 

The ore-forming fluid was a dilute, saline (at least S wt% equiv. 

NaC1)
1 

alk::;.li chloride solution; The major components of the fluid were 

H2o and aqueous co
2 

species, with minor amounts of Na, K, anc:! Cl, and 

elemt..nts in the ppm-ppb range - Si, Fe, Mg, S, W, Au, As, Sb, Rb and Cs -

comprising the remainder of tne fluid. All tht:! components of i:he ore·

forming fluid were derived from -the schist pile during· progn;;ssive meta

morphism. Although i:.he m<O.in ore-forming metals, W, Au, and SJ) 

originated from the schist pile, they probably were not derived only 

from specific metal-e"·.r:i.ch3d lithologies. Pe!:"vasive leaching of all 

ore-forming metals du!."ing mineral t:::-annformat.ion rea.ct.ions associated 

with progresc;ive buric!.l metc..morphi.sm, in schist:s subjected to at least 

greenschist facies P-'I' conditions, is considered more li~cely. The 

distribution, before metamorphism I of mine::als :Oead.ng Au, w r etc I in 

trace amounts would determine ,.;hich lithologies contributed most metals 

to the ore-forming fluid. 

Au and W were probably transported in the ore-forming fluid as 
2-

Au2Cl6 (HC1)2 (H20'n-iind H
2
wo 4 or WO 4 • The nat:ur.e of the Sb-bear:;.ng· 

species is less clear. Sb could migrate as sulphide or chloride 

complexes, although the former were probably minor in quantity, as the 

total sulphur content of the ore-foiming fluids was low. Alternatively, 

if Sb was 'cransported as a sulphide complex, this would account for 

the low stibnite abundance in the lodes of Otago. 

The ore-fo1.1ning fluid was in equilibrium ~r;ith the host rocks 

in the source region, but with transport to higher crustal levels, t.he 

mineralogy of the wall rocks became increasingly incompatible with 

the compoE;ition of the fluid& Al·teration of some of the wall-rock 

minerals ensued. l~lbi te was serici tized, and Ca-minerals (amphiboles 1 
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epidote, and pumpellyite) were propylitized. Consequently, the altered 

wall-rocks are enriched in sericite .. chlorite and calcite as well as 

pyritetarsenopyriter and kaolinite (Fig. F .lOa), The intensit.y of 

alteration decreased a11my from. the lode, the schists further than 2 m 

from the lode generally being unalteredb The alteration reactions were 

typically hydrolysis reactions, the fluid contributing H+ to the wall 

rocks. The tendency for the ore-forming fluid to lose H+ ions resulted 

in decreased stabili·ty of the Au and W complexes. Coincident with the 

H+ metasomatism was introduction of K+, S, and c f:r:om the fluid into the 
2+ 

wall··rock, and removal of Ca , Sr, anJ. soTY'.e Si from the wall rock into 

the fluid conduit (Fig. F .lOb). The solubilities of All and W ~rc-..tld have 

decreased gradually with decreasing temperature and pre..ssure duri:ng· up

ward migration of the ore-forming fluids 1 but the 11lall-r0ck o.lteration 

processes accelerat-ed the decrease in stability of the co1nplexes. 

2+ . . . . . 
Ca metasomat:tsm w;:;.s a.n ossent~al precursor of scheel~.'ce depocnt:!..On, 

and therefore sc7leeJ.ite mine1:alization is expected in rocks con::aL.1ing an 

abundance of Ca--silic?.tes that \'lP.re unstable under high-P C0
2 

cond:L tions. 

The most favourable host rocks would have been psanunitic schists of 

pumpellyite-acti:>::olite facies and lower gr~enschist facies. The 

Glenorr::hy Lode :J:ormed i!l the temperature r.::tnge, 280-350°C and at 

pressures of the o:r:de:;:- of 1 kb. 

Gold deposition did not require ca2+ metasomatism but could have 

occurred at slightly lower crus1:al levels and highe:c temperatures than 

scheelite deposition as a consE.quence of sericiti:z~a·tion of aJ_bite in 

greenschist facies wall-rocks. Only minor amounts of scheelite would 

be deposited in most greenschist. facies rocks because of the relative 

paucity of potentially-unstable ca-silicates (.such as amphiboles and 

pumpellyites). The low Au-contents in scheelite deposit.s were ::aused 

by removal of most of the Au from the ore-forming fluid at.lower 

crustal levels. Au and scheelite ore would be found together in lode 

fields (e.g. Hacraes) in greenschist facies host rocks containing 

abundant. Ca-silicates. The rela·l:ive distribution of ll.u-fields and 

W-fields is a consequence of depositional parametersr and is influenced 

by the host-schist mineralogical composition which is determined by 

original lithology and by me·tarnorphic grade" 

The position of the lode fieldsr and the attitude of the lodes 

relative to schistosity, appear related to the s'cructurally~weak r and 

thus relatively permeable, hinge zones of macroscopic nappes in the 
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FIGURE F.lO: (a) Summary of mineral distribution and alteration 
zones adjacent to the lodes. 

{b} Patterns of migrat.ion of elements in the hydrothermal 
system. 
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schist, The nappes were formed during burial of the geosynclinal 

sediments, but the halt in sea-floor spreading in the Late ,Jurassic, 

and the consequent existence of a tensional tectonic regime acting 

horizontally in a 'NE-SW direction led to uplift of the schist pile and 

development of zones of fractures. 'l'hese fract:ures >verc predominantly 

orientated perpendicular to the direction of tectonic extension, and 

parallel to the NW-trending axes of most of the nappes. 

There is no evidence for the association of igneous activity with 

the development of the Au~quartz and scheelite-quartz lodes, the energy 

source for the epigenetic mir:.er;:.lization having been provided by burial 

metamorphism. 

F.lO W AND AU MINERALIZATION IN OTHE~ I~TAMC~HIC BELTS 

Throughout the world, economic primary W-mineralization is found 

mostly in pegmatite deposi'!:s, in veins (with Sn) associated 'ivith 

granitic intrusions, and in skar.n deposits. w~mineralization in strati

for.:n deposits and ih epigenetic gold-quartz veins in metamorphosed 

volc.:mic-sedi..'Uent sequences is f]enerally sub-eco.L1c:mic. 

Stratiform W deposits 1 described from Europe and i~frica (Maucher, 

1972; Holl et_ a1., 1972; Cunningham et al_., 1973), contain disperst::d 

grains of scheelite (or ferberite), stibnite, and cinnabar within layers 

in graphitic sediments, schists, and limestcnes, generally in lmver 

Palaeozoic sequeaces of alternating basic volca.J.-.ics and sediments. The 

g:::ain size of the schcelite inc:,:eases with mei.:amorphic grade up to 10-20 

m'11 in the amphibolite faci-::s. Mi!10r veins of scheelite and stibnite 

cut the stratiform layers but do not persist far from the W-bearing 

horizons. Therefore, it appears that scheelite was not strongly 

remobj lized during r.letamorphism. .t<!aucher (1972) considered the source 

of the w (and Au, Ag 1 Bi, Be) \'las related to basic volcanism, and 

the scheelite v1as synsadimentary or early diagenetic. However, in 

Uganda, synsedimentary scheelite-ferberite nodules occur in carbonaceous 

sediments unaccompanied by basic volcanics (Reedman, 1967, in Foster, 

1973). The origin of the stratiform deposits is not yet. >vell understood, 

but in geosynclinal belts, they are possible sources of W and other 

metals deposited in epigenetic deposits at higher levels after regional 

or contact metamorphism. 

Epigenetic .Au (plus W) mineralization .is concentrated in meta..,. 
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morphosed terrains of Archaean and Palaeozoic age*. The Archaean 

"greenstone belts", comprising mainly metavolcanics plus minor meta

sediments, in Canada, Southern ~frica, Australia, Russia and India, are 

rich in Au deposits, usually considered to originate from thermal 

activity associated with granitic intrusions. In contrast, many 

Palaeozoic gold deposits (e~g. Nova Scotia, Victoria (Australia), areas 

of Russia) shmv no spatial relationship \vith contemporaneous igneous 

rocks. A feature common to most gold-quartz lode deposits is their 

localization in rocks of greenschist facies or pumpellyite-actinolite 

f;::.cies. It is suggested the p..,..T conditions, mineralogy, and lithology 

of these rocks represent the optimum conditions for gold mineralization 

(cf. Fyfe and Henley, 1973; Anhauesser, 1976). 

Cone,_ us ions 

'I'he repeated occurrence of A.u-W deposits r similar in form and 

characteristics, in P..:L:'chaean, Palaeozoic, and Mesozoic met0morphosed 

geosynclin?.l belts suggests a similar origin mechanism fo:L all the 

deposits, However, while strikingly similar i!"! physica.J. characteristics, 

the Archaean greenstone belt l~u deposits differ f~om the Otago Au-W 

deposits primarily in (1), the nature of the ~eat source, granitic 

in'crusions being the energy source in the former, (2), the average 

cornposi tion of the host rocks (on a regional scale) , ai1d (3) , the 

intensity of mine:::-aJ.ization. In many Archaean belts, igneous intrusions 

enhanced the generation of ore deposits, by increasing the geothermal 

gradient and providing the d:&:iving energy to initfate and pe~:petuate a 

system of co•wectin9 connate and metamorphic fluids. 

'I'he Au deposits of Victoria and the Au and W deposit~ of Nova, 

Scotia (l~ppendix F. 2) typically occur as saddle reef deposits in tightly

folded Palaeozoic strata,usually comprising shale and greywacke, and 

because they are not associated w.ith igneous activity, their genesis 

is attributed to burial metarnorphic processes (BovJen and Whiting, 1976; 

Wall and Ceplecha, 1976; Miller !;tal., 1976; Graves, 1976). 

The ore-forming elements and transporting fluid for many Archaean 

deposits were derived from the intruded sediment-volcanic pile. Where 

basic volcanic rocks are predominant in the geosynclinal sequences 

(e.g. Archaean terrains), very rich Au mineralization resulted. However, 

* Descriptions and origins of some Au and W deposits in metamorphic 
terrains other than the Haast Schist are provided in Appendix F.2. 
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the Victoria, Nova Scotia, and Otago terrains are rich in Au in spite 

of the relative scarcity of metavolcanic horizons, and the high degree 

of W mineralization may even be related to the dominance of sediments 

in the geosynclinal pile (e.g" Otago, Nova Scotia; cf. Boyle, 1976 1 

p. 25)' 

F ~11 NET1>1'10RPHIC BELTS DEPLETED IN EPIGENE'l'IC AU- AND W.,...MINERALIZATION 

The regional metamorphic terrains of the Outer Zone of s.w. Japan 

and of California formed in similar tectonic environments to the Haast 

Schist- Torlesse terrains, but there are strong contrasts in epigenetic. 

mi::-.e:;.:alization betvJeen the New Zealand and overseas terrains. 

Th(':! characteristics of metamorphism and mineralization in t.he 

Japan and California terrains are described in Appendix F.3. 

Discussion 

The ahundance of greenschist and sulph:.Je .itorizoas is not the 

most important factox· determining the pres~omce of z~,J. mineralization, 

a::: the terrain co~tc:dning the highest proportion of greenschist~ the 

Sanbagawa (Japan) , contair.s no Jl.u deposits, wh(;1reas the metavolcanic

poor, stratiform sulpbide·-:poor Otago schists are ric:h in Au deposits. 

SimilarLy, W mineralization is not essentially associated with 

mallganiferous cherts. :r:r enley et al. (197 6) suggested the geothermal 

gradients of the Sa!lbagawa (15°C/km) and Fra:r1ciscan (10°C/km, California) 

i:".C!rrains were too low to allow strong development of epigene·tic 

mi1:eralization. In terrains with low geothermal gxadients, :capid uplift. 

of t.he pile wot:.ld not cause significant increase in the pressure of ·the 

metamorphic fluids, and therefore, hydraulic fracturing, forma·tion of 

shear zones, and upwards propagation of the shear zones would not occur 

(see Fig. F.2b). Only in the vicinity of early-formed, deep-seated 

faults (e.g. Los Burros district)· would extensive migration of metamorphic 

fluids and formation of mineralized lodes occur. As the maximum 

temperature attained in the Franciscan Formation and Shimanto belt was 

about 300°C, strong· mobilization of the gold in the metasediments and 

me·tavolcanics in the absence of abundant sulphur would be unlikely. 

In the Sanbagawa terrain, sulphur contents would be high due to the 

abundance of stratiform sulphide bodies \vhich also contain gold (Kawachi 

pers. comm.). Therefore,. temperatures of 400°C 

would be high enough to allow mobilization of Au. The absence of 
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suitable structures for the transport of dissolved gold to higher levels, 

and for focussing the fluids,is probably the main reason for the lack 

of rich Au mineralization in t.he Out.er Zone of S ~W, Japan and in the 

Franciscan. However, a "lateral secretion" model, invol\r.ing local 

migration during progressive metamorphism of Au-bearing solutions to 

tensional fractures, and deposition of quartz containing uneconomic 

amounts of Au, could explain the placer-Au mineralization in the 

Shimanto belt. Similar quartz veins in the other belts of the OuteJ::

Zone of S.W. Japan could also contain Au. 

Henley et al. (1976) suggested the sca:r:city of epigenetic 

mineralization in the Sanbagawa and Franciscan terrains could have 

been t~.·.1e to low oxygen fugaci ti ~s. However, Ernst and Seki (1967) 

concluded these te~rains have similar high oxidation states, as evidenced 

by low Fe0/Fe2o3 bulk reck ratios and by the occurrence of Na-amphibole, 

heinatite, and ep:.dote. Epidote is pervasive throughout the Ota<;;0 schis·ts 

but the other two minerals occur o:.1ly locally. The!:efore 1 oxygen 

fugacities in t.he Otago schist are probably similar to, or lower than , 

the oxygen fugacities in the Sanbaga.wa and Fran'"!:lscan terrains, and 

probably would not have controlled the degree of develop~ent of epigenetic 

mineralization. 

Epigene'cic minerr1.lization is rare in the DaJ.!:adian and New England 

metamorphic terrains sugges·ting high geothermal gradients in burial

metamorphic belts are not conducive tomineralization. There may be an 

oytimum geothermal gradient of 20-25°C/km for the development of 

pervasive epigenetic minera.lization. The nature of the structural 

regime prevailing in a met&morphic belt is influenced by the magnitude 

of the geothermal gradient, and is more important than the presence of 

Au- or W-enriched source rocks in the genesis of epiger.etic Au and W 

deposits. 

F .12 GENERl>..L CONCLUSIONS 

The formation of metamor.phogenic hydrothermal deposits is 

£avoured in thick geosynclinal piles in which at least greenschist 

facies conditions are attained~ Recryst:alli.za.tion and localized 

remobilization of synsedimenta:r:y ore horizons, such as stratiform, 

volcanogenic-exhala'cive sulphide deposits, are common features of 

metamorphic terrains (see Vokes, 1968; Stantonf 1972; Sawkins and Rye, 

1974; Henley, 1975). However§ ~~teE...~J:.ve migration of ore-forming 
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components as a result of regional metamorphism is less often recognized 

and reported. In his discussion of ore deposits of metamorphic 

affiliation, Stanton (1972) stated "there does not seem to be good 

evidence of metrunorphic concentration of ores once the rocks have ceased 

to contain free water". Stanton considered "it is the diagenetic and 

very early stages of metamorphism that are most important and that 

metamorphism above greenschist facies is not important in inducing 

concentration". He acknmvledged suggestions that high-grade meta

morphism induced expulsion of metals to form ore deposits but concluded 

"while there is no doubt that many large volumes of rock ••. possess 

sufficient metal to yield a large ore dt!posit, there is no indiC'<-<tion of 

processes that might have permitted large-scale migration and concen

tration". The present. study, and that of Norris and Henley ~1976) o;. 

the mechanism of dehydration of a metamorphic pile may represent progress 

in t~e recognition of regi~nal mAtamorphic processes th~t may reasonably 

lead to ore depositi')n. The studies may also allay the doubts 0f 

Stanton and others that regional metamorphism is responsibJ.e for t:he 

production of nev: ore deposits. 

There remains some cause for concern that ore deposits in meta

morphOi:;ed te:t-ra.:i.ns have been classified loosely as "metamorphogenic" 

or "igneous" on tho ~"TIRtantial evidenc0 of the absence or p:r.esence 

respectively of appa.rently conr.emporaneous igneous intrusions. 'l'o 

support this evidence, isotope, geochemicaJ., "Vlall-rock alteration, and 

structural studies may lead to an internally consistent model of ore 

genesis, while still not excluding the possibility that the ah.ernative 

model, either metamorphogenic or igneous, could account fer the ore 

deposits. Whether or not the origin of the ore deposit in a metf.!.mcrphic 

geosynclinal pile is Inetamorphogenic or igneous, compelling evi0ence 

accumulated throughout the world suggests that in most cases the ore

forming elements and the transporting fluid were derived from the geo

synclinal pile, and the main difference is in the nature of the energy 

source - deep burial and metamorphic dehydration, or igneous intrusion. 

The answer to the ambiguity of interpretation of ore deposit 

origin may lie in research comparing, contrasting, and modelling the 

nature and characteristics of fracture systems produced by metamorphic 

dehydration and hydraulic fracturing, and by igneous intrusion of a 

metamorphic pile. At present, ore-bearing structures produced by burial 

metamorphism, and by metamorphism induced by granitic intrusion are 
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indistinguishable (cf, Ota.gor Yellowknife). Intuitively, the orientation 

and distribution pattern of vein systems produced by burial metamorphic 

,processes should be related to the dimensions and shape of the geosyn_

clinal pile (cf. Otago), whereas those produced by igneous intrusion 

·should be related to the dimensions, shape, and distribution of the 

intrusion. 

F.l3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH AND APPLICATION OF ORE GENESIS MODEL TO 

MINERAL EXPLOP~TION 

Further research into the origins of epigenetic mineralization i~ 

the Haast Schist would fruitfully involve investigation of: 

l. 

2., 

The mechanism of dewatering of the geosynclinal pi:I:e and ti1e 

formation of fracture systems; 

the t:::-ace metal contents of common rock-forming minerals in 

unm.etaroorphosec.l rocks of equivalent lit-hology to thA. rocks com

prising the Ot.<lgo schist, the variation of these metal contents 

with incre~sing metamorphic grade, and correlation of the 

variations in metal cm1tents of the schists \¥ith mir..eral trans

formation ana dehydration reactions; 

3. the temperatures of gold and scheelite deposition in all the 

majo~ lode fieldb of Otago, and the variation in temperatures 

within each lode field; 

.;.. the relationship between schist structures,and lode attitudes 

and distribution for all lode fields of Otago. 

In a gei1eral way, development of the ore genesis model is useful 

in limiting the areas most likely to be occupied by gold and/or tungsten 

~ineralization. Hinge zones of macroscopic nappes are potential loci 

of mineralization, but fur-ther mapping of schist structures in Dtago is 

essential before successful widespread application of this relationship 

is possible. Rich gold mineralization is favoured in greenschist facies 

schists, whereas scheelite deposits are most likely to be found in host 

rocks rich in Ca-m.ineralsp and particularly on the margins of the schist 

belt in the vicinity of the pumpellyite-actinolite facies-·greenschist 

facies boundary, 

2+ 3+ . 1 Major element (Ca, K, Fe , Fe } and trace element (Sr) chenuca 

halos are generally less than 1 m \-.ride, and mineralogical alteration halos 
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are commonly less than 2 m >.vide. The presence of these halos does no·t 

significantly increa.se the ·target area for location of Z\u or w lodes 

on a regional scale, although ·they could be beneficial in locating lodes 

in drilling programs in known looe fields.. The \'lidth of the target zone 

is inc:reased from about 1 met.re to about 5 metres. Drilrhole intersections 

of lodes often provide poor core recovery because of the sheared and 

broken nature of the lode constituents, and even if recovery is near 

100%, the sample cannot be considered truly representative of the lode 

because of the extreme lateral variations in lode character& Therefore, 

the mineralogy and chemical variat.ions in the relatively strong wall-

rock core could indicate the possible mineralogical composition@ and 

even app:rcoximate ore grade of the lode. If the strontiu1n and calcium 

removed from the wall-rock schists precipitated in the lode conduit 

immediately adjacent to their source, the degree of strontium and 

calcium depletion in the wall rock may have been a measure of the ore 

grade in the adjacent lode at the time of mineralization. However, 

transposition of the hanging wall relative to the footwall of each lode 

after mineralizat.ion \~·ould have destroyed this relationship. Detailed 

lithological mapping of the lode footwalls and ha.nging walls {Batt, 

1974) has not allow·ed establishment of the lode-wall rock configuration 

during mineralization. In fact, the complexity of the lode netvmrk 

system,parti.cularly on Mt Judah,would probably prohibit lithological 

correlation of the wall rocks. In areas·of scheelite mineralization 

where post-mineralization shearing is absent or minimal, a correlation 

between wall-rock strontium- and calcium-depletion and scheelite ore 

grade may be tested, and if proven, would be of use in drilling programs 

where dril~hole intersections do not reliably indicate the average ore 

grade of lodes in which the ore is heterogeneously distributed. 

Oxygen isotope analysis of schist collected in a closely-

spaced grid pattern could be useful in mineral exploration in some 

areas of the Haast Schist where wall-rock permeability during 

mineralization was high, but successful application would be limited 

by the necessity for close sampling (less than 20m between samples), 

the spasmodicv infrequent occurrence of schist outcrop, and the time 

required to isotopically analyse '"'hole-rock schist samples. Outcrops 

of Otago schist an~ commonly strongly weathered 1 and therefore f qtlart~z 

should be sepax·ated from the bulk sample and isotopically analysed~ 

.this procedure being even more time-consuming. 

Further refine.'llent of the model of Au, W ore genesis in the Haas·t 

Schist could allo'\1.7 more constraints to be placed on the possible location 

of new lode fie:lds in Ota90. 
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APPENDICES APl 

APPENDIX A.l: List of schist and lode samples, giving OU numbers, field 
numbers, lithologies, .locations, and distance from lodes. 

OU Numbers - Samples are housed in the Geology Department, Otago 
University. In many diagrams, 3-figu.re nut"llbers are given; 
the prefix (31 or 35) has been omitted. BOO's and 900's 
should be prefixed by 31, 600's and 700's by 35. 

Field numbers -These are indicated in co·lumn CJP. 

Lithologies - psa = psarmnitid, d.psa = dominantly psarnmitic, psa/pel = 
psammitic and pelitic in subequal proportions, d.pel = 
dominantly pelitic 1 pel = pelitic (definitions on page Bl). 
gsch = greenschist 1 chert = metachert, lode = quartz lode 
and/or schist inclusion, qz/v'ein = vein parallel to 
schistosit.y and p:::ed,t:i.ng scheeli te lodes. 

Locations - Grid reference on NZMS serias, 1:63360f 8122, 8123, Sl32. 
All samples except chose m~rked with an asterisk* (Sl32) and 
a cross+ (Sl22) are on Sl23. Samples collected in the J~dah 
Mine are r>.ot ass:i.gn-~d a grid reference. Instead, ·their 
location is indicate:'i by Level Number, Survey Static~, and 
distance (in feet) past the survey etat:i.on from portal, 
e.g. location of 131911 is indicated by 98134+33 in grid 
reference column (see Fig. A.6). 
'-' after survey station n~~er indicates sronple position is 

measured tovJards por-tal from station. Samples in raises 
are indicated thus: R91. 
Most samples are located on Fi~s. A.l, A.2, A.4 and A.6. 
'J'he grid references for level portals a~_-e - 9 Level 337914; 
H Level 338913; 7 Level 337912;. 4 Exploratory Adit 336917. 

Dis·tance from The position of schict samples relative to the nearest l~de 
lode is indicated by a distance (in metresj measured perpendicular 

to the lode. "+" indicates schist is on hanging wall; 
·u_u footwr>.1l; a¢tj '"' schist immediately adjacent to lode. 

OU.NO CJP LITHOL GR. REF DIST. OU.NO CJP LIT!IOL GR.REF DIST. 

31871 221 psa. 338904 +adj 31889 359 d.psa 339908 -adj 
31872 222 psa +0.50 31890 360 d.pel -0.55 
31873 223 psa +0.85 31891 361 psa/pel -1.45 
31874 224 psa +1.2 31892 362 psa -2.2 
31875 225 psa +2.5 31893 363 d.pel -3.1 
31876 226 psa +2.5 31894 364 d.pel -4.2 
31877 227 psa +3.0 

\ 
31895 365 d.pel -10.1 

31878 228 psa +4.8 31896 366 psa -13 
31879 229 psa. +6.8 31897 367 psa/gsch +4.0 
31880 220alode 31898 368 d.psa +6.7 
31881 220blode 31899 369 psa +8.8 
31882 214 lode 378068 31900 370 d.psa +17 
31883 353 lode 339908 31901 371 psa +21 
31884 354 d.pel +adj 31.902 372 psa +25 
31885 355 psa +1..4 31903 373 psa. +28 
31886 356 psa +1.8 .31904 374 psa +33 
31887 357 psa +2.1 31905 375 d.psa +36 
31888 358 d.psa +3.2 31906 376 psa +41 



OU.NO CJP L:CTHOL GR.,REF DI8T. 

31907 377 psa 
31908 378 psa 
31909 379 psa 
31910 380 . psa 
31911 280 d.pel 
31912 202 psa 
31913 203 psa 
31914 204 psa 
31915 205 lode 
31916 206 psa 
31917 207 psa · 
31918 208 psa 
31919 209 lode 
31920 210 psa 

339908 +43 
+48 
+50 
+54 

98134+33 -0.75 
330898 ..,..680 
333903 ....-450 
334904 ·-300 
335907 

336905 

31921 211 
31922 212 

psa 336908 
lode 338915 

- 31923 289 
31924 324 
31925 325 
31926 326 

qz/vein 98137-3 
lode 355917 
psa 354918 
lode 355911 

31927 3?7 lode 
31928 328 chert 
31929 329 d.psa 
31930 750a psa/pe1 
31931 750b d.pel 
31932 751 gsch 
319J3 310 d.psa 
31934 389 lode 
31935 755 d.psa 
31936 756 d.psa 
31937 757 d.ps& 
31938 758 psa/pel 
31939 759 d.pel 
31940 760 d.pel 
31941 762 d.pe1 
31J42 312 lode 
31943 313 lode 
31944 316 lode 
31945 385 lode 
31946 386 lode 
31947 320 lode 
31948 RWH4 lode 
31949 RWH5 lode 
31950 RWHlllode 
31951 RWH12d.psa 
31952 408 d.psa 
31953 409 d.pel 
35600 282 d.pel 
35601 283 d.pel 
35602 284 pel/psa 
35603 285 d.pel 
35604 286 
35605 287 
35606 288 
35607 330 
35608 331 

d.psa 
d.pel 
lode 
:gsa/pel 
d.pel 

359909 
~54914. 

343918 
400637* 
400637* 
364698* 
9Sl22+8 
338902 
354754* 
35.1772* 
355793* 
345823 
339843 
328854 
323901 
7829+10 
7829+10 
7810+51 
270072+ 
270072+ 
4EA+2/0 
98130+50 
98128 
10851 
Rl02 
98129+30 
98124 
339914 

338906 

..-0.10 
-1.30 
-3 .o 

-1.00 
-145 

+0.3 

30 

J 00 
30 km 
30 Jan 
23 Jan 

18 km 
15 km 

12.5km 
9Jan 
7km 
4 km 

1. 2 k.n 

adj 
incl 
incl 
-adj 
-0.4 
-0.6 
~0.9 

-1.2 
-1,65 

-adj 
-0.20 

OU.NO CJP LI.THOL GR.REF 

35609 332 psa/pe1 338908 
35610 333 d.psa 
35611 334 d .. psa 
35612 335 psa/pe1 
35613 336 psa/pel 
35614 337 d.pel 
35615 338 d.pe1 
35616 339 lode 
35617 340 psa 
35618 341 psa 
35619 342 psa 
35620 343 psa 
356.?1 344 psa 
35622 345 · psa 
35623 346 
35624 347 
35625 348 
35626 349 
35627 350 
35628 351 
35629 352 
35630 413 
356~1 413 
35632 414 
35633 414 
35634 415 
35635 415 
35636 410 
356:~7 411 
35638 412 
35639 404 
35640 405 
35641 406 
35642 407 
35643 230 
35644 231 
35645 232 
35646 233 

psa 
psa 
psa 
psa 
psa 
psa 
psa 
pel 
psa 
pel 
psa 
pel 
psa 
d.pe1 
d.psa 
psa 
lode 
psa 
d.psa 
psa. 
d.pel 
d.pel 
d.pel 
pel 

35647 236 p.sa 
35648 237 qz/vein 
35649 238 psa/pel 
.35650 239 pel 
35651 240 d.psa 
35652 241 psa 
35653 242 d.pel 
35654 243 d.pel 
35655 244 pe1/psa 
35656 245 d.pel 
35657 246 d.pel 
35658 247 pel 
35659 248 d.pel 
35660 249 pel/psa 
35661 250 pe1/psa 
35662 253 psa 
35663 254 d.pe1 
35664 257 d.pe1 

98128 
9Sl28 
981.?.7-5 
9Sln-5 
98129+50 
98129+50 
98124+20 
98129 
98124+20 
10853+50 
98136-10 
98136--10 
338904 
R9l339+ 

R91S40~3 

R91840+3 
8853+3 

AP2 

DIST 

-0.55 
-0.90 
-1.45 
-2.0 
-2.8 
-3.6 
-4.4 

~\ 

+adj 
+0.40 
+0.15 
+5.8 
+8.4 
+10.8 
+14 
+18 
+20 
+24 
+27 
+32 
+34 
+0.30 
+0.30 
+0.30 
+0.30 
-0.90 
-0.90 
-1.5 
<1m 
-0.30 

+adj 
+adj 
+3.4 
-1.8 
-1.22 
-1.13 
-0.30 
+0.30 
+0.60 
+0.55 
+0.80 
+1.20 
+2.6 
+3.1 
+3.9 
+4.2 
+4.6 
+5.1 
+5.4 
+6.2 
+6.9 
+7.5 
+9.2 
+9.7 
+7.4 
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~~~: Description of schist and lode san1ples for which bulk-

rock chemical compositions (major element, trace element) 

and mineral compositions (probe) were obtained. Samples 

used for oxygen isotope analysis are described in Appendix 

E.2. Assemblages include all minerals in sample (detrital, 

metamorphic, hydrothermal) a.nd minerals are listed in order 

of decreasing abundance. Figure at end of descript~on is 

distance (in metres) from nearest lode• "adj" indicates 

sample c:)llected immediately adjacent to the lode. 

"+" = hanging waLL, "-" = footwall. Locations are given in 

Figs. A.l, A.2, A.4, A.6. 

ABBRE"viATIONS: 

qzofspic = quartzofeldspathic; •Js~h = greenschist; alt = alternating; 

pel= pelitic; psa = psammitic; d.= domina.ntly; psa/pel = alte~nating 

psammi tic and pel5.t:ic; schy == schi.stosi t.y; qz == qur,rtz; ab = albite; 

fsp == feldspar; mu = muscovite, chl = chlorite; ep = epidote; 

cz clinozoisite; act = actinolite; amph = am,i.lhibole; pu = pumpellyite; 

cc calcite; sul = sulphide; tau~ = tounnaline; ap ~patite; rt = rutil~; 

sph = sphene; she = scheel i te; stilp = stilpnomelane; c•V = averagl"l; 

v = very; vns =veins; kaol == kaolinite; all = allanite; pyr = pyrite-; 

pc;, === pyrrhotite; ccp = chaJ.~opyrite; sp = sphalerite. 

OPENCAST SECTION 

31871 

31872 

31873 

Qzofspic schist, psa:::unH:.ic. Ab-mu-qz-ch1-cc-sul-rt-sph-kaol-ap-tour. · 

Sericitized fsp; nc;, ac..;t or ep. Graphitic (?) material common. 

Intensely veined by qz, cc, sul; vns transposed by movements along 

schy. (Probe, maj. el., tr. el.) +adj. 

Qzofspic schist., psammi tic. Ab-mu-chl-qz-cc-sph-sul-rt-·pu-ap-tour

kaol. Chl abundant; fsp sericitized; no act or ep. Intense qz 

veining; shears and folds have disturbed schy. 

+ o.so. 
(maj. el., tr. el.) 

Qzofspic schist, psammitic, slightly weathered. Ab-chl-mu-qz-ep-pu-

sph-rt-cc-ap-tour-all. Sericitized fsp; corroded ep; no act; minor 

pu; ab abundant. Qz-cc vns sub-parallel to schy. 

tr. el.) + 0. 85. 

\ 

(Probe, maj. el., 
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31874 

31875 

31876 

31877 

31878 

31879 

31881 

AP5 

Qzofspic schist, psaromi tic, slightly weathered. Ab-qz-chl-mu-· 

ep-pu-act-rt-sph-cc·-sul-tour-all. Pumpellyitized fsp common, 

sericitization rare, act rare, evidence of reaction- act + chl + ca. 

Schy disturbed; qz vns parallel and oblique to s"chy. (Probe, maj. 

el., tr. el.) + 1.2. 

Qzofspic schist, psammitic, slightly weathered. Ab-qz-mu-chl-act

ep-pu-rt-sph-sul-tour. Pumpellyitized fsp, amph abundant. Shear 

zones, fractures oblique to schistosity (maj. el., tr. el.) + 2.5. 

Qzofspic schist, psamrnitir., slightly weathered. Ab·-qz-chl~mu-ep

act-rt-sph-pu-stilp-sul-tour. Pumpellyitized fsp; zoned amph 

(Probe ) + 2.5. 

Qzofspic schist, psarfu~itic, slightly weathered. Ab-mu-qz-chl-ep

amph-pu-rl:-sph-cc-sul. Pumpellyitized fsp. (Probe, maj. el., tr. 

el) + 3.0. 

Qzofspic sc.:hist., psammit.ic, slightly weathe:r:ed. Ab-mu-qz-chl-ep-act

pu-rt-sul-sph. Pumpellyitized fsp; zoned amph; cl.ist'l.lrbed schy, 

porphyroclastic t.exture. (Probe, rna j • el. , tx-. el.) + 4. 8. 

Qzofspic schist, psammitic, we;;;.thered. Ab-act-chl-qz-ep-mu..;.pu-sul

rt-sph. Rich in act (zoned) and pu. Qz vn parallels schy, and 

contains chl. (Probe) + 6.8. 

Quart?--scheelite lode. Massive jointed qz, with minor schist 

inclusions. 70% qz, 30% cc, minor chl, kao1 and rt. She, sul rare. 

Qz brecciated, sheared, veined by cc. Cc also fills voids. Coarse 

qz grains traversed. by defc.-rmation la:mellae (tr. el.). 

GDDH 27a SECTION 

31889 

31902 

Qzofspic schist, psa/pel. Ab-chl-rnu-qz-ep-pu-cc-sul-·sph-rt-ap-tour. 

Ca-bearing minerals still present, including pu, cz, ep, sph. Sph 

possibly corroded. Fsp sericitized. No act. Minor qz-cc vns. 

(Probe) ~·adj. 

Qzofspic schist, psanuni tic. .Thin bands of greenschist, enriched 

in pistacitic ep, act and chl. Ab-rnu-chl-qz-ep-amph-pu-sph-sul

stilp-ilm. Purnpellyitized fsp. (Probe) + 25. 



I> 

31908 

31910 

AP6 

Qzofspic schist, psammitic. Ab-chl-mu-qz-amph-ep-sph-stilp-pu-rt. 

Abundant zoned amph, act needles. Porphyroclastic texture (tr. el.) 

+ 48. 

Qzofspic schist, psammitic. Ab-chl-mu-ep-qz-act-rt-sph-pu-stilp-sul

tour-cc. Porphyroclastic texture, zoned amphiboles, ep abundant. 

(Probe) + 54 m. 

MT JUDAH, SURFACE 

31912 

31914 

Mine access road, 400 m south of Old Battery. Qzofspic schist, psa, 

weathered. Ab-mu-chl-ep-qz-pu-acl:.-sp:h-rt-sul-tour. i'u common in 

fsp; qz vn parallels schy (Probe) -680. 

Mine access road, 300m NE of vld Battery. Qzofspic schist, ps&, 

weathered. Ab-mu-ep-chJ. -qz-act-pu-·rt-sph-stilp-sul. Ep mere common 

than in 31912. Fsp pumpellyitized. (Probe) -300. 

9 LEVEL SCHIST INCLlTSIOJ.m 

3.'.952 

31953 

Qzofspic schist inclusion in Glenorchy Lode, 9 I,'evel (Sj 29 + 30') • 

D. psa. Ab-mu-chl-qz-cc-·ri:--sph-suh·pu-kaol. Veined by qz. Fsp 

porphyroclasts stronyly sericitized, some fsp pumpc:;llyitized. 

Vermicular chl, euhedral ru.tile and sphene in lode qz. Py ana apy 

euhedral, veined by cc. Small schist inclusions in lode qz strongly 

carbonat:i.zed. No amph. (Probe, maj • el. , tr. el.) • 

Qzofspic schist. inclusion in Glenorchy Lode, 9 Level (Sl2~). 

D. pel. Mu-qz-ab-cc-rt-sul-sph-pu-graphite-ap-kaol-chl. Huscovite 

dominant, most with grap~itic inclusions. Fsp sericitized, minor 

pumpellyitization. Euhedral py, apy abundant 1 brecciated. Shear 

zones and qz vns cut schist. Euhedral rutile. No amph. 

maj. el., tr. el.). 

(Probe, 

9 LEVEJ., (8131) 

35600 .Qzofspic schist., d. pel. Ab-mu-qz-chl-sul-cc-rt-pu-sph-ep-ap. Fsp 

pumpellyitized, minor sericitization. Ep rare. Large (2 rnm), euhedral 

py, mainly in psa layers and qz vns. Calcite disseminated in schist, 

and also in veins. No amph. (Probe, maj. el., tr. el.) • -adj • 
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35601 

35602 

35603 

35604 

35605 

AP7 

Qzofspic schist, d. pel. Ab-chl-mu-qz-cc-pu-ep-sul-rt-sph-tour. 

Fsp strongly sericitized, p1.:unpe.llyitized. Cc disseminated through 

schist. Qz-cc-chl veins. Chl abundant; hydrothermal sul. rare. 

No fu"'llph. Ep more abundant than in 35600, bu'c still appears altered -

chl, cc alteration products. (Maj • e1. , tr. el • ) -0.4 

Qzofspic schist, pel/psa. Ab-mu-chl-ep-qz-cc-sul-sph-rt-pu. Fsp 

strongly sericitized, only minor pumpellyitization. Euhedral sul. 

mainly in psa loyers. Some ep altered. No amph. Cc disseminated, 

and in qz-cc veins, mostly parallel with schy. (Maj. el., tr. el.) -0.6 

Qzofspic schist, d. pel. Ab-mu-chl·-ep-qz-cc-sul-rt-sph-pu. I"sp 

3ericitized, pumpellyitized, carb011atized. Euhcdral sul mainly in 

psa layers. Cc disseminated, and in qz-cc·-n~'.l veins subparallel with 

schy. No ampl!. Ep clear, unaltered. (Haj • el. , tr. el.) -0.9 

Q~ofspic schist, d. psa. Ab-chl-mu-ep~qz-rt-sph-sul-pu-tcur. Fsp 

mainly pumpeliyi.tized, 1dnor sericite and calcite i::1 fsp. Ep. clear. 

No euhedral sul or amph. Cc rare in schif:,t, mainly in qz-cc~mu veins 

parallel with sch~.'. C1aj. el. , i:r. el.) -1.2 

Q:?.ofspic ~chist, d. pel. Ab-mu-chl-ep-qz-cc-graph-rt-sph-sul. Fsp 

porphyroclasts rare. Ep clear. Schist v. carbonaceous. Cc in qz-c(:-·mu 

veins, but rare in schist. No euhedral sul or amph~ Met. sul-po, ccp. 

(probe, maj. el., tr. el,) -1.65 

GDDH 26a (FW} SECTION 

35607 

35608 

Qzofspic schist, psa/pel. Ab-mu-chl-qz-cc-sph-kaol-sul-tour. Fsp 

strongly serici tized and carbonatized.. Ka.ol, euhedral sul. · Cc 

disseminated in schist. Sphene altered. No pu, ep, or amph. Schist 

veined, cut by shear zones parallel and oblique to schy. (probe, 

maj . el. , tr. el.) -adj 

Qzofspic schist, d. pel. Ab-mu-chl-qz-cc~ph-ep-pu-sul-tour. Fsp 

sericitized, minor pumpellyitization. Euhedral sul; Cc disseminated 

in schist. Graphitic material, sphene, mu abundant. Ep (altered) and pu 

minor. Qz-cc-mu-chl veins common parallel with schy; schy disrupted by 
shears and veins. Equigranular texture (maj. el., tr. el.) -0.20 



35609 

35610 

' . 

35611 

35612 

35613 

,; 

35614 

35615 

35616 

Qzofspic schist, psa/pel. Ab-mu-chl-qz-cc-ep-sph-sul-pu-tour. 

Fsp seri.citized and pumpellyitized in equal amounts. Ep altered. 

AP8 

Euhedral sulphides. Cc in qz-cc~chl veins parallel and 

oblique to schy; schy disturbed by veins. -0.55 

Qzofspic schist, d. psa. Ab-chl-mu-qz-pu-ep-cc-sph-sul-tour. Fsp 

pumpellyi ti21ed, less conm1only seric.i tized. Pu aJ:mndant in felsic 

layers. Euhedral sul. rare. Ep zoned. Cc only in qz-cc-mu m1s 

parallel to schy. Porphyroclasts more common than in schis·ts closer 

to lode. (maj. el., tr. el.). ~0.90 

Qzofspic schist, d. psa. Ab-chl-mu-qz-ep-pu-cc-sph-sul·-tour. ~sp 

pt.;;:,,.pellyi tized, less commonly serici tized. Pu common, ep zoned. Minor 

anhedral sulphides. Cc in qz-cc veins. Schy disturbed by vns and 

shear zones. Porphyroclastic te~ture. (maj. el., tr.8l.). -1.45 

Qzofspic schist, psc:../pel. Ab-chl-mu-ep-·qz-pn-cc-sph-all-rt--tour. 

Fsp pumpellyi ti?.ea, minor sericite. Euhedral sul rare, anhedral sul 

more common. Ep zoned, -:::z overgrovvths on al!.. Cc in qz-·cc vns, vns 

and shear zones abur.dant- Equigranular tex cm-:e. 
-2.0 

(r.--,aj . el. t tr. el.) • 

Qzofspic st.:hist, psa/p8l. Ab-chl-mu-qz-ep-pu-cc·-sph-su:!..-tour. Fsp 

pumpellyitized; no sericitization. Minor euhedral sul; anhedral sul 

more common. Ep zoned. Pu common in felsic layers. Qz-cc and qz-pu-rau 

v~ins parallel to schy. Equigranular texture (maj. el., tr. el.). -2.8 

Qzofspic schist, d. pel. Ab-chl-mu-qz-ep-sph-sul-cc-g.caph-rt-tour-all ~ 

Fs:t• pumpellyitized, minor sericitization. Ep zoned, schist very graphitic. 

Shear zones (lrr.m wide) parallel to schy contain euhedral sul and 

calcite. Equigranular texture. · (maj • el. , tr. el.) • -3. 6 

Qzofspic schist, d. pel. F~-chl-mu-qz-ep-pu-sph-cc-tour-sul. Fsp 

purnpellyitized, no sericitization. Ep zoned, schist strongly graphitic, 

anhedral sul (sphalerite, chalcopyrite, pyrite) throughout schist. 

Qz-cc veins and shear zones parallel schy. Hinor cc in schist. 

Equigranular texture. (probe, maj. el., tr. el.). -4.4 

Mineralized lode, probably Glenorchy Lode. (Probe) 
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GDDH 26a. (l'IW) SECTION 

35617 

35618 

35619 

35620 

35622 

35624 

35626 

Qzofspic schist, psa. Ab-chl-mu-qz-cc-sph-sul-kaol-rt-all-tour-graph. 

Fsp sericitized, chloritized, veined by cc. Cc disseminated in schist, 

chl abundant. Chl, cc, and sph have pseudomorphed amphiboles and 

epidotes. Euhedral sul (pyrite), qz-cc-mu-sph veins parallel to and 

cuttingschy. No arnph, ep, orpu. Anhedral sul (pyrite, chalcopyrite) 

rare in schist. Porphyroclastic texture (probe, maj. el., tr. el.). 
+ adj 

Qzofspic schist, psa. Ab-chl-mu-qz-cc-rt-sph-sul-tour. Fsp strongly 

sericitized. Chl, cc and syh replaced amphiboles and epidotes. Cc 

abundant: disseminated in schi::t. Euhedral sul. Qz-cc veins. No 

amph, ep, or pu. Porphyroclastic texture (maj • el. , tr. el.) . + 0. 4 0 

Qzofspic schist, psa. Ab-chl-mu··qz-cc-rt-sph-sul-ap-tour. Fsp sericitizeQ, 

carbonatized. Chl, cc and sph replaced amphiboles and epidotes. Cc 

disseminated in schist, also in qz vns. 2. 4 rtu'<". wir'1e shear zone parallels 

schy. Euhe6ral sul, fractured. No amph, ep, or pn. Porphyroclastic 

b:xL:ure (maj. el < , t:c. el.) • + 0.15 

Qzofspic schist, psa. Ab-chl-mu-qz-ep-cc··pu-rt.-f;ph-stilp-sul-all-act-ap. 

Fsp sericitized and pumpellyitized. Chl-cc-sph replacement products of 

arr.phibole, some act remains. Zoned ep; stilp and anhedral sul. Cc 

die seminated in schist, also in qz··cc vns parallel to schy. 

Porphyroclastic texture. (maj . el., tr. el.) ~+ 5. 8 

Qzofspic schist, psa. Ab-amph-chl-qz-mu-ep-rt-sph···pu-stilp·-all-cc. 

Fsp intensely pumpellyitized, minor sericite. Zoned ep. Act rims 

detrital hornblendes; stilp in fsp. Cc in qz-cc vns only; vns parallel 

schy~ Porphyroclastic texture. (!naj. el., tr. el.). + 10.8 

Qzofspic schist, psa. Ab-chl-ep-amph-mu-qz-pu-cc-rt-sph-stilp-ap. 

Fsp pumpellyitized with minor amounts of stilp, sericite, and chl. 

Ep zoned, abundant. Act rims detrital hbl. Cc disseminated in 5 mm 

wide horizon; ep and amph replaced. Faults oblique to schy. Porphy

roclastic texture. (maj • el. , tr. el. ) • + 18 

Qzofspic schist, psa. Ab-chl-mu-amph-ep-qz-pu-sph-rt-ilm-stilp-sul. 

Fsp pumpellyitized, also stilpnomelane. Ep zoned, amph zoned. Anhedr·al 

sul in schist. Porphyroclas·tic texture. (maj. el., tr. el.). + 24 
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35628 

APlO 

Qzofspic schist, psa. Ab-chl-arnph-mu-qz-ep-sph-stilp-sul-:-rt-pu-ilm

tour. Fsp pUIT~ellyitized, also stilpnomelane, minor sericite. Ep 

zoned, amph zoned. Actinolite needles. Anhedral sul in veins parallel 

to schy(pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite). Qz vns perpendicular to schy. 

Porphyroclastic texture (probe, maj. el., tr. el.). + 32 

9 LEv~L (PELITIC-PSAMMITIC SCHIST PAIRS) 

35630 

35631 

35632 

35633 

35634 

35635 

Qzofspic schist, pel. Ab-mu-chl-qz-ep-pu-sph-rt-sul·-stilp-tour-all. 

Fsp sericitized, also contains pu, chl, stilp. C~ disseminated in schist, 

also in qz-cc veins. Euhedral sul. -Gra!,)hitic. Muscovite-rich relative 

to 35631. Zoned epidotes. Tour mainly in pel schist and nr:ra'.::" qz-cc 

veins. Equigranular tex·ture. (probe, maj. el.) + 0.30 

Qzofsp:Lc schist, psa. Ab-chl-mu-qz-ep-pu-sph-rt-sul-stilp-to..::r-all. 

Fsp sericitized, also contains pu, chl, stilp. Cc dissem.inated in 

schist, also in qz-cc ve.i.ns cut·ting schy. Euhedral sul. Chlorite-~ ich 

relative to 35030. Zoned epidotes. Equigranular texture (probe, ma_j. el) . 
+ 0.30 

Qzofspic schist, pel. Ab·-mu-chl-qz-ep-sph-cc-rt-pu-sul-tour. Fsp mainly 

pumpellyitized; also sericitized. Cc disseminated, but minor relative to 

35633. Cc in qz-cc--chl 7eins parallel cu1d oblique to schy; schist 

inclusions in veins, Graphitic schist, muscovite abundant. Zoned 

epidote. 'J.'our conunon. E-::ruigranular texture. . (maj. el.). + 0. 30 

Qzofspic schist, psa. Ab-mu-chl-qz-ep-s;,:>h-cc-rt-pu-suJ.-toJr. Fsp mainly 

pumpellyitized, also sericitized. Cc disseminated, a::d. more abundant 

than in pel sample (35632). Schist graphite- and nmscovite-·poor, but 

chlorite-rich relative to 35632. Tour rnre, zoned epidote. Equigranular 

texture (maj. el.). + 0.30 

Qzofspic schist, pel. Mu-ab-qz-chl-ep-sph-pu-sul··cc-rt-ap. Fsp 

pumpellyitized + quartz blebs, minor sericite and chlorite. Muscovite

rich schist, zoned epidote, large, broken apati·tes. Cc and euhedral 

sul in qz-cc-sul veins parallel to schy. Equigranula:r: texture (maj • el. , 

tr. el.) • -0.90 

Qzofspic schist, psa. Ab-qz-mu-chl-ep-sph-cc-pu-sul-rt-ap. Fsp 

pun1pellyitized, minor sericite and chlorite. Albite- and quartz-rich, 

muscovite- and epidote-poor relative to 35634. Cc and sul in qz-cc·~ 

sul veins. Cc also disseminated, more abundant than in 35634. 

Porphyroclastic texture. (maj • el. , tr. eL) -0.90. 
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APPENDIX B. 0. ; Chemical analysis of minerals by elec·tron microprobe. 

Polished thin sections of schist samplGs were prepared and analysed 
manually prior to January 1976, on the JOEL JXA-SA electron/probe x-ray 
microanalyser in the Otago University Geology Department. The beam 
diameter was 1-2 ~m, the accelerating potential was 15 kV, and specimen 
current was 0.03 ~A. Each mineral analysis reported in the following 
appendices (B.l-B.6) represents the average of four to eight 10-second 
counts for each element on a single spot on one grain. The spot was 
relocated on subsequent element runs -vdth photomicrographs. To prevent 
vapourization of elements such as alkalis in the muscovite grains only, 
the specimen stage was ::.raversed at 10 ~m/m:Lnute during the countings. 

When~the Fe/Mg ratios of chlorites from altered and unaltered 
schist were being investigated, tt.e Fe and Mg were analysed in the same 
run to minimise any errors caused by imprecise relocation of anlysis spot. 
Composi.i:e polished thin sections were also prepared (Pillidge and 
Kawachi, 1977), am\ composii:ions of chlorites from altered schists 
and unaltered schists in the same field section were determined under 
identical operating conditions. 

The standards used were rutile (~i), wollastonite (Ca, Si), 
corundum (A1), synthetic periclase \Mg), Sennin Mine hematite {Fe), 
Nodi'l.tamag2..wa H:.ne manganosi·te (JVln) , Ar'lelia. albite (Na), and Got.thard 
adula.ria (K) • 

The analytical procedure is described by Nakamura. and Kushiro 
(1970). The correction procedure of Bence e:md Albee (1968) and correction 
factors of Kushiro and Nakamura (1970) vmre used to };"rocec.::s the bas:i.c data_, 
with r.1inor modifications to the program being carried out by 
Dr Y. Kawachi. 
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Chemical compositions of feldspars from altered and 
unaltered schists. Number of cations on the basis of 32 
oxygens, and total Fe as FeO. Six further analyses are 
presented in Table B,l. 

ALBITE!> IN ALTERED SCHISTS 

OU No. 

Lithology 

Distance from 
lode (m)• 

Analysi~ No. 

Si0
2 

Ti0
2 

.Al2{j3 
FeO 
MnO 
MgO 
CaD 
Na2o 
K

2
o 

TOTAL 

Si 
Al 
rz 

Ti 
Fe 
Mn 
Mg 
Ca 
Na 
K 
rx 

An 
Ab 
or 

oo No. 

Lithology 

Distance from 
lode (m) 

Analysis No. 

Sio2 
TiO 
Al

2
0

3 
FeO 
MnO 
MgO 
Ce.O 
Na 0 
K20 

~TAL 

Si 
Al 
rz 

Ti 
Fe 
~In 

Mg 
Ca 
Na 
K 
rx 

An 
Ab 
Or 

35616 

lode 

-
10 

69.2 
o.oo 

19.6 
0.02 
0.03 
0.00 
0.05 

U.69 
0.15 

100.74 

11.997 
4.006 

16.003 

0.000 
0.003 
0.004 
o.ooo 
0.009 
3.92f 
0.03~ 

3.975 

0.2 
98.9 
0.9 

31873 

psa 

+O,b5 

12 

68.4 
0.00 

19.1 
o.oo 
o.oo 
0.01 
0.14 

11.97 
0.03 

99.65 

12.000 
3.955 

15.955 

o.ooo 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
0.002 
0.026 
4.073 
0.008 
4.109 

0.6 
99.2 
0.2 

31952 

d.psa 

incl 

2 

68.6 
0.03 

19.3 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
0.01 

11.67 
0.11 

14 

69.1 
o.oo 

19.2 
0.14 
o.oo 
o.oo 
0.05 

11.45 
0.10 

31953 

d.pel 

incl 

20 

69.0 
o.oo 

19.5 
0.05 
o.o1 
o.oo 
0.04 

12.01 
0.06 

99.72 100.04 100.67 

12.017 12.049 11.983 
3.976 3.952 3.993 

15.993 16.001 15.976 

0.003' 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
0.002 
3.963 
0.025 
3.993 

0.1 
99.3 

O .. G 

-

26 

69.0 
O.JO 

19.1 
o.oo 
0.04 
0.01 
0.03 

11.71 
0.05 

99.94 

12.047 
3.936 

15.983 

o.ooo 
0.000 
0.006 
0.002 
0.005 
3.966 
0.010 
3.989 

0.1 
99.6 
0.3 

o.ooo 
0.021 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
0.008 
3.869 
0.!:'22 
3,;,2c 

0.2 
99.2 

0.6 

3J.374 

psa 

+1.2 

22 

68.6 
o.oo 

19.1 
0.23 
0.15 
0.00 
o.~o 

11.74 
0.14 

100.16 

11.995 
3.943 

15.938 

o.ooo 
0.034 
0.022 
o.ooo 
0.037 
3.979 
0,031 
4.103 

0.9 
98.3 
0.8 

o.ooo 
0.007 
0.002 
0.001) 
0.008 
4.044 
0.013 
4.074 

0.2 
99.5 

0.3 

32 

--

69.0 
o.oo 

19.1 
0.17 
o.oo 
o.oo 
;J.ll 

11.81 
0.06 

100.25 

12.030 
3.929 

15.959 

o.ooo 
0.024 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
0.021 
3.990 
O.Ol.3 
4.048 

0.5 
99.2 
0.3 

31871 

psa 

+adj 

22 

67.8 
0.02 

19.9 
o.oo 
0.05 
0.01 
0.09 

11.71 
0.14 

99.78 

11.891 
4.115 

16.006 

0.002 
o.ooo 
0.007 
0.002 
0.017 
3.9S9 
0.031 
4.058 

0.4 
98.8 
o.s 

UNALTERED 
i--

31876 

psa 

+2.5 

23 

68.5 
0.26 

19.0 
0.09 
0.19 
o.oo 
0.04 

1L53 
0.03 

99.64 

12.018 
3.921 

15.939 

0,034 
0.013 
0.028 
0.001 
0.007 
3.922 
0.007 
4.012 

0.2 
99.6 
0.2 

31871N 

psa 

+adj 

21 

68.3 
o.oo 

18.9 
0.08 
o.oo 
o.oo 
0.02 

11-53 
0.11 

99.04 

12.043 
3.932 

15.975 

o.ooo 
Q._Oll 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
0.003 
3.977 
0.025 
4.016 

0.1 
99.3 

0.6 

SCHJ.ST 

31877 

psa 

+3.0 

10 

68.8 
o.oo 

19.1 
0.03 
0.01 
o.oo 
0.38 

11.54 
0.07 

99.93 

12.032 
3.929 

15.961 

o.ooo 
0.004 
0.001 
o.ooo 
0.072 
3.914 
0.016 
4.007 

1.8 
97.8 
0,4 

31889 

d.psa 

-adj 

16 

68.6 
0.01 

19.3 
0.17 
o.oo 
0.03 
0.09 

11.86 
0.09 

100.15 

11.987 
3.970 

15.957 

0.002 
0.025 
o.ooo 
o.oos 
0.017 
4.015 
0.019 
4.086 

0.4 
93.1 
0.5 

11 

69.3 
0.00 

19.1 
0.07 
0.01 
o.oo 
0.03 

11.60 
0.07 

100.18 

12.064 
3.925 

15.989 

o.ooo 
0.011 
0.001 
0.001 
0.005 
3.919 
0.016 
3.953 

0.1 
99.5 
0.4 

35607 

psa/pel 

-adj 

5 

68.1 
o.oo 

19.2 
0.10 
o.oo 
o.oo 
0.25 

11.50 
0.03 

99.18 

ll.995 
3.986 

15.981 

0.001 
C.01.5 
C.OOC' 
o.ooc 
0.048 
3.927 
0.007 
3.998 

1.2 
98.6 
0.2 

35615 

d.pel 

-4.4 

29 

69.0 
o.oo 

19.3 
0.10 
o.oo 
o.oo 
0.09 

11.61 
0.04 

100.14 

12.025 
3.968 

15.993 

0.001 
0.015 
0.000 
o.ooo 
0.016 
3.925 
0.009 
3.966 

0,4 
99.4 
0.2 

14 

68.3 
o.oo 

19.4 
0.16 
o.oo 
O.Ol 
0.01) 

11.72 
0.03 

99.67 

11.970 
4.020 

15.990 

o.ooo 
0,0?1 
0.000 
0.00? 
0.010 
J.9ll1 
0.008 
4.028 

0.2 
99.6 

0.2 

31878 

psa 

+4.8 

18 

---
68.4 

0.00 
!9.7 
0.10 
0.00 
0.06 
0.03 

12.07 
0.06 

100.42 

11.926 
4.043 

15.969 

o.ooo 
0.015 
o.ooo 
0.016 
0.006 
4.081 
0.012 
4.130 

0.1 
99.6 
0.3 

* The distance from schist sample to the Glenorchy Lode was measured normal to the lode. 

35617 

psa 

+adj 

25 

69.7 
o.oo 

19.3 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
0.05 

11.90 
0.05 

101.00 

12,046 
3.933 

15.979 

0.000 
o.ooo 
0.000 
o.ooo 
0.009 
3.983 
O.Dll 
4.008 

0.2 
99.5 

O.J 

.,---
31~02 

psa 

+25 

32 

69.4 
0.00 

19.0 
0.10 
0.01 
o.oo 
0.06 

11.82 
.).08 

100.47 

12.062 
3.900 

15.962 

o.ooo 
0.014 
0.002 
o.ooo 
0.010 
3.981 
0.018 
4.025 

0.3 
99.3 
0.4 

incl = schist inclusion in the lode; adj = sample from schist immediately adjacent to the. lode; 
+ (abcve) and - (below) represent position of sample relative to the lode. 

35630 

pel 

+0.30 

41 

69.2 
o.oo 

19.3 
0.02 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 

11.64 
0.06 

100.25 

12.038 
3.965 

16.003 

o.ooo 
0.003 
O.Of'l 
O.OC3 
0.002 
3.923 
O.Ol3 
~.945 

o.1 
99.6 
0.3 

35628 

psa 

+32 

21 

68.3 
0.01 

19.4 
o.oo 
0.01 
o.oo 
0.03 

11.84 
0.04 

99.63 

11.978 
4.011 

15.989 

0.001 
o.ooo 
0.002 
o.ooo 
0.006 
4.026 
0,009 
4.044 

0.2 
99.6 
0.2 
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APPENDIX B.2 Chemical compositions of muscovites from altered and 
unaltered schists. Number of cations on the basis of 22 
oxygens, and total Fe as FeO. Six further analyses are 
presented in Table B.2. 

MUSCOVITES IN ALTERED SCHISTS 

OU No. 

Lithology 

Distance from 
lode (m) 

Analysis No. 

Si02 
Ti02 
Al 2o3 
FeO 

MnO 

MgO 

cao 
Na2o 
K2o 

TOTAL 

Si 

Al 

J:Z 

Al 

Ti 

Fe 

Hn 

t:g 

tY 

ta 
Na 

K 

l:X 

31952 

d.psa 

incl* 

4 

52.4 

0.14 

25.0 

3.65 

0.04 

3.19 

0.00 

0.08 

9.83 

51.0 

0.08 

26.0 

3.66 

0.02 

3.16 

o.oo 

0.11 

9.97 

51.7 

0.11 

26.8 

2.63 

0.07 

3.01 

o.oo 

0.12 

10.23 

9 

52.5 

0.15 

27.9 

2.54 

0.04 

2.96 

o.oo 

0.15 

9.90 

11 

51.5 

0.07 

25.3 

3.84 

0.07 

3.14 

o.oo 

0.16 

10.05 

12 

51.4 

0.13 

27.0 

3,30 

0.02 

2.97 

o.oo 

0.12 

9.96 

94.43 94.00 94.67 96.14 94.13 94.90 

7.056 6.915 6.927 6.891 6.981 6.877 

0.944 1.085 1.173 1.109 1.019 1.123 

8.000 8.000 8.000 3.000 8.000 8.000 

1.023 

u.014 

0.411 

0.005 

0.639 

4.092 

0.000 

0.022 

1.685 

1.707 

3.063 

0.008 

0.414 

0.003 

0.639 

4.127 

D.OCG 

o. 0<.8 

1.7?4 

1. 752 

3.048 

0.011 

0.294 

0.008 

0.600 

3.961 

0.000 

0.031 

1.746 

1.777 

3.208 

0.015 

0.279 

0.005 

0.580 

4.087 

O.J01 

0.037 

1.659 

1.697 

3.0?0 

0.0~" 

0.435 

0.008 

0.634 

4.104 

0.000 

0.042 

1.737 

1.779 

3.136 

0.013 

0.370 

0.003 

0,592 

4.114 

o.ooo 

0.032 

1. 701 

1.733 

13 

50.3 

0,13 

27.6 

2.46 

0.04 

3.05 

o.oo 

0.11 

10.13 

31953 

d.pel 

incl 

19 

50.5 

0.11 

25.3 

3.74 

0,06 

3.14 

0.01 

0.03 

11.16 

21 

50.8 

0.12 

27.6 

3.45 

0.04 

3.02 

0.05 

0.07 

11.07 

23 

51.8 50.6 

o.oo 0.06 

24.8 25.3 

5.51 4.10 

0.11 0.06 

1.22 3.17 

0.01 o.oo 

0.04 0.06 

11.00 11.15 

26 

51.1 

0.07 

25.0 

4.22 

0.06 

3.27 

0.00 

0.04 

11.04 

93,82 94.05 96',22 94.49 94.50 94.80 

6.800 6.904 6.766 7 .()76 6.897 6.937 

1.200 1.096 1.234 0.92~ 1.103 1.063 

8.ooo s.uc-o 8.ooo 8.ooo 8.ooo s.ooo 

3.192 2.982 

0.013 0.011 

0.278 0.42fl 

0.004 0.007 

0.615 0.640 

·' .102 4.068 

0.000 0.002 

0.029 0.008 

1.748 1.947 

1.777 1.957 

3.100 

0.012 

0.384 

0,005 

0.599 

4.100 

0.007 

0.018 

1.881 

1.905 

1.070 2.963 

:J.OOO G.006 

0.6>~ 0.467 

0.013 0.007 

0 ?48 0.644 

3.961 ~ .087 

(<.002 o.ow 

0.011 0.016 

1.917 1.939 

1.920 1.955 

2.938 

O.G07 

o.n9 

0.007 

0.~62 

4,093 

0.000 

0.011 

1.912 

1.923 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
w No. 

lithology 

Distance from 
lode (m) 

Analys;s No. 

~;o2 
Ti02 
Al 203 
FeO 

HnO 

MgO 

U\0 

Na2o 
KzO 
TOTAL 

Si 

Al 

tZ 

Al 

Ti 

Fe 

Hn 

flg 

tY 

Ca 

t~a 

K 

tX 

ALTERED SCHISTS {cont) 

31871 

psa 

+adj* 

6 14 

51.8 49.8 50.1 

o.o7 o.c6 o.oa 

26.6 26.8 26.7 

3.12 4.97 3.74 

0.04 0.09 0.08 

2.81 3.34 3.07 

0.04 0.04 0.03 

0.06 0.08 0.11 

11.55 11.25 11.45 

96.09 96.43 

6.902 6.78 

1.098 1.22 

8.000 8.00 

3.084 3.03 

0.007 0.01 

0.349 0.56 

0.005 0.01 

0.559 0.67 

4.004 4.28 

0.006 0.01 

0.016 0.02 

1.965 1.93 

1.987 1.96 

95.36 

6.774 

1.226 

8.000 

3.0ZS 

0.003 

0.422 

0.009 

0.619 

4.086 

0.004 

0.028 

1.974 

2.006 

* fncl c schist inclusion in the lode; 

15 21 

50.9 48.8 

0.09 0.07 

27.6 27.5 

2.59 3.59 

0.06 0.07 

3.19 3.37 

0.03 0.03 

0.16 0.12 

11.30 11.79 

95.92 

6.785 

1.215 

8.000 

3.117 

0.009 

0.289 

0.007 

0.633 

4.055 

0.004 

0.040 

1.922 

1.966 

95".34 

6.621 

1.379 

8.000 

3.024 

0.008 

0.407 

0.008 

0.683 

4.130 

0.004 

0.033 

2.042 

2.079 

23 

51.6 

0.13 

27.3 

3.34 

0.06 

3.31 

0.04 

0.08 

10.58 

96.44 

6.830 

1.170 

8.000 

3.062 

0.013 

0.369 

0.007 

0.652 

4.123 

0.006 

0.021 

1.784 

1.821 

'31871N 

psa 

+adj 

20 

50.0 

0.00 

27 '3 

5.01 

0.12 

1.43 

o.oo 

0.10 

10.91 

94.87 

6.798 

1.202 

8,000 

3.179 

0.000 

0.569 

0.014 

0.289 

4.051 

0.001 

0,028 

1.893 

1.922 

31889 

d .psa 

-adj 

50.~ 

0.03 

27.8 

3.07 

0.01 

2.82 

0.10 

0.18 

10.40 

94.81 

6.769 

1.23! 

8.000 

3.179 

0.003 

0.345 

0.002 

0.565 

4.094 

0.015 

.0.046 

1.783 

1.844 

adj = schist irrrnediately adjacent to the lode 

11 

50.8 

0.04 

28.3 

3.00 

0.03 

2.62 

0.02 

0.13 

10.17 

95.11 

6.784 

1.216 

8.000 

3.237 

0.004 

0.335 

0.00-~ 

0.521 

4.101 

0.002 

0.035 

1. 732 

1. 769 

12 

49.1 

0.03 

29.8 

2.61 

0.01 

2.33 

0.04 

0.28 

10.21 

94.41 

6.608 

1.392 

8.000 

3.338 

0.003 

0.294 

0.001 

0.468 

4.104 

0.005 

0.073 

1. 753 

1.832 

17 

49.2 

0.04 

28.4 

2.93 

0.07 

2.67 

0.04 

0.19 

10.39 

93.93 

6.679 

1.321 

8.000 

3.228 

0,004 

0.333 

0.009 

0.540 

4.114 

0.006 

0.050 

1.800 

1.856 

18 

49.1 

0.04 

29.0 

2.79 

0.03 

2.54 

0.01 

0.26 

10.32 

94.09 

6.649 

1.351 

8.000 

3.727 

0.004 

0.316 

0.004 

0.514 ' 

4.110 

0.002 

0.06i 

1.782 

1.851 
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APPENDIX B.2 continued. 

MUSCOV!TES IN ALTERED SCHISlS (cont) 

OU No. 

lithology 

Distance from 
lode (m) 

Analys·is No. 

Si02 
Ti02 
Al 203 
feO 

'I nO 

14g0 

CaO 

Na2o 
r 0 

£ 

TOTAL 

Si 

Al 

IZ 

Al 

Ti 

Fe 

Mn 
Mg 

IY 

Ca 

ll~ 

K 

31889 
(cont) 

22 

49.5 

0.11 

28.9 

2.64 

0.03 

2.54 

0.03 

0.24 

10.11 

94.10 

6.678 

23 

49.1 

0.06 

28.6 

2.84 

0.08 

2.62 

0.08 

0.20 

10.26 

93.84 

6.668 

1. 322 1. 322 

8.00 8.000 

3.279 

0.011 

0.299 

0.-004 

0.5i2 

4.105 

0.004 

0.063 

1. 741 

1.808 

3.244 

0.006 

0.322 

0.009 

0.5J1 

4;112 

0.012 

0.053 

1.777 

1.842 

35600 35607 

d.pel psa/pel 

-adj -adj 

10 16 10 

50.3 49.4 49.8 

0,08 0,10 0.05 

26.8 27,8 27.8 

3.58 3.72 2.76 

0.06 

2.96 

0.01 

0.05 

10.82 

94.66 

6.81 

1.19 

8.00 

3.09 

0.01 

0.41 

0.01 

0,60 

4.12 

0,00 

0.02 

1.87 

1.89 

0.06 

3.04 

0.01 

0.10 

10.33 

94.56 

6,69 

1.31 

8,00 

3,13 

0.01 

0.42 

0.01 

0.62 

4.19 

o.oo 
0.03 

1.79 

1.82 

0.07 

2.79 

0.01 

0,13 

10,60 

94.01 

6.753 

1.247 

8,000 

3.196 

0.005 

0.313 

0.008 

0,564 

4.086 

0,001 

0.035 

1.833 

1.869 

35617 

psa 

+adj 

26 

51.5 

0,06 

25.8 

3.78 

0.08 

3.21 

0.02 

0,09 

11.00 

95.54 

6.915 

1.085 

8,000 

2.999 

0.006 

0,425 

0,009 

0.642 

4,081 

0,003 

0,023 

1.884 

1.910 

27 

52.1 

O.C6 

24.3 

3.98 

0.07 

3.53 

0,02 

0.12 

11.18 

95,36 

7.024 

29 

52.0 

0.04 

24.2 

3.98 

0.08 

3.80 

0.03 

0.05 

11.30 

95.48 

7.010 

0,976 0.990 

8,000 8.000 

2,886 2.856 

0,006 0.004 

0.449 0.449 

0,008 0.009 

0,709 0.763 

4.058 4 081 

0.003 . 0,004 

0,031 0.013 

1,923 1.~43 

1.957 1.960 

32 

51.0 

0,05 

25.9 

3.29 

0.11 

2.98 

0.06 

0.09 

11.09 

94.57 

6.909 

1.091 

8.000 

3.046 

0.005 

0,173 

0.013 

0.602 

4.039 

0,009 

0.024 

1.917 

1.950 

35 

50.0 

0.02 

26.7 

5.48 

35630 

pel 

+0.30 

30 

52.3 

0.01 

26.5 

3.77 

0.21 0.08 

0.66 2.92 

0.03 0,03 

0.05 0.03 

11.04 10.74 

94.19 96.38 

6.870 6.934 

AP14 

39 

51.2 

0.06 

26.7 

3.41 

0.05 

3.H 
0.01 

0.10 

10.66 

95.36 

6.858 

1.130 1. 066 1.142 

8.000 8.000 ll.OOO 

3.195 

0.002 

0.630 

0 .. ':'25 

o.:j5 
3.987 

O.OG~ 

0.013 

~ .935 

L9S2 

3.014 

0.001 

0.413 

0.009 

0.577 

4.079 

0.004 

0.001 

1 ~D17 
1.828 

3.076 

0.006 

0.382 

0.006 

0.633 

4.103 

0.002 

0.026 

1.922 
1.851) 

---- -----------------------------------

QJ flo, 

lithology 

Di sttdlCe from 
lode (m) 

Analysis No. 

5io2 
T,o2 
Al 200 
FeO 

MnO 
HgO 

CaO 

lla20 

KzO 
TOTAL 

Si 

Al 

IZ 

Al 

Ti 

Fe 

Mn 
Mg 

l:Y 

Ca 

Na 

K 

IX 

ALTERE,) SCHISTS (Cent) 

35630 
(cont.) 

40 

35631 

psa 

+0,30 

18 19 

51.2 51.1 50.5 

0.05 0.06 0.05 

27.2 27.3 27.5 

3.28 3.17 :':.26 

0.05 0.06 u.07 

3.15 3.13 3.05 

0.01 0.03 0.00 

0.09 

10.71 

95.74 

6.826 

1.174 

8.000 

3.105 

0.005 

0.365 

0.006 

0.626 

4.107 

0.001 

0.024 

1.821 

1.846 

0.10 

10.69 

95.64 

6.823 

1.177 

8,000 

3.111 

0.006 

0.354 

0.007 

0,623 

4.101 

0.004 

0.025 

1.819 

1.848 

0.09 

10.79 

95,31 

6.773 

1.227 

8.000 

3.123 

0.005 

0.366 

0.008 

0.611 

4.113 

0,000 

0.023 

1.847 

1.870 

20 . 

51.1 

0.04 

27.2 

3.39 

0.06 

3.09 

0.03 

0.14 

10.82 

95.87 

6.822 

1.178 

8,000 

3.093 

0.004 

0.378 

1),007 

0.614 

4.096 

0.004 

0.035 

1.843 

1.882 

31873 

psa 

+0.85 

50,7 

o.oo 
24.9 

3,95 

o.oo 
3.85 

0.01 

0.06 

10.52 

94,00 

6.915· 

1.085 

8.000 

2.922 

0.000 

0.450 

o.ooo 
0,785 

4.157 

0.001 

0,016 

1.830 

1.847 

2 

52.1 

0.00 

24,5 

3.58 

o.oo 
3.72 

0.01 

0,23 

10.46 

94.60 

7,03 

0,97 

8,00 

2,93 

0,00 

0,41 

o.oo 
0.75 

4,09 

0,00 

0.06 

1.80 

1.86 

15 20 

50.3 49,9 

0,00 o.co 
25,7 26.9 

3.90 3.42 

0.00 0,(10 

3.24 2.87 

o.oo 0,01 

0,11 

10.39 

93.64 

6.880 

1.120 

8.ono 

3.022 

o.ooo 
0,447 

0.000 

0.660 

4.129 

0.000 

0.030 

1.812 

1.842 

0.12 

10.60 

93.82 

6.803 

1.197 

8.000 

3.123 

o.ooo 
0.390 

0.000 

0.584 

4.097 

0.002 

0.030 

1.844 

1.875 

~1874 I -psa 

I ·:;' 27 

51.3 

0.00 

25.5 

3.70 

0,05 

3.49 

0.01 

0.11 

10.44 

94.60 

6.934 

1.066 

8.000 

2.994 

0.000 

0.418 

0.005 

0.703 

4.120 

0.002 

0,029 

1.799 

1.830 

52.2 

0.00 

24.2 

3.87 

0.08 

3.62 

0.01 

0.05 

11.21 

95.24 

7.042 

0.958 

8.000 

2.890 

0.000 

0.437 

0.009 

0.728 

4.064 

0.001 

0.012 

1.929 

1.942 

28 

50.3 

0.00 

25.7 

7.54 

0.04 

1.30 

o.oo 
0.06 

10.96 

95.90 

6.855 

1.145 

8.000 

2.988 

o.ooo 
0.860 

0.004 

0.265 

4.117 

0.000 

0.016 

1.907 

1.923 

29 

50.9 

0.00 

27 .o 
3.68· 

0.00 

3.33 

0.01 

0.12 

l0.95 

96.00 

6.799 

1.201 

8.000 

3.049 

0.000 

0.412 

0.000 

0.665 

4.126 

0.002 

0.030 

1.869 

1. 901 
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APPENDIX B.2 continued 

MUSCOVITES IN UNALTERED SCHISTS 

OU No. 

Lithology 

Distance from 
lode (m) 

Analysis No. 

Si02 
no2 
A1 203 
FeO 

MnO 

MgO 

CaO 

Na2o 
K20 

TOTAL 

Si 

Al 

rz 

Al 

Ti 

Mn 

11g 

rY 

Ca 

Na 

K 

EX 

OIJ No. 

Lithology 

Di sta.1ce from 
loJ~ (m) 

1\nalysis No. 

35605 

d,pel 

-1.65 

36 

50.5 

0.05 

27 .o 
3.67 

0.04 

3.11 

0.02 

0.13 

10.79 

37 

50.8 

0,06 

26.1 

3.7S 

0.03 

3.07 

0,03 

0.05 

10.56 

31876 

psa 

+2.5 

22 

50,6 

0.34 

26.3 

3.69 

0.22 

3.05 

0,02 

0.12 

10.65 

24 

51.5 

0.25 

24.3 

4.13 

0.31 

3.37 

o.oo 
0.06 

10.96 

35615 

d,pel 

-4.4 

27 

51.1 

0,01 

25.7 

4.05 

0,05 

2,60 

0,00 

0.06 

10.72 

95.31 94.49 ~4.99 94.88 94.29 

6.80 6.88 6.82b 

1.172 

8.000 

6,983 6.949 

1.20 1.12 1.017 1.051 

8.00 8.00 8,000 8,000 

3.08 

0.01 

0.41 

0.01 

0.62 

4.13 

0.00 

0.03 

1.85 

1.88 

3.05 3.016 2.876 

0.01 0.035 0.025 

0.43 0.416 0.469 

0.00 0.026 0.036 

0.62 0.614 0.682 

4.11 4.107 4,008 

0.01 

0.01 

1.83 

1.85 

0,003 

0.031 

1.834 

1.868 

0.00() 

0.015 

1.898 

1.913 

U/IAL TERED SCHISTS (cont) 

3.062 

0,001 

0,460 

0.006 

0.527 

4.056 

0,000 

0.017 

1.859 

l,R76 

--

28 

50.2 

0.06 

27.7 

3,16 

0,02 

2.72 

o.oo 
0.16 

10.80 

94.82 

6.764 

1.236 

8.000 

3.167 

0.006 

0.356 

0.002 

0.547 

4.078 

0.001 

0.042 

1.857 

1.900 

I 
( cont) psa . psa 

+32 +54 

31878 

psa 

+4.8 

15 

50.9 

0,02 

25.3 

5.95 

0,05 

2.80 

0.11 

0.06 

9.76 

94,95 

6,91 

1.09 

8.00 

2.96 

0,00 

0,68 

0,01 

0.57 

4.22 

0.02 

0,02 

1.69 

1.73 

31914 

psa 

-300 

16 

50.8 

0,04 

26.2 

3.76 

0.05 

3.02 

0,05 

0.08 

10.44 

94.44 

6.881 

1.119 

8.000 

3.060 

0.004 

8.426 

!),006 

0,610 

4.006 

0.007 

u.020 

1.804 

1.831 

12 

31879 

psa 

+6.8 

18 19 

51.3 49.2 

0.41 0.26 

25.4 26.2 

3.79 3.89 

0.42 

3.21 

o.oo 
0,12 

10.38 

95.03 

6.916 

1.084 

8.000 

2.955 

0.041 

0.426 

0.048 

0.644 

4.114 

0.000 

0.032 

1. 784 

!.BIG 

15 

0.44 

3.03 

0.03 

0.13 

10.53 

93.71 

6,756 

1.244 

8.000 

3,005 

0.027 

0.447 

o·.osJ 
0,620 

4.150 

0.004 

0.034 

1.845 

1.883 

iO 

AP15 

31902 

psa 

+25 

10 16 

52.4 49.4 

0.06 0.03 

25.3 26.9 

3.93 3.78 

0.03 

3.21 

0,03 

0.11 

10.45 

95.52 

7.008 

0.992 

8.000 

2.995 

0.006 

0.439 

0.003 

0.640 

4.083 

0.005 

0.027 

!. 781 

1.813 

31912 

psa 

-680 

15 

0.08 

2.94 

0.02 

0.12 

10.34 

93.61 

6.760 

!.240 

8.000 

3.102 

0.003 

0.432 

0.009 

0.600 

4.146 

0.003 

0.031 

1.804 

1.838 

I"'"' '"'" ~-~ """ 
I 17 27 34 I 2 23 

----------~----------------~------ ·--~·---------------------J __________ __ 
Si02 
Ti02 
A1 203 
reo 
~lnO 

MgC 

CaO 

Na2o 
KzO 

Sf 

Al 

rz 

Al 

Ti 

Fe 

Mn 
F.g 

IY 

C.a 

Na 

K 

IX 

51.6 

0.06 

26.1 

4.09 

0.06 

3.10 

0.01 

0.11 

10.47 

95.60 

6.908 

1.092 

8.000 

3.027 

0.006 

0,458 

0.007 

0.619 

4.117 

0.001 

0.028 

1.788 

1.817 

51.2 

0.04 

25.8 

4.24 

0.06 

3.05 

0.06 

0.12 

9.95 

94,52 

6.920 

1.080 

8.000 

3.033 

0.004 

0,479 

0.007 

0.615 

4.138 

0.009 

0.031 

1.717 

1.757 

5!.7 

0.05 

26.1 

4.28 

O,G3 

3.07 

0.03 

0.14 

10.49 

95.95 

6.903 

1.097 

n.ooo 

3.016 

0.005 

0,478 

0.011 

0.611 

4.121 

0.004 

0.036 

1.785 

1.825 

51.2 51.8 50.3 

0,04 0.06 0.05 

25.6 25.9 25.3 

6.17 3.48 4.26 

0.20 0,08 0.04 

1.25 ;',99 3.16 

0.03 

0,08 

10.74 

95.31 

6.958 

1.042 

8.000 

3,060 

0.004 

0.701 

0.023 

0.253 

4.041 

0.004 

0.021 

1.862 

1.887 

0.03 

0.08 

10.60 

95,02 

6,957 

1.043 

8.000 

3.058 

0.006 

0.391 

0.009 

0.599 

4.063 

0.004 

0.021 

1.816 

1.841 

0.01 

0.14 

10~32 

93.59 

6.893 

1.107 

8.000 

2.986 

0.007 

0.489 

0.005 

0.645 

4.132 

0.002 

0.038 

1.804 

1.844 

Gl.5 
0.00 

26.3 

3.45 

0.22 

3.11 

0.02 

0.14 

10.48 

95.72 

6.872 

1.128 

8.000 

3.082 

0.000 

0,385 

0.025 

0,519 

4.111 

0.002 

0,037 

1.783 

1.822 

50.8 

0.15 

25.6 

3.78 

o.oo 
2.95 

0,01 

0.15 

10.76 

94.20 

6.909 

1.091 

8,000 

3.021 

0.015 

0.430 

0.000 

0.598 

4.064 

0.001 

0.040 

1.868 

1.909 

50.8 

0.07 

25.8 

3.45 

,),00 

3.01 

0.03 

0.10 

10.72 

93.98 

6.912 

1.088 

8.000 

3.052 

0.007 

0.393 

0.000 

0.611 

4.063 

0.004 

0,026 

1.862 

1.892 

50.8 

0.10 

24.3 

4.65 

0.00 

3.18 

0.02 

0.09 

10.61 

93.75 

6. 972 

1.028 

a.ogo 

2.911 

0.011 

0.534 

0.000 

0.650 

4.106 

0.002 

0.023 

!.859 

1.884 

52.1 

0.01 

27.5 

2.93 

0.07 

3.19 

0.01 

0.04 

10.54 

96.39 

6.866 

1.134 

8.000 

3.143 

0.001 

0. 323 

0,007 

0.628 

4.102 

0.001 

0.010 

1.774 

1.785 



AP16 

APPENDIX B.3 Chemical compositions of chlorites from altered and 
unaltered schists. Number of cations on the basis of 28 
oxygens, and total Fe as FeO. Six further analyses are 
presented in Table B.3. 

CHLORJTES IN ALTERED SCHISTS 

ou No. 
Lithology 

Distance from 
lode (m) 

Analysis No. 

Sio2 
Ti02 
Al 2o3 
FeO 

MnO 

MgO 

CaO 

Na
2
o 

K20 

TOTAL 

Si 

Al 

Al 

Ti 

Fe 

Mn 

Mg 

Ca 

Na 

K 

TOTAL 

FeO/MgO 

OU No. 

Lithology 

Distance from 
lode (m) 

Analysis No. 

Sio2 
no2 
A1 2o3 
FeD 

MnO 

NgO 

CaO 

Na2o 
K

2
0 

TOTAL 

Si 

Al 

Al 

Ti 

Fe 

Mn 

i1g 

Ca 

Na 

K 

TOTAL 

FeO/MgO 

----------~-------------------------r--------------------·~--
35616 

lode 

rim-core 
1 2 

25.3 25.3 

0.02 0.03 

20.3 20.0 

29.6 30.6 

0.€8 0.75 

12.25 12.12 

0.71 0.19 

0.00 0.00 

0.01 0.02 

88.87 89.01 

3 

25.1 

0.03 

19.8 

30.1 

0,68 

12.08 

0.43 

0.00 

0,02 

88.24 

7 

25.5 

0.06 

20.0 

28.8 

0.63 

12.32 

0.10 

o.oo 
0,08 

87.49 

8 

25.7 

0.03 

20.1 

29.8 

0.64 

11.99 

0.11 

0.00 

0.06 

88.43 

9 

25.4 

0.03 

20.5 

28.3 

0.55 

12.10 

0.11 

0.01 

0.04 

87.04 

11 

26.1 

0.02 

20.0 

29.9 

0.67 

12.17 

o.on 
o.oo 

G,06 

89.00 

12 

25.5 

0.04 

20.8 

29.0 

0.53 

12.24 

0.06 

o.oo 
0.04 

88.21 

14 

25.7 

0.05 

20.9 

28.4 

0.54 

12,29 

0.19 

0.00 

0,09 

88.16 

31952 

d,psa 

1ncl 

8 

25.5 

0.08 

20.0 

28.4 

0,66 

12.28 

o.oo 

0.14 

().08 

87.14 

15 

25.9 

0.05 

19.7 

28.3 

0.65 

12.55 

O.vO 

0.06 

0.06 

87.27 

16 18 

25.3 25.4 

0.05 0.06 

19.8 21.1 

29.1 30.4 

0,67 0.46 

12.49 10.73 

0.00 0.00 

0.05 0.06 

0.041 0.03 

87.50 88.24 

20 

24.8 

0.07 

21.2 

29.9 

0.50 

11.79 

0.00 

0.08 

0.05 

88.39 

5.413 5.428 5.428 5.50~ 5.515 5.~35 5.5~0 5.456 5.484 5.523 5.589 5.478 5.466 5.337 

2.663 2.587 2.572 2.572 2.491 2.485 2.505 2.440 2.544 2.516 2.472 2.411 2.522 2.534 

2.533 2.486 2.476 2.603 2.600 2.724 2.583 2.702 2.742 2.630 2.597 2.53't 2.822 2.707 

0.011 

5.375 

0.0~1 

3.777 

o.cao 
O.C32 

0.013 

0.003 

5.296 

0.123 

3.906 

0.163 

0.000 

O.tJ03 

0.00~ 0.005 

5.490 5.444 

0.136 0.125 

~.875 3.893 

0.044 0.100 

o.ooo 0.000 

0.006 o.ooc 

0.010 

5.2:)4 

O.lJ.5 

3,967 

0.023 

o.ooc 

0.022 

0.005 0.005 

5,348 5.121 

0.116 0.101 

3.835 3.902 

0.025 0.026 

0.000 0.004 

0.016 0.011 

0.003 

5.327 

0.121 

3.864 

0.018 

0.000 

0.016 

0.006 

5.189 

0.096 

3.903 

0.014 

o.ooo 
0.011 

0.008 

5.068 

0.098 

3,908 

0.044 

0.000 

0.025 

0.013 

5.141 

0.122 

3.961 

0.000 

0.060 

0.021 

0.009 

5.113 

0.118 

0,000 

0.023 

0.017 

0.008 0.009 

5. 270 . 5.476 

C.124 0.083 

4.03~ 3.441 

0.000 0.000 

0.021 0.025 

0.012 o.oos 
20.027 2U.042 ::0.049 1Y.94•. 19.944 19.894 19.932 19.921 19.893 19,948 19.918 ~0.003 19.864 19.996 

2.42 l.52 2.50 2.33 2.48 2.34 2.45 2.37 2.31 

ALTERED SCHISTS (cont) 

31~52 
(cont) 

22 23 

25.6 25.5 

0.05 0.07 

19.8 20.0 

29.2 28.7 

0.64 0.69 

11.89 12.85 

0.00 0.00 

0.09 0.04 

0.04 0.03 

87.31 87.88 

5. 548 5.480 

2.452 2.520 

2.612 

0.009 

5.305 

0.117 

3.844 

0.000 

0.037 

0.012 

2.555 

0.011 

5.155 

0.126 

4.115 

0.000 

0.017 

0.007 

31871 

psa 

+adj 

9 18 20 19 

-=r,::::· 
-----------------
25.5 

0.07 

20.8 

26.1 

0.60 

15.95 

0.06 

0.02 

0.07 

25.8 

0.04 

20.0 

2ci.3 

0.58 

16.34 

0.07 

0,05 

0.08 

89.17 89.26 

5.320 5.383 

2.680 2.617 

2.445 

0.010 

4.554 

0.105 

4.967 

0.014 

0.008 

0,017 

2.306 

0,006 

4,606 

0.102 

5,093 

0.016 

0.021 

0.022 

26.1 

0.07 

20.3 

25.6 

0.54 

15.48 

0.07 

0.05 

0.07 

89.28 

5.449 

2.551 

2.445 

0.010 

4.641 

0,096 

4.814 

0.016 

0.020 

0.019 

26.6 25.2 24.8 25.6 

0.05 0.04 0.04 o.oo 
19.9 20.0 19.8 19.9 

27.4 26.1 26.7 28.0 

0.58 0.58 0.54 O,G5 

14.68 16.04 15.97 12.98 

G.05 0.06 0.07 0.01 

0.09 0.04 0.14 0.10 

0.12 0.07 0.15 o.os 

89.47 

5.553 

2.447 

2.461 

0.008 

4.794 

0.103 

4.572 

0.012 

0.037 

0.032 

88.13 

5,341 

2.659 

2.329 

0.007 

4.624 

0.105 

5.060 

0.014 

0.018 

0.020 

88.21 

5.282 

2.718 

2.242 

0.007 

4. 749 

0.097 

5.071 

0.016 

0.057 

0.040 

87.33 

5.525 

2.475 

2.571 

o.ooo 
5.055 

0.120 

4.170 

0.003 

0.0!.3 

0.022 

2.31 2.26 

23 27 
---

26.3 25.5 

o.oo o.ao 
19.7 20.0 

26.2 28.3 

0.48 0.59 

14.01 13.21 

0.10 0.04 

0.17 0.19 

0.14 0.16 

87.10 87.99 

5.622 

2.378 

5.466 

2.534 

2.33 2.83 2.54 

33 34 37 
---------

26.3 25.9 26.5 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

20.1 19.9 19.5 

28.6 25.9 27.0 

0.61 0.59 0.60 

12.41 14.39 13.65 

O.C! 0.06 0.02 

0.12 0.17 0.16 

0.14 0.19 0.17 

88.29 87.10 87.60 

5.616 

2.384 
5.541 

2.459 

5.649 

2.351 

2.582 

O.QOO 

4.685 

0.087 

4.467 

0.022 

0.072 

0.038 

2.519 2.661 

0.000 0.000 

5.084 5.096 

0.108 0.111 

4.227 3.947 

0.010 0.003 

0.077 0.049 

0.044 O._Q39 

2.557 2.567 

0.000 0.000 

4.626 4.812 

0.107 0.108 

4.589 4.345 

0.013 0.005 

0.068 0.065 

0.052 0.047 

19.936 19.985 20.120 20.172 20.061 20,019 20.177 20.279 19.984 20.003 20.069 19.900 20.012 19.947 

2.46 2.23 1.64 1.61 1.72 1.87 1.63 1.67 2.16 1.87 2.14 2.31 1.80 1. 98 
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AP17 

APPENDIX B. 3 con·tinued 

CHLORITES IN ALTERED SCHISTS (cant) 

ou No. 

lithology 

Distance fro.11 
lode (m) 

Analysis No. 

Si02 
Ti02 
Al 2o3 
FeO 

MnO 

MgO 

CaO 

Na2o 
v.zo 
TOTAL 

31871N '31889 
(cant) d.psa 

-adj 

39 2 3* 4* 13 14 15 

35600 

d.pel 

-adj 

5 6 8 13 14 

26.7 25.4 25.4 25.3 25.5 25.3 25.2 25.0 25.2 25.0 24.9 24.8 25.5 25.2 

0.00 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.02 

19.5 20.6 20.5 20.3 20.8 21.2 21.2 21.3 21.1 21.0 21.2 20.6 21.0 20.6 

25.7 29.2 28.7 28.6 28.9 28.9 28,5 29.1 28.7 31.1 29.3 28.0 30.4 28.6 

0.51 0.57 0.59 0.54 0.53 0.53 

14.09 12.40 12.38 12,80 12.86 12.76 

0.07 0.16 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.05 

0.15 0.12 o.o8 0.11 o.o4 o.13 

0.13 0.04 0,06 0.07 0.04 0.09 

86.85 88.53 87.82 87.81 88.72 09.01 

0,50 0.55 

12.55 12.57 

0.02 0.03 

0.15 0.06 

0.10 0.04 

88.26 88.69 

0.62 

13.75 

0.01 

0,03 

0.04 

89.49 

0.46 

11.67 

0.02 

0.00 

0.03 

89.31 

0.64 0.58 

12.24 12.64 

0.02 0.10 

0.00 0.09 

0.03 0.07 

88.35 86.93 

0.60 0.68 

12.26 12.88 

0.01 0.02 

0.00 0.05 

0.05 0.04 

89.S:i 88,0Q 
---------------------------------------

Si 

Al 

Al 

Ti 

Fe 
Mn 
r.19 
::a 
N~ 

K 

5.702 5.439 5.460 5.435 5.429 5.366 5.383 5.325 5.32 

2.298 2.561 2.540 2.565 2.571 2,634 2.617 2.675 ?..68 

2.612 2.622 2.654 2.582 2.637 2.556 2.718 2.677 2.56 

0.000 0.007 0.005 0.007 0.002 

4.584 5.216 5.162 5.149 5.136 

0.092 0.103 0.107 0.099 0.096 

4.489 3.951 3.967 4.104 4.073 

0.">16 0.035 0.019 

0.062 0.049 0.033 

0.037 0.012 0.017 

0.012 

0,044 

0.019 

0.009 

0.018 

0.009 

0,007 

5.136 

0.095 

4.036 

n.o12 

0.055 

0.025 

0.006 

5.084 

0.091 

3.996 

0.005 

0.062 

0.028 

0.007 

5,186 

0.099 

3.999 

0,008 

0.024 
0,01(' 

0.01 

5.06 

n,11 

4.32 

0.00 

0.01 

0.01 

5.34 5.34 

2.66 2.66 

2.64 2.69 

0.01 

5.56 

0.08 

3.72 

0.00 

o.oo 
0.01 

0.01 

5.26 

0.1< 

3.91 

0.01 

o.oo 
O.Cl 

5.38 5.38 5.40 

2.62 2.62 2.60 

2.65 2.63 2.61 

0.01 

5.08 

().11 

4.08 

0.02 

0.04 

0.02 

0.01 

5.38 

0.11 

3.87 

0.00 

0.00 
0.(11 

n.oo 
5.13 

0.12 

4.12 

0.01 

0.02 

0.01 

TOTAL 19.892 19.995 19.964 20.016 19.981 20.022 19.990 20.010 20.07 20.01 1Q.99 20.01 20.00 20.01 

FeO/MgO 1.82 2.35 2.32 2.23 2.25 2.26 2.27 2.32 2.09 2.67 2.39 2.22 2.48 2.22 
--------------------·------------------------- ------------------------------

OU No. 

lithulogy 

Di:; tanc;:, from 
lode (m) 

Analysis No. 

Si02 
Ti02 
Al 2o3 
Fe~ 

MoO 

MgO 
·CaO 

Na2o 
K20 

TOTAL 

Si 

Al 

Al 

Ti 

Fe 

Mn 

Hg 

Ca 

Na 

K 

ALTERED SCHiSTS (cant) 
·-----------------------, 

35607 

psa/pel 

-adj 

2 

25.5 

0.05 

20.6 

27.2 

0.49 

12.55 

0.03 

0.03 

0.04 

86.49 

3 

24.9 

0.02 

21.0 

27.2 

0.51 

13.03 

0.03 

0.03 

0.03 

86,75 

5.510 5.373 

2.490 2.627 

2.765 2.727 

0.003 0.003 

4.923 4.912 

0.091 0.093 

4.052 4.194 

0.006 0.006 

0.013 0.015 

0.011 0.009 

core- rim 
4 9 

25.0 

0.00 

20.8 

28.0 

L.53 

12.16 

0.03 

0.02 

0.02 

86.56 

5.437 

2.563 

2.760 

0.000 

5.090 

0.098 

3.941 

0.006 

0.007 

0.005 

25.4 

0.03 

20.9 

27 .o 
0.50 

13.12 

0.01 

0.02 

0.02 

87.00 

5.451 

2.549 

2.740 

0.006 

4.855 

0.090 

4.199 

0.003 

0.009 

0.006 

11 

25.1 

0.01 

20.7 

29.1 

0.45 

11.84 

0.02 

0.03 

0.01 

87.26 

13 

25.0 

0.02 

20,7 

28.8 

0,53 

11.75 

0,01 

0,02 

0,03 

86.88 

5.447 5.438 

2.553 . 2.562 

2.721 2.743 

O,'l'l? 0.003 

5.273 5.242 

0.082 0,098 

3.825 3.009 

0,004 0.007 

0.011 0.006 

0.004 0,007 

15 

35617 

psa 

+adj 

25.3 25,8 

0.01 0.03 

20.6 19.5 

27.2 29.0 

0,55 0.83 

12.94 11.94 

0.03 0.11 

0.01 0.01 

0.02 0,04 

86.66 87.26 

5.461 

2.539 

2.719 

0,002 

4.909 

0.101 

4.168 

0.007 

0.002 

0,006 

5,599 

2,401 

2.588 

0,005 

5,263 

0.153 

3,861 

0,026 

0,004 

0.011 

34 

25.0 

0.04 

19.2 

29,9 

0.73 

11.68 

0,09 

0.03 

0.02 

86.69 

5.504 

2.496 

2.487 

0.007 

5.505 

0.136 

3.832 

0.021 

0.013 

0,006 

37 

25.7 

0.03 

19.4 

29,7 

0.80 

11.79 

0,04 

0.06 

0.08 

87.60 

5.579 

2.421 

~.544 

0.005 

5,392 

0.147 

3.814 

0.009 

0,025 

0.022 

38 

26.0 

0.04 

19.9 

29.5 

0.72 

11.89 

0.03 

0.07 

0',06 

88.21 

5.583 

2.417 

2.621 

0,007 

5.298 

0.131 

3.805 

0.007 

0.029 

0.016 

3!i 

26.7 

0.05 

18.7 

25.2 

0.52 

16.10 

0.07 

0.05 

0.05 

87.44 

5.65? 

2.345 

2.324 

0.008 

4.464 

0.093 

5.082 

0.016 

0.021 

0.014 

40 

26.9 

0.04 

19.5 

31.4 

0.63 

11.30 

0.03 

0.01 

0.02 

89.83 

5.705 

2.295 

2.580 

0.006 

5.569 

0.113 

3.571 

0.007 

0.004 

0.005 

41 

26.3 

0.02 

20.2 

29.7 

0.77 

12.08 

0.04 

0.04 

0.04 

89.19 

5.581 

2.419 

2.634 

0.003 

5.271 . 

0.138 

3.820 

0.009 

0.017 

0.011 

TOTAL 19.869 20.059 19.907 19.908 19,922 19.915 19.914 19.911 20,007 19.958 19.914 20.022 19.855 19.903 

2.17 2.09 2.30 2.06 2.46 2.45 2.10 2.43 2.56 2.52 2.48 1.57 2. 78 2.46 

* 2 analyses on a single grain 



APPENDIX B.3 continued 

CHLORITE IN ALTERED SCfi!STS (cent) 

OIJ No. 

Lithology 

Oi stance from 
lode (m) 

Analysis llo. 

Si02 
Ti02 
A1 2o3 
FeO 

MnO 
HgO 

CaD 

Na2o 
K

2
0 

TOTAL 

Si 

Al 

35630 

pel 

+0.30 

27 29 

26.2 25.9 

0.03 0.04 

20.3 20.0 

27.2 27.2 

0.54 0.54 

13.92 13.50 

0.01 0.05 

0.04 0.04 

0.02 0.04 

88.?6 87.31 

5. 541:l 5. 553 

2.45? 2.44i 

31 

26.0 

0.03 

20.3 

27.6 

0.61 

13.64 

0.05 

0.00 

o.oo 

B8.23 

5.520 

2.480 

35 

26.1 

0.05 

20.1 

28.0 

0.56 

13.70 

0.02 

o.oo 

0.01 

88.54 

5.529 

2.471 

38 

28.3 

0.03 

18.0 

25.0 

0.44 

16.08 

0.21 

0.04 

0.05 

~9.15 

5.915 

2.085 

42 

26.4 

0.04 

20.0 

27.3 

0.61 

14.02 

0.06 

0.01 

0.03 

88.47 

5.579 

2. •21 

35631 

psa 

+0.30 

2 

25.7 

0.03 

19.9 

27.6 

0.62 

13.41 

0.06 

0.02 

0.02 

87.36 

5.522 

2.478 

3 

26.3 

0.04 

20.1 

27.2 

0.59 

14.03 

0.03 

0.01 

0.01 

88.31 

5.557 

2.443 

8 

25.8 

0.02 

20.0 

27.8 

0.63 

13.54 

0.05 

0.03 

0.02 

87.89 

5.507 

2.493 

9 

26.1 

0.03 

20.1 

27.6 

0.60 

13.47 

0.02 

0.01 

0.02 

87.95 

5.558 

2.442 

10 

26.3 

0.03 

20.0 

27.4 

0.59 

14.18 

0.02 

0.02 

0.01 

88.55 

5.556 

2.444 

APl8 

11 12 25 

26.3 26.4 26.0 

0.03 0.03 0.03 

19.9 20.3 20.0 

27.8 27.4 26.8 

0.55 0.61 0.62 

13.63 13.70 13.42 

0.02 0.03 0.05 

o.oo 0.01 0.00 

0.01 0.03 0.01 

88.24 88.51 86.93 
·-------

5.583 5.572 5.594 

2.417 2.428 2.406 

Al 2.603 2.602 2.595 2.5~4 2.3S2 2.563 2.559 2.475 2.556 2.602 2.525 2.569 2.623 2.644 

Ti 

Fe 

Mn 
Mg 

Ca 

Na 

K 

0.005 

4,816 

0.097 

4.388 

0.002 

0.016 

0.006 

0.006 

4.878 

0.099 

4.309 

0.012 

0.015 

0.010 

0.005 0.007 

4.904 4.970 

o.io9 0.101 

4.314 4.328 

0.011 0.004 

0.000 o.coo 

0.001 0.003 

0.004 

4.364 

0.077 

5.004 

o.o4:; 
0.015 

0.014 

0.006 

4.815 

O.i08 

4.411 

ll.Ol3 

o.oos 
o.oos 

o.cns 

4.:63 

0.112 

4.294 

0.015 

0,009 

0.007 

0,007 

4.808 

0.105 

4.425 

0.006 

0,004 

0.002 

0.003 

4.960 

0.113 

4.314 

0.010 

0.~13 

O.C;J5 

0.005 

4.916 

0.108 

4.277 

0.006 

0.003 

r.oos 

0.004 

4.843 

0.105 

4.467 

0.005 

0.008 

0.003 

0.005 

4.931 

0.098 

4.312 

0.004 

0.000 

0.003 

0.004 

4.835 

0.108 

4.316 

0.006 

0.005 

0.008 

0.005 

4.807 

0.114 

4.295 

0.012 

0.000 

0.003 

TOTAL 1~.933 19.931 19.939 19.957 15,876 19.~29 19.964 19.932 19.974 1°,922 19.960 19.922 19.905 19.880 

FeO/M;O 1.95 2.02 2.02 2.04 l. 56 1.95 2,06 1.94 2.05 ~ .. 05 1.93 2.04 2.00 2.00 

------------------------~--

ALTER~C SCHIST:> (cant) 
----------..---
OU No. 

Uthology 

Distance from 
lode (m) 

Analysis "o. 

Si0
2 

ll02 
A1 2o3 
FeO 

MnO 

~gO 

CaD 

Na2o 
KzO 
TOTAL 

Si 

Al 

31873 

psa 

+0.85 

6 8 

25.1 25.C 

o.oo o.oo 

19.6 19.8 

29.0 28.8 

0.70 0.69 

12.48 13.37 

0.07 0.07 

0.06 0.01 

0.02 O.Oi 

87.03 87.75 

5.476 5.393 

2.524 2.607 

10 

25.6 

o.on 
19.8 

28.6 

0.58 

13.09 

0.01 

0.00 

0.03 

88.31 

5.471 

2.529 

11 

25.3 

0.00 

20.0 

28.8 

0.68 

13.45 

0.01 

0.38 

0.02 

88.64 

5.412 

2.588 

UNALTERED SCHISTS -- ------------1-----------
31874 35605 

·psa d.pel 

14 

+1.2 

2 

26.4 25.5 

o.oo o.oo 

19.2 19.4 

26.5 29.6 

0.47 0.68 

14.67 13.87 

0.04 0,03 

0.03 0.07 

0.02 0.06 

87.33 89.21 

5.628 5.425 

2.372 2.575 

16 

26.1 

o.oo 

19.6 

30.2 

0.81 

13.82 

0.11 

0.01 

0.01 

90.66 

5.474 

2.526 

20 

25.4 

0.00 

19.7 

31.7 

0.83 

12.56 

0.04 

0.01 

0.02 

90.26 

5.410 

2.590 

31 

25.5 

0.00 

19.7 

29.8 

0.65 

13.95 

0.03 

0.01 

0.02 

89.66 

5.400 

2.600 

43 

26.0 

0.00 

:i.9.5 

~9.2 

0.63 

13.00 

0.12 

0.02 

0.03 

89.30 

5.510 

2.490 

-1.65 

17 20 27 

25.0 25.5 25.7 

o;o3 o.o4 o.o6 

20.3 20.2 20.3 

28.4 27.9 27.6 

0.61 0.62 0.45 

12.51 13.34 12.48 

0.03 0.08 0.03 

0.18 0.18 0.16 

0.07 0.07 0.08 

87.13 87.93 86.86 

5.42 5.45 5.55 

2.58 2.55 2.45 

30 

25.2 

0.02 

20.3 

28.8 

0.64 

12.73 

0.02 

o.oo 

0.07 

87.78 

5.42 

2.58 

Al 

Ti 

Fe 

Mn 
Mg 

Ca 

Na 

K 

2.502 2.433 2.455 2.440 2.461' 2.301 2.322 2.338 2.325 2.377 2.61 

0.01 

.5.16 

0.11 

4.05 

0.01 

0,07 

0.02 

2.55 2.73 2.57 

0.00 

5.20 

0.12 

4.09 

0.01 

0.00 

0.02 

0.000 

5.294 

0.130 

4.054 

0.017 

0.027 

0.005 

0.000 

5.205 

0.126 

4.304 

0.017 

0.003 

0.003 

0.000 

5.113 

0.105 

4.359 

0.001 

0.000 

0.008 

0.000 

5.147 

0.123 

4.283 

0.001 

0.156 

0.006 

0.000 

4.732 

0.085 

4. £'61 

0.010 

0.012 

0.004 

o.ooo 
5.280 

0.122 

4.404 

0.008 

0.030 

0.017 

0.000 

5.296 

0.144 

4.313 

0.024 

0.002 

0.003 

o.ooo 

5.640 

0.150 

3.984 

0,009 

0,005 

0,004 

o.obo 
5.282 

0.117 

4.402 

0.007 

0.003 

0.006 

o.ooo 

5.178 

0.112 

4.356 

0.027 

o •. oo7 
0.008 

0.01 

5.00 

0.11 

4.26 

0.02 

0.07 

0.02 

0.01 

4.98 

0.08 

4.01 

0.01 

0.07 

0.02 

TOTAL 20.029 20.091 20.041 20.186 19.965 20.162 20.104 20.130 20.142 20.065 20.03 20.04 19.90 20.01 -------
FeQ/MgO 2.32 2.15 2.09 2.14 1.81 2.13 2.19 2,52 2.14 2.12 2.27 2.09 2.21 2.26 
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APPENDIX B.3 continued 

CHLORITE IN UNALTERED SCHISTS {cont) 

OU No. 

Lithology 

Distance from 
lode (m) 

Analysis No. 

Si02 
Ti02 
A1 2o3 
FeO 

MnO 

MgO 

CaO 

Si 

Al 

Al 

Ti 
Fe 

Mn 
Mg 

Ca 

Na 

K 

35505 
(cont) 

core--rim 
32 43 44 

24.8 25.0 

0.04 0.02 

20.5 20.9 

29.2 30.4 

0.60 0,59 

12.15 11.88 
n no 
VtU.) 

0.03 

0.05 

87.40 

5.39 

2.61 

2.62 

0.01 

5.31 

0.11 

3.93 

0.01 

0.01 

0.02 

0.03 

0.08 

0.05 

88.95 

5.36 

2.64 

2.63 

o.oo 
5,45 

0.11 

3.79 

0,01 

0,04 

n .01 

25.6 

0,01 

20.6 

31.1 

0,55 

11.63 

0.03 

0.12 

0,05 

89,59 

5.45 

2.55 

2.61 

o.oo 
5.53 

0,10 

3.69 

0.01 

0.05 

0.01 

31876 

psa 

+2,5 

5 

25.0. 

0.21 

19.8 

30.5 

1.09 

12.19 

O.Oi 

o.oo 
0.00 

88.80 

5,391 

2,609 

2.412 

0,034 

5.502 

0,198 

3,916 

0,00~ 

0,001 

o.coo 

8 11 

25.5 25,5 

0,17 0,19 

19,5 20,4 

30,2 29,6 

0,80 0,91 

12,41 13.14 

0,02 

0.03 

0.00 

88,63 

5,477 

2.523 

2.428 

0.028 

5.432 

0.146 

3,978 

0.005 

0,010 

u,OOO 

0.02 

0,03 

0,00 

89.79 

5.389 

2.611 

2.4o~ 

0.030 

5.229 

0,163 

4,143 

0.005 

0,013 

0.001 

70 

24.9 

0,13 

19.8 

29.5 

1.18 

12.86 

0.03 

0.01 

0.00 

88,41 

5. 0 62 

2 ,E38 

2.390 

0,022 

5,329 

0,216 

4,135 

0,008 

O.OC3 

0,001 

31877 

psa 

+3.0 

3 

25.4 

0,00 

19,4 

29.7 

0,51 

12.18 

0,01 

0.04 

0,04 

87,28 

5,529 

2.471 

2.510 

0,000 

5,412 

0,094 

3.950 

0,001 

0.017 

C.OlO 

8 

26,4 

0.00 

19.7 

29.1 

0,68 

13.02 

o.os 
0,03 

0.02 

89,00 

5.600 

2.400 

2.524 

0.000 

5.156 

0.122 

4,115 

0.012 

0,011 

0,006 

9 

25.7 

o.oo 
19.4 

30.2 

0.54 

12.05 

0.03 

0,06 

0.05 

88.03 

5,56! 

2.439 

2.502 

0.000 

5.462 

0,099 

J.es1 
0,007 

0.024 

0,013 

12 

25.1 

0,00 

19.7 

28.7 

0,64 

12.58 

0,03 

0,06 

o.o~ 

86,8F 

5.466 

2.534 

2.538 

0.000 

5.t::27 

0.118 

4.088 

0,007 

0.02~ 

0.015 

13 

26.1 

0.00 

19.8 

28.2 

0.66 

).2.98 

0.05 

0.08 

'J.07 

87.94 

5.576 

2.424 

~.580 

0.000 

5.042 

O.li9 

~.143 

0.1111 

0.033 

0.019 

AP19 

16 

25.4 

0.00 

19.3 

28.8 

0.63 

13.17 

0.02 

0.03 

0.03 

87.38 

5,502 

~.498 

2.439 

0.000 

5.217 

0.116 

4.257 

0.003 

0,014 

O,tJ08 

28 

25.4 

0.00 

20.0 

28.1 

0.62 

13.51 

0.03 

0.21 

0.17 

88.04 

5.435 

2.565 

2.491 

0.000 

5.043 

0.113 

4.31R 

n.ooo 
G.085 

0.045 

TOTAL 

FeO/MgO 

20,01 20.03 20.00 20,066 20.027 20,049 C:O.l04 1~.994 19,946 !9.988 20.017 1~.947 2.0,044 20.102 

2.40 2.56 2,67 

UNALTERED SCHISTS (cent) 

ou No. 

Lithology 

Distance from 
lode (m) 

Analysis No •. 

Si02 
Ti02 
A1 2o3 
FeO 

~1n0 

MgO 

CaO 

Na2o 
K20 

TOTAL 

Si 

Al 

Al 
Ti 
Fe 

Mn 

Mg 

Ca 
Na 

K 

35~15 

d.p~l 

-4.4 

19 

25.1 

0.01 

20.1 

29.6 

0.59 

11.42 

0.01 

0,02 

0,04 

86.89 

5.493 

2.507 

2.662 

0.001 

5.417 

0.109 

3.720 

0.003 

0.008 

0.011 

23 

25.1 

0.00 

20,6 

30.1 

0.52 

10.98 

0.02 

0,01 

0.03 

87.36 

5.463 

2.537 

2.744 

0.001 

5.476 

0.097 

3,568 

0.005 

0.003 

0.008 

24 

24,8 

0,00 

20.5 

30.~ 

0.54 

11.03 

0.03 

0.02 

0.02 

87.14 

5,425 

2.575 

2.702 

0,000 

5,524 

0.100 

3.596 

0,006 

0.009 

0.007 

2.50 2.43 

3i 

25,8 

0.09 

20.4 

28.7 

0.33 

11.84 

O.lJ.\ 

0.06 

0,03 

87,29 

5.568 

2.432 

2.742 

0.015 

5.181 

0.061 

3.806 

0.010 

0.026 

0.008 

32 

2&. \ 

0.02 

20.6 

30.3 

C.54 

10.46 

0.01 

0.02 

0.06 

87.11 

5,479 

2.521 

2.790 

0.003 

5.544 

0,101 

3,411 

0,003 

0,008 

0,018 

2,25 2.29 

31878 

psa 

+4,8 

fl, 

25,9 

0,03 

20,0 

29,3 

0.64 

12.76 

0.04 

O,Q6 

0.04 

88.77 

5.519 

2,481 

2.536 

0,004 

5,229 

0,116 

4,056 

0.009 

0.024 

0.012 

8 

25.9 

0.02 

19.9 

30,0 

0.:3 

12;50 

0.03 

0.09 

0.06 

89.05 

5,518 

2.482 

2.513 

0.004 

5,352 

0.100 

3,'377 

0.008 

0.035 

0.017 

2.4~ 

19 

25,0 

0.01 

19,8 

29,1 

0.60 

12.07 

0,00 

0.04 

0.04 

86,66 

5,475 

2.525 

2.586 

0.002 

5.319 

0.111 

3.936 

0,001 

0,016 

O.OiO 

22 

25.5 

0.02 

20.2 

29.5 

0,62 

11.99 

0,01 

0,02 

0,03 

87,89 

5,491 

2.509 

2.632 

0,003 

5,324 

0.113 

3.852 

0.003 

0,009 

0.008 

2,51 

31879 

+6.8 

1 

25.5 

0,00 

19.5 

29.3 

0.72 

11.95 

0.01 
0,0] 

0.00 

86,99 

5.562 

2.438 

2.568 

0.000 

5.347 

0.134 

3.880 

0.003 

0.005 

0.001 

2,28 2.17 

23 

24.9 

1.24 

19.& 

28.7 

0,67 

12.53 

0.03 

0.01 

0.01 

B7 .89 

5.367 

2.633 

2.389 

0.201 

5.174 

0.121 

4.025 

0.008 

0,003 

0.003 

34 

'25.3 

o.co 
19,5 

29.2 

0,39 

12,64 

0,05 

O.Oi 

0.01 

87.10 

5.503 

2.497 

2.496 

0.000 

5.315 

0,072 

4.104 

0.011 

0,004 

0,002 

2.19 2.08 

36 

25.6 

0.00 

19.4 

29,3 

0. 30 

12.71 

0.01 

0.01 

0.00 

87.33 

5.544 

2.456 

2.489 

0.000 

5.314 

0.055 

4.107 

0.002'. 

0.004 

0.000 

TOTAL 19.929 19.902 19.944 19.849 19.878 19,986 20.006 19.981 19,944 19,938 19.924 20.004 19.9ill 

FeO/MgO 2.60 2.74 2,74 2.42 2.90 2,30 2,40 2.41 2,46 2.45 2.29 2.31 2.31 

---------------------



,'> 

APPE~~IX B.3 continued 

CHLORlTE IN UNAL TEr!ED SCHISTS (cont) 

OU No. 

lithology 

Distance from 
lode (m) 

Analysis No. 

Si02 
Ti02 
Al 2o3 
FeD 

MnO 
MgO 
cao 
Na2o 
::,::0 

31902 

psa 

+25 

24.9 

o.oo 
20.2 

30.8 

0.69 

11.90 

0.04 

0.04 

0.02 

4 

25.4 

0.03 

20.4 

30.4 

0.71 

11.91 

0.06 

0.03 

0.02 

6 

25.1 

0.02 

20.3 

30.7 

0.71 

11.81 

0.05 

0.09 

0.05 

12 

25.3 

0.02 

20.1 

30.5 

0.66 

11.48 

0.07 

0.08 

0.06 

24 

25.5 

0.03 

19.9 

31.0 

0.61 

11.97 

0.06 

0.01 

0.02 

25 

25.3 

0.02 

19.7 

31.0 

0.68 

11.81 

0.04 

0.01 

0.02 

37 

25.6 

0.02 

20.2 

31.2 

0.69 

12.41 

0.09 

0,10 

0.06 

35628 

P.sa 

+32 

12 

26.9 

0.04 

19.4 

28.4 

0.76 

12.66 

0.06 

0.24 

0.14 

core -

14 

25.8 

0.03 

19.9 

28.4 

0.77 

12.03 

0.04 

0.13 

0.09 

rim 

18 

26.2 

0.03 

20,0 

29.2 

0.77 

12.07 

0.04 

0.16 

0.08 

22 

24.7. 

0.03 

20.0 

29.1 

0.83 

12.32 

0.05 

0.10 

0.06 

23 

24.9 

0.03 

20.6 

29.1 

0.74 

12.08 

0.06 

0.11 

0.08 

AP20 

31910 

psa 

+54 

1* 

25.2 

0.05 

19.8 

29.7 

0.66 

12.23 

0.03 

0.00 

0.02 

2* 

24.9 

0.03 

19.5 

30.5 

0.70 

12.01 

0.02 

0.00 

O.!i< 

TOTAL 88.59 88.96 88.83 88.27 89.10 88.58 89,37 88.60 87.19 88.55 87.19 87.70 87.6.9 87.68 

Si 

Al 

'1 

Fe 

Mn 
Mg 

Ca 

N~ 

K 

5.372 5.440 

2.628 2. 560 

2.508 2.583 

o.ooo 0.005 

5.572 5.446 

0.126 

3.834 

O.C:l8 

0.0]8 

0.006 

0.128 

3.798 

0.014 

0.014 

0.006 

5.393 

2.617 

2.543 

0.003 

5.532 

0.129 

3.788 

0.011 

o.v.:;s 
0.0:4 

5.466 

2.534 

2.594 

0.003 

5.510 

0.121 

3.696 

0.017 

0.033 

0.015 

5.466 

2.534 

2.492 

0.004 

5.566 

0.110 

3.826 

0.015 

0.003 

0.005 

5.467 

2.533 

2.479 

0.003 

5.603 

0.124 

3.800 

() 009 

0.004 

0.007 

5.449 

2.551 

2.519 

0.003 

5.376 

0.125 

3.941 

0.020 

0.040 

0.017 

5.714 

2.296 

2.562 

0,006 

5.045 

0.137 

4.008 

0.014 

0.099 

0.038 

5.583 

2.417 

2.660 

0.005 

5. '40 

0. i41 

3.880 

0.009 

0,055 

0.025 

5.595 

2.405 

2.630 

0.005 

5.215 

0.139 

3.841 

0.009 

0.066 

0.022 

5.386 6.385 

2.614 2.615 

2.528 2.638 

0.005 0.005 

5.30/' 5.264 

0.153 

~.004 

u.Ol2 

0.04~ 

0.017 

0.136 

3.1:'q4 

0.014 

0.046 

0.022 

5.471 

2.529 

2.525 

0.008 

5.382 

0.121 

3 '~152 

0.006 

0.000 

0.005 

5.427 

2.573 

2.443 

0.005 

5.573 

0.129 

3.905 

0.004 

(1.000 

0.00~ 

TOTAL 

FeO/MgO 

£J.Gi2 19.994 20.055 19.989 20.Q21 20.029 20.041 1~.919 19.915 19.927 20.06G 20.ui9 19.999 20.064 

2.59 2.55 2.60 2.66 

Vt;,'\!.ltRED S~fi!STS (cent) 

OiJ ~o. 

Lithology 

Oi stance from 
lode (m) 

ft.nalysis Mo. 

SiOz 

Ti02 
A1 2o3 
FeO 

MnO 
MgO 
CaO 

Na2o 
K20 

TOTAL 

Si 

Al 

Al 

Ti 

Fe 

Mn 
Mg 
Ca 

Na 

K· 

31~10 
(cent) 

3* 

24.3 

0.0~ 

19.9 

30.2 

0.68 

11.94 

0.02 

o.oo 
0.01 

87.08 

5.337 

2.663 

2.483 

0,006 

5.549 

0.127 

3.914 

0.005 

0.,000 

0.003 

9# 

25.1 

0.02 

19.8 

30.3 

0.69 

11.86 

0.01 

0.00 

0.01 

87.79 

5.454 

2.546 

2.523 

0,003 

5.507 

0.127 

3.844 

0.002 

o.ooo 
0.004 

10# 

25.1 

0 03 

12.5 

30.6 

0.68 

11.76 

0.02 

o.oo 
0.02 

87.71 

5.466 

2.534 

2.479 

0.006 

5.579 

0.126 

3.826 

0.005 

o.ooo 
0.005 

24 

24.9 

0.04 

19.8 

29.9 

0.73 

11.84 

0.06 

0.08 

0.08 

87.43 

5.436 

2.564 

2.522 

0.006 

5.460 

0.135 

3.850 

0.014 

0.035 

0.023 

2.59 

·27 

24,5 

0.04 

19.6 

31.3 

0.51 

11.39 

0.06 

0.01 

0.03 

87.44 

5.386 

2.614 

2.473 

0.006 

5.746 

0.094 

3.729 

0,013 

0.003 

0.007 

2.63 

29 

24.9 

0.04 

19.7 

29.9 

0.72 

11.86 

0.11 

0.01 

0.03 

f37 .27 

5.447 

2.553 

2.512 

0.006 

5.469 

0,134 

3.862 

0.025 

0.004 

0.007 

2.51 

31 

24.8 

0.01 

19.7 

30.8 

0.57 

11.60 

0.01 

o.oo 
0.02 

87.51 

5.435 

2,565 

2.506 

0.002 

5.626 

0.106 

3.782 

0.003 

0.001 

0,005 

2.'24 

38 

24.6 

0.02 

19.9 

29.6 

0.65 

11.77 

0.05 

0.03 

0.05 

86.67 

5.408 

2.592 

2.571 

0.003 

5.432 

0.121 

3,855 

0.011 

0.014 

0.015 

2.36 

31914 

psa 

-300 

26 

25.7 

0.07 

19.7 

27.9 

0,58 

13.36 

0.02 

0.02 

0.03 

87.38 

5.527 

2.473 

2.520 

0,012 

5.023 

0.106 

4.292 

0,005 

0.006 

0,010 

2.42 

31 

25.3 

0.06 

20.3 

28.7 

0.68 

12.71 

0.03 

0.03 

0.04 

87.85 

5.445 

2.555 

2.589 

0.010 

5.156 

0.124 

4.07'i 

0.008 

0.014 

0.011 

2 36 

32 

25.3 

0.00 

19.9 

28.1 

0.59 

12.62 

0.03 

0.05 

0.08 

86.67 

5.498 

2.502 

2.606 

0.000 

5.112 

0.109 

4,095 

0,006 

0,019 

0.023 

2.41 

319!2 

psa 

-680 

2.43 

22 

25.1 25.3 

0.03 0.04 

19.8 20.2 

27.6 29.3 

0.52 0.40 

13.38 12.79 

0.10 0.07 

0,05 0.01 

0.06. 0.01 

86.64 88.12 

5.452 5.431 

2.548 2.569 

2.521 2.539 

0.005 0.007 

5.013 5.270 

0.095 0.072 

4.332 4.101 

0.024 0.016 

0.022 0.004 

0.016 0.002 

2.54 

25 

25.2 

0.01 

20.2 

29.1 

0.49 

14.12 

0.03 

0.02 

0.02 

89.19 

5.340 

2.660 

2.397 

0.002 

5.163 

0.089 

4.465 

0.007 

0.009 

0.006 

TOTAL 20.087 20.010 20.026 20.045 20.071 20.019 20.031 20.012 19.974 19.987 19.970 20.028 20.011 20.138 
----------------------·~---------------------------------------

feO/HgO 2.53 2.56 2.60 2.53 2.75 2.52 2.66 2.52 2.09 2.26 2.23 2.06 2.29 2.06 

* 3 analyses on a single grain 2 analyses on a single grain 
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APPENDIX B.4 

EPIDOTES 

OU No. 

Lithology 

Distance from 
lode (m) 

Analysis No. 

5102 

Ti02 
Al 2o3 
Fe2o3 
MnO 

MgO 

CaO 

Na2o 
K2o 

TOTAL 

Si 

P.l 

Al 

Fe 

Ti 

M~ 

Mg 

Ca 

Na 

Y. 

TOTAl_ 

ll..P 21 

Chemical compositions of epidotes from altered and 
unaltered schists. Number of cations on the basis of 12.5 
oxygens, and total Fe as Fe 2o3 , and total Mn as MnO. Six 
further analyses are presented in Table B.4. 

IN fiLTERED SCHISTS 

31899 

d.psa 

-adj 

5 

37.3 

0.12 

23.0 

13.28 

0.04 

0.03 

?.3.1 

0.05 

0.04 

96.96 

3.001 

2.182 

0.804 

0.007 

0.003 

0.004 

1.9i12 

0.008 

0.004 

8.005 

9* 

38.5 

0.08 

26.0 

8.52 

0.05 

0.02 

22.8 

0.07 

0.03 

96.07 

3.059 

2.436 

0.510 

0.005 

0.003 

0.002 

1.941 

0.011 

O.G03 

35630 

pel 

+0,30 

33 

38.0 

0.09 

24.6 

12.09 

0.40 

0.11 

23.0 

0.00 

0.01 

98.30 

2.998 

0.002 

2.2~5 

0.718 

n.oos 
0.027 

0.013 

1.944 

o.ooo 
0.001 

7.994 

35631 

psa 

+0.30 

16* 

38.3 

0.19 

24.2 

12.78 

0.30 

0.06 

?.2.7 

0.01 

0.01 

98.55 

3.015 

2.24~ 

0.757 

0.011 

C.020 
n.oo; 
1. 915 

0.002 

0.001 

7.974 

31874 

psa 

+1.2 

24 

37.7 

0.00 

23.4 

14.62 

0.24 

0,04 

23.9 

0.01 

o.oo 

99.91 

2.;6 

0.04 

2.13 

0.87 

0.00 

0.02 

0.01 

2.01 

0.00 

0.00 

8.04 

33 

38.1 

o.oo 
26.4 

11.06 

o.oo 
0.02 

23.7 

0.02 

0.01 . 
99.31 

2.96 

0.04 

2.38 

0.65 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

1.97 

0.00 

o.oo, 
8.00 

35* 

37.6 

0.00 

25.9 

12.19 

o.oo 
0.02 

23.9 

0.03 

0,02 

99.66 

2.93 

0.07 

2.31 

O.i2 

0.00 

o.oo 
o.oo 
2,00 

0.01 

0.00 

8.04 

UNALTERED SCHISTS 

35605 

d.pel 

-1.65 

19 

37.9 

0.09 

27.2 

9.84 

0.11 

0.00 

23.7 

0.00 

0.01 

23 

37.9 

0.04 

26.6 

10.10 

0.03 

0.01 

23.8 

0.00 

0.01 

24 

37.5 

0.11 

23.5 

13.74 

0.06 

0.11 

23.5 

0.00 

0.01 

98.85 98.49 98.53 
·------

2.95 2.96 2.97 

0.05 0.04 0.03 

2,1;5 

0.58 

0.01 

0.01 

0.00 

1.98 

0.00 

0.00 

8.03 

2.41 2.17 

0.60 0.82 

0.00 0.01 

0.00 0.01 

0.00 "0.01 

2.00 2.00 

0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 

8.01 8.02 

~~x ____________ ~zs~·~g ____ ~l~7.~3 ____ ~2~3~.s~--~2~5~.2~--~2~8~.6 ____ ~2~1~.2~--~2~~~-2~--~J~s~.,A~--~~~9~.7~--~27~.~2--

OU No. 

l it:1ology 

Distance from 
lode (m) 

Analysis No. 

Sio2 
Ti02 
Al 2o3 
Fe2o3 
MnO 

MgO 

CaO 

Na2o 
KzO 
TOTAL 

Si 

Al 

Al 

Fe 

Ti 

Mn 

Mg 

Ca 

Na 

K 

TOTAL 

Ps% 

35605 
(cont) 

35 

38.3 

0.11 

26.8 

10.10 

0.09 

0.02 

24.0 

0.00 

0.03 

99.44 

2.97 

0.03 

2.42 

0.59 

0.01 

0.01 

0.00 

1.99 

o.oo 
o.oo 

3.02 

19.4 

31876 

psa 

+2.5 

17 

38.6 

0.30 

25,9 

10.19 

0.32 

0.04 

23.1 

0.02 

o.oo 
98.47 

3.02 

2.39 

0.60 

0.02 

0.02 

0.01 

1.93 

0.00 

0.00 

7.99 

20.1 

)9 

33.1 

0.23 

26.2 

10.28 

0.00 

0.02 

23.3 

0.02 

0.00 

98.15 

2.99 

0.01 

2.41 

0.61 

0.01 

o.oo 
0.00 

1.96 

0.00 

0.00 

7.99 

19.8 

31S77N 

psa 

+3.0 

30 

37.9 

0.00 

26.3 

9.37 

0.09 

0.02 

23.~ 

0.03 

0.01 

97.12 

2.997 

0.003 

2.448 

0.558 

o.ooo. 
0.006 

0.002 

1.982 

0,005 

0.001 

8.002 

18.5 

* core of zoned epidote; rim is more clinozoisitic, 

31878 

~sa 

+4.8 

37 .~ 

0.08 

26.1 

10.27 

0,25 

0,30 

23.3 

0.03 

0.0?. 

97.95 

2.96 

0.04 

2.38 

0.61 

0.01 

0.02 

0.04 

1.97 

0.01 

0.00 

8.04 

20.1 

20 

37.4 

U.08 

26.~ 

10.39 

0.44 

0.20 

23.3 

0.03 

0.02 

98.26 

2.94 

0.06 

2.39 

0.62 

0.01 

0.03 

0.02 

1.96 

0.01 

o.oo 

8.04 

20.2 

21 

37.8 

0,06 

26,2 

10.52 

0.13 

0.21 

22.2 

0.02 

0.01 

97.15 

2.99 

0.01 

2.43 

0.63 

0.00 

0.01 

0.03 

1.88 

0.00 

o.oo 

7,98 

20.5 

31879 

psa 

+6,8 

8 

38.1 

o.oo 
24.8 

11.34 

0.33 

0.06 

22.5 

0.04 

0.00 

97.17 

3.03 

2.32 

0.68 

0,00 

0.02 

0.01 

1.92 

0.01 

0.00 

7.99 

22.7 

21 

38.5 

0.00 

29.4 

6.12 

0.24 

0.04 

23.7 

0.00 

0.00 

98.00 

2.98 

0.02 

2.66 

0.36 

o.oo 
0.02 

0.01 

1.97 

0.00 

o.oo 

8.02 

11.8 

26 

37.9 

o.oo 
22.6 

14.41 

0.00 

0.06 

22.7 

0.00 

0.00 

97.69 

3.03 

2.13 

0.87 

0.00 

o.oo 
0.01 

1.94 

0.00 

0.00 

7.98 

29.0 
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APPE~IDIX B.4 continued 

EPIDOTE$ ltl UNALTERED SCHISTS (cont) 

OU N'O. 31879 ! 31902 35628 31910 

-_~:_.;_;~;;_:_;:_r_r_orn ____ __J 'col''' I _+_P3:~: ______ 3_8 ______ ~~------4-1 __ ~ __ :_:_: ______ ~------~7---L ___ :1:~: ____ ___ 
P.nalysis No. ·- 40 

Si02 
Tia2 
Al 2o3 
Fe2o3 
MnO 

MgO 
CaO 

Na 2o 
K20 

38.0 38.4 38.4 38.5 38.5 39.6 39.4 38.6 36.6 37.1 

0.00 0.04 0.14 0.13 0.02 0.03 0.18 0.12 0.12 0.10 

23.7 23.9 24.3 23.5 23.6 26.0 25.7 25.5 21.6 23.9 

13.30 13.33 11.88 12.48 12.71 8.62 8,49 9,56 14.83 11.69 

0.00 0.17 0.39 0.23 0.19 0.10 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.45 

0.05 0.05 0.04 0.07 0.04 0.04 0.01 o.oo 0.08 0.04 

22.8 22.3 22,8 23.0 22,6 22.8 23.n 22.8 22.8 22.3 

o.o2 o.o5 o.oo o.o3 0.04 o.o2 o.rJ o.oo o.o2 o.o4 

0.00 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.03 0,03 0.04 0.00 ;),02 0.03 

TOTAL 97.87 98.26 97.96 97.96 97.73 97.24 96.89 96.63 96.11 95.65 

-s,-· ---------------3-. o-2-----3-.-03------3 .-o-3-----3-.· o-5------3 .-o-5----3-.-1-02----3-.1 c1 3. os9 2 gg 3. 01 

Al 0.01 

Al 2.22 2.23 2,25 2.20 2.21 2.401 2.384 2.382 2.07 

Fe 0.80 0.79 C.71 0.74 0.75 0,508 0,503 0.570 0.91 

0.00 o.oo 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.002 0.011 O.OC7 0.01 Ti 

Mn o.o;: o.o1 o·,o3 o.o2 o.o1 o.oo1 o.oo5 o.oo3 o.oo 
Hg 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.005 0.001 c.ooo 0.01 
Ca 1.94 1.89 1,93 1.95 1.92 1.9~4 1.939 1.936 2.00 
Na 0.00 0.01 O.O'l 0.01 0.01 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.00 
K :i,OO 0.00 O.uo 0.00 0.00 C,OG3 0.004 0.000 0.00 

TOTAl 7.99 7.96 1.97 7.99 7.97 7.945 7.948 7.957 8.00 ------- ----------
_Ps_x __________ z_£_. 5 ___ 2_6_._2 ___ 2_4_. o ___ 25.£ ___ 2_s_._6 ___ 1_1_. 5 ____ 17_._~_-___ , _1_9_. 3 ___ 3_o .4 

OU No. 

lithology 

Distance from 
lode (m) 

31914 

psa 

-300 

Analysis No. 19 21 22 28 

Si02 39.4 38.5 40.0 38.4 38.9 

Ti02 0,05 0.15 0.07 0.12 0.10 

Al20J 26.2 25.8 26.9 26.4 26.6 

Fe2o3 9.77 10.51 9.30 8.49 9.47 

MnO 0.10 0.24 0.14 0,29 0.25 

!-!gO 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.~2 

CaO 23.2 23.1 22.2 22.4 23.6 

Na20 0.01 0.01 0.18 O.Ol 0.00 

K2o 0.02 0.02 0.04 O.GQ 0.02 
~~--------------------------------

TOTAL 98.78 98.36 98.84 96.12 98.95 

Si 

Al 
3.05 3.01 3.08 3405 3.02 

Al 

Fe 

Ti 

Mn 

Mg 

Ca 

Na 

K 

TOTAL ---------
Ps% 

2.40 

0.57 

0.00 

0.01 

0.00 

1.93 

0.00 

0.00 

7.97 

19.2 

2.38 

0.62 

0.01 

0.02 

o.oo 
1.94 

0.00 

o.oo 

7.98 

20.7 

2.44 

0.54 

0.01 

0.00 

0.00 

1.83 

0.03 

0.00 

7.93 

lG.l 

* Core of zoned epidote; rim is more clinozoisitic 

2.47 

0,51 

0.01 

0.02 

o.oo 

1.91 

0,00 

0.00 

7.97 

17.1 

2.43 

0.55 

0.01 

0.02 

0.00 

1.95 

0.00 

o.oo 

7.99 

18.5 

34 

38.9 

0.20 

26.8 

9,51 

0.09 

0.02 

22.9 

0.02 

O.Oi 

98.45 

3.02 

31912 

psa 

-reo 
19 

37 .A 

0.16 

25.0 

11.78 

0.28 

0.19 

22.9 

0.02 

0.15 

98.28 

2.S3 

0.02 

2.46 2.31 

0.56 0.70 

0.01 0.01 

0.01 0.02 

0.00 0.02' 

1.91 1.94 

0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.02 

7.97 I 8,02 

18.5 23.1 

20 

38.4. 

0.02 

26.6 

10.30 

0.15 

0.01 

2?..9 

0.01 

0.02 

98.41 

3.00 

2.45 

0.61 

0.00 

0.01 

0.00 

1.92 

0.00 

0.00 

7.99 

19.9 

28 

"1.8.6 

0.17 

26.~ 

10.06 

0.83 

0.14 

22.5 

0.00 

0.0~ 

98.94 

3.00 

2.44 

0.59 

0.01 

0.06 

0.02 

1.87 

0.00 

o.oo 

7.99 

19.5 

2.1.? 

0.71 

0.01 

0.03 

0.01 

1.94 

0.01 

0.00 

8.01 

23.7 
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APPENDIX B.S Chemical compositions of pumpellyites from altered schist. 
Number of cations on the basis of 24.5 oxygens, and 
total Fe as FeO. Analyses of pumpellyites from 
unaltered schists appear in Table B.S. 

PUMPELLYITE IN ALTERED SCHISTS* 

OU No. 31889 35630 

Lithology d.psa pel 

Distance from 
lode (m) -adj +0.30 

1-• 
:~nalysis No. 6 8 20 24 26 28 36 

Si0
2 38.0 38.6 39.9 40.0 38.7 38.0 39.1 

TiO 
2 

o.oo 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0,03 o.oo o.oo 
Al

2
o

3 
23.2 24.8 24.5 24.6 25.,3 24.8 25.2 

> 

FeO# 5.45 4.92 5.26 5.35 3.10 3.32 4.81 

HnO C.21 0.19 0.26 0.24 0.38 0,39 0.21 

'p. MgO 0.76 0.59 0.62 0.63 3.04 3.04 1.41 

:> CaO 22.3 22.6 20.2 21.:2 21.8 22.1 21.7 

Na 0 
2 

0.06 0"11 0.14 0.12 o.utl o.oo 0.05 

K
2

0 0.05 0.10 0.03 0.03 0.01 o.oo 0.01 

TOTAL 90.03 91.91 90.91 92 .2.1 92.40 91.65 92.49 
·, 

.~ ~> Si 6.340 6.282 6.501 £,,445 6.197 6.158 6.284 

Al 4.559 4.753 4.695 4.680 4.773 4,738 4.776 

."'- Ti 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 o.ooo 0,000 0,001 

Fe 0.760 0.671 0. 716 0.722 0,415 0,449 0.548 

Mn 0.030 0.026 0.036 0.033 0,051 0.054 0.029 

Mg 0.189 0.142 0.151 0.152 0,724 0.735 0.338 

2: X, y 5.538 5.592 5.598 5.587 5.966 5.970 5.792 

Ca 3.987 3.939 3.528 3.663 3,741 3.841 3.744 

Na 0.019 0.034 0.043 0.037 0.013 o.ooo 0,014 

K 0.010 0.020 0.005 0.006 0.002 o.ooo 0.002 

2: w 4.016 3.993 3.576 3.706 3.756 3.841 3.760 

# Total Fe as FeO 

* Analyses of pumpellyi tes in unaltered schists are presented in Table B.S. 

Number of cations on the basis of 24.5 oxygens 
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APPENDIX B.6 Chemical compositions of amphiboles from altered and 
unaltered schists. Number of cations on the basis ·of 23 
oxygens, and total Fe as FeO. Seven further analyses are 
presented in Table B.7. All actinolites except 31914/23 
are metamorphic; the remaining amphiboles are detrital. 

A.~PHIBOLES IN 

cu No. 

Distance from 
lode (m) 

Analysis No. 

ALTERED SCHIST 

31874 

+1.2 

10 

53.4 

0.00 

0.45 

18.80. 

0.31 

13.36 

12.69 

0.32 

0.04 

44 

50.1 

1.17 

4.91 

12.10 

0.45 

15.67 

12.11 

1.05 

0.51 

UNAL TEREO SCHISTS 

31876 

•2.5 

6 

46.5 

1.08 

6.56 

14.00 

1.12 

14.50 

11.82 

0.95 

0.54 

12 

53.2 

0.28 

0.61 

17.72 

0.40 

13.22 

12.34 

0.18 

0.01 

26 

54.1 

0.01 

0.99 

17.19 

0.46 

!2.86 

!2 .?9 

0.12 

0.02 

31877 

+3.0 

29. 

53.6 

o.oo 
!.14 

16.73 

0.31 

12.86 

.3.40 

0.27 

0.06 

31878 

+4.8 

2 

51.9 

0.01 

0.82 

16.68 

0.28 

13.83 

12.31 

0.!3 

0.06 

3 

50.8 

0.33 

4.73 

16.34 

0.45 

14.33 

11.04 

0.95 

0,35 

6 

54.1 

o.oo 
0.78 

16.60 

0.27 

13.£6 

12.54 

0.30 

0.03 

II 

48.8 

0.48 

8.85 

12.26 

0.24 

13.87 

12.14 

1.28 

0.18 

31879 

+6.8 

15 

52.5 

o.oc 
0.87 

17.21 

0.76 

12.82 

12.13 

0.35 

0.05 

16 

45.6 

!.99 

6.96 

20.8 

0.92 

9.29 

10.76 

!.23 

0.68 

35 

47.5 

0.07 

6.00 

17.01 
0.16 

12.65 

10.90 

1.25 

0,60 

31902 

+25 

23 

53.9 

0.00 

0.97 

17.64 

0.22 

12.85 

12.04 

0.31 

0.05 

45 

53.9 

o.oo 
0.97 

17.86 

0.28 

12.36 

12.34 

0.24 

0.05 

TOTAL 99.37 98.13 97.07 97.96 98.14 98.37 96.02 99.32 97.88 93.10 96.69 98.23 96.14 97.98 98.00 

Si 

Al 

a 

Al 

Ti 

Fe 

Mn 

Hg 

tY 

Ca 

N• 

K 

IX, A 

7.803 

0.077 

7.880 

0.000 

2.297 

0.038 

2.909 

5.244 

1.986 

0.092 

0.007 

2.085 

7.254 

0.746 

8.000 

0.091 

0.128 

1.472 

0.055 

3.382 

5.120 

1.879 

0.293 

0.094 

2.266 

6.929 

1.071 

8.000 

0.079 

0.121 

1.743 

0.142 

3.218 

5.303 

1.836 

0.274 

0.102 

2.262 

2 a:dal colour pale pale deep 
brown brown bro\;n 

Classification* act act.hbl Mg-hbl 

OU No. 

Uis.tance from 
lode (m) 

Analysis No. 

Si02 
Ti02 
A1 2o3 
FeO 

UIII'.LTER£0 SCHIST!. (cont) 

35628 

+32 

4 

55.7 

0.00 

!.16 

!6.34 

0.51 

12.98 

12.08 

0.19 

0.05 

5 

55.5 

0.01 

0.96 

16.96 

0.29 

12.84 

12.08 

0.18 

0.05 

16 

55.1 

0.00 

1.09 

17.44 

0.26 

12.79 

12.29 

0.22 

0.04 

7.835 

0.106 

7.941 

0.031 

2.182 

0.050 

2.903 

!i.lGG 

1.947 

0.051 

0.002 

2.000 

pale 
Lru~-m 

act 

31910 

+54 

4 

45.9 

1.83 

6,86 

16.1'. 

0.32 

13.19 

10.89 

1.76 

0.64 

!-I nO 

MgO 

cao 
Na2o 
~ezo 

TOTAL 99.01 98.87 99.23 97.53 

7.909 

0.091 

R.OOO 

O.C79 

0.001 

l.I02 

0.057 

2.803 

1.94; 

0.034 

0.005 

1.980 

pale 
brown 

act 

7,838 

0.162 

8.000 

0.035 

0.000 

2.046 

0.038 

2.803 

4.922 

2.100 

0.077 

0,011 

2.188 

pale 
bro'im 
act 

7.780 

0.145 

7.925 

0.001 

2.092 

0.035 

3. 092 

!i,220 

1.977 

0.038 

0.012 

2.027 

light 
green 

act 

7.355 

0.645 

8.000 

0.163 

0.036 

1.979 

0.055 

~ .094 

5.327 

1.713 

0.267 

0.064 

2.044 

green 

act.h~l 

rim-~ core core-- rim 
19 

52.3 

0.00 

0.93 

17.93 

0.27 

12.27 

12.30 

0.28 

0.04 

96.32 

20 36 

45.6 42.1 

1.52 !.67 

6.47 S.ll 

17.00 15.55 

0.41 0.38 

12.62 12.85 

!O.P.. 10.97 

1.62 1.62 

0.64 0.66 

96.69 96.91 

37 

53.2 

0.00 

o:5o 
18.30 

0.25 

12.!5 

12.25 

0.19 

0.05 

96.89 

7.915 

0,085 

8,000 

0.050 

0.000 

2.031 

0.034 

2.893 

5.008 

1.966 

0.885 

0.006 

2.057 

light 
green 

oct 

31914 

-300 

23 

52.0 

0.32 

3.43 

11.05 

0.35 

16.93 

12.36 

0,50 

0.04 

97.03 

7.036 

0.964 

8.000 

0.542 

0.052 

1.479 

0.029 

2.9a3 

5.oas 

1.878 

0.359 

0.032 

2.269 

llg-hbl 

25 

54.1 

0.04 

0.70 

16.84 

0.51 

14.34 

12.87 

0.34 

0.07 

99.81 

7.838 

0.!53 

7.991 

0.000 

2.149 

0.096 

2.854 

5.0>9 

1.941 

0.101 

0.010 

2.052 

pale 
green 

act 

30 

46.2 

1.88 

7.16 

15.81 

0.42 

12.77 

10.76 

1.86 

0.70 

97.56 

6.914 

1.086 

8.000 

0.158 

0.228 

2.637 

0.118 

2.101 

5.24~ 

1.750 

0.360 

0.131 

2.241 

deep 
green 
Fe-hbl 

31912 

-680 

~ 

49.7 

0.76 

4.23 

11.89 

0.84 

16.44 

11.28 

1.06 

0.31 

96.51 

7 .!79 

0.821 

8.000 

0.247 

0.008 

2.!49 

0.020 

2.849 

5.273 

1.765 

0.366 

0.117 

2.248 

green 

Mg-hbl 

24 

7.905 

0.094 

8.000 

0.073 

0.000 

2.162 

0.028 

2.809 

5.072 

J.8QO 

0.088 

0.010 

1.988 

light 
brown 

>ct 

32 

46.5 43.2 

1.13 3.25 

7.47 9.63 

!5.41 15.46 

0.34 0.21 

13.43 12.06 

!1.60 10.76 

1.17 2.88 

0.61 0.18 

97.66 97.63 

7.918 

0.082 

8.000 

0.086 

0.000 

2.193 

0.035 

2.705 

5.019 

1.942 

0.068 

0.010 

2.020 

1 ight 
brown 

act 

---------------------- -------------------------
Si 

1\1 

tZ 

Al 

Ti 

Fe 

Mn 

Mg 

IY 

8.004 8.007 7.950 6.858 7.848 6.905 6.765 7.931 7.517 7.800 6.889 7.302 6.899 6.457 

ca 
Na 

K 
IX, A 

8.004 

0.197 

0.000 

!.9C4 

0.082 

2.780 

5.003 

1.860 

0.053 

0.009 

1.922 

8.007 

0.163 

0.001 

2.046 

O.C35 

2.7i51 

5.006 

1.867 

0.050 

0.009 

1.926 

Z axial colour p2:le pale 
bt'O\'m brown 

C1ass1f1cation"' act act 

0.050 1.142 0.152 1.095 !.235 0.069 0.403 0.117 !.Ill 0.698 1.101 1.543 

8.000 

0.135 

0.000 

2.105 

0.032 

2.750 

5.022 

1.900 

0.062 

0.007 

1.969 

pale 
green 

act 

8.000 

0.067 

0.206 

2.018 

0.040 

2.941 

5.272 

1.715 

0.510 

0.121 

2.376 

8.000 

0.0!3 

0.000 

2.252 

0.034 

2.746 

5.045 

1.979 

0.00! 

0.008 

2.068 

8.000 

0.061 

0.173 

2.152 

0.052 

2.851 

5.289 

1.755 

0.475 

0.124 

2.354 

8.000 8.000 

0.201 0.0!8 

0.188 0.000 

!.952 2.283 

0.048. 0.031 

2.876 2.702 

5.265 5.034 

1.765 1.958 

0.472 o.ns5 

0.126 0.010 

2.363 2.023 

deep light deep deep light 
brown green brown bt·own brown 

Hg-hbl act Mg-hbl Mg·hbl act 

8.ooo 
0.100 

0.035 

1.335 

0.042 

3.658 

5.170 

1.914 

0.140 

0,006 

2.060 

light 
green 
act 

7.917 

0.004 

2.030 

0.062 

3.080 

5.176 

1.984 

0.096 

0.013 

2.093 

pale 
green 

act 

8.000 

0.147 

0.21C 

1.971 

0.053 

2.837 

5.218 

1.719 

0.538 

0.132 

2.389 

8.000 

C.035 

0.084 

1.462 

0.104 

3.604 

5.289 

1.778 

0.303 

0.058 

2.143 

8.000 

0.204 

0.126 

1.911 

0.043 

2.970 

5.254 

!.844 

0.336 

0.115 

2.295 

8.000 

0.155 

0.366 

1.934 

0.026 

2.689 

5.170 

1.724 

0.835 

0.033 

2.592 

deep pa 1 e deep deep 
brown bro\om brown brown 

Mg-hbl act.hbl "·9·hbl F.p.hbl 

* act .. actinolite; act.hbl .., ilC~inolitic hornblrmde; Fe-hbl .. ferro-hornblende; t.-tg-hbl .. magnesia-hornblende; fe-act"" ferro-actinolitei 

Fe.parg .. t1tan1ferous ferro~n pargr,site; F.p.hbl .. titaniferous fertoan pllrg-Jsitic hornblende. 
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APPENDIX D.O: Bulk rock chemical analysis of schists by wet chemical, 
X-ray fluorescence and spark source mass spectrometry 
methods. 

Fresh schist.s (100-500 g) were collecb::d in traverses from the 
Glenorchy Lode tm¥ards unaltered schist from t.hree sites (Fig. 1) : an 
opencast sectioni a drillhole, GDDH 26a (drill core), an exploratory 
adit (No. 9 Level, Sl31). The location of the samples and the 
perpendicular distance from each schist sample to the Glenorchy Lode 
are given in Appendix A.l. 

Weathered and cut surfaces, and all except the very fine quartz 
VLins were removed from the schist samples after breaking the samplec 
into 1 em cubes -vli th an hydraulic rock splitter. The rock chips \vere 
wasi.1ed in distilled water, dried, and then crushed in a tungs·ten carb:!.de 
swing mill. Because of the micaceous nature of the schist samples and 
tJ.,e tendency for the crushed pov;-der to adhere firmly to u~~; mill walls, 
a clean beach sand was crushed for 15 seconds between successive 
sample crushing·s to scour the previous schist saruple :f.-::om the mill walls. 
A small portion of the schist sample was crushed for 5 seconds, then 
discarded; the rema.inder of the schist sample was then cr-ushed in 80-100 g 
po1:ti.ons for 4 seconds. All of the crushed sc~:ist which did not pass 
through 60 TO.esh cloth was recrushed for 4 seconds, until the whole 
sruuple was -60#. This sample was "coned ar,d quarte:r.ed" and a 2-4 g 
portion retained for ferrous iron determination. The re~ainder of the 
sa.J.nple was then cr1..1.shed for 60 seconds. 

The saTO.ples used for tungsten analysis required special attention 
in preparation, ar,d were c:cushed in a chrorr,ium steel swL1g mill for 
10 seconds, "coned and quartered" to a 10 g samp:i.e, then further ground 
in ;:m agate mortar. 'J.'o establish the degree of tungsten contamination 
in these samples, a 3 g sample of 'specpure' Sio2 was crushed for 20 
seconds in the chromium steel swing mill. Th•3 degree of tungsten 
contamination in the 'specpure' sio2 would be expected t:;, be greater 
t~1an in the schist samples because of the smaller sample size and longer 
crushing time. The result of ·the analysis for tunqsten in tl!e 1 specpure 1 

Sio2 (Table D. 3) indi(;ates T;J contamination during crushing of the schist 
samples was insignificant. 

Wet r'hemical Methods 

Ferrous iron (FeO) was analysed by the tit.ration method of Wilson 
(1955) • Na2o and K2o contents of "the schists were detennined on an 
Evans Electroselenium Ltd Model A flame photometer. K2o was also 
analysed by XRF, the difference in K2o values between the bvo methods 
being less than 2 9o of the total K2o present. The XRF values were 
generally slightly higher, and were taken as the K2o contents of the 
schists. MgO determined by atomic absorption was within 2% of t.he XRF 
MgO values, and was used as the correct value. H2o was determined by 
the Penfield methodr and C02 by the absorption met.hod (Peck, 1964). 

Analysis of major elements Si, Al, Ti, Fe, I-1n, I-1gr Ca, K, and P, 
and trace elements Ni, Cu, Zn, Rb, Sr, Y, Zl=, Pb, and Th, \-Jas undertaken 
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on a Siemens SF<S-1 X-ray fluorescence unit in the Analytical Facility 
at Victoria University of ~'Vellington~ Major element. concentrations 
were determined on fused glass discs prepared on a duration mould from 
a mixture of 0.5 g sample, 0.035 g ammoniu,'Il nitratef and 2.68 g flux 
(lithium tetraborate, lithiu.rn carbonate, and lanthanum oxide). 
Element concentrations \>Jere measured relative to an artificial standard 
(FSL) which had been calibrated using a range of international :r:ock 
standards. Background concentrations were measured at the peak position 
on a disc free of the element being measured~ Other international 
rock standards (JB~l, JG-1, Ando et al., 1974; G-2, AGVr GSP-1, BCR-1, 
Flanagan, 1973) were used to checkthe calibration. 

Comparison of compositions of some international rock standards 
obtained i.n this study (TS) wi tl: rock sta:r1dard compcsi tions accepted by 
Victoria Univ-::;rsity (VU) and based on data of Flanagan. (1973) and 
Ando ~al. (1974) are .f:Jreseni.:.ed :br~lo\'1: 

--------------
JB-1 JG-1 AGV 

TS vu TS vu TS 
------~ ·---------~--·-·------= 

Si02 52.15 52.18 72.64 72.28 58.56 

TiO,. 1.27 1.34 O.L-7 0.27 
L 

1.05 

Al 2o3 14.57 14.53 14.22 14.23 16.82 

Fe 2o3 9~03 8.96 2.14 2.17 6.75 

MnO 0.15 0.15 0.06 0.06 ').09 

HgO 7.76 7.74 0.74 0.73 l.46 

CaO 9.29 9.24 2.19 2.17 4.90 

K2o 1.42 1.44 11.00 3.96 2.92 

P205 0.27 0.26. 0.09 0.10 0.49 

Duplicate discs of t~.;ro schist samples were analysed. The results 
presented belovJ demonstrate that the precision of the method 'io·Jas 
t:xcellent: 

31875 35617 
a b a b 

vu 

59.00 

1.04 

17.25 

6.76 

0.10 

1.53 

4.90 

2.89 

0.49 

>.<~-........ -----

Si02 ·61.2 60.7 60.8 60.8 

Ti02 
0.78 0.77 0.86 0.86 

A1 2o3 16.5 16.5 16.2 16.2 

Fe2o3 
5.85 5.91 6.11 6.02 

MnO 0.09 0,09 0.10 o.J.o 

MgO 2.36 2.30 2.42 2.42 

CaO 4.02 4.02 2.37 2.36 

K2o 1 •. 96 1.96 2.22 2.22 

P205 0.18 0.17 0.18 0.17 
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Trace elements vmre determined on pressed powders, and analyses 
of two USGS standard rocks are compared with analyses quoted by 
Flanagan (1973) in Table D.OA. The trace element data for the Mt J"udah 
schists are presented in Table D.3. 

§~a~ce Mass Spectrometry 

The concentrations of Rb, Y, Nb, Sb, Cs, Ba., rare earth elements, 
W, Pb, Th, and U in one lode and seven schist samples were detennined 
on an AEl MS702 spark-source mass spectrometer at the Soil Bureau 
Lower Hutt, N.Z., and ~he results are presented in Tables D.3 and D.4. 
The samples were prepm:·ed and data w·ere processed following the methods 
described by '.L'aylor (1965b, l97l). The procedure has been outlined 
by Howo.rth and Rankin (1975). The data obtained are considered to have 
a precision of ± 15%. Comparisor, o£ analysis of a USGS standard rock 
with the ar.alysis given by Flanagan· (1973) is presented in Table D.OA. 
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TABLE D. OA Comparison of minor and trace element data 
for two USGS standard rocks (concentrations 
in ppm). 

GSP-1 BCR-1 

XRF+ Quoted* XRF Quoted* 

Cu 25 33.3' 18 18.4' 

Ni 9 12.5' 14 15.8' 

Zn 106 98 121 120 

Sr 230 233 322 330 

Zr 523 500 171 (190) 

Rb 252 254 47 46.6 

Th 89 104 3.5 6.0 

Pb 63 51.3' 8 17.6' 

y 28 30.4 1 45 37.1' 

u 30 l.f I 

Nl: 13.5 

Yb 3.36' 

Er 3.S9 

Ho (1. 2) 

Dy 6.3 

Tb 1.0 

Gd 6.6 

Eu 1.94 

Sm 6.6' 

Nd 29 

Pr (7) 

Ce 53.9 

La 26' 

Ba 675 

Cs .95 

* from Flanagan (1973) • Parentheses = magnitude 
apostrophes = average 
underlined = recommended 

+ XRF = X-ray Fluorescence Spectrometry 
SSMS = Spark Source Hass Spectrometry 
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SSMS+ 

5.7 

19 

44 

1.7 

14 

'".l 1:. 
~ . ..., 
3.5 

1.2 

6.2 

1.4 

6.8 

1.9 

6.4 

21 

6.8 

51 

24 

690 

1.0 
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APPENDIX D.l Bulk rock chemical compositions and normative compositions 
of Mt. Judah schists. The method of bulk rock chemical 
analysis is discussed in Appendix D, and the procedure 
of normative analysis is described in Appendix D.2. 

OU No. 
Lithology 
Distance from 

lode (m) 

Si02 
T102 
Al 2o3 
Fe2o3 
rtio 
MnO 
MgO 
CaO 
Na2o 
~0 
P205 
C02 
H20+ 

H20-

TOTAL 

Albite 
~luscovi tc 
Ql''lrt.z 
Chlor-ite 
Sphene 
Apatite 
Epidote 
Actinolite 
Calcite 
Rutile 

OPENCAST SECTION 

31871 
psa 

31872 
psa 

31873 
psa 

+adj +0.50 +0.85 

57.3 55.0 57.6 
0.92 0,99 1.00 

17.3 17.0 17.7 
0.63 0,55 1.13 
5.72 6.30 5,52 
0.10 0.12 0.12 
2.89 3.26 3.02 
2.42 3.02 2.89 
4.36 
2.51 

1.29 
2.81 

0.14 

4.14 
2,35 
0.20 
1.57 
3.37 

0.08 

5.94 
1.01 
0.20 
0.12 
2,57 

0.08 

31874 
psa 

+1.2 

56.4 
0.99 

17.6 
1.11 
5.56 
0.12 
2.97 
3.74 
5.10 
1.09 
0.21 
0,51 

2.78 

0.10 

31875 
psa 

+2.5 

61.2 
0.78 

16.5 
1.45 
3.96 
0,09 
2,39 
4.02 
4.14 
1.95 
0.18 
0.03 
2.35 

0,11 

98.60 97.95 98.90 98.28 99.15 

40.5 39.0 54.6 47.5 38.5 
22.6 22.3 9.4 9.7 18.0 
15.7 13.7 9.0 
12.9 16.7 17.6 
1.c 2.0 2.1 
0.45 0.43 0.43 

i'.l 

3,4 4.2 0.3 
0.14 0.32 

12.0 
17.9 
1.6 
0.45 
9.5 

1.3 
08 

17.2 
8,8 
1.7 
0,37 

10.9 
4.7 
0.1 

31877 

psa 

+3.0 

57.1 
1.01 

16.4 
1.65 
5.52 
0.13 

3.04 
5.16 
4.12 
1.32 
0,20 
0.03 

2.69 

0.11 

31878 
psa 

+4.8 

59.2 
0.84 

17.5 
1.26 
4.51 
0.10 
2.3!; 
3.41 
4.80 
1.79 
0.19 
0.02 
2.5~ 

0.14 

98.48 98.74 

38.8 44.5 
1?.5 16.8 
12.8 
12.9 
2.2 
0.43 

14.2 
6.5 
0.1 

1:1.1 

12.0 
1.8 
0.42 
9.4 
1.9 

0.1 

TOTI'.t. 97.29 98,65 100,53 100.13 100.27 100.43 100.12 

Residual 
A1 3+ 
Fe3+ 

2+ Fe 

cation % (+) and deficient cation % (-) 
+1.29* +1.00* -0.48 +0.29 

-0.13 -0.08 -0.23 
+1.48# +0,60# -0.08 -0.24 

-0,27 
+0.16 

-0.30 
-0.30 
+0.34 

-0.2 
+0.1 

SCHIST INCLUSIONS 

31952 
d.psa 

incl 

60.6 
0.76 

17.5 
1.47 
3.68 
0.04 
1.30 
1.61 
3.91 
3.83 
0.16 
0.73 

2.63$ 

98.72 

36.4 
38.2 
15.5 
4.7 
1.4 
0.35 

1.9 
0.07 

98.52 

-0.28 
+0.45 
+1.22# 

31953 
d,pel 

i ncl 

56.4 
0.87 
19.~ 

1.~6 

4.05 
O.C6 
1.96 

2.85 
3.15 
4.44 
0.25 
1.32 

"' 3.21"' 

99.0~ 

29.t, 

39.9 
14.3 

5.6 

1.9 
0.53 

1.0 

3.5 

96.23 

+2.39* 
+0.19 
+1.28# 

------------------------·-------------~--

* 

# 

$ 

a 

Excess aluminium may be accounted for by presence of kaolinite in these schists. Kaolinite was 
not observed in 35601, 35618, 35619. 

Excess Fe2+ may be due to the presence of iron sulphides (mainly pyrite) in the schist close to the 
lode. 

H2o- not determined for 31952 and 31953; number quoted is total 1120. 

Actinolite is present in minor amounts ·in this schist. 
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APPENDIX D.l continued 

""""""'" .. ""'~----~-
GDDH 26a (FW) -----·-

OU No. 35607 35508 35610 35611 35612 35613 35614 35615 

Lithology psa/pel d .pel d.psa d.psa psa/pel psa/pel d,pel d,pcl 

I'> 
Distance from 

lode (m) uadj -0.20 -0.90 -1.45 -2.0 ~2.8 -3.6 -4.4 

-
Si02 56.1 55.1 56.7 55.6 59.5 60,6 56.2 57.3 

Ti02 0.88 0.97 0.90 0.93 0,76 0,82 0.95 0.91 
A1 2o3 17.7 18.6 rt.6 18.2 15.8 16.8 18.9 18.6 

!?" Fe2o3 0.56 0.71 1.21 1.08 0,98 1.27 1.33 1.48 
FeO 5.95 5.93 5.31 5.88 4.42 4.79 5,34 5.20 

MnO 0.10 IJ .10 0.11 0,11 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.10 
t1g0 2.66 - 2.74 2.73 2.81 2.04 2.26 2.60 2.43 
CaO 2.48 2.08 4.01 3.70 4.38 3.85 3.58 3.81 

,, 
.' Na2o 4.18 3.83 3.66 3.70 4.04 3.89 3.70 3.36 

K20 2.69 3.69 2.25 2.~7 2.0P, 2.04 2.87 2.93 

P205 0.20 0.23 0.25 0.22 0,19 0.22 0.25 0.24 

~· 
CO.., 1.16 0.65 0.33 0.45 1.33 0,55 0,16 0.17 .. 
H2u 3.49 3.64 3.25 3.39 2,Eq 2.82 3,10 2.76 

,, 

TOTAL 98.15 98.27 98.31 913.64 98.19 100,01 99.08 99.29 
._,...-""-"·~------

Albite 39.3 36.1 34,6 34.9 37.9 36.1 34.6 31.4 
r~uscovite 24.4 33.5 20.5 23.4 18.8 18.2 25,8 26.3 
Quart~ 13.9 !0.5 14.8 12.8 18.8 19.4 12.3 15.0 

'> Chlorite 15.1 14.1 17.4 17.2 12.1 13.7 14.8 13.3 
Sphene 1.9 2.1 ':.0 2.0 1.7 1.8 2.1 2.0 
Apatite 0,43 0.51 0.56 0.48 0,43 0.48 0.53 0.53 
Epidote 0.53 1.1 11.0 9.1 7.8 9,4 9.9 10.9 
Actinolite 
Calcite 3.1 1.7 0.9 1.2 3,5 L4 0.42 0.45 
Rutile 

TOTAL 98.66 99,61 101.76 101.08 101.03 100,48 100,45 99.89 

Residual cation % (+) and deficient cation % (-) 

Al 3+ +0.65~= -0.38 ~0.79 -0.48 -0.79 -0.23 -0.12 +0.11 
Fe3+ -0.13 -fl.18 -0.46 -0.47 -0.30 -0.22 -0.33 -0.30 
F 2+ e +0.83# +0.94# -0.50 Q0.09 +0.15 -0.02 -1·0.06 +0.33 

'---~------.. ..,._.,----~ --------

reiel07p
Rectangle

reiel07p
Rectangle
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]-= =-·--~-~----~-=----
GDDH 26a (HW) 

i" . --~·- ................. ---= ... ---- - ·-
OU No. 35617 35619 35618 35620 35622 35624 35626 35628 

Lithology psa psa psa psa p~a psa psa psa 

Distance from 
> lode (m) +adj +0.15 +0.40 +5,8 +10.8 +18 +24 +32 

---
Si02 60.8 62.3 62.3 61.4 60,5 61.2 61.3 60.2 

Ti02 0.86 0,83 0.74 0.80 0.94 0.83 0.88 0.88 
.. A1 2o3 16.2 16.7 15.7 15.9 15,6 15.9 Hi.8 15.9 

~ · Fe2o3 0.58 0.64 0.73 1.77 1.42 1.65 L21 1.49 

FeO 4.98 4.98 4.58 3.70 5.13 4.19 4.19 4.94 

MnO 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.11 
MgO 2.44 2,19 2.17 2.22 2.74 2.47 2.54 2.62 

CaO 2.37 1.20 2.48 4.81 4.37 4.63 4.03 4.14 

Na2o 4.41 4.55 4.09 4.12 4.10 3.79 4-,39 3.75 

Kzfl 2.21 2,1'\2 2.49 1.91 1.89 2.11 L75 2.15 

P205 0.113 0.18 0.16 0.18 0.18 0.19 G,l/ 0.18 

C02 1.42 0.35 1.30 0.08 n.d. 0.11- n.d. n.d. 

H20 2.74 2.73 2.2 2.07 2.03 2.24 2,32 2.50 
;;" 

TOTAL 99.29 99.26 99.03 99,06 99.02 99.71 99.29 98.86 ·--------· ______ ,...,_, 

-A-lbite 40.8 ~2.2 37.9 38.3 38.1 35.1 40.7 35.2 
r~uscovite 19.7 22.5 22.2 17.3 17.0 18,9 15.8 19.5 

Quartz 19.5 D.3 21.9 16.2 14.9 17.5 15.6 16.5 
Chlorite 13.3 11.0 10.6 ·~.9 7.7 8.1 8.2 8.6 
Sphene · 1.0 1.6 1.6 1.7 2.0 1.8 1.9 1.9 
Apatite 0.37 0.37 0.35 0.37 0.37 0,40 fl,37 0.40 
Epidote 0.4 12.7 9,7 10.5 9.~ 10.2 
Actinolite 7.1 9.4 6.3 7.5 7.1 
Calcite 3.7 0.9 3.4 0.20 1.0 ,, 
Rutile 0.28 0,06 

TOT/\L 98.65 97.93 98.35 99,77 99.17 99.60 99.5/ 99,40 

Residual cation % (+) and deficient cation % (-) 

A1 3+ +1.15* +1.31 +1.05 -0.19 +0.01 +0,02 +0.01 
Fe3+ -0.03 +0.04 -0.02 -0.14 +0,01 -0.23 -0.11 
F/+ +0.26# +0,84# +0.60# +0.42 +0.88 +0,33 +0.69 +0.76 

"' 

\ 
\ 

\ 

\ 

reiel07p
Rectangle

reiel07p
Rectangle
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APPENDIX D.l continued 

OU No. 

lithology 

Distance from 
lode (m) 

Si02 
Ti02 
Al 2o3 
Fe2o3 
FeO 

::no 
MgO 
CaD 

Na2o 
K20 

~2°5 
C02 
112o 

IOTAL 

Albite 

Quartz 

C~lorite 

Sphene 

,•,patite 

Epidote 

Actino~;te 

Calcite 

Rutile 

TOTAL 

35600 

d.pel 

-adj 

59.6 

0.85 

17.6 

1.00 

4.66 

0.08 

2.48 

1.30 

3.36 

3.67 

0.20 

0.74 

3.01 

98.55 

31.6 

33.5 

19.5 

10.9 

0.30 

0.43 

2.0 
0,51 

98.74 

No. 9 LEVEL (5131) 

35601 35602 35603 

d.pel pel/psa d.pel 

-0.4 -0.6 -0.9 

60.6 

0.83 

17,4 

0.73 

5,31 

0.09 

2.50 

1.27 

3.85 

2.95 

0.21 

0.18 

3.24 

99.16 

3f, 1 

26.8 

19.6 

12.5 

1.8 

0.80 

0.48 

98.53 

58.9 

0.88 

17.6 

1.37 

5.03 

0.10 

2.50 

3.14 

3.69 

2.67 

0,23 

0.39 

3.03 

99.53 

34.4 

24.2 

17.4 
1,3,0 

1.9 

0.43 

7.2 

1.0 

99.58 

58.4 

0.88 

18.3 

1.33 

4.89 

0.09 

2,34 

3.37 

3,27 

3 .15 

0.22 

0.26 

3.01 

99,51 

30.6 

28,5 

17.1 

11.0 

1.9 

0.48 

8.8 

0.7 

99,08 

Resioual cation % (+), and deficient cation % (-) 

+0.65* 

+0.11 

+0.57# 

+0,84 

-0.07 

+0, 79# 

+0.08 

-1}.06 

+0,46# 

+0,36 

-0.24 

+0.78# 

35604 

d .psa 

-1.2 

63.5 

0.80 

16.2 

1.01 

4.56 

o,n9 

2,28 

2.32 

3,83 

2.28 

0.18 

0.07 

2.74 

99.86 

35.6 

20.6 

23.4 

12.1 

1.7 

0.37 

6.0 

0.18 

35605 

d.pel 

-1.65 

59,4 

0.86 

17.4 

1.52 

4.69 

0.10 

2.42 

3,84 

3.43 

2.60 

0.27 

0.41 

2,76 

99.70 

31.9 

23.4 

18.8 

12,6 

1.9 

0.6 

9.7 

1,1 

99.95 100.00 

-0.11 -0.14 

-0.16 -0.12 

+0.34 +0.28 

35630 

pel 

+0.30 

55,1 

0.90 

17.6 

1.30 

5.22 

0.10 

3.23 

4.45 

4.60 

1.90 

0.35 

1.11 

3.26 

99,12 

42,6 

17.7 

9,9 

17.2 

2,0 

0.8 

8.0 

2,9 

101.1 

-0,89 

-0.10 

AP32 

No. 9 LEVEL (psammitic - pelitic) 

35631 

psa 

+0.30 

52.5 

1.09 

17.3 

1.11 

6.96 

0.13 

4,32 

3.71 

4.85 

1.24 

0.2? 

1.1< 
4,00 

98.55 

45.4 

11.7 
7.8 

25,6 

2.4 

G.48 
:;,1 

3.0 

101,49 

-1.06 

-0.40 

35632 

pel 

+0.30 

57 .o 
1.00 

18.3 

0.84 

6.19 

0.11 

3.05 

2.11 

4,00 

3,09 

0.27 

0.50 

2.72 

35633 

psa 

+0.30 

56.6 

1.03 

17.0 

0.67 

6,26 

0.11 

2.86 

3.17 

4.59 

2.07 

0.20 

1.28 

3.29 

35634 

pel 

-0.90 

56.0 

0.95 

19.5 

1.86 

5.12 

0.11 

2.80 

4.10 

3.09 

3.23 

0.28 

0.01 

3.44 

99.JP. '99.!3 100.49 

37.1 

28.Q 

12.8 

13.9 

2.~ 

0.6 

1. 7 

g;;.s 

+0,30 

-0.11) 

+1. ~0# 

42.7 

19.4 

13.4 

14.6 

2.2 

0.43 

:~.3 

3,4 

SS.43 

+0.35 

-0.10 

+1.40# 

28.7 

30.3 

12.6 

12.6 

2.1 

0.6 

12.6 

0.02 

9S .52 

+0.10 

+0.45 

35635 

psa 

-0.90 

64.3 

o. 71 

15.8 

0.71 

4.03 

o.oc 
1.97 

2.53 

4.49 

1.83 

0.16 

0.41 

2.46 

99,48 

41.5 

17.1 

22.9 

9.6 

1.5 

0.35 

5.3 

1.1 

99.35 

+0.23 

+0.52 
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APPENDIX D.2 - Calculation of schist mode by normative analysis 

In agreement vdth Ba·tt (1974), it is concluded that the fine grain 

size, the abundance of mineral inclusions, and the inhomogeneity of the schist 

would preclude the point-counting method of modal analysis. In order to 

determine the variation in mineral abundance in 1.e schist with distance 

from the mineralized lode, normative analyses v1ere undertaken on schis·ts for 

which bulk rock chemical analyses were available. The procedures used are 

based on the methods outlined by Barth (1959, 1962) for the derivation of t.he 

norm relevant to metamorphic rocks, the mesonorm. The method used in th:.is 

stusy differs from that outlined by Batt (1974) in that normative actinolite 

\vas det8rmined for those schists containing actinolite. 

l'1ethod: 

1. Chemical analyses are converted to cation pro}?ortic::1s by dividing oxide 

woight % by moler:;ular weight of oxide, a1:.;J. rrn1l tiplying by the number of 

cations in e.ach oxide. 

2. ;i'he cation pre portions are totalled f and for each element 'che ratio of 

the cation proportion to the total is determined, ·thus obtaining the 

cation percentage. 

3. If co
2 

is presen'c, 1 part each of C a::1d Ca are corrtbineG. to give the 

calcite norr:-.. 

4 Com~ine all P with Cain the ratio 1;5/3 to form apatite (ca
5

(Po
4

)
3
F2). 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Co~bine all Ti with equal amounts of Ca and Si to give sphene 

(CaTiSi0
5

) • 

If there is insufficien·t Ca, indica·ting absence of epidote and 

actinolite, excess Ti is reported as rutile (Ti02). 

All Na is combined with 1 part Al and 3 parts Si to make albite. 

2+ 3+ All K is combined with amounts of Mg, Fe , Fe , Al and Si to form 

muscovite, the proportions depending on the ave~age chemical composition 

of the muscovites in the particular rock or adjacent rocks. The 
2+ 3+ cation ratios are approximately 0.95 K: 0.1 Fe : 0.1 Fe : 0.3 Mg: 

2+ 3+ 2.1 ll.l: 3.4 Si. The ratio of Fe to Fe is assumed t.o be similar to 

2+; 3+ . f . f ( 1967) the Fe Fe rat~o o·- muscov~tes rom East Otag-o Brovm, • 

No alloi'nmce is made for the existence of. potassium in stilpnomelane 

as this mineral, if present, constitu·tes less than 1% of the rock. 
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8. (a) If amphiboles are not present in the rock, all the residual Ca is 

used to form epidote which, in most rocks, is composed of 

2Ca:2.4Al:0.6Fe3+:3Si. 

(b) Residual Hg is then all used to form chlorite tt1ith cation ratios 

' .., 4 9 M 4 4"F 2+ 0 22 3+ ~ 5 4 ' ' vary~ng .... rom • g: • ,::, e : • Fe : ::> lU: • S~ ~n the alteration 

zone schists (e.g. 31871) to 3.9 Mg:5,0 Fe2+:0.25 Fe3+:5 Al:5.6 Si in 

the unaltered schists (e.g. 35628). Again, the ratio of Fe2+ to Fe3+ 

is obtained from analyses of Brown (1967). 

(c) The Si consmued so far is summed, and remaining Si is a~signed to 

quartz. 

9. (a) If amphiboles are present in the schist, residual Ca, Mg (including Mn), 

F 2+ F 3+ e , e , Al and Si m~e partitioned between three mine1~als - epidote, 

actinolite and chlorite by the following procedure: 

Let a = Mg (cat.%) in chlorite 
b = Mg (cat.%) in actinolite 

' " , . ..., = Ca (c:&t.%) in actinolite 
d = Ca (•::at. %) in epidote 

Therefo:r:e a + b residual .fvlg 
and c + d = residual Ca. 

The relative proportions of Al in chlorite, actinolite and epidote 

may be expressed in terms of a, c, anci d respectively, and an equation 

relating a, c and d to residual A.l may be derived. From '!::he three 

simultaneous equations for residual Mg, Cc:. and Al, the c:n.nount of Ca (c) 

allotted to actinolite is determined and~ the amounts of other. elements 

in actinolite are calculated according to the ratios 1.9 Ca:0.35 Fe3+: 

1.65 Fe2+:2.8 Mg:0.2 Al:S Si, The proportion of Fe2+ to Fe3+ is 

obtained from Brown (:: .. 967~. In spite of the abundance of det:d .. tal horn

blendes relative to actinolite in some schists, and the contrasts in 

hornblende and actinolite compositions, the hornblende is included in 

the actinolite norm. The abundance of Al- and N·a-bearing minerals are 

thus probably overestimated, whereas the abundance of quartz is under

estimated. 

(b) Calciwu remaining after formation of actinolite is assigned to epidote 

(see section B(a) above). 

{c) Residual Mg is allotted to chlorite (see section B(b)). 

(d) Residual Si is assigned to quartz. 
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Discussion: 

The normativt::1 values obtained by the m•=thod outlined above for 

quartzofeldspathic schists are presented vJith the bulk rock chemical 

compositions in Appendix D.l. The mineral norms are expressed in cation 

percent. 

The norms may be recalculated in terms of normative mineral v1eight per 

cent by multiplying each mineral amount by the molecular weiglrt of the 

corresponding mineral. When the normative calculations are UJldertaken as in 

this study to de·termine the schist mode (i.e. the pe:ecentage volume of 

minerals in the schist) , the mesonorm as expressed in cation proportions may 

be recalculated, after the methc1 of Hutchison (1975), to a volume norm. 

l'1esonorms and volmne norms of altered and unaltered schists may be cornpared 

in Table D. 2A. Clea.rly, the rnesonorm and vohrrne norms are similar, the 

TABLE D. 2A: 

ou No. 

---·-----
Comparison between mesonorms and volume norms of altered 
(31952) &nd unaltered (35628) schists. 

31.952 1 35628 · 

--------- Mesonorm Volume norm* ~~-l:es~::~-:-. ---;~~---:-~~;-

lUbite 36.40 36.19 35.15 35.56 

Huscovite 38.15 37.07 19.53 19.30 

Qt>artz 15.54 17.50 16.50 18.92 

Chlorite 4.72 4.41 8.61 8.20 

Sphene 1.44 1.33 1.92 1.82 

Apatite 0.35 0.33 0.40 0.38 

Epidote 10.19 8.64 

Actinolite 7.06 6.55 

Calcite 1.92 1.69 

Rutile 0.07 0.06 

TOTAL 98.59 98.58 99.36 99.37 

* Volume norm '\•Jas calculated from the mesonorm after the me·thod of 
Hutchison (1975). The specific gravities of muscovite, chlorite, 
epidote, and actinolite were estimated from comparison of their 
chemical compositions with those listed by Deer ~t _ilk (1962). 
Fa.ctors listed by Hutchison were used for th;~ other minerals. 
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only significant contrasts being in the calcite, epidote and quartz 

abundances. Calcite and epidote volu~e norms are lower by 12 and 15% 

respectively than the corresponding mesonorms, whereas the quartz volume 

nonus are higher by 13-15% than the mesonorm. Although the volrnne norm 

more closely approaches the schist mode (Hutchison, 1975), i·t was considered 

that the mesonorm could be assumed to represent the schis·t mode. This 

approximation is justified in light of the other uncertair~ies discussed 

below, the minor discrepanpy between the mesonorrn and the volume norm, and 

the large amount of time involved in recalculation of mesonon-ns to volume 

norms. Furthermore, 'che purpose for which the norms were intended - to 

determine variations in mineral anundance with degree of schist alteration 

or distance from the lode - requires kncwledge only of the relative mineral 

volumes between adjacent schist salliples, and not of the actual mineral volume. 

The calculated values for the ri.o~ills of albite, muscovite, calcit:e, and 

apatite in all t.he schists are reasonably accurate m8asures of tl!eir real 

abundances as their respective characteristic ele,T,en-cs are not present in 

sig.~.lificant amounts in ether minerals. (Na and K may occur in hornblendes 

and ctilpnomelane respectively.) In the altered schists, the mineralogy is 

simple, and excepting the pumpellyi-::e-bearing schists, normative epidote, 

ch1ori te, qua:ctz r sphene ai1d rutile may also ap};--roximate their actu.al ab\;.n

dances. The comparatively complex mineralogy of the unaltered schists leads 

to doubts that some nol.'Thative mineral values are accurate indications of the 

modes, particularly epidote, actinolite, and chlorite, and quartz. Normative 

vaJ.ues for pUitlpellyite, hor:r.blerlde, stilpnomelane, kaolinite, sulphides, 

allanite and tourmaline are not calculated, but the first three mentioned 

are assu_rned to comprise minor portions of normative epidote, actinolite and 

muscovite respectively. As a result of the incorporation of pumpellyite in 

normative epidote, and hornblende :Ln normative actinolite, the nonnative 

values for chlorite and quartz may be relatively poor indications·of their 

actual abundances. Fo:c instance, in schists containing abunda.nt pumpellyite 

(35610-13, 35615) there may be a surfeit of residual Mg and a deficit of 
2+ residual Fe for the fo~illation of normative chlorite r and therefore norrnat:ive 

chlorite may be greater than the actual chlori·te content. 

The approach of the sum of the mineral norms to 100~~, and the 

magnitudes of the cation excesses or deficits may indicate the accuracy of 

the normative calculation as a measure of the relative mineral contents. 'l'he 

method of norm calculation ensures that all Si, Ti, Mn, Mg, Ca, Na, K, P and 

Al3+, 2+ 3+ . ~ 1 C are usedr and only Fe and Fe may be deficient or res1.o.ua • 
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The nol.!llative minerals to·tal 99-101% in 53% of the schists for which norms 

were calculated. A fu.rther 30% of the schists have normative mineral totals 

less than 99%, but most of these are from t.:he alteration zone and have 

residual Fe 2+ which would be accounted for by the presence of sulphides. 

Departure of the average values assigned to the minerals from the actual 

chemical compositions of minerals may also account for excessive or defic-

ient amounts of cations. 

In spite of the assumptions and approximations involved in the norma

tive calculations, the normative values obtained, particularly for the 

altered schists, are considered useful as iHdications of the relative volwnes 

of minerals in the schists. A value of ± 10% for the discrepancy between 

the calculated norm and the actual mineral abundance :i.s px:·obably a pessimistic 

one, especially for albite, muscovite, calcite, and sphene. 
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APPENDIX D.3: Calculation of gains and losses of elements in gram 
equivalents per 1000 cm3 of schist. 

From the bulk rock chemical compositions and specific 

gravities, the weights (grams) of oxides in 1000 cm
3 

of schist were 

calculated. The average chemical composition of the unaltered schists 

within each section was used as 'background' chemical composition 

with which the altered schists were compared. The difference in 

weight of ea~h oxide between altered and unaltered schist: divided by 
M.W. oxide 
Total cation (or anion) cl1arge 

gives the gain or loss in each 

eleme;.1t in gram equivalents pei 1000 cm 3 of schist. 

The specific gravities of the analysed schists are:-

31H71 2.75 35600 2.76 35607 2.79 35617 2.75 
31872 2.755 35601 2.76 35608 2.75 35619 2.74 
31873 2.77 35602 2.785 3561.() 2.80 35618 2.75 
31374 2.80!) 35603 2.82 35611 2.83 35620 2.78 
31875 2.83 35604 2.78 35612 2. 7~) 356?.2 2.84 
31877 2.85 35605 2.8 35613 2.82 35624 2.83 
31878 2.81 35614 2,79 35626 2.79 

35615 2,80 35628 2.8? 

The 'background' bulk rock chemical compositions in each section are:-

OPENCAST GDDH 26a (IIW) GDDH 26a (:E'W) 9 LEVEL (8131) 

Si0
2 

59.2 60.8 58.0 59.4 

Ti0
2 

0.88 0.88 0.89 0.86 

1'.1203 16.8 15.8 18.l 17.4 

Fe
2
o

3 
1.45 1.44 1.36 1.52 

FeO 4.66 4.76 5.11 4.69 

.HnO 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.10 

.HgO 2.61 2.59 2.43 2.42 

cao 4.20 4.29 3. 75 . 3.84 

Na
2
o 4.35 4.01 3.65 3.43 

K
2

0 1.69 ) 1.98 2.61 2.60 

P205 0.19 0.18 0.24 0.27 

C0 2 
0.03 0.1 0.29 0.41 

H2 0 2.66 2.28 2.89 2.76 

Total 98.83 99.22 99.42 99.70 

Samples 
875-878 

Averaged 
622-628 613-615 605 
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APPENDIX E.l: Oxygen isotope compositions of minerals, and the location 
and description of the schist and lode samples. 

Sf\1-\PLE 

NO. 
LOCATIO!/ AND Sfi11PLE DESCRIJ>TION DISTN/CE FR011 6018 QUI\R1Z 6013 ALBITE 6018 HUSCOVITE 

QUARTZ LODE 

1. SECTION ALOtiG EASTERN SIDE OF NORTH ARf\ Of LAKE HM-ATIPU 

Locations in Figs A.l and r,.2. Grid reference refers to Hakatiru Sheet (S2::=),Hood {1962). Distances given 1n 

section 1 are approximate, 'and are nreasured from the Glenorchy Lode on t1t. Judah. 

3193Da 12-Mile Bluff~ G.R; S23-4163. Quartz vein crosscutting 
schy. Qz strained, columnar impingeme,,t structure on 
margins(up to 4mm), allotriomorpl1ic granular in centre 
( < O.lmm). Qz vn cut by cc vn parallel to schy. fli nor 
ab,mu,c.c. 

b 0.5cm from qz vn, 31930a. Qzofs~:c schist, alt pel and 
psa, slIghtly weathered. 1\b-mu-c'd -qz-ep- <~p-$pl,-tour-sul. 
Ep zoned. 

c 1.75cm from qz vn. 31930a. Qzofspic schist, mineralogy 
. as fot· 3193Db. 

e Scm from qz vn, 31930a. Qzofspic s..:hist, mineralo:;y a; 
for 31930b. 

30 km 

31931 12 HilP Bluff, G.R. 523-4163, 8m l'ast of 31930. Qzofspic 30 km 
schist, dom pel, slightly ~leathered. Ab-mu-chl-az-ep
sph-sul-ap-tour. Ep zoned, 

31935 4.5 km north of Bennets Bluff, G.R. S23-3676. Qzofspic 
schist, alt pel and psa. 1\b-mu·chl-qz-pu-ep-act-stilp
sul-cc-~ph-rt. Abundant pumpellyit.:,, 

31936a 6.1 km north of Bennets Bluff, G.R. S23-3678. Quartz 
vein crosscutting schy. Coarse grained(l nm dia:o), 
strained qz, minor ab,sul,act. 

b 0.5cm fron1 qz vn, 31936a. Qzofsoic schist, alt rel and 
psa. 1\b-mu-chl-qz-ep-pu-sph-sul-tour. 

c 3cm from qz vr.,31936a. Qzofspic schist. ~lineral~:;y as 
for 3193Gb. 

18 km 

15 km 

31938a 11.1 km north of Bennets Bluff, G.R. S23-3582. Quar~z 9 km 
vein crosscutting schy. Coarse grained (lrrrn), strained 
quartz, verrnicula•· c111, mir.or mu, ab. 

b 6 em from qz vn, 31938a. Qzofspic schist, alt psa and 
pel. Ab-mu-chl-qz-ep-stilp-pu-sph-sul. Rich in qz· 
and ab, ep zoned. 

31939 13.5 km north of Bennets Dluff, G.R. S23-3484. Qzotspic 
scr.ist, alt pel and ps<;, slightly weathered. Ab-mu-chl·· 
qz-ep-sph-sul-tour. Muscovite abundant, ep zoned. 

7 km 

3194Da 15.0 krr: not·th of Bennets 8luff,G.R. 523-3385. f)uartz 4 km 
vein crosscutting schy. ~trained qz; 1 rrrn diam, columnar 
impingement structure,calcite. 

b 2 em from qz vn, 31940a. Qzofspic schist, pelitic. Ab-mu- " 
chl-qz-pu-stilp-ep-cc-sph-sul-rt-tour. Pu abundant. 
Qz vn parallel to schy contains large mu grai01s plus cc. 

3194la Buckler Burn, bel~w road bridge, G.R. 523-3390. Quartz 
vein crosscutting schy. P..v qz diam < 0.5 rrm, strong 
columr,ar impingement structure. Vein displaced by schy 
movem~nts, and cut by sul and cc veins \·lhich paraliel 
schy. l·linor ab and vermicular chl. 

L 2 em from qz vn, 31941a. Qzofspic schist,alt pel and psa. 
Ab-mu-chl-qz-ep-sul-sph-tour. Schist v. fine grained. 
Sul and cc veins parallel schy. 

2. DRILUIOLE SECTION - GDOH 27a 

Near. southern end of the Glenorchy Lode, G.R. 523-3492. · 

1.2 km 

13.7 (1} 

13.2 (1) 

13.7 (1) 

13.6 {1) 

13.1 (1) 

13.10 ± 0.07(2) 

14.70 l 0.14(2) 

14.2 (1) 

13.7 (1) 

13.1 (1) 

14.0 (1) 

14.4 (1) 

13.3 (1) 

13.0 (1) 

14.4 (1) 

14.3 (1) 

Location indicated on Fig A.4. Collar elevation= 766 m. Glenorchy Lode intersection at depth 63.4 m • 

31910 Qzofspic schist, psammitic. P.b-chl-mu-cp-qz-act-rt-sph- 54 m H\~ 13.35 ± 0.4 (3) 10.9 ± 0.6 (3) 8.75 ± 0.4 (2) 
pu-stllp-sul-tour-cc. Ep rich. 

31907 Qzofspic sch1st, psamitic. Ab-chl-mu-qz-ep-act-sph-rt-pu 43 m HH 14.0 (1) 
sul··sti I p. 

31896 Qzofspic schist, psammitic. Ab-mu-chl-qz-ep-act-pu-sul- 13m HI 13.35 ± 0.6 (3} 
sph-rt-cc. Ep zoned; qz vn parallel to schy. 

31895 Qzufspic schist, alt pel an~ psa. Ab-mu-chl-qz-ep-pu- 10.1 m fW 14.00 ± 0 12(3) 
sul-sph-rt-tour. No act. Zoned, cloudy epidote. 

3189·1 Qzofspic schist, alt pel and psa. Ab .. chl-mu-ep-qz-pu- 4.2 m.FH 14.05 ± 0.9 (2) 
sul-cc-rt-sph-tour. No act. Pu and clouJy cp more abund-
ant tb,m in 31875. Qz-cc vns parallel schy, small shear 
at 3S0 to sclty. 
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SN•IPLE 
NO, LOCATION AND SAMPLE DESCRl PTION DlSTNICE FROt1 6018 QUARTZ 

QUARTZ LODE 60 18 . ALBITE 

31893 Qzofspic schist, alt pel and psa. Ab-chl-mu-qz-ep-pu
cc-sul-rt-sph. Cz clear; ep cloudy, zoned; no act. 
Qz-cc vns parallel schy. 

31892 Qzofspic schist, psamnitic. Ab-chl-qz-mu-ep-pu-rt-sph-
sul-ap. Chl-rich and mu-poor compared with schist · 
further from the lode; no act. 

31891 Qzofspic schist, alt psa and pel. Ab-chl-mu-qz-ep-pu
sul-rt-sph. Chl-rich; sph cloudy; no act. 

31890 Qzofspic schist, alt pel and psa. Ab-chl-mu-qz-ep-pu
sul-rt-sph-tour. Chl- and cz-rich. r:o cc, act. 

31889 Qzofspic schist, alt psa and pel. Ab-chl-mu-qz-cp-pu
cc-sul-sph-rt-ap-tour. Ca-bearing minerals still 
present, including pu, cz, ep, sph. Sph possibly 
corroded. Fsp sericitized. No d..:t. Hinor qz-cc vns. 
(Sample irrmediately adjacent to t.!;e lode). 

31884 

31883 

Qzofspic schist, d. pel. Ab-mu-chl-qz-cc-sul-kanl
sph-ep-rt-ap. Fir.~-grained schist, mu and cc abundant 
and disseminated through schist and vns. Fsp seririt'zed 
No act. (Sample immediately adjacent to the lode}. 

Lode Zone, (see section 5). 

3. OPENCAST SECTION 

3.1 m FW 14.0 (1) 

2.2 m FW 14.2~ ~ 0.5 (2) 

1.45 m FW 15.35 ± 0.0 (2) 12.45 ± 0.06 (2) 

0.55 m FW 15.90 ± 0.05(2) 

0.10 m FW 15.80 ± 0.10(2} 12.90 ± 0.02 (2) 

0.10 m FW 16.1~ ± 0.4 (3) 

16.7 {1) 

l\.P40 

00 18 MUSCOVITE 

Hangv1all of Glenorchy Lode, 300m south of drillhole GDDH 27a. G.R. S23-3491. Location indicated on Figs. A.2. A.4 • 
31879 Qzofspic schist, psammitic, weathered. Ab··act-chl-qz · 6.8 m 13.2 (1) 

ep-mu-pu-sul-rt-sph. Rich in act (zoned) ·and pu, Qz 
vn parallels schy, and contains chl. 

":.'\!878 Qznfspic schist, psammitic, slightly weathered. Ab-mu
qz-chl-ep-act-pu-rt-sul-sph. Pumpellyitized fsp; zoned 
amph; disturbed schy. 

4.8 m 14.85 ± 0.14(4) 12.55 ± 0.12 (3\ 9.90 ± 0.2 (3) 

31876 Qzofspic schist, p:a~mitic, slightly weathered. Ab-qz
chl-mu-ep-act-rt-srh-pu-stilp-sul-tour. Pumpell~itized 
f~p; zoned amph. 

2. 5 hi 

31875 Qzofspic schist, p>arrsnitic, slightly weathered, Ab-qz- 2,5 m 
mu-chl-act-ep-pu-rt-sph-sul-tour, Pumpellyitized 

31874 

f~p. amph abur,dant. Shear zones, fractures oblique to 
schistosity. 

Ozofspic schist, psammitic, slightly Heathered. Ab
qz-chl-mu-ep-pu-acr-rt-sph-cc-sul-tour-all. 
Pumpellyitized fsp common, sericitization rare, act 
rare, evidence of , eaction- act + chl + Ca. Schy cis
turbed; qz vns parallel and oblique to schy. 

31873 Qzofspic schist, psammitic, slightly weathered. Ab
chl-mu-qz-ep-pu-sph-rt-cc-ap-tour-all. Sericitized 
fsp; corroded ep; no act; minor pu; ab abundant, Qz
cc vns sub-parallel to schy. 

318/2 Qzofspic schist, psammitic. Ab-mu-chl-qz-cc-sph-·sul
rt-pu-ap-tour-kaol. Chl ~bundant; fsp sericiti~~d; 
no act or ep. Intense qz veining; shears ~nd f0lds 
have disturbed schy. 

31871 Qzofspi c schist, ps ammiti c. Ab-r:1U-qz-ch 1-cc-sul -rt
sph-kaol-ap-tour. Sericitized fsp; no act or ep. 
Graphitic(?} material common. Intensely veined by 
qz,cc,sul; vns trarsposed by rnovocoents ;long schy. 
(Sample imnediately adjacent to the lode.) 

31881 Lode Zone, (see section 5). 
31880 Lode Zcne, (see section 5). 

4. OTHER SCHIST SAI1PLES FROM NT JUDAH ARFA 

Locations indicated on Fig. A.2. A.6 

31912 Hine access road, 400 m south of Old Battery. Qzofspic 
schist, psa, weathered, Ab-mu-chl-ep-qz-pu-act-sph-rt
sul-tour. Pu common in fsp; qz vn parallels schy. 

31914 Mine access road, 300 m NE of Old Battery. Qzofspic 
schist, psa, weathered, Ab-mu-ep-chl-qz-act-pu-rt
sph-stilp-sul. Ep more common than in 31912. Fsp 
purnpellyitized, 

31925 End of vehicle track, above Hassey and Cruikshanks Lode, 
Qzofspic schist, psa, weathered, Ab-qz-chl-ep-mu-act
rt-sph-sul-pu. Uo hbi • Rich in qz, fsp; poor in mu, 
Narrow fractures 450 to schy. 

31929 Mine access road, N side of Ht Judah. Qzofspic schist 
alt psa and pel, weathered, fine grained. Ab-chl-qz
mu-ep-sph-rt-ap-sul-tour. No act; chl-rich. 

31951 State Nine, top of winze R102, near 9 Level, on Glen
orchy Lode. ')zofspic schist, psil. Ab-mu-qz-chl-cc-. 
sph-sul-ep-pu-all-rt-tour. Cc ubiquitous in schist; 
ep rare; fsp sericitizcd; minor rumpellyitization; 
sph corroded; no act. Intense qz veining, qz-cc vns 
oblique to schy. (Sample iu:meJiately adj,1cent to lode), 

1.2m 

0.85 m 

0,50 m 

0.10 m 

680 m 

300 m 

30 m 

100 m 

O.lOm 

15.35 (1) 

15.40 ± ''1,11(2) 

17.25 ± 0.23(5) 13.45 ± 0.19 (4) 9.40 ± 0.~8(2) 

16.05 ± 0.15(2) 

16.20 ± 0,2 (2) 

16.35 ± 0,3 (6) 12.95 ± 0.30 (3) 11.10 ± 0.5 (3} 

16.70 ± 0,15(2) 
16.45 (1) 

13.95 ± 0.12(3) 

14.20 ± 0.4 (3} 

13.55 (1) 

14.4 (1) 

16,0 ± 0,1 (2} 

11.55 ± 0.02 (2) 

12.05 ± 0.3 (3) 10.35 ± 0.13 (2: 
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SN1PLE 

flO. 

LOCATIO~I A!ID SN1PLE DESCRIPTION 6018 QUARTZ 6018 CALCITE 6018 SCIIEELI H 

5. LODE SAI1PLES 
Same locations indicated on Figs,A,l,A.2,A.4,A.6 

31950 G'ienorchy Lode, llo. 10 Levei. Stronqly jointed lode, laminated 17.1 
qz with cc and large pockets of she; sul define lamination~. 
Sul concentrated in schist inclusions. 

31949 Glenorchy Lode, No. 9 Level. Laminated qz, scheelite bands 
fo116w laminations; cc and sul. Ore grade high in this part 
of the lode. 

16.8 

(1) 13.8 (1) 

(1) 13.45 (1) 4.80 

31943 Glenorchy Lode, flo. 9 Level. Pale orange she,cc,qz (v. coarse 16.7 
-4 nn1, strained ), euhedral sul, schist inclusions (ab-qz-chl-

(1) 13.80 ± 0.25(2) 5.10 

31880 

mu ). Sul concentrated in schist inclusions. Cc veins she and 
qz, and fills cavities and fractures. Stronq jointing within 
the lode qz. 
Subsidiary lode zone on fooh1al1 of Glenorchy lode. Opencast 
section, G.R. 523-3491. Laminated qz; laminations defined by 

.graphite and sul are displaced along joints. 11inor sui, no 
she. Lode qz fractured and Drecciate:l; intensely veined by 
cc wh1ch also fills voids; cc constitutes 40% of lode sample 

16.45 {1) 

31831 Glenorchy Loae, Opencast section, G.R. 523-3491. Massive, 
jointed qz w1th minor schist inclusions, but no su1br she, 
Qz brecciated and sheared, veined by cc, cc also f1lls voids. 

16.70 ± 0.15(2} 

Coarse qz grains traversed by deformation ·lamellae. Y.aol. 
·31883 Glenorchy lode, Orillhole section- GDDH 27a, G.R. S23-34Q2, 

Crushed and brecciated pel and ps3 schist, wlth lensoid qz
cc vns, minor sul, no she. Schist contains ab-qz-mu-chl-cc
rt-sph-svl. Rt and sph abundant. 

16.7 (1) 

31886 Subsidiary st1ea r zone on ha r.;v1a 11 of Gl enorchy Lode, 16.1 
Drillhole section- GOUII 27a. Sheared zone conforming with 
schy; contains qz, cc, and schist inclusions; minor· euhedral 
sulph;des, ·no she. Cc impregnates and vei11s schist Inclusions, 
and veins shear zone qz. P.t ar,c> graphitic mi!.tcrial common. 

31922 Kelly Lode, adit, 300m r.r: of t!o. 9 Level entrance. Strongly 17.4 
jointed, massive qz, with schist inclusions. no she. Slightly 
~1ea the red. 

3lG24 Massey and Crvickshanks Lode, adit, 200m SE of Buckler Burn- 17.0 
Bonnie Jean Creek junction, below end of vehicle track. 
Jointed, massive qz, schist inclusions, no she, weathered, 
Zones of brecciated qz, cc vei~s qz and fills voids, qz up 
to 10 mm; minor vermicular chl and sui, 

31882 Tiphead of Invincible Lcde, Rees Valley (eastern side), 16.D 
·south of Invincible Creek, t.R. 523-3708. Jointed, massive 
qz, schist inclusions, weatr~red. Zonrs of brecciated qz 
among large deformed qz grai~s; s~hist ~n:lus!Jns contain 
qz-ab-mu-chl plus Pbundant rt and sph; no cc; weathered 
suiphides. 

{1} 

(1) 

(1) 

{1) 

{1) 

(1} 

A83f<EV1ATIONS- qzofspic = quartzofeldspathic; gsci• = greenschi.st; ait =alternating; pel =pelitic; p$a = 
psalmlitic; dam= dominantly; schy = schistosity; qz =quartz; ab = albite; fsp = fe1dspar; mu =muscovite; 

chi = chlorite; ep = epidote; cz = clinozoisite; act = actinolite; amph = amphibole; pu ~ pumpellyite; 
cc = calcite; sui = sulphide; tour= tourmaline; ap = apatite; rt = rut1le; sph = sphene; she = scheei1te; 

stilp = stilpnomelane; av =average; v ~very; vns =veins ; kaol = kaolinite; a11 =allanite. 

Figure in parentheses represents the number of oo18 
determinations per 

mineral. 

Error assigned is the standard deviation. 
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APPENDIX E.2: Mineral separation procedures. 

The oxygen isotope study (Cb.apter E) required separation of 
minerals from the schist and lode samples. 

AP42 

Quartz, calcitep and scheelite in the lodes were relatively coarse
grained and easily hand .... picked, although quartz \'las further purified by 
fusion of the sample with NaHso4 , and dissolution in H2SiF6 (see below). 

The very fine-grained nature of the schist.s made complete mineral 
separation extremely difficult to achieve. 'I'he samples were crushed in 
a chrome steel swing mill until the sample passed through a 63 ]lm sieve. 
T~e powder was then sized to the 10-20 11m fraction by elutriation. 

Initial concentration of quartz from schist, by heavy liquid 
separation methods using diluted bromoform, was followed by fusion with 
scdium hyarogen sulfate (NaHSO 

4
> and dissolution in hydroeuorosi:!.icic 

acid (H 2SiF 6), until all impun.ties (i..a. schis·t minerals except quartz) 
had ~issolved (Syers et al., 1968; Chapman ~t a~., 1969). Albite 
separation requireO. repeated centrifuging in diluted bromofo.t:m until 
th6 sample was nea::- pure, and most of the remaining impurities (except 
quartz) were remov~d :t~r fusion with NaHSO 

4
• S"'pax·a'cion of ~uscovi te 

was effected by stirrL1g the pov1dered sch1.st Sd.mple in a. dry bee.ker, 
a:r:d collecting the phy:Llosilicates which adhered to the walls (Rosenfeld, 
1956) • This was followed by repeated centrifuging in brrJmoform to remove 
remaini.ng quartz a~d albite, and a 1~ day chemical dissolution of remaining 
chlorite in H2SiF6 • 

X-ray diffraction methods and :.nicroscopic exw.nin&:'::.io::"l in oils 
confirmed that the quartz separates were more than 99 pzrcent pure. The 
cunount of quartz present in albite concentrates was est~matec'l. by com
paring the relative inter.sities of the majo::- quartz and albite X-ray 
diffraction peaks in the albite concentrates ,,,i th those in prepared 
mi~~tures of albite and quartz. The measured ool8 values of all albites 
wc . .ce adjusted accordingly, the maximum correc'cion, due to a 4?<S quartz 
impurity, being -O.l5%o. Microscopic examination of the muscovite 
concentrates indicated they were about 95% pure. A 5% quartz impurity 
in a muscovite sample would cause an error in ool8 nmscovite of . 
+0 .1 to +0. 6%c • The presence of minor chlorite \vould produce a 
compensatory error. 

In order to determine the effects of the chemical separation 
methods on the oxygen isotope composition of the minerals, pure crystals 
of quartz (oo18 = 7 .0) and albite ·(ool8 = 10. 7) ,.,ere crushed to the same 
particle size as the crushed schist, and subjected to the respective 
separation procedures outlined above. The oolB values of "chemically 
treated" and "untreated" portions of quartz and albite respectively 
were identical within analytical errors (±O.l5%c) , thus supporting 
conclusions of Syers et al. (1968). Large muscovite flakes {Mataketake 
Range, South Westland~e similarly crushed, and sieved to less than 
53 ]1. Five millilitres of H2SiF6 \'!ere added to two portions of the 
muscovite sa:.nple, and these were left st:anding- for 1~ days and 7 days 
respectively. 'I'he muscovite samples, two chemically treated and one 
untreated, were then vmshed with distilled wa·ter, dried and isotopically 
analysed, The average oolB shift in the "ll:i day t:!:eatment" sample was 
-0,94%"' (4 analyses, standard deviation 0.23) and for the "7 day treatment" 
sample was -l.02%o (1 analysis). All Glenorchy musco~ite oo18 

values 
were therefore corrected by +l%o. The oo18 of the mica flakes (10.7%u) 
lies wi t.hin the range of t.he Glenorchy muscovite ool8 values. 
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~.!P}lS E.3 ..... Calculation of fluid/rock ratio '"" oo18
-mineral relationship 

(a) 
18 

Calculation of oo ·-mineral obtained >vhen a fluid isotopically ex-

changes with a rock, 

The fluid/rock ra·tio (_w/rl decreases from infinity in the lode zone 

to zero at the edge of the alteration zone. The hydrothennal fluid is 

assumed to be constant throughout. the alteration zone. Therefore, the 

mine~'al oo18 
values in schist adjacent to the lode ~dll alter according to 

th<:! fluid/rock ra·tio. It is possible to calculate the 'acquired t oo13 

8chjs~ values from the expression ~ 

w/r = oo18 ~ch~stl~~ir.ed)- oo1~(s~~~r~~jnaV 
oo18

(fluid, original)- oo18
(fluidr ac:qnired) 

oo18 (fluid, a.cquired) may be calcula'::ed from the isotope f:L:actio!la.tion between 

the fluid and the schist (:: albite o o18
) at the teu.perature of equilibration. 

(1) w/r obtained from albite isotope data. 

Instead of using o o18 scr.ist in the calculations, o o18 albite . is used. 

Cc:merally, oo18 rock is similar to oo18 
feldspd.r (Taylor, 1971.). Average 

background albite oo18 
= 11.45~ = oo18

(schist, original); 

oo18 
(fluid, original)= 8. 53 %a ; mineralization temperature = 310°C; 

/:,. albit.e-H,.,O = 5.17. 
"' oo18 

(ab r 
fo~ w/r == 1-o .1 0.1 

a£g:)- 11.45 co18 
(ab, acq)= 11.65 = =-. "' _ _,.......,...._......_ 

8.53 - (60
18 (ab r acq)- 5,17) 

w/r = 1.0 1.0 = ditto oo18 (ab, acq)= 12.58 

W/r = 10 10 = ditto oo18 (ab, acq)= 13.49 

w/r 100 100 = ditto 0018 (e.b, acq)= 13.67 

Similar calculations were carried out for T min = 285°C, 345°C. · 

(2) w/r obtained from quartz isotope data. 

w/r values derived from quartz are generally higher than those obtained 

from albite. 

b . - t ~ o18 - 3 7°1 Average acK'Jround quar -z r;, = l. • fJCI 

oo18 (fluid, original) = 8 •. 53%o f mineralization temperature = 310°C 

b. qz-H2o = 8,15. 

. . . for w/r = 0.1, 0.1 
18 oD (qz, acq)= 13.88 
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w/r 18 
acq)= = 1.0 1.0 = ditto 60 (qz, 15.2 

w/r 10 ditto 18 
acq) = 10 = 60 (qz, 16.43 

w/r 100 100 ditto 18 acq} = = = 60 (qz, 16.67 

Similar calculations were carried out for co18 (qz, orig) = 13.0, 14 .. 8. 

The results of the above calculations are used to construct the curves 

on Fig. E.8. 

(b) Calculation of ~~/r ratios from hypothetica.l albite 0018 values 

derived from measured 00:'-8 quartz data. 

On the assumption that the te~perature within the Rlteration zone 

is constant, and identical to the mineralization temperature (310°C), it 

is possible to calculat.e the 0018 values of albite which would hC:~ve been 

i.n equilibrium with the quar'cz. At :no°C; /1, -b = C~.O (Blattner, 1975), 
18 qz-a 18 

so cO albite is obtained by sulotracting 3.0 from the quartz 00 values. 

(l) Hydrothermal fluid 6o18 composition changes as the fluid rnigrates to

wards edge of alteration zone. 

c018 (albite, orig)= l0.2%o i minGralization temperat:ure"" 310°C; 

Opsncast secti0n -

Sample No. 

31880 

31871 

31872 

31873 

31875 

31878 

31879 

18 oO ab (hyp) 

13.45 

13.35 

13.20 

1.3. 05 

12.40 

11.85 

10.2 

w/r = 
13.~i5 - 10,2 
8. 53 _ .. (13:35-- 5 .f7T 

13.20 - 10.2 
= 8.i8···_ (i3:~ w/r 

etc 

etc 

w/r 

00 

9.0 

20.0 

19.0 

3.4 

3.0 

0 

The w/r values thus obtained are dependent on the difference in 6o
18 

values 

between successive samples, and their variation is not realistic. 
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{2) Hydrothermal fluid oo18 
composition is constant across the alteration 

zone. 

Opencast section {oo18
(albite, orig); 10.2) 

Sample No 
18 

cO ab (hyp) w/r 

31871 13.35 9.0 

31872 13.20 \v/r 
13.20 - 10.2 

6.0 :::: 

8.53 - {13. 2 - 5.17) 

31873 13.05 w/r 
13 .os - 10.2 

4.1 = 
8.53 - (13 . OS - 5 .17) 

31875 12.40 etc 1.7 

31878 11.85 0.9 

31879 10.2 0 

Drillhole section - (o 1s , . 0 (_a1bJ.te, orig)= 10.35) \¥/r 

31883 13.7 

31884 l3.15 5.1 

31889 12.80 2.15 

31890 12.90 3.2 

31891 12.35 1.5 

31892 11.25 0.4 

31893 11.0 0.25 

31894 11.05 0.27 

31895 11.0 0,25 

31896 10.35 0 
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A History of Post-f\.1etamorphic Lotle Emplacemer1t GY ~ 
. . . ~ r'ubliodon •'- ;..• 

, / R. W. Henley, R. J. Norris, and C. J. Paterson ~-. .. __ fi. 4 ?0 
~- ' 

_ { Department of Geology, University of Otago, Dunedin, N.Z. 

Epigenetic gold-quartz and scheelite-quartz lodes in Otago and other parts of the 
• New Zealand geosyncline crosscut quartzofeldspathic and metavolc;anic rocks of the 

.,._ pumpellyite-actinolite and greenschist facies. The lodes, which comrnonly strike 
north-west, are spatially associated with a 30 km wide beit of metavolcanic schists, 
with associated piemontite and sideritic schists, which parallels the axis of the g•~o
syncline. Oxygen isotope and uncorrected fluid inclusion data for Glenorchy and 
Bendigo material give the range 230-350°C for lode formation, over 100°C lower 
than the metamorphic temperature of the country rock, and this indicates that sub-

" stantial uplift and unloading had occurred prior to the hydrothe rn1al emplacement of 
the lodes. A model is developed to account for the origin of the lode miner'alization. 
A recent oxygen isotope study of the Glenorchy lodes suggested that the ore-bearing 
fluid was derived from rocks at depth over 150°C hotter than the lode formation 
temperature, and this is consistent with an origin by dehydration reactions at the 
greenschist to amphibolite transition. Hydraulic fracturing, induced by rapid uplift 
and unloading of the pile, allowed fluid migration to higher crustal levels where ore
deposition occurred. The spatial association of the lodes with the metavolcanic suite 

'""', suggests .that n1.etals \vere derived by trace-leaching from the volc0-nic suite at the 
water source, or· during migration, whilst tungsten may have been leached from as
sociated manganiferous metasediments which commonly contain high anomalous con
centrations of tungsten. Ore deposition occurred in response to lowering of t~mper
ature and pressure during fluid migration, and wall-rock interactions, par·ticularly 
where lower oxygen fugacities were imposed by wall-rocks on the hydrothermal 
ph{ts-e. 

INT HODUCTION 

Otago has long been known as a well-de
fined metallogenic province of gold. As 
such, through the last decades of the 
nineteenth century and early part of the 
twentieth, it supported an intensive min
ing industry which was largely based on 
extensive placer deposits· ostensibly de-

"-, rived from the more restricted gold vein 
deposit::;. Over eight million ounces of 

.-, gold wet'e recovered from placers in con-

trast to the three hundred thousand 
ounces taken from lode workings. The 
ultimate origin of the minerali.zation 
has been under discussion since mining 
began, and speculation has passed 
through the whole gamut of contempor
ary genetic notions. 

The history of studies of ore ge.ncsis is 
the history of an evolution of working 
hypotheses, N<ch new' contribution ~:u·v
ing only to enlarge upon earlier concepts 
and to r<>medy their shortcomings in the 



I :Yr' purely conceptual exercise of reconstruct- parent lithology and consists of a se-
ing the many steps in a dynamic geo
chermcal sequence. Each new addition to 
the literature of ore-genesis reflects the 

:"·.)' enlargement of th€ understanding of geo
logical phenomena as a whole and at
tempts to establish some useful criteria 
applicable to the search for ore. Recent 

I /contributions to the regional geology and 
i tectonics of the New Zealand Geosyncline, 
1-· recent experimental studies on the hydro-
iJ thermal chemistry of gold, and the re

sults ·of an oxygen .isotope study on ·one 
of the vein deposits are combined in this 
paper to establish a new model for the 
genesis of the Otago gold fields. 

1 

I 
I 

-l '\, 
L ,. REGIONAL GEOLOGY 
I 

quence of pelitic and psammitic schists, 
with the common development of quartz
albite segregation laminae in the higher 
textural sub-zones, An abundance of 
greenschist metavolcanic units within the 
schist terrane occurs in the vicinity of 
Queenstown in Central Otago (Fig. 2), 
(Henley and Norris, 1974). The meta
volcanics have a belt--like distribution, 
with a width of some 30 km and may be 
traced for over 100 km. Within this belt, 
metavolcanic units are common and range 
from a few centimetres to several hun
dred metres in thickness, whilst on the 
flanks of the belt only thin bands of a 
few centimetres thickness are interca
lated wi-thin the quartzofeldspathic and 
pelitic schists. For most of its exposed 
length the metavolcanic belt parallels 

I 
Primary mineralisation (i.e. other than· the axis of the geosyncline and to the 
placers) is largely confined to the chlorite north _passes into th: highe: g~ade, struc
and biotite zone of the Otago schists which tu.ra~ly co.mplex AlplDe Sclust .erran.e, 

, form part of the Haast Schist zone of the w1th1n wh1ch .alloch.thonous greenschtsts 
-' Permian- Jurassic Alpine Assemblage of and ult.ramaflc bodres occur (Cooper, 

New zealand (Carter et al, 1974 ). The 1975, 1.n prep.). Toward east Otago .only 
axl·s of th N z 1 d G 1. . sporad1c occurrences of metavolcan1cs , e .. ew ea an eosync 1ne 1s 
flanked on the northeast by the unfoliated are .known, s~ch as the Dansey ~Ieta.vol-
rocks of the Torlesse zone, to the sopth- came Forn;at10n (600 metr_es th1ck) 1!1 

west by rocks belonging to the Caples and the Dansey s Pass area (B1shop, 1970; 
Tuapeka terranes, and to the northwest 1974) ~nd th~ greenschist belt i~self may 
they pass into amphibolite facies schists here he" burwd beneath a .super:mposed 

,, of the Haast River area and continue cover 01 quartzofeldspath1c sch1sts. 

northwards into the Alpine schists wl;lich 
are exposed along a narrow uplifted zone 
adjacent to the Alpine Fanlt (Fig. 1). 
In many areas an apparently continuous 
gradation may be traced from the flank
ing prehnite -pumpellyte (locally albite 
lawsonite) facies assemblage of the Cap
les and Torlesse terranes, into the 
greenschist facies Otago Schists (Bishop, 
1970; Kawachi, 1974; Turnbull, 197 4). 
The Caples sandstones contain abundant 
volcanogenic detritus while the Permo-

' _, Triassic Torlesse sediments to the north
east are more quartzofeldspathic in na
ture and largely devoid of volcanic or vol
canogenic material, apart from a few 
scattered and locally pillowed metavol
canic units. 

Much of the Otago Schist also appears to 
be derived from a quartzofeldspathic 

These metavolcanic units have been var
iously interpreted as flows, tuffs and 
pre-F1 intrusives and probably all three 
are present, ,although their distribution 
and often finely layered structure sug
gests that the majority originated as 
clastic volcanics or volcanogenic sedi
ments. Their primary textures and chem
istry are obscured by transposition, 
metasomatism and metamorphism, but 
chemically correspond to a basaltic par
ent. Many of the units are accompanied 
by manganiferous metasediments, now 
piemontite schists, and cherts, whilst at 
Akatore, in east Otago, rhodonite-rhodo
chrosite assemblages are associated with 
lower-grade metavolcanic rocks (Read 
and Reay, 1971 ). Sideritic schist units 
are associated with the Mt Greenland 
metavolcanic suite in the Shotover River 
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area and continue through to the Matu
kituki River. 

In their synthesis of the development of 
the New Zealand geosyncline Coombs et 
al. ( 197 6) interpreted the Haast Schist 
terrane as a pile of subducted sediments 
and volcanics, the western part derived 
from the Brook Street island arc system 
to the west, and the eastern part (includ
ing the Torlesse terrane) from a conti
nental maxgin to the east. Although the 
configuration of the Torlesse source with 
respect to the subduction zone is equi
vocal, Henley and Norris (1974), in dis-

cussing possible interpretations of the 
Central Otago metavolcanic belt, suggest 
that it may represent former oceanic is
land material rafted into the subduction 
zone and buried by the continent-derived 
detritus of the Torlesse. Whatever its 
origin, this belt of basic metavolcanic 
rocks appears to have some significance 
in the tectonic development of the geo
syncline and the localisation of mineral
ization within it. 

The complex structural history of the 
schist terrane has been investigated by 
several authors (Wood, 1963; Means, 

. . 
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Fig. 2. Distribution of greenschist metavolcanics (black) and mining fields in Cen
tral and North Otago (adapted from New Zealand Geological Survey, Sheet 22, · Uni
versity of Otago unpublished theses and authors' fieldwork). 

1963, 1966; Bishop, 1974; Norris and 
Cooper, 1975 (in prep. )). Metamorphism 
was accompanied by polyphase deforma
thin manifest by the development of a 
penetrative foliation (S1 -schistosity) and 
isoclinal F 1 folding and several succes
sive regional folding episodes. Epigenetic 
mineralization was a post-metamorphic, 
post-F2 event. 

MINERALIZATION 

Mineralization associated with the de
velopment a:;d subsequent orogeny of the 
New Zealand geosyncline is best develop
ed in Central and East Otago. On its 
western flank, i-n the Livingstone and 
Brook Street terrane, some small cop
per prospects have been repor·ted, and 



1 s· i-1.-. these perhaps represent poorly developed Williams (1965) has compiled, largely 
poi·phyry copper or" massive sulphide en- through old records, the characteristics 
vironments associated with primary is- of the lode mineralization,· although due 
land arc magmatism. In contrast on the to supergene effects this provides but a 
north-east flank, in the Torlesse terrane, brief glimpse of possible primary min-
mineralization is entirely absent, al- eralogy and structural relations. 
though a few small schcelite and gold 
prospects were opened la:st century in the 
Torlesse-like rocks of Marlborough and 
Wellington. 

Primary mineralization in the Haast 
Schist is confined to two types. Sparsely 
distributed through the schist belt are 
minor cupriferous lodes such as at lVIoke 
Creek, near Queenstown (Wright, 1966; 
Henley, 1975). Lodes of similar type 
occur in the same vicinity and also near 
Waitahuna in south-east Otago (Lo\very, 
1975), and other occurrences have been 
n:pnrted during prospecting through the 
Haast schi.sts. The Moke Creek lode, and 
probably thr: others also, are similar to 
the European stratiform "fahlbands" or 
KieslagersUHten for which a pre-meta
morphic volcanic exhalative origin has 
been proposed (Stanton, 1959; Vokes, 
1968; Henley, 1975). 

Tbe second and most widespread type of 
mineralization is represented by hydro
thermal lodes, the most significant of 
which are the gold-quartz and schcelite
quartz lodes of Central Otago". Scheelite 
and gold lodes occur also in East Otago, 
Marlborough and Wellington and, although 
very poorly known, appear to be similar 
to the Central Otago deposits. Sporadic 
stibnite lodes, such as at Hindon and 
Nevis, although occurring in the vicinity 
of the other epithermal deposits, have 
been ascribed to a separate, perhaps 
younger, phase of mineralization (Wil
liams, 1965). 

During the mining era, due to the sim
plicity of the available mining and pro
cessing techniques, lode workings gener
ally ceased at the base of t)1e zone of sur
face enrichment so that little information 
is presently available concernir:g the 
prime-cry characteristics of the mmeral
ization. The ma.jori.ty of the old workings 
are no longc r acccssi ble through. flooding 
or burial beneath slumped overburden. 

The characteristic lode paragenesis in. 
Central Otago is the quartz-gold associa
tion which is frequently accompanied by 
accessory pyrite and arsenopyrite in both 
the veins and wallrocks. Scheelite is a 
particularly important, but not ubiquitous, 
accessory but one which in some in
stances becomes the predominant ore
mineral, as is the case at Glenorchy. 
The grade of the lode material is hard to 
ascertain, but Williams (1965) suggest 
that average gold yields of 0. 75 ounces 
per ton may not have been unrealistic. 

Accessor-ies include stibnite,. cinnabar, 
bournonite, galena and sphalerite, but 
these occur only infrequently in some of 
the lodes. Occurrences are too few to al
low any. broad generalisation, although 
it is possible that these accessories be
corne more con1mon n10ving eastward 
from the Central Otago lodes. 

The lodes frequently cqntain fragments 
of schist and r·ibbon structure is com
monly developed. In the majority of oc
currences, the lodes cross-cut schistos
ity and bedding at high a,ngles and Wil
liams (1965) notes that the lodes common
ly follow north-west trending fracture 
and shearzones. Paterson (1971) also 
showed that the Bendigo lodes parallel 
local F 2 fold axes, but clearly post-date 
this phase of folding, and Turnbull (pers. 
comm. ) has recorded a similar relation
ship in the Carrick Field. 

Because of present-day poor exposure of 
the lodes, little quantitative mineralogi
cal data has been obtained and consequent
ly few estimates of depositional tempera
tures of the ores have been attempted. 
At Bendigo, Paterson (1971) obtained 
fluid inclusion filling temperatures for 
lode quartz of 2_30-270°C, but a pres
sure correction of up to plus 150°C may 
be warranted with respe.ct to these data. 
For the Glenorchy quartz-sch<:!eli.te lodes, 
Paterson et al. (in prep.) have obtained 

<( 



a temperature of 320°C r 25°C from 
oxygen isotope analyses of quartz-feld
spar and quartz-muscovite mineral pairs 
within the lodes and contact wall rocks. 

Williams (1965) has noted that epigenetic 
gold mine l'alization ln the New Zealand 
geosyncline is most frequc:-,tly developed 

)'in greens.chist facies rocks of textural 
/ subzones III and IV. Weak mineralization 

also occurs in lower textural subzones in 
Marlborough and perhaps also in east 
Otago, while there are rare instances of , 
mineralization in higher grade rocks of 
the garnet and lower amphibolite zones in 
the Alpine Schists. However, the concen
tration of the post-metamorphic lodes 

\ within the chlorite zone of the green
schist facies is a feature of some geo
chemical and/or structural importance 

in determining the genesis of the hydro
thermal ores. It is interesting to note 
that this association is a familiar feature 
of hydrotherrnal gold mineralization the 
world over, most well-known in the 
Archaean greenstone or gold belts. The 
Tertiary epigenetic mineralization exemp
lified by the goldfields of the Coromandel 
Peninsula region is accompG.nied by pro-' 
pylitic alteration, whose mineralogy is 
akin to that developed by regional chlorite 
zone metan1orphism. 

The lodes arc not distributed evenly or 
randomly through the schist terrain, but 
are grouped as the well-defined mining 
fields of Glenorchy, Skippers, Macetown, 
Bendigo and Carrick in Central Otago and 
Macracs, Nenthorn, Bal'ewood and Wai
pori in East Otago (Fig. 2 ). 
Restriction of lodes to such well-defined 
areas is also of significance with regard 
to determining the controls of ore forma
tion in th;s region. Such a grouping of 
lodes is not uncommon in other mineral
ized regions and is well displayed in the 
Mother Lode System of California as well 
as in many of the Archaean gold belt.::; 
(Henley, 1971 ). This grouping may re
flect the local occurrence of favourable 
lode structures, local concentration of 
'source beds' for the gold or hydrother
mal fluid, local anomalous geothermal 
gradient or, perh2.ps, combinations of 
these factors. In Fig. 2 the distribution 

of known epigenetic gold -bearing lodes tflt>"": 

is plotted and a spatial association is 
noted between the distribution of the 
Central Otago metavolcanice:; ;:me the 
Central Ot2.go goldfields - each field 
representing an individual hydrothcr:-nal 
system. The lodes are not S?eciiically 
related to particular volcani.:; units, but 
the broad spatial relationship is sufficient 
to suggest an important genetic cc,rrela
tion. The volcanic belt is also restricted 
to textural subzones III and IV of the 
Otago Schist terrane and this may a.c
count for the apparent association of 
mineralisation with these subzones noted 
by Reed ( 1 958) and Williams (1 965 ). 

Quartz-gold lodes occur near the axis 
of the metavolcanic belt whilst scheelite 
mineralization appears to be confined to 
the flanks of the belt - Glenorchy being 
in lower grade rocks to the west, while 
Bendigo lies in higher gr·ade rocks on the 
north-east flank. Since these occurrences 
are at different crustal le\'els their origin 
may relate to the spatial dis tdbution of 
the tungsten source, rather than to a 
ternperature control. Cupt'iferous "fahl
bands '', though few in nu::1i')(:r, strikingly 
follovv the west flank of the meta·,rolcanic 
belt. These, as previously .o:uggested, 
may have a syngenetic volce.nic-exhala
tive origin and therefore their· d.istribu
tion would be directly related to the ear
lier palaeogeography, whilst the epigen
etic mineralization has a more indirect 
relationship via a sequence of geochem
ical events. With the disappearance of 
the metavolcanic belt to the east, no such 
spatial relationship can be demonstrated, 
P.lthough, as noted above, it is possible 
that the belt extends, at depth, below the 
present erosion level. 

ORE GENESIS 

Recently it has been recognized that for 
many types of ore-deposit, ore-forma
tion results from the corc1bination of 2. 

number of independent (a.lthough often 
interdependent) normal geochemical and 
structural processes 2~nd events, rathe!' 
than unusual and apparen:ly random 



/!/!::-. cause~:~ lCrauskopf (1971) has discuSsed 
<t concept of multistage ore genesis and 
this concept is in he rent in many recent 
cont r~bL<tions regarding the formation of 
certain types of ore -deposit. Further
mace che develop!nent of kinematic mod
els of global tectonics has led many 
authors (e. g . .Sawkins, 1972; Sillitoe, 
1972; Mitchel and Bell, 1973) to recog
nize -the inter-relationship between par
ticular crustal environments (such as is
land arcs) and particular stages in the 
geochemical cycle of an element (such 
as copper), leading to the formation of 
ore-deposits (such as porphyry copper 
deposits). Consequently it is th_e recogni
!-_i_C!Il of the crusts.l environment together 
with _!_he _partic~lar_~ochemical proces
~e_<; __ Cl__~__t.b_s__ir s~ _ _sr.l_e_nc~'::fh~~h m~y___l,_~acl to 
\:2.'.?:...~~_':_1 ()_p_t~ en ~C2i__ a s a_t is fa c _t_9_ry_ model 
foE_~tt_e g~Q£:Sis of an ore-deposit, and it 
is the development of such models which 
may oifer· some foundation to future ex
ploration progr·ams. A generalized se
quence of geochemical events which leads 
to ore deposition has been d\scussed by 
Henley (1973b) and the g..:r;etic model for 
the Otago goldfields, which is developed 
below, is primarily an att>U\\.pt to recog
nize this sequence. 

At the outset it must be i10ted that, with 
the present poor exposure of all the Otago 
lodes, discu~c'iiOil of depositional controls 
is severely limited. No doubt tempera
ture played a most important role and 
variations in wallrock mineralogy may 
have contributed to ore deposition. Batt 
(19?4) has suggested that at Glenorchy, 
scheelite deposition may perhaps be spa
tially related to the psammitic schist 
horizons intercalated within the other
wise dominantly pelitic assemblage. 
Calcium ion released during alteration 
of actinolite in psammitic wallrocks may 
hJ.ve led to deposition of scheelite. Oxi
dation-·reduction reactions in the wall
rocks may have been a significant depo
sitional control (see below) for gold and 
schecllte mineralization. 

If ore deposition occurred in the range 
300-3SG°C, higher temperatures need to 
be invoked to account for hydrothermal 
tram~port of gold and other lode compo-

nents from source region to depositional 
site. This also requires identification o_f 
the source of energy, both to derive the 
heat content of the hydrothe-::·cnJ.l fluids 
and the driving energy of the overall 
process. In Ceritral Otago there is no 
evidence for magmatic intrusion at any 
stage during the metamorphism, and the 
sparsely distributed post-metamorphic 
lamprophyre dikes to the NW are indi
cative neither of a large n1agrnatic re
servoir nor of a major energy contribu
tion. The most likely source of energy is 
to be found within the overall metamorph
ism of the Haast Schist. The commonly 
accepted estimates of temperature limits 
of greenschist facies metamorphism are 
400 to 550°C (Liou, 1971, 1974) and in 
Otago higher temperatures would have 
been attained in the amphibolite facies 
rocks to the north and at depth below the 
currently exposed chlorite zone schists. 
The isotopic data of Devereux (1968) and 
of Paterson et al. (in prep.) have sug
gested a temperature range of 440-550°C 
for greenschist facies metamorphism in 
this area. The formation of the gold
quartz lodes post-elates both the peak of 
metamorphism and the major folding 
events, and hence corresponds to the 
phase of cooling of the schist belt during 
uplift. 

SOURCE OF COMPONENTS 

The major problem in any genetic study 
is the identification of the source of the 
various ore constituents. In this case, 
not only need one identify the source of 
gold, but also the source of ligands such 
as chlorine and sulphur, for metal solu
tion-complex formation and of the 'trans
porting medium itself. Sulphur is readily 
available, as indicated by the comrilon 
occurrence of pyrite and other sulphides 
throughout the Haast Schist, and Henley 
and Sheppard (1975) have argued for sal
inities up to 8% in the metamorphic fluid 
phase, with chlorine released from chlo
rite and mica lattices (Johns and Huang, 
1967}. Halite crystals were reported in 
fluid inclusions in lode quartz at Bendigo 

\~ 
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(Paterson, 1971 ). We suggest that gold 
and other ore-metals were derived by 
leaching from greenschist facies rocks 

'\ or by partition to the fluid phase during 
lattice transformations accompanying 
metamorphic reactions (cf. de Vore, 
1955). 

f 
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The spatial relationship between gold 
lodes and the metavolcanic belt is par
ticularly significant. Ellis and Mahon 
(1964, 1967) and Henley (1973b) suggested 
that volcanics might be a potent so 1rce 
of trace metal.s by virtue of their dis
equilibrium with respect to their low 
temperature depositional environments. 
Full textural and mineralogical equilib
rium. of metavolcanic mineral assern
blages is only regained at about the ·level 
of textural zone III or IV with the final 
disappearance of relict augite and re
crystallization of all detrital grains. 
Keays and .Scott (1975) have shown that 
gold may be partitioned toward sulphide 
minerals in Mid-Atlantic Ridge basalts, 
and have suggested that this process may 
represent the first stage in the concentra
tion of the metal before its ultimate 
transnort and deposition as hydrothermal 
ores ~f the type found in the Archaean 
greenstone belts and elsewhere. Bischoff 
and Dickson (1975) have recently experi
mentally studied such early stage reac
tions by reacting basalt with sea-v;ater 
at 200°C. 

If, as tentatively suggested elsewh8re 
(Henley and Norris, 1974) the Central 
Otago metavolcanic belt represents for
mer oceanic island or ridge material, 
metalliferous sediments similar to those 
currently found in the Bauer Deep of the 
Nazca Plate (Anderson and Halunen, 
19?4 ), and similar environments might 
also have been generated, rafted to, and 
subsequently buried during subduction 
within the New Zealand Geosyncline. 
Crocket et al. {1973) demonstrated that 
marine sediments from the East I'acific 
Rise were relatively enriched in gold 
presvmably through submarine volcanic 
exhalative activity. 

The sideritic schists and manganiferous 
cherts associated with the Central Otago 

meta volcanics often have anomalous 1 '67. 
miJ:10r element contents. Native copper 
and chalcopyrite occur in piemontite 
schist at Arrowtown. Spectrographic . 
analyses of random samples of mangani
ferous horizons showed relative enrich
ments in lead and chromium in accord 
with an origin by submarine geothermal 
activity (Valette, 1973; Sayles and Bi
schoff: 1973). Discrete bar·ite occurs in 
a piemonti.te schist in the Kawar;:tu Gorge 
(Hutton, 1940) and over 1000 ppm bariurr~ 
was determined in a piemontite schist 
from Bendigo. Particularly compelling is 
the recognition of discrete 1 -::m long 
huebnerite crystals (MnW04) in the A~a
tore Creek manganiferc,us chert (Read 
and Reay, 1971 ), although spectrographic 
analyses of this material, anr:l other 
manganiferous deposits, failed to exceed 
the detection limit of 50 ppm tungsten. 
This in tu!~n suggests strong pa.rtition·-
ing of tungsten toward the discrete phase 
during low grade metamorphism, and to 
the fluid phase at higher grade. Tungsten 
is report~d comn1only to reach several 
thousand ppm in manganiferous hot spring 
precipitates (White, 1955; Hewett and 
Fleisher, 1960), and 50 to 100 ppm in 
deep-sea manganese nodules (Hiley and 
Sinhaseni, l. 958). The manganiferous 
deposits of the Otago region may be the . 
equivalent of the manganiferous sedi
ments as:sociated with ocean ridge en
vironments (Bostrom, 1969; Sayles and 
Bischoff, 1973) which have a similar 
minor eiement chemistry. Transported 
to a subduction zone and subsequently 
metamorphosed under greenschist or 
amphibolite facies conditions, such 
metalliferous sediments would be a po
tent source of tungsten in post-meta
morphic ore fanning processes. 

The source of water may have been mani
fold, stemming either from residual con
nate fluids retained in the metamorphic 
pile, or from injection of extraneous 
connate, meteoric, magmatic or meta
morphic fluids. Magmatic waters are 
precluded by the absence of any plutonic 

. rocks in the region and it is unlikely that 
meteoric waters would have penetrated 
to the depths envisaged for ore-formation. 



Once again the spatial relationship of 
lodes and metavolcanics is suggestive. 
Fyfe et al. {1958) review data which sug
gest that metavolcanic rocks may :yield 
up to 2% by weight of dehydration water 
by reactions at the greenschist to am
phibolite facies transition. Analyses of 
metavolcanics in the greenschist and 
amphibolite facies Haast Schist support 
this .suggestion (Cooper, 1972; Kay.rachi, 
1974), although ex<u::t compositional 
equivalence of the volcanics between the 
facies cannot be demonstrated. 

Landis and Coombs (1967i present evi
dence that the metamorphic facies bound
aries run sub-horizontally across the 
Eastern and Central Otago portions of 
the Haast Schist region, and Henley {1975) 
has estimated that chlorite zone meta
morphism at Moke Creek, near Queens
town, occut'red at 6. 4 ± 0. 4 kb. This, 
together with metamorphic temperature 
estimates; suggest that the greenschist 
to amphibolite facies transition lies with
in about 4 km (equivalent to 600-80°C, 
1 kilobar) below the present erosion level 
of the Haast Schist terrane in Central 
Otago. Volcanic rocks, by dehydration at 
this boundary, could have acted as a 
source of both fluid and of trace constit
uents for mineralization at a higher level. 

Paterson et al. (in prep.) have inter
preted oxygen isotope data from the wall
rocks and lodes of the Glenorchy deposit 
as indicating that the mineralizing fluid 
prior to ore deposition was last in equi
librium with silicate rocks at a much 
higher temperature ( >120°C higher) 
than that at which deposition occurred. 
The isotope data, via this interpretation, 
is. therefore in support of a fluid origin 
within hotter metamorphic rocks at depth 
as suggested above. There is little pur
pose in considering, at this grade of 
metamorphism, whether the fluid was 
derived by dehydration or from residual 
connate fluids retained through the meta
morphic cycle; the two would be isotop
ically and chemically indistinguishable. 

The model proposed schematically in 
Fig. 3 for the origin of epigenetic mine
ralization of the New Zealand Geosyn-

r', 

cline, seeks to account for the spatial 
relationship between gold lodes and both 
the metavolcanics and the chlorite zone 
metamorphis·m. .. : 

HYDROTHERMAL ACTIVITY 

The model envisaged above for the Cen
tral Otago gold is one of convective rise 
of hydrothermal solutions through green- A 

schist facies rocks. The mechanisms of 
hydrothermal convection in ore-forming 
systems have been reviewed by Henley 
(1973b). Two situations can be envisaged 
(a) fluid convection in a water saturated 
permeable medium, (b) injection of hot 
fluid into an essentially impermeable 
medium. The anisotropic andrelatively 
low intrinsic permeability of schistose 
rocks would not favour vigorous (high 
Rayleigh number) free convection within 
them, even if fluid saturated. The geo
logical evidence favours emplacement 
within specific fracture orientations 
(Williams, 1965) and hence situation (b) 
is more likely. 

Connate fluid entrained or dehydration 
water evolved within a metamorphic pile 
obeys the condition Pnuid- " Pload and 
should remain within the pile· s.o long as 
this dynamic equilibrium is maintained, -,... 
although a p·ropo~tion might dissipate by 

14 

slow diffusion transport in response to ~. 
chemical grp.dients. Rapid dissipation of 
the fluid can only occur if the equilibrium 
is displaced such that Pnuid > Pioad + T, 
the necessary condition for the initiation 
and perpetuation of hydraulic fracturing 
and Darcy Law flow (Hubbe·rt and Willis, 
1957. (T = tensile strength of rock per
pendicular to Ploadl· This condition may 
be met where tectonic episodes 'locally 
introduce anisotropic stress into the 
medium (Price and Hancock, 1972) or, 
on a regional scale, during rapid uplift 
and unloading. 

The isotopic data of Paterson et al. (1975 
in prep. ) supports a model involving gen
eration of hydrothermal fluid at depth and 
its 'injection' by a process of hydraulic 
fracturing into higher crustal levels·. 
Lode formation at Glenorchy occurred at 

A 
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Fig. 3. Schema for gold and scheelite lode formation in the New Zealand geosyncline. 
Trajectories indicate hydraulic fracturing flow paths for hydrothermal solutions de
rived within the pile (see text). The term 'cherts' encompasses metalliferous meta
sediments such as piemontite schists, siderite schists, etc. Fluid passing through 
'cherts' may generate tungsten lodes while that passing through metavolcanics may 
generate gold lodes. The geometry of the flow path is largely a function of aniso
tropic stress within the pile, and the latter may account for the observed relation 
between the axial planes of F2 structures and the lodes · 

around 310°C, 120°C below the local 
metamorphic temperature (Paterson et 
al., 1975 in prep.) and this suggests that 
post-metamorphic uplift with at least 
120°C of cooling had occurred prior to 
lode emplacement.· · 

Fig. 4 illustrates a possible sequence of 
ev~nt.s leading to hydraulic fracturing and 
lode emplacement. Following burial and 
metamorphism on the smoothed geother
mal gradient an episode of rapid uplift 
and unloading, during orogeny, not only 
lowers Pload with respect to Pfluid• but 

also causes expansion of the fluid phase. 
Ultimately local hydraulic fracturing 
commences and is perpetuated as de
scribed by Secor (1968) and Phillips 
(1972), see also Norris and Henley, 1976. 
Such a sequence, occurring in an aniso
tropic regional stress field, could a<;
count for the common northwest orien
tation of lodes within the province. 

HYDROTHERMAL CHEMISTRY 

In the heat and mass transfer model en
visaged above, transport of fluid occurs 
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Fig. 4. Schema for uplift and hydraulic fr~cturing in a section of the Haast Schist. 
The ambient pressure for lode formation is unknown but has been drawn to suggest 
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a thermal gradient for the nowpath similar to the ambient geothermal gradient. 
Lower deposition pressures would involve lower thermal gradients for the flow tra
jectory. The curvature of the unloading trajectories has been exaggerated for clarity. 
ppecific volume contours for water are shown (cc gm-1 ), drawn from the data of " 
Bumham et al. (1969) 

rapidly across the geothermal gradient, 
with or·e deposition occurring in response 
to cooling of the fluid, and perhaps to 
wallrock reactions affecting the activities 
of solution species. The deposition of 
quar•tz may readily be followed by refer
ence to experimentally derived solubility 
data (Holland, 1967); however the deposi
tion of the ore minerals, containing 
transition elements, involves a 'more 
compLex set of variables. 

The solubility of gold has been deter
mined recently by a number of workers 
under different P-T-fo:a conditions and 
in different solvent meaia. Henley (1973a} 
showed that gold, as 'molecular' chlo
ride species could be readily transported 
under greenschist facies P-T conditions 
in relatively oxidising (hematite /mag
netite buffer) assemblages. He showed 
that gold solubility increased rapidly 
with temperature and salinity increase, · 
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Fig. 5. Gold solubility in 2M KCl solution buffered by both silicate and oxide-sul
phide assemblages at 5000C, 2 kb. Data recalculated from that of Henley (1973a). 
A- solubility determined by Rytuba and Dickson (1974). B- gold content of Broad
lands geothermal brine at 25QOC (Seward, 1973). YY - maximum gold content of 
metamorphic solutions derived by dehydration and total trace leaching of gold. HM
hematite -magnetite. PP - pyrite-pyrrhotite. G-G- graphite-gas 

and that at temperatures greater than 
about 400°C the solubility exceeded the 
maximum gold content of solutions which 
might be obtained by total trace leaching 
of average crustal rocks on a similar 
model to that proposed he.re. In contrast 
Rytuba and Dickson (1974) have shown 
that under the same P-T conditions in 
chloride solutions buffered at lower oxy
gen fugacities by the pyrite-pyrrhotite 

..s. pair, but not buffered with respect to 
hydrogen ion activity, gold solubilities 
are much lower, but still above the max-

imum gold content of a leach-derived 
solution. Fig. 5, compiled from the data 
of Henley (1973a) and Ryiuba and Dickson 
(1974), illustrates the effect on the sol
ubility of gold, of varying fO::r Rytuba 
and Dickson ascribed the solubility of 
gold in their experiments to gold thio
complexes analogous to those determined 
at lower temperatures by Seward (1973) 
and certainly complexes such as these 
would have predominated in the hydro
thermal phase at temperatures around 
3000C, and may hil.ve teen instn1m0r1tal 



in the depositional mechanism. The avail
able geothermometer data suggest tem
peratures of 3000C ± 50°C for the bulk of 
epigenetic ore deposition in Otago. 

Quartzofeldspathic and pelitic schists in 
Otago contain dispersed graphite (Landis, 
1~971) indicating that their oxygen fugacity 
("02) was buffered with respect to the 
graphit.e-gas assemblage (French, 1966) 
during metamorphism. In contrast the 
greenschist metavolcanic units contain 
abundant magnetite and pyrite with hema
tite frequently -occurring within the as
sociated cherts and manganiferous hori
zons, so that oxygen fugacity was buffered 
at higher pressure than in the surround
ing quartzofeldspathic schist. If whole 
rock .FeOjFe 2o3 ratios are taken as a 
direct indication of oxygen fugacity at 
crystallization, then the data of Kawachi 
(1974, Fig. 13) confirms that meta
volcanic units in the Caples or Haast 
Schist were distinctly more oxidised than 
their associated metasediments. The 
conunon occurrence of pyrite and on1y 
rare occurrences of pyrrhotite suggest 
that in the metavolcanics both sulphur 
and oxygen f11gacities were buffered 
above the level of the pyrite -pyrrhotite 
;:>air. Consequently whatever the com
plexi.ng behaviour of gold, efficent trace 
leaching could have occurred to produce 
a s::Jlution capable of transporting the 
metal to lower temperatures. Transport 
in the form of chloride complexes and 
subsequent deposition would be a par
ticularly effective concentration mech
anism (Fig. 5) Scheelite solubility fol
lows a similar pattern to that o:f. gold in 
chloride solutions (Foster, 1973) and 
conforms to the transport and deposition 
scheme outlined above. 

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR 
OTHER METAL PROVINCES 

The ne.cessary components of an ore 
genesis model for the Otago mineraliza
tion have been outlined above. For ore 
formation their sequence was critical 
and is sketched in Fig. 6. 

Ore genesis in the New Zealand geosyn
cline is intimately related to the develop
ment of the intercalated volcanic sequence 
within the Haast Schist metamorphic zone. 
The sea-floor deposition of cupriferous 
deposits was related to the presence of 
small, quiet, reducing environments such 
as shallow submarine bas ins, fed with 
sulphur, iron and copper by volcanic ex
halative processes. Subsequently meta
morphism of the greywacke-volcanic as
semblage initiated a hydrothermal leach
ing, trans port and deposition sequence 
which resulted in the formation of the 
gold-quartz and scheelite-quartz lode 
system. Three stages of heat and mass 
transport, each a concentration step, may 
be recognised during the evolution of the 
ore bodies as well as mass transport of 
m·aterial to the geosyncline by ocean 
floor spreading; (1) magma generation 
and eruption, (2) volcanic exhalative de
rivation of metalliferous sediments, and 
(3) metamorphism and subsequent hyd.ro
thermal activity with ore deposition. 

Ore genesis in the New Zealand geosyn-
.cline was not therefore a random or for
tuitous occurrence, but was predeterm
ined from the initiation of the ridge
ocean-basin-subduction zone system. 
The ultimate loci for ore-formation were 
also therefore to a certain extent prede
termined by the original palaeogeography. 

The S,1nbagawa and Franciscan terranes 
The solubility data suggest that gold and are similar to the Otago terrane; they 
other ore metals could have been derived contai.n cupriferous Kieslagerstatten but 
by leaching of available 'source' rocks are devoid of epigenetic gold rnine raliza-
at temperat\.Ires greater than 400°C to tion, othe!· than that associated with 
produce an under-saturated hydrothermal Tertiary volcanism. The absence of epi-
sclution. This solution would ::-etain its genetic ores in an otherwis~ similar 
metal content through the ea::-ly stages of crustal environment may reflect the 
post--metamorphic cooHng and ore deposi- lower geothermal gradient and/or oxygen 
tion w·ould occur with cooling of the fluid fugacity which operated in these terranes 
and wallrock reaction during its subse- as compared to that in the Mesozoic oro-
quent convective transp:Jl't through the crust. ge:-~y of the New Zealand Geosyncline. 
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Fig. 6, Summary of stages in the evolution and emplacement of epigenetic gold and 
scheelite lodes in the New Zealand geosyncline 

The genetic model developed here may 
be applicable to ore genesis in other gold 
provinces. The Archaean greenstone or 
gold belts are a familiar and widely 
distributed example, containing both 
hydrothermal gold and massive base 
metal sulphide deposits in close associa
tion with thick metavolcanic (greenschist 
to aniphibolite facies) sequences. The 
hydrothermal gold mineralization result
ed from geothermal activity within the 
metavolcanic piles, possibly induced dur
ing metamorphism at a higher structural 
level (lower pressure) than in Otago by 
virtue of a higher geothermal gradient in 
the ·Archaean and consequently ore trans
port may have occurred through the agen
cy of freely convecting connate fluids. 
It is of interest to note that, for the 
Steynsdorp goldfield, Viljoen et al. (1969) 
have suggested that gold was derived 
from a particular source horizon within 
the sequence, although those authors sug
gested no mechanism for the overall pro
cess of ore-genesis. ·sawkins and Rye 
(1974) suggest that deposits such as at 
Homestake and Morro Velho which are 
associated with ferruginous carbonate 
formations may be primarily syngenetic 
with later local redistribution of ore mi-

nerals during deformation and metamor
phic hydrotherinal activity. Syngenetic 
or "volcanic exhalative" type gold mine
ralization of this type may even have cor· 
responded to the surface submarine ex
pression of the geothermal systems 
mentioned above. W orthin;-,i:on and Kiff 
(1970) have suggested the presence of 
syngenetic and epigenetic gold deposits 
together in the South Carolina Piedmont 
of the Paleozoic Appalachian Geosyncline. 
The Mother Lode Gold Belt in California 
may have resulted from a similar se
quence of events as envisaged here for 
the New Zealand Geosyncline and the 

·Archaean Belts. In each of these metal 
provinces, the high frequency of lode 
formation and the well marked grouping 
of the lodes (Henley, 1971) may reflect 
the present distribution of metalliferous 
source horizons andi or the distribution 
of individual hydrothermal "centres" 
within the pile. 
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APPENDIX F. 2: Description and on.g~n of Au and W deposits in metamorphic 
terrains other than the Haast Schist. 

Precambrian Depos~~~ 

Canada 

Boyle (1976) reviewed ore genesis in Archaean greenstone and 
sedimentary belts, drawing mainly on North American occurrences, The 
nature of occurrence, vein mineralogy, and wall-rock alteration 
associated with the Au, W...,Qeposi ts, and particula:cly the Yellowknife 
lodes (Boyle, 1961, 1976), are remarkably similar to the Otago Au, w
deposits. However, strong contrasts also.exist. The Archaean terrains 
ru:::: dominated by metavolcanics which were intruded by g-ranitic batholith::; 
and i']neous dikes, whereas in Otago, metasediments are dominan·t, and 
igncot~s activity was not spatially associated vlith mineralization. The 
Archaea11 volcanics reach amphibolite facies grade next to granitic 
ir•:::rusions, but metasediments adjacent to the granites are high-gr:tde 
mica schists and hornfels containing kyanite, staurolite, andalusite, 
cordierite and garnet. Boyle (1976) concluded ·thD o:!::"e-·fonning elements 
o:ri.ginated from within the greenstone and sedimentary bel t.s, but the 
ore--genesis mcdels he proposed are unsatisfactory. He suagested 
grani tization of the v.:-lcanic-·sediment pile concent:cated metals in the 
resjdual. liquid which subsequently formed Au-qu.artz veins. However, 
th~ grc:.nites and pegmatites predate the min<oralization. A11 alt':!rnative 
hypothesis of direct metamorphic lateral secret~.on by di::':fusion of 
metals, silica, etc, into dilatant zones is discounted by ~errich et al. 
(1977) because: 

1. concentratio!l of Au by a factor of 10000 could r:::>t be achieved 
by diffusion t.ransport which operates in ge::>logical conditions 
over dis·tances of' only 10' s of metres, and 

2. high Hater/rock ratios in the hydrother:;:;<.al system are necessary 
to cause extensive reduction of iron. 

A more reasonable hypothesis invokes the granitic intrusions 3.S heat 
sources causins; therma2. metamorphism of the geosynclinal pile and 
convective flmv of connate and metamorphic fluids. Ore-forming elements 
inherent in the greenstones and sediments we~ce mob:i.l:i.zed by i::.he fluid . 
which migrated up shear zones to cooler regimes where ore deposition 
OCC1LCced (Kerrich et al., 1977). Boyle (1961, 1976) proposed the most 
likely sources of the ore-forrning elements were sulphide-bearing 
graphitic schists, iron forma·tions, quartz-feldspar porphyries f and 
basic lavas. 

Southern Africa 

Archaean Au mineralization in Southern Africa was revievJed by 
Anhauesser (1976) , who concluded the distribu'cion of Au in the greenstone 
belts was intially stratigraphically controlled. Stratiform Au..,-sulphide 
horizons associa.tt~d \vith banded iron fm:ma·tions vlt:~re formed by volcano
genic exhalative processes. As in the Canadian greenstone belts, intrusion 
of granitic batholiths caused metB.L-uorphic and structural events that 
allowed remobilization of Au and other metals contained in the sulphide 
horizons, and rnigration to higher crustal levels where the metals deposited 
in frac·ture systems (Anhauesser, 1976; Fripp, 1976). Only minor amounts 
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of scheelite are associated with the Au (Anhauesser, 1976), most of the 
W mineralization being restricted to veins in tonalite intrusions 
(Foster r 1977) • 

Western Australia 

In the Archaean belts, there is a strong correlation between the 
distributions of mafic volcanic rocks and gold deposit.s (Woodall, 1976), 
which occur in intensely carbonated fracture zones. At Kalgoorlie, 

·intrusive sodic por:rhyries contemporaneous with mineralization indicate 
the possible presence of an underlying granitic body (Travis et al. 1 

1971). The nearest outcrop of gv:-anite is 21 km dist.an-t. Tra:;.r;-;t al. 
(1971) sugges·ted the Au and othe.L· vein constituents were derived from 
the mafic and ultramafic rocks as a result of dehydration and leaching· 
of the metc:.morphic pile caused by the thermal effects of granite 
emplact"ment. 

Russia and India 

Au deposits in "greenstone cores" amor;,g Archaean granite-gnr-dsses 
c::.nd granites in the Ukrainian shj_elJ. and the Voronezh crystalline massif 
of Russia (Piserr.skiy et aL 1 1975) 1 and in i:he greens·tone belts of India 
(Ghosh ~!=- al. 1 1970) , are simil::n: to the deposits discussed above. 

New Zealand 

Au mine1:alization (wh.hout W) in Precambrian argill.Ltes and grey
wackes of the West Coast (Willia.m.s, 1974) was probably induced by 
intrusion of granites which provid8d the source of heat for mobilization 
of fluids in the sedimentary pi)e. Gold~arsenopyrite-pyrite-stibnite

quartz lodes strike parallel to N-trendir:v:r open folds, and are similar 
in character to the lodes in the Otago schists. 

Palaeozoic Deposits 

Nova Scotia. (Canada) 

Two generations of W deposits prevail: wolframite-cassiterite
quartz veins associated with pegmatites from a Devonian batholith, 
and folded scheelite-arsenopyrite-ru'c:i.le-quartz-ca.rbona·te veins 
(Miller et al., 1976). The latter deposits are subparallel with bedding 
in folded Ordovician metapelites of the .t-1eguma Group r and fo:rmed early 
in the regional deformation episode (Miller et al., 1976) • Miller et-al. 
suggested metamorphic pore fluids leached meta:iS-from the sec1imentacy
pile 1 this deriva t.ion having been supported by the work of 'J;rwrpe and 
Thomas (1976) , and deposited them in veins at greenschist facies 
conditions. Graves (1976) invoked hydraulic fracturing as a formation 
mechanism for the Au-quartz veins in Nova Scotia. The model invoked 
by Hiller et aL (1976) and Graves (1976) is very similar to that 
proposed in this study for the Otago lode originr but the tuning of 
mineralization relative to the metamorphic event appears early in the 
Nova Scotia deposits relative to the O·tago deposits. Furthen11ore, the 
temperature and pressure of mineralization are stated by Miller ~!;." 
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to be equivalent to the t.emperature-pressure conditions of metamorphism 
of >che host rocks, although geothermometric and geobarometric data are 
not given. The implication is that mineralization occurred at t.he peak 
of metamorphism, :r:·ather than after the metamorphic hiatus and during 
uplift of the :rneta:morphic pile. 

Victoria (Australia) 

The Au-bearing saddle reefs in the Ordovician prehni-t:e-pumpellyite
lower greenschist facies, sandstone-greywacke-sla·te sequence in Victoria 
clearly postdated the folding of the sediments and are unrelated to 
igneous activity (Bowen and vfuiting, 1976). Wall and Ceplecha (1976) 
suggested the ore-transporting medium was metamorphic fluid which 
deposited qua:r. tz, gold, etc, "under regional met:amorphic conditions 
(- 300°C, 1-2 kb)". Quantitative g~">othermometry is not available, and 
their estimates for lowest greenschist: facies conditions are considered 
low. 'l·he silica, Au, and base metals in the reefs originated from the 
sedimentary pile and possibly tl_;_,:: underlying Cambrian greenstone belt, 
and their transpor-t and deposition •.-1ere controlled by dila:tive structl:res 
and wall-rock compositior1.s ('Nall and Ceplecha, 1976). As for the Nova 
Scotia deposits r t:he magnit.ude o£ difference in temperat:ure-press'.lre 
condiLions between metamorphism a.nd mineralizatio~ is not clear, dnd 
therefore uncertainty exists. as to the titn.ing of ore deposition relative 
to the peak of metamorphism. 

Russia 

Saddle reef Au deposits in tightly-folded sand<,tonE)i;, siltstones, 
and shales of Triassic age in the Yakutia district, and of Proterozoic 
age in the Yenisey district (Nekrasov, 1975), and in Carboniferous 
sediments of the Verkhoyansk area (A..'"!luzinsk::..i, 1975), a.ce similar to 
the Victoria Palaeozoic I-m deposits. Igneous activity is not associated 
\'lith the mineralization. 

N.W. Nelson (N.Z.) 

Ordov~.cian slates and greywackes that suffered low-grade met.aroorphism 
contain Au-quar·tz lodes conformable with bedding and concE-mtrated in 
deformation zones at sJ ate-greywa.ck-:= contac·ts (Willi<:nns, 1974) • The 
mineralization has been at·tributed to solutions (possibly meteoric or 
conna·te) associated wi t.h regional low-angle t.:hrusting of Cambrian, 
sulphide-rich, Haupiri schists over the Ordovician sediments (Grindley 
and Wodzicki, 1960) r but recent work suggests ·the ore-forming fluids 
and ore metals at Mt Owen originated in the metasediments and ~.vere 

mobilized by thermal me~camorphism associated with granitic intrusion 
(N .A. Nevrman, per·s. comm, 1977) • 
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The Franciscan Formation (Ciur-Cre.t) is composed predominantly of 
grey,.;racke, with moderate amounts of shale, mafic volcanics (including 
pillow basalts), and siliceous interflow sediments (Ernst: and Se.ki, 1967). 
Serpentinites are also common. Metamorphic grade ranges from zeolite 
facies, through glaucophane schist facies to eclogite facies (Bailey 
et al. ,1964). Metamorphism was of the "intennediate P-T type", with 
~ures up to 8 kb and temperatures up to 300°C (Ernst, 1971). 

Mercury in the vicinity of the serpentinites {Bailey eta~., 1964; 
Ridge, 1972), and manganese deposits associated vlith the chert-volcani::: 
horizons (Bailey et al.~ 1964), are the dominant types of metallic 
m:i.neralizc-.+:.ion in the Franciscan Fm .. --mation. Primary Au deposits a.ce rare, 
apart from those associated with the Hg deposits (Irwin, 1960). O'Brien 
{1953) reported small amounts of Au and copper in qun.rt:z veins in 
t-1e:r!docino County. More-substantial Au mineralization occurs in the 
Los Burros district, Monterey County (Hart, 1966; Clark, 1 .. 970), in 
tho vlcinity of a NW-striking fault cutting ser:.i-foliated Franciscan 
sandsi:ones 1 shales, chArts and volcanics. 'rhe lodes occ::.py she<rr zones 1 

preferentially formed ~n sandstones which a~e locally fine-grained and 
sh:t.y. The lodes (e .. g. Buclimo) consist of 1-2.3 m wide fault gouge 
containing anastomosing, ribbon--struct.ured, quartz veins (0. 2-2.3 m) • 
Free Au, Ag, and minor amot:':1ts of pyrite, chalcopyrite, arst:nopyrite, 
.:md calcite are c0ncentrated. in the cr1artz veins. 'l'he Los Burros gold 
district is smaller ·than the typical O'cago g-old field, aud produced gold 
worth $150,000 (Clark, 1970), Hart (1966) noted w mine:calization in 
Monteroy County is restd cted to uneconomic .. skarn deposits 1::-:;ar granite·
limestone contacts. No reports of W mineralization in thE: Franciscan 
are evident. 

A ·traverse southeastwards from the Hedian Tectonic Line on Shikoku 
passes through the Sanbagawa, Mikabu, Chichibu, and Shim;>nto belts. 
The Sanbagawa terrain is composed of subequal amounts of mafic volcanics 
and pelitic sediments, t.lli th minor psammi tic and piemonti te schists 
(Ernst and Seki, 1967), the latter being thicker and more extensive 
than t.hose in Otago (Y. Kawachi, pers. comrn.) • Metamorphic grade ranges 
through prehnite-pu..'llpellyite, greenschist, glaucophane schist, and albite
epidote-amphibolite facies towards the Median Tectonic Line, and is 
indicative of high-pressure metamorphism (Miyashiro, :j..973). Ernst and 
Seki (1967) assigned pressures of 5-7 kb and a temperature of 400°C to the 
albite-epidote-amphiboli·te facies. The Sanbagawa belt grades into the 
Hikabu belt, consisting of lo-v.rer grade serni-·schi.sts, phyllites, and 
abundant metavolcanics. Slightly-meta.morphosed sandstone, greywacke, 
chert, and limestone characteJ~·ize t.he Chichi.bu belt t vJlo.:Lch is separated 
into 3 tect.onic zones r the southern most zone grading into the Shimanto 
belt. The Shimanto belt is a thick geosynclinal sequence of greywacke, 
argillite, cher-t, conglomerates, and volcanics .. Metamorphic grade is 
highest in the oldest, northernrnost rocks, and varies from prehnite~ 
pumpellyite to pumpellyite~·a.ctinolite, and possibly greenschist facies. 
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C.A. Landis (pers. con~., 1971) compared the pre-Cenozoic palaeotectonics 
of S.W. Japan and New Zealand, and correlated the Sanbagawa belt with 
the Brook Street Volcanic terrain (see Coombs, et al., 1976a), the three 
Chichibu belts wi·th the Sou·thland Syncline, Key·-&;i·t Syncline and 
Livingstone Volcanic terrain, and the Caples terrain, and the Shimanto 
belt with the Torlesse-Haast Schist terrains. 

Cupriferous pyrite deposits, conformable with the foliation and 
lenticular in form, are ve.ry abundant in t.he Sanbaga11m and Mikabu belts, 
but sparsely dis·tributed in t.he Chichibu and Shir.lanto belts. These 
Kieslagerstatten deposits, of which the Besshi Min0~ is the best known, 
are similar to the Moke Creek cnpriferous deposi·ts in Otago, and their 
common association with volcanic and chert horizons (Imai, 1973) 
su.;-gests a volcanic exhalative origin. As in the FJ:anciscanf Hg and 
Mn deposits occt.rr in the Sanbagawa and adjacent belts (Sait.o et al., 
l96C; Y. Kawachi, pers. comm.). Documentation of other mineralization 
in the Sanbagawa belt is rare. It appears that Au and W vd.n deposits 
are abs<?:nt (Saito et al., 1960; Kmvachi, pers. comm.). The Shimanto belt 
is overlai ':1 by rich placer-Au deposits, t.he Au probably originating from 
narrov.' Au-quartz veins within the ShimaDto belt (Kawachi, pc:~s. comm.) • 
'!'hese veins do not occupy shear zones, but are pr0bably 'l:ensional in 
origin, and could be similar to the approximately 1 em thi.ck, planar 
quartz ve:Lns crosscutting the Otagc schists (see section :;.4). 
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